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I THE SOVIET APMD PORC•0 S N Z'PH T ZM VAR PERIOD

I
Harl P. ZI*emke

University of Georgiai
i • troducti on

3 In the Soviet terminology, the Interwar period, elsewhere regarded

as comprising the roughly two decades between the world wars, is the

I interval between the Russian Civil War and the German Invasion. While

the distinction, like that between World War IZ and the Great Patriotic

War, is, no doubt, as much mythological as actual, It bears significantly

it C)ln all aspects of the Soviet armed forces' effectiveness. How to make

the transition from the war of 2914-1918 to that of 1939-1945 concerned

I the Soviet mllitary and political authorities as much as It did those of

any of the other major powers, but the Soviet perceptions and responses

were conditioned by special circumstances. One was the technological and

5 Industrial backwardness of the Russian nation. The other was the radical

discontinulty the communist system had Imposed on the Russian state. As

I a consequence, the Interwar period was substantially different foa the

Soviet armed forces, and it consisted of several distincL phases.

I
I
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The firat of those, the Clvil War, is considered to have begun In

late May 1918, when a Czechoslovakian corps composed of former prisoners

of war seized control of the Trans-Siberian Railroad, and to have ended

In November 1920 with the defeat of the White general Baron Peter Wrangel

and the conclusion of the Polish War. Leon Trotskiy had become People's

Commissar of War (war minister) in March 1918 and had begun orr,4nlzing

the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army. The Workers' and Peasants' Red

Navy, the renamed ex-imperial Baltic Pleet, existed already, and the Red

Army had eitablished an air contingent comprised of aircraft and

personnel taken over frorit the Imperial forces. The so-called "old army,*

not the least as a result of Bolshevik (communist) subversion, had become

totally useless and what was left of It was having to be disbanded. The

Red Army regarded Itself not only as a replacement but as an "army of a 3
wholly new type," which it and the other Soviet armed forces would

subsequently always claim to be. The primary characteristics of the "new I
tpeo" are said to be dedication to the service of the working class and

reliance on class spirit and on the guidance of the Communist Party.

Trotskly was as good a Marxist as any but also a pragmtiist, and he 3
undertook to build the Red Army to conform as closely as the circum-

stances would allow to the European standard of the World War I era. The 3
result was a conscript army -- of 3 million in 1919 and 5.5 million by

mid-1920 -- officered, although that term was prohibited during the Civil

War and for a long time thereafter, by politically acceptable commanders

and "military specialists." Party members with a taste or talent for

military affairs, "old army" enlisted men who supported the Bolsheviks,

and workers trained In commanders' schools comprised the politically

acceptable contingent. The military specialists were former Imperial

army officers who volunteered for or were drafted into the Red Army. By 3
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"3 I the end of the Civil1 War, the politically acceptable groups account~ec for

sixty-six percent of the command personnel, but then still mostly 3.) the

company grades. As they had throughout the war, the military cpt 3lists

I held by far the larger part of the intermediate and higher level

appointments. The need to employ military specialists whose commitment

5 to the revolu- tlon was often doubtful, to say the least, perpetuated a

practice begun while the "old army" still existed of appointing political

I commissars. That developed during the war Into a dual command system in

which the military commander could neither Issue nor enforce orders

without the concurrence of his commissar.

3 The first phase in the Interwar period (in the Soviet view) was

that of the "economic reconstructLion" and the "mIlitarg ref ams." The

Il two began simultaneously In March 1922 with the Kronshtadt naval mutiny

and the Tenth Party Congress. The mutiny was taken, probably correctly,

as a sign that the party was on the verge of alienating its staunchost

"3 i support, anid the congress undertook to repair the damage by approving the

New E'conomic Policy (NEP),. which sanctioned a relatively free economy,

- and conversion of the Red Army to a militia system, whic' would reduce

the strain the 5.5 mill1on-.man regular army was putting on the economy.

By the fall of 1923, the Red Army converted to a cadre (regular) force of

I 516,000 troops in 26 divisions and a part-time territorial militla of 26

divislons.2 The navy brought the armed forces' total to 562,000.3

3 The second phase of the Interwar perlod is said to have started In

1929 with the first of the five-yiear plans for industrialization,

however, its milltary aspect, the "technological reconstruction of the

I armed forces," did not begin to take definite shape until June 1931 when

Mikhail Tukhachevskly, a former Tsarist lieutenant who had held army and

I army group commands in the Civil War and had been Chief of the Red Army
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4
and chief of armaments for the armed forces. In 1932 and after, the

armed forces acquired new, Sovlet-made weapons and equipment of all kinds

In great quantitities, and Tukhachevskly undertook to incorporate them

Into the military organizations and doctrine. The Army had received I
15,000 tanks by 1938, and aircraft production of all types was running at

5
over 5,000 planes per year. The Navy reportedly Increaved its tonnage

130 percent by 1939, but that apparently was from a small base by world

standards and included rebuilding. 6

The technological reconstruction also brought structural changes, I
the most notable of which was a shift away from the militia system. The 3
militia, which had done no more than provide basic infantry training,

could not eff'etively absorb and operate the new weapons and eqUipment. 5
The quantities of the latter becoming available also made a personnel

expansion necessary.7  I
Although the Soviet literature generally treats the technological 5

reconstruction as the last phase in the Interwar period, it is evident

that the armed forces' experience was sufficiently discontinuous In the 1
four years preceding the German invasion to have constituted two

additional phases. The first began with Tukhachevskly's arrest dnd

execution in June 1937. The purge that followed brought about the deaths 1
of three of the five marshals of the Soviet Union and, according to one

of the few Soviet accounts to be specific on the matter, all of the 5
military district commanders and corps commanders, "almost all" division

and brigade commanders, and "about half" of the commanders of regiments.8 1

The purge ,•onn.nued up to and hs-nynd the outbreak of war In western

Europe on I September 1939 coinciding also with the Soviet involvement in I
the Spanish Civi.l War and an undeclared war in the Par East with Japan. 3
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By the spring of 1940, however, the war In Europe was profoundly

affecting the Soviet armed forces. The Winter War agdinst FPinland, which

ended In March 2940, and the fall of Prance In June left the Soviet UnJion

In the distinctly unpleasant position of having to face Germany alone

with forces that the PInnIsh war had shown to have deep-seated

5 deficiencies. Consequently, the last peacetime year was given over to

massive new preparedness programs In command, training and equipment of

the armed forces that together with modernIzation already begun

constituted a second technological reconstruction.9

I. . . . . • -
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Prom their inception, the armed forces "of a new type" were held to 5
have eliminated the need for polltlcal -milltary accommodation. The

Communist Party, the "leading, guiding and organizing force," as Marsh•l

A.A. Grechko has put It, *always found the most advisable structure and

flexiblo forms and methods of political and military leadership."1 0  I
And the political and the military leadershlp could rely on the

Infallible guidance of Marxist-Leninist doctrine. Furthermore, as a

one-class organization of workers and peasants, the armed forces "of a 3
new type" were regarded as having erased the social distinctions that had

previously existed between the officers and the other ranks and the

differences in outlook that had frequently divided the officers and the ft
political aithorities. The armed forces "of a new type" were - and are

-- therefore presumed to have rendered traditional military protessJon- 3
allum, which was a priori inimical to the interests of the working class,

obsolete. I
In practice, the political-ml.itary relationship was one of the 3

first major problems of the Soviet state. The armed forces came into

belnq under communist political control, but the party possessed no

military expertise. The ex-imperial officers had a monopoly on that, and

paýty doctrine hcl- them to hP a class hostile to the revolution. Durizng 3
the years 1918-1924, Lenin delegated the actual control of the armed

forces to Trotsail, who, although he was as faithful a Marxist as anyone, I
rejected the Adea that war could be conducted on tihe basis of a political 3
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3 doctrine alone. War, he insisted, was "an art," a "trade," "a skill with

certain habits which are elaborated by experience and correctly

L assimilated," a skill that could be transformed into a "high art."I1

I As long as he was the main link between the political leadership and the

armed forces, military professionalisw in the conventional sense was

I esteemed more highly than It would be during the remainder of the

interwar period. He recruited and drafted thousands of former imperial

3 officers as military specialists (48,000 by mid-1920), and he reinsti..

tuted the post of Supreme Commander in Chief'. The latter, a military

specialist, was "entirely independent on matters of strategy and

£ operations," but his orders had to be countersigned bV a political member

of the Revolutionary Military Council of which Trotskly was the

I chairman. 12

Trotskly's reliance un the military specialists, however, aroused

instant resentment among the party members with little or no military

experience who had established themselves as field commanders and saw

their way to the top being blocked by the preference given to the former

I officers. By March 1919, this hostility had coalesced into near

dissidence, and its spokesmen in the upper reaches of the party, chief

among them Nikhall Frunze and KlIment Voroshilov, had become known as the

S "military opposition." Frunze, Voroshi.ov and their adherents contended

that the Marxist state ought to do away with regular, centralized

I military organization and rely on the spirit of the working class and the

initiative and leadership of party men such as themselves, essentially on

3 what Trotskly scornfully characterized as "guerrillaism." In 1921,

I Prunze published a theory of a unified military doctrine in which he

implied that military doctrine could be derived from Marxi.it

3 prInciples. 
13
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Trotsk.ly kept the upper hand over the military opposition In the 3
party throughout the Civil War and into the period of the military

reforms, but after Frunze supplanted him as People's Commsissar for 3
Military and Naval Affairs in January 1925, the political-military

relationship changed. The post of Supreme Commander in Chief, which had I
been held by milltary specialists, had been abolished In 1924 on the 5
grounds that It was unnecessary in peacetlme, and after Frunze took

office the people's commissar became the military as well as the 3
political chief of the armed forces. Prunze would possibly have been

suited to the dual role. He was a political figure of some consequence, I
and had successfully hold several important military commands during the 3
Civil War, but he died before he had been In office a full year. His

successor, Voroshilov, also a party man with Civil War military 3
experience but undistinguished in both, owed his tenure as people's

commissar, which ran unt.1 1940, entirely to a subservient relationship 3
with Josef Stalin.

After 1925, the leaders of what had been the military opposition

held the top milltary posts, and they removed the military specialists

from the key command and staff positions. Most were discharged, and some

were appointed to teach at the military schools. The former members of I
the military opposition lost the desire to promote decentralization of

command once they reached the top, but their competence to function 1
professionally at the levels they had attained was manifestly 5
questionable. Pukhachevskiy was the only one who impressed foreign

mil.itary observers. In 1928, a German officer with access to the Soviet 3
high command, Colonel Hilmar RIt ter von Mittelberger, descz.1bed

Tukhachevskly as "the most significant military figure in the Red

Army." 1 4 Tho future German field marshal, Erich von Manstein, who 3



I- visited the Soviet Union in 1931, dismissed Voroshilov as "a politician"

but found Tukhachevskly "from the military point of view an undoubted>,

interesting personality ... ruthless and Intelligent.*1i In 1936, D.

I Fedotoff White regarded Tukhachevskly as *the present actual head of the

Soviet Army.*'
6

5 Tukhachevskiy was never the *actual head of the Soviet Army,* nor

was anyone else other than Jovef Stalin after 1925. At the height of his

3 I career between 1931 and 2937, Tukhachevskiy was a technician managing a

program, not the head of the army or of the armed forces, although he was

the mi Zitary figure after Frunze who came closest to playing that

role.27 Stalin regarded the military profession as distinct but not as

autonomous. He jaw to It that his own military reputation was elevated

I to match his political stature; and during the 1930s, after the top

appointments in the armed forces had mostly been given to men whose

qualiflcations derived from the Civil War, his experience in the field

5 could be stretched to nearly equal theirs in all but a few Instances,

Moreover, he had sat, along with Lenin and Trotskly, on the Defense

U Council, the all-powerful strategy-and-polIcy-making organ for the armed

forces In the Civil War.

Throughout the interwar period the Soviet principle of collegiality

3 In the decision-making process provided a permanent point of contact

between the professional military and the political leadership In the

S form oe the Revolutionary Military Council of the Republic (1918-1934)

and Its successors, the Military Cowncil (1934-1938) and the Main

I Military and Main Naval Councils (1938-1941). The people's commissar

chaired the councils, and the membership consisted of his deputies, one

of whom was chief of the General Staff, and of Politburo members, most

U notably Stalin, who was a permanent member after 1938. The late Marshal
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Kirill Meretskov, who was the secretary of the Main Military Council In 3
1938, said in his memoirs that Stalin attended the meetings frequently

and received reports on all of them.1 8  On the other hand, Admiral M.G. 5
Kuznetsov, who became People's Commissar of the Navy In 2938, maintained

that while.' the system provided a direct channel from the armed forces i
through the people's commissar to the Council of People's Commissars 5
(cabinet) In the early years, later "in actual fact It was Stalin who

began to decide military mattezrs with the Council of People's Commissars I
rubberstamping his decisions."19 According to Kuznetsov, consultation

with the military consisted in the main of meetings In Stalin's office at I
which the people's commaissar and the Chief of the General Staff

"received" Stalin's decisions.2 0

Although the Navy and the Air Force possessed nominally separate 3
status from 1918 on as the Workers' and Peasants' Red Navy and the

Workers' and Peasants' Red Air Fleet, they did not have direct access to 3
the hiqhest political authorities during the Interwar period. Because

command in both required certain technical knowledge, they also did not

acquire polltical -military hybrids like Frunze and Voroshilov, and It was 5
well Into the 1930s before officers trained under the Soviet regime had

sufficient experience to take over the most responsible posts. The Navy 5
had the additional political liability of the Kronshtadt mutiny. The Air

Force chief ranked as a corps commander, and after general-officer ranks I
were reintroduced In the late 1930s, was the equivalent of a U.S. major 5
general. The Navy acquired Its own people's commissariat and main

council In 1938, but did not thereby achieve coequal status with the 3
Army. rn fact, according to Kuznetsov, it had less access to the highest

political authority, namely, Stalin, after 1938 than before, rInce Stalin I
was not a member of the Main Naval Council. 21
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3 Esteem for the military profession during the Interwar period

cannot be correlated el ther positively or negatively wi th the armed

I forces' successes in securing shares In the budget, industrial resources,

technology, and manpower of the Soviezt state. Those were detormIned by

other considerations, the most pervasive of which was th~e conviction that

I the Soviet Union was alone in a hostile world. The political authorities

never doubted that the armed forces deserved the maximum feasible support

3 and only once (during the economic reconstruction) permitted another

requirement to take precedence over military preparedness. Consequently,

how much the armed forces received, individually or collectively,

I depended less on their ability to promote their con.erns than on the

nation' s capacity to generate support in the various categories. The

5 Army, for instance, was consistently the most favored service; it also

had the best political contacts; but its Industrial, technological and

manpower needi happened as well to be less difficult to meet than those

5 of the other two services; and Russia was historically a land power.

Paradoxically, the political authorlt.tes always operated under a dual

U compulsion: to make the armed forces strong and to keep their leadership

from accumulating power that could possibly rival that of the Communist

I Party or produce a Bonaparte.

The most readily quantifiable measure of armed forces' political

effectiveness, the budget share, has always been difficult to apply to

3 the Soviet armed forces, and that was never more the case than during the

Interwar period. In the years of the Civil War the budget was almost

U only a figure of speech; the money was virtually worthless, and the22

deficit In the 1919 budget was close to 80 percent. On the other

hand, the armed forces' claim on the resources of the state received the

I absolute highest priori•y. As Trot~kiy put it, OThe War Department
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determined the government work of the entire country. All the other

government activity was subsidiary to It.*23 In September 1918, the

All-Russian Central Executive Committee declared the entire country to be

"a single armed camp" and instituted the system of *war cor.!unlism," which

nationalized Industry and required the peasants to turn over to the

government all the grain they grew.2 4  The Council of Workers' and

Peasants' Defense, charged with mobilizing all of the country's

resources, gave the armed forces absolute first claim on the output of

Industry and agriculture, but that amounted In effect to a lesser share

In the shortfalls of both. In 2920, industrial production stood at about,

fifteen percent and agricultural output at about sIxty-five percent of

the 2923 levels.
2 5

The Civil War established a permanent political commitment to

maximum support of the armed forces that never wavered during the

interwar period. The economic reconstruction Imposed a certain stringency I
on the armed forces In 1921 and for some years thereafter; but the

demobilization was phased over three years, and the Army reduction to

516,000 men appears to have constituted a relatively small cut In real

terms since the effective fighting strength had not at any time been more

than 600,000 to 700,000 troops. 2 6  The Navy had already declined from a

strength of 180,000 men In 1917 to 56,000 in 1921 as a result of

attrition, some of which resulted from the Kronshtadt mutiny. 27

Actually, by the time the demobilization ended, In 1924, a build-up was

In progress. Expansiun In the Navy and Air Force raised the armed

forces' cadre (regular) strength from 562,000 men in 1924 to 617,000 In 3
28

1928. The Army's cadre strength did not increase, but the militia

system was giving basic Infantry training to 1.8 million men on a

two-year cycle. 2 9 The Air Force went from a total 228 aircraft In 1921 3
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•I to 1,400 in 1928; the Navy from an aggregate 82,000 tons in 1923 to

239,000 tons in 1926.30 The Air Force and the Navy also Improved their

I relative positions within the armed forces. In 2921, the Army's share

was 98.6 percent, the Air Force's .4 percent and the Navy's 1 percent; by

1928, the Army had declined to 92.6 percent and the Air Force and Navy

3 had risen to 2 and S.4 percent. 32

The Fifteenth Party Congress, held In December 1927, established

3 the basis for the support of the arnkd forces throughout the rest of the

Interwar period: a resolution specifVing that the five-year plan then

being developed (the first) should "give maxinum attention to development

I of sectors of the economy in general and Industry In particular which

would play leading parts in strengthening the def&unse and the economic

3 foundations of the country In case of war."32 Consequently, during the

five-year plans, the armed forces received In addition to whatever part

of the budget was assigned directly to them, a very large share of the

-I amounts Invested in the plans, which in the first two years (1928-1929

and 1929-1930) comprised two thirds of the budgets.33 According tc one

I source, the Soviet Union devoted 9 percent of its 1934 total national

income to defense, three times as much as Great Britain, and two and a

quarter times as much as Germany. The same source gives the value of

I armament production for the years 1935-1939, in 1944 dollars, as having

been $1.5 billion for the United States, $2.5 billion for Great Britain,

U $8 billion for the Soviet Union, and $12 billion for Germany. In the

'ear 1939 alone German production was $3.4 billion and Soviet production

was. $3.4 billion, and by 1941 the Soviet Union had gone ahead at $8.5

I billion to the German $6 billion.34

By 1936, the midpoint in the second five-year plan, industry was

I getting into full swing, and in that yjear, the defense expenditures
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constituted about a third of the total budgetary financing for the 3
national economy. In 1937, the directive for drafting the third

five-year plan established a requirement to Nguarantee ... a general 3
strengthening of the defense capacities of the country;* and in 1938, the

investment in arms Industries increased by 70 percent. The 1939 budget I
allotted another 70 percent Increase to defense, and that was doubled at

35
mid-year. Altogether the amounts budgeted for defense rose 235

percent in the years 1938 through 1940.36

The Soviet armed forces were different from most others during the

Interwar period In that their access to industrV and technology was less U
a matter of money than of development. Imperial Russia had been the

least technologically and industrially advanced of the major powers, and

the base the Bolsheviks took over in 1917 was then already collapsing

under the effects of war and political and economic turmoil. Their

Inability to get more than six or seven hundred thousand actual troops I
out of the millions of men they conscripted, although an exceedingly high

I
desertion rate had much to do with it, resulte.1 in the main from lack of'

arms and equipment. New production was not enough to compensate for
317

ordinary wastage. Except for some hand-crafted airplanes and light

tanks, the aircraft, armored vehicles, and naval vessels employed in the 5
Civil War were ofther inherited from the imperial forces or acquired by

capture from one opponent or another.

The Soviet technological and Industrial bases remained weak 5
throughout the 1920s, although a limited capacity to design and build

aircraft and tanks developed after 1925 and the Navy began a small 3
building program !n submarines and escort vessels. The Army had 92 tanks

In 1929, mostly Soviet designed light (3,000 lb.) 2-18s. 38 Of 1,400

aircraft the Air Porce had in 1928, apparently at least 800 were bought 5
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abroad and a good many of the rest came from a German Junkers aircraft
39

factory established near Moscow. 3 n the main, the Wavy achieved its
40

increase in tonnage by rehabilitating ex-imperlal ships. After the

Soviet-Cerman Rapallo agreements of 1922 and until Adolf Hitler came to

power in 1933, the Army and Air Force did have access to German programs

in what were then considered to be the three main military technologies,

aircraft, tanks, and war gases. In 1924, the Soviet and German Armies

Jointly set up an air test and training facility at Lipetsk, near

Voronexh. Later, they established similar installations for tanks (in

2927 at Saratov) and for chemical warfare (in 2930 at Kazan). 41

Considering the state of Soviet technology at the time, the profit must

have been considerable on the Soviet side even though the collaborat.ion

seems not to have fulfilled the expectations of either partner.

The relatlonship with the German Army was the closest the Soviet

militarzy came during the interwar period to working in the setting of an

alliance. According to German accounts, which are the only ones

existing, nothing like mutual trust and confidence ever developed. The

World War 117 German Air Force general, Helm Speldel, who like man•y of his

c.ntemporaries participated In the exchanges w.th the Soviet Union In the

19261&, said the Germans learned early that the Russians avoided breaking

agreem9nto ft Juze but evaded their obligations de facto, while always

Insistin.g on full compliance from their partners.42 Manstein, who in

the r'ar)y 1930s was concerned with the state of the potential Soviet

Alliance as chief of the German General Staff's war plans section,

characterized Tukhacbevskly as being *energetically devoted to

technological cooperation with the Reich;iwehr" -- and at the same time
43

prepared to take as much and give as little as possible. On the

other hand, the mi.0tary association lasted nearly a decade and would
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very likely have continued longer had Hitler not disregarded military 3
advice to the contrary and ordered it terminated In the late summer of

1933.44 In Speldel's view, the projected Cerman rearmament was then 3
making the operation of the bases In Russia *more urgent than ever." 4 5

The technological reconstruction was almost certainly doing the same on I
the Soviet side. 3

The five-year plans of the 1930s brought industrial development,

and the technological reconstruction of the Soviet armed forces was 3
indeed a remarkable accomplishment, but neither clearly showed the

military to be highly effective at devising plans and programs and I
getting them adopted. Tukhachevskily Is said to have campaigned for

modernization of the armed forces during his term as Chief of the Red

Army Staff (1925-1928) and to have had Stalin turn his proposals down as 3
"harebrained schemes" so often that he finally asked to be transferred to

other duty.46 BDy his own account, Tukhachevskly also did not have tho 3
support of his military volleaquos, many of whom preferred to belleve In g
the so-called "theoxy of the special mobility of the Red Army.* This

theory held that the Soviet cavalry armries of the Civl War had solved 3
the problem of mobility that had confounded all of the forces in World

War 1. 4 7

While' the technological reconstruction of the armed fqrces could

later be regarded as Tukhachevskll's vindication, it certainly did not

appear to be that dt the time. Shortly before tht? First Five.YeAr Plan 3
began, Tukhachevskiy was dropped out of the Army Staff and rc-I'VLAd tc

command of the Leningrad Military DistrIct. He had not succeeded in 3
having his program adopted but had hdd It coopted.48 His recall to be

armed forces' armaments chief in 1931 and subsequent advancement to I
Marshal of the Soviet Union In 1935 and First Deputy Commissar of Defense 3
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U In 1936 seemed to have established him as the country's leading military

professional. But less than a year later, in short order, he lozc his

I high appointments and his life.

The Air Force and Navy leadership fared no betLer. The Air Force

benefited enormously from the technological reconstruction. By 1935, it

I had 6,672 combat aircraft. Between 1.30 and 1940, It received almost

25,000 aircraft of all kinds.49 The comrander in chief of the Air

Force, Ya. I, AlksnIs, achieved the status of Deputy People's Commissdr

I of Defense In January 1937 and eighteen months later, disappeared in the

purge along with a good half of the Air Force's top commanders. 50

£ !The Navy did not benefit as much from the first two five-year plans

as the Army and Air Force did. Its program although much enlarged, was

I restricted to building submarines and light surface ships and modernizing

some World War X battleships and cruisers. The tech..ological

reconstruction was a race to catch up with the outside world, one that

S could be more swiftly and, In terms of the national Interest, effec-tivoly

run for the Army and Air Force than for the Navy (which would have

U required a heavy preliminary building of yards and docks).

The Navy's progress was also more erratic than that of its sister

services. In the early 1930s, the emerging communist naval leadership

3 propounded a "new school" doctrine oriented toward coast defense.

Suddenly, In 1939, the Navy found Itself elevated, on Stalin's orders to

3 (almost) coequal status with the Army and Air Force, In possession of its

own people's conmmissariat and charged under the Third Five-Year Plan with

S launching a high seas fleet of battleships and aircraft carriers.51

Just as suddenly, the originators of the "new school" disappeared In the

purge, and the nrre junior officers who replaced them were left to

I struggle until the war intervened with the impossible task of building
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"the most powerful navy In the world."

5 2

Technology, much less responsive to state coercion than basic

industrialization, was a special problem throughout the Interwar period. 3
The solution adopted, which was to acquire, adapt and, If possible,

improve upon foreign inventions, fostered rapid advancement and some 3
notable successes but not fully reliable depth and breadth. (It also

generated an openness to developments that were being slighted in their I
countries of origin, for instance, the American J. Walter Christie's tank

designs.)53 The most spectacular earlV achievement was a

cantilevered-wing monoplane figher, the 1-26, which was the fastest

military aircraft In the world In the mid-1930s and incorporated an

American engine -nd design features of American "Gee Bee* racers.4 On I
the other hand, the complusion to catch up impelled the Soviet armed I

forces to go into large-scale production several years before other

nations Including Germany, had fullV reoriented their technology and I
Industry. Consequently, by 1938 the Soviet plants were turning out large

quantitiles of mostly obsolescent equipment and a second technological I
reconstruction had to be initiated. 5 5

The second technological reconstruction brought out (in 1939) the

best medium tank of World War II, the T-34, which was the culmination of

earlier work on Chrlstle-types. In 1940, several new high-performance

fighter aircraft comparable to those already in service with foreign air 3
for(ces began to go into production, However, a habit of valuing quantlty

more than quality made It difficult for the new tanks and aircraft co

compete for factory space and materials with the older models. 56  The 3
alzoraft also fell somewhat short of the then current state of the art

because foreign governments, the United States Included, had restricted 3
57exports of military technology. The navy's progrdm to acquire a high
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seas fleet was severely hampered by Inability to buy a nucleus of
58

battleships abroad. The second technological reconstruction also did

not keep abreast of developments in communications. Like the first, It

concentrated on weaponry. Tanks and aircraft, even the newest, did not

usually carry radios. Xn the Air Force, squadron commanders' airplanes

had radios but It is said that because of their poor quality mflight

personnel made little use of them while In the air.N The ground forces'

radio networks were thin.5 9

Manpower as such was not a problem for the Soviet military. The

communist regime was always more than willing to recreate the human

steamroller of .1914 if need be, Field service regulations published in

1936 at the height of the technological reconstruction stated, *..the

U1 infantry ... by decisive action in attack and by maintaining positions In

defense, decides the outcome of battle.*"' There is no evidence that

the Soviet government or military were concerned, as others were after

I World War I, with the possibility of not again being able to mnustLr a

mass army. The reduction after the Civil War was actually dn effort to

S maintain the largest possible armed forces in the midst of a crippling

economic crisis. By 1929, the cadre and territorial elements could, on

mbilization, have constituted a force of several million men. The

I OsoavIakhim (Society for Promotion of Defense, Aviation and Chemical

Development), formed in 1927 out of existing paramilitary clubs and

3 associations and claiming eleven million members in 1931, could have

provided an additional reservoir of manpower at least acquainted with

I militarily useful skills ranging from airplane piloting to first aid.6 2

The Soviet literature depicts the main manpower problem as having

been a predominance of peasants in what were to have been workers' armed

me 63_ fo~rces. Since there is no evidence that workers made better soldiers
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I
than peasants - and most armies believed just the opposite at the time

-- this appears to have been principally a psycho-political concern. But 5
it waa related to a real manpower problem that became acute durinri the

technological reconstruction: that of having to man technologically

equipped armed forces with personnel drawn from a still predominantly 3
non-technological ;ociety. It was dealt with at the lower levels by

expanding the cadres (to almost a million in 1935 and to 1.5 million In £
1938) and taking the greater part of the conscripts Into them, where they

could be given two to four years full-time training.64

Communist theory required commanders also to be drawn from the 3
working class and peasantry as the military specialists were phased out

of active command after the Civil War. The German Colonel Mittelberger, 3
on visiting the coneunnde~rs schools In Moscow In 2928, concluded that a

select group scheduled for top command and staff appointments were doing I
very well and were likely, *in about ten years,N to achieve a hlghor 3
level of military education than had existed in the tsarlst army, Those

being trained for the field grades, however, he found be? "not very 3
promising," and the primary objective of the courses for company--grade

commanders appeared to be about a fifth-.year level of elementary school I
education.6 5  Speidel remarked about the higher commanders and senior 3
staff officers who went through the German general staff couzses that

they *almost" surpassed their German colleagues In desire to learn but 5
concentrated more on memorization than on ass.milatlon and

application. 66  I

I
I
I
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I ZZ. atratfalc Effe..tIvensa,

3 The Soviet political goal. throughout the Interwar period were,

first and alwayls, survival of the communist regime in Russia and, second,

3 world revolution. Although, as perceived from the nutslde, the order of

i precedence appeared much of the time to be reversed, the political

leadership consistently put Its own security ahead of the MarxIst-revolu.-

3 tionary program. The two were mutually supportive In making maximum,

military power the State"a first political pr1or1cy, but they tended to

I contradict each other in thdt the dominant goal was defensive to the

point of being Isolationi•t while the subordinate goal was Inherentlry

offensive and expansionist.

3 The Civil War made vurvival a real and acute concern, (it also

raised a tantalizing vision of Imminent wo.,ld revolution, but that faded

3 early.) During the war, the Bolshevik government saw itself as

surrounded by enemies and Oa fiery ring of fronts.*67 It did not trust

U I Its ex-imperlal military professionals, and the party members who had

3 assumed milltary commands resisted central control. But the Bolsheviks

did have one decisive strategic asset: possession of the ethnic Russian

I heartland, the great belt of territory stretching from Leningrad to

Moscow to the Volga River and Into the Urals. Since the Civil War, as

Stalin observed with considerable candor, was a war primarily between

3 I Russians, this compelled the White forces to strike inward from the

periphery and to draw their manpower and support from often hostile

3 non.-Russlan populations 68
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According to Stalin, the main strategic task on the Red side was to 1

determine the direction of the main effort since the resources were

always too limited to permit a full-scale action against more than one 3
enemy iit a time. Lenin and the party Central Cormaittee, 'e implied, were

more adept at doing that than the military because the party had long I
experience in ;jelecting Its chief political t.9rget; .69 .'hother deter- I
mining th-. main effort required a particularly h.yh level of strategic

competence, however, is somewhat doubtful. The Whites did not manage: to 5
coordinate their opiratlons, and the Reds had to mipet the stic,ý.esslve

threats as they camwe. The historian Paul HIllukov may have Identlfied 3
the most effective strateqists of the Civil War. the Russian pea.sants,

who endured the rigors of war communism to stave off the Lturn of the

landowners, whose property the Bolsheviks had allowed them to seize. 7 0

Phe beginning, by the Soviet reckoning, of the Interwar period

brought a redefinition of polltical goals that extended the outlook of 3
the Civil War Into the indeflnite future. The ring of enemies that no

longer existed In Russia became a more dangerous one In the world outside

the Soviet borders. Lenin foresaw an 'inevitable -. series of' frightful

clashes between the Soviet Repub'lic and the bourgeois states. 72

Stalin elucidated and expanded Lerin's thesis at the Fifteenth Party 3
Congress in 1927. War with the capitalist world, he said, was

inevitable, as were also imperialist wars between the capitalist states 1
and "colon.lal-.revolutionary wars." The Soviet Union, he concluded, would I

have to postpone war by 'buying off the capitallsts," strengthening its

defenaes, and promoting revolutionarzy movements In the capitalist states 1
and their colonies. The postponement would end, he said, when the

revolutionary movemnent.: had "matured* or at *the moment when the 1
capitalists come to blows over the divJhion of the colonies."72 In
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3 short, the Soviet goal would be to ensure iLu. own survivo•l until the time

was ripe to destroy Its enemies.

Prun.ze's unified military doctrine provided a theoret.cal strategic

3 framework derived from an interpretation of the Civil War experience and,

like the political goal, from the Marxist dialectic. In Frunze's view,

3 the chief characteristics of the Soviet style of war would be maneuver

and offensive operations. He also saw offensive mindedness as a special

3 characteristic of the Red Army and the wars It fought, being class wars,

E as Inevitably terminating "in the total destruction of one side."73

Trotskly, whose experience In straLegy-making was considerably greater

3 than Frunze's, Insisted: "We must reject all attempts at building an

absolute revolutionary strategy with the elements of our limited

experience ... .74 But the unified military doctrine was and would

contlinue to be compellingly attractive because, it is said, u... without

a military doctrine the army could not be a strong organism capable of

3 carrying out the mivsions of the state."7 5

By the early 1930s, though, the mission of the state was becoming

U less clear cut than it had seemed to be in the aftermath of the Civil

War, In June 1930, Stalin told the SIxteenth Party Congress that the

economic depression then gripping most of the world was creating serious

"contradictions" within the capita.ist camp, ones which could lead to an

Imperialist war that the Soviet Union in its still low state of

I ndustrial development could not exploit.76 Three and a half y,?ars

later a massive upsurge in revolutionary movements he had also predicted

had taken place, but the HK ements were fascist, not Marxist. In January

I 1934, Stalin told the Seventeenth Party Congress, "Quite clearly., things

are heading for a new war." Fascism "of the German type," he said, had

3 become the "most fashionable commodity among the war-.mongering bourgeois
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U
politicians;" plans were being hatched In "military circles in Japan" and 3
among the "political leaders of certain states in Europe" for a war

against the Soviet Union. 77  After the congress, Soviet policy shifted 3
from opportunistic isolationism to collective security marked by the

opening of negotiations for mutual assistance pacts witth Prance and I
Czechoslovakia early In 1934 and Soviet entry into the League of Nations 3
later in the year.

The uncertainties of the world political situation, the require-. 3
ments of the technological reconstruction of the armed forces and

Stalin's suppression of collegiality in the decision making processes I
were the determinants of Soviet military strategy during the 1930s. War 3
agalný.t a coalition and two-front (Germany and Japan) and three front

(Germany, Japan and Turkey) war were the predominant specific strategic

concerns, but the military leadership appears not to have been called

upon or to have taken upon itself to devise a comprehensive national I
strategy. The most recent Soviet )udgment is that the military could not 3
bring Its strategIc theories "to life" because the state was unable in

the l1930's to provide the necessary resources. Earlier post-Stalln

contentions were that Stalin's cult of personality stultified strategic

thought and that, while claiming to be the ultimate authority, he failed 3
79

to establish strategic objectives. Whatever the reason may have

been, it is certain that Stalin, like ceorges Clemenceau before him,

looked upon real war as too important a matter to be left to generals and 3
thdt strategy-making declined as a function of the military leadership

during the 1930s, In the 20's, the faculty of the War Academy taught and 3
worked at developing the arts of strategy, operations and tactics., In the

early 1930s, It concentrated on operations and tactics; and from 1919 to I
1941, its "main task" was "to develop the tactical form of future war. 803
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Whether the military's deficiency in the realm of strategy stemmed

entirely from the Inability of the state to provide the means or from

Stalin's personality cult or from both Is at least doubtful. During the

campaign for collective security, WMostern military observers had

opportunities to meet and assess the Soviet military leadership. As the

Germans had done some years before, they regarded Tukl)achevskiy as highly

competent -- and somewhat devious. Most of the others, particularly

Voroshilov, the people's commissar, and A.Zl Yegorov, the chief of the

General Staff, struck them as having no discernable professional

81
qualifications for the high posts they held. The French, who were

desperate for an ally In the East, could not be persuaded that the Red

Army would be a worthwhile one, and the purge In 1937 and after convinced

the commander In chief of the French Army, General Maurice Gamelln, that

the Red Army had been reduced to *a gendarmerieN from which little was to

be expected "after gernerals and higher of ficers have beeii put to death by

3 the thousands."82 G.S. Isserson, who was a professor In the Soviet War

Academy during the 1930s and survived the purge, said that the purge

"essentially decapitated" the army.83 While the Soviet literature now

generally rates the military victims of the purge higher than foreign

observers did at the time, and while the purge may not have been as

crippling as It appeared at the time, Stalin could well have had

substantial genuine doubts about his military men's qualifications as

strategists after the purge as well as before it;. Those who survived In

the top command echelon owed their good fortune primarily to subservience

to Stalin. Since ability was not a consideration In the selection

process at any level, the purge probably did not alter the overall

average competence of the officer corps, and the net loss was mainly In

numbers and experience. Some years later, after Stalin had managed to
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I
keep his generals In hand through the darkest period In the war and Adolf 3
Hitler was beginning to have trouble doing the same with his, Hitler

rated the loss In the purge as negligible In comparison with the gain In 3
control of the officer corps Stalin had achieved by removing all the

potential dissidents before the war started. 8 4  I
Internal division on the question of the nature of the next war 3

further limited the military's ability to formulate strategy, World

military thought on the subject of a future general war took Its

departure, In one way or another from World War I, The Red Army was born

of the revolution and the Civil War; Prunze's unified military doctrine I
had made the idealized experience of the Civil War a Marxist article of 3
faith; and with few exceptions the leading military figures in the Soviet

Union hardly knew any other form of war. TT7e effe.t, as a recent Soviet 3
account has put It, was to "canonize' the Civil War excperience and to

disregard the lessons of World War 1.85 Frunze's singling out of I
maneuver as the Soviet main form of warfare reinforced and sustained the 3
theory of "the special mobility of the Red Army,* whose adherenta saw the

cavalry army as the pre-eminent element of maneuver, even a kind of Soviet

secret weapon, and proposed to relegate armor to a cavalry support role.

On ..he eve of his downfall in 1937, Tukhachevskly was campaigning against 3
the theory; of special mobility In the party and military press.86

General agreement did exist on the second predominant

characteristic Frunze had attributed to the Red Army, Its 3
offensive-mJndedness. A 1939 draft of the field service regulations

expressed It In aphorisms such as the following: 3

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will respond to I
any enemy attack with a crushing blow involving all the 3
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might of Its armed forces,

If an enemy unleashes a war on us, the Workers' and

Peasants' Red Army will be the most offensive-minded of

---I all the attacking armies that ever existed.

We will conduct the war in an offensive manner, bringing

It to the enemy's territory. 8 7

3 IdeologIcally these were totally satiusf.actory and have remained so ever

since, but they were expressions of faith not necessarily of fact, and,

It is said, "because of insufficient practical and theoretical training

I of many leading military cadres, were accepted too literally and

dogmatically."88 Consequently, as the official sLrt• f_ •he Sec•rd

I World War states, the development of Soviet military theory prior to

World War II was "shallow and inadequate" because, while It was

"3correctly oriented" toward dealing an aggressor "powerful blows," it

I failed to take the posslbility of a strategic defensive Into account.89

In quantitative terms the ground forces of the Red Army were the

I mainstay of Soviet strategy, political and military, throughout the

Interwar period. I.A. Korotkov states, "The ground forces had the

leading role in the execution of strategic and operational -tactical

missions .. .. ," and gives the relative personnel strengths at the outbreak

of war In 1941 as 79.3 percent ground, 11.5 percent air, 5.8 percent

naval and 3.4 percent air defei-se.90 Throughout the period ar well,

the Red Army relied predominantly on its infantry mass. The 1936 field

3 service regulations, written under Tukhachevski.'s supervision at the

height of the technological reconstructon, specified, ". l. tl2 other

types of forces olpe.rating Jointly with the Infantry are carrying out

"I their missions In the Interests of the infantry .. 9 Future war
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was seen as Involving massive collisions of strategic fronts,, the

outcomes of which would depend primarily on the ground forces. The Air

Force would support the battle on the ground by preliminary bombardments 3
In conjunction with the artillery and by stzikes at enemy headquarters,

reserves, rear installations and communications lines. 9 2  The Navy "new

school" had developed a "little war" (guerrilla) theory of naval strategy

which would require the light surface vessels, submarines and naval I

aircraft being built In Increasing numbers under the five-year plans to 5
be employed In a combination of ground support (on the seaward flanks of

the fronts) and coast defense roles. 9 3  3
The form the next war would take was a vexing problem for all

military organizations in the Interwar period. Rotghly, the solutions I
considered fell into three categories: (1) a repeat of World War I with 3
some variations, such as the Jaginut Line and Increased aerial

bombardment; (2) a more open and mobile form derived from the miWthods 3
both sides had employed on the Western Front after March 1918; and (3) a

form that would substitute technology, primarily aircraft and armor, for I
manpower and be almost totally open and mobile. All were rooted In the I
World War X experiences the Soviet military had not shared.

Consequently, although that Is only obliquely admitted, the Soviet 3
theorists followed foreign developments, particulaely the German, and

undertook to adapt them to the Red Army's needs, Zn doing so the Soviet I
armec' forces had something no other military establishment of the time 3
had, namely, under the five-year plans, an economy entirely devoted to

military support. This enabled them to take options on all three

categories: by building the longest Maginot-type line (the Stalin Line),

by constructing a fleet of heavy four-engine bombers (TB-3s), and by 3
setting up massive armored units while maintaining whdt were probably the
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largest infantry and certainly the largest cavalry forces In the world.94

The group In the military leadership most articulate on matters of

I strategy, Tukhachevskly and his adherents in the War Academy and

elsewhere, followed the course being taken by moderately advanced

Duropean military thought and concentrated on Category 2, which seemed to

I offer the best feasible prospects. Category 3, as advocated by J.P.C.

Fuller, BH. Liddell Hart and Giulio Douhet, would have required reliance

on technology that did not yet exise and for the Soviet armed forces, In

particular, potential loss of a historiu Russian strategic advantage, the

ability to put greater masses of men In the field than could any other

I European state. Soviet strategic theory of the mid-1930s Identified the

essential feature of Category 2 as being the offensive Incorporating

combined arms operations and maneuver with the objective of first carrying

the war to the enemy's territory (to force him to take the brunt of the

destruction) and thereafter of breaking through his front and driving him

back repeatedly until he could no longer resist. This was, for Its

time, as Isserson said later, *the correct line of development," and It

was the line the German General Staff had also taken.96 The purge,

Isserson maintained, interrupted Soviet progress while thdt of the

Germans continued.

The purge, however, probably affected Sovlet strategic thought less

than did the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939), with which It was roughly

3 concurrent. The Spanish war upset the Category 2 assumptions --- In all

armies but more In the Red Army than others -- by seeming to demonetrate

I that despite motorization and mechanization, the defensive was more than

i ever the stronger form of war. Zn 1937, Liddell Harýt and Tukhachevskly

publ.ished articles in which both revised their previous estimates of the

3 role mechanization would play In a future general war downward
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substantially, In his article, which appeared in the Journal Dol'shevlk

two months after his death, Tukhachevskly Judged the experience in Spain I
to be demons trating that technological advancement Invariably

strengthened the defense and, hence, gave no reason to anticipate a

coming era of highly mobile, mechanized warfare. Success In battle, he

concluded, would depend primarily on Infantry and artillery. Therefore,

combined arms would have to be construed, as in the World War, as the I
concentration and coordination of all arms, including armor and air, in

support of the Infantry..97

Strategic bombing appeared also to have shown less promise during 3
the war In Spain than its advocates had predicted. Ceneral Alexander

Lapchinskly, a former commanding general of the Red Air Force, reasoned 3
that. (1) strategic bombing could only be effective after the enemy's

military resistance had been broken because the bombing of urban areas, I
such as Cuernica and Madrid, had not by itself Impaired CVilidn morale 3
and (2) strategic bombing would only be possible after the onemy's

military resistance had been broken because until then all available aLir

power would have to be concentrated at the fighting front. In 1939,

the Red Air Force, which with about P00 TB-3s possessed the only (though I
obsolescent) fleet of heavy bombers in existence, gave up on strategic 3
bombing and disbanded three air armies (equivalent to World War II U.S.

Air Forces) 1C had activated in 1936 to conduct strategic missions.

During the year it also stopped production of the TB-7, a new four-onqine

bomber s.iid to have been as advanced as any then in existence including I
the U.S. Air Corps, B-17. (The 78 TB-7s built constituted the Soviet 3
World War I1 heavy bomber component after' the TB-3s were taken out of

combat service early in the war.) The 193.) Field Service Regulations 3
defined the dir mission as being to reinforce the ground forces *in the I
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direction of the main effort."100

The Soviet milltary--stzategIc disarray In the late 1930s was more

I than matched at the political level. The collective security policy did

not mature Into an alliance against Nazi Germany; unilateral Intervention

in the Spanish Civil War failed to prevent another victory for fascism;

I and the German-Japanese Anti-Comintern Pact of November 1936 and the

Rome -.Berlin-TokXyo Axis formed a year later confronted the Soviet Union

I with an explicitly hostile coalition and an unmistakable threat of a

two-front war. In the summer of 1938 and again the next summer, the Red

Army engaged Japanese forces on the Manchurian border, at Lake Khasan and

I on the Khalkin-Gol River. Soviet willingness -- and ability -- to meet

the Japanese challenges in those places, however, tended to reinforce the

I Impression being derived abroad from the Intervention in Spain that there

was little to choose between in the Soviet and Axis capacitles for

aggression. The collective security policy collapsed totally during the

I Sudeten Crisis of September 1938, and the Munich agreements virtually

relegated the Soviet Union to diplomatic isolation.

Stalin responded with an appeasement effort of his own. On

10 March 1939, he told the Eighteenth Party Congress that the goal of

Soviet policy henceforth would be "to strengthen business-like ties with

all countries.*101 In Adolf Hitler, he found a "businessman" to his

liking. The Nazi-Soviet nonaggression pact of August 1939 was a strategic

3 bonanza. It enabled the Soviet UnJon to stand aside from the war brewing

In Europe; made certain the Khalkin-Gol Incident then in progress would

I not become the prelude to a two-front war; and, after Germanal had

I defeated Poland, gave Stalin the opportunity to begIn establishing a

glacis on the western frontier. The price, Initially, was modest: the

3 nonaggression pact gave Germany relief from its strategic nlghtmare of a
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two front war -- which could always be revived as long as tOermany had 3
opposition on her western frontier, But the defeat of France In June

1940 revealed the actual price to have been German hegemony in Europe and 3
that, according to HikIta Khrushchev, who was then a Politburo member,

confronted the Soviet Union with 'the most pressing and deadly threat in I
all of history. "

102

After June 1940, war was inevitable, but the state of Soviet readi-

ness was more than ever in doubt, The second technological reconstruc-

tion was Just beginning to take effect, and the 1939-1940 Winter War

against Finland had disclosed alZarming shortcomings In the Red Army's I
performance. In January 1941, Stalin reportedly estimated that the play 3
for time had to continue for at least a year and a half to two more

y•ears, 1 0 3  MfanLfestly It could not have done that and, hence, was 3
unrealistic as a policy goal, particularly in the early months of 1941

when German invasion preparations were apparent as far away ds London and I
Washington, D.C.. The question ever since has been whether the fallure

of policy exposed the country to the strategic surprise that befell it on

22 June 1941. Since the de-.Stallnization of the late 1950s, the official

view has been that It did, in one way or another, either through Stalin's

misperception or as an unavoidable necessity. 104 On the other hand, I
continuing Soviet military concern with the element of strategic

surprise, born no doubt In part out of the 1941 experience, has prompted

studies from which two other conclusions can be drawn, namely, that 3
Stalin's play for time was not Incompatible with the military's strategic

thinking of the time and that strategic surprise - for reasons other

than Stalin's influence -- did not figure In the military thinking.

The Soviet strategists clo.nely studied the war's early campaigns:

Poland, Norway and Denmark, France and the Low Countries, Greece, North 3
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Africa and, lastly, the Balkans and Crete. But the action was difficult

to follow because relations with the allies, soured over the Nazi-Soviet

Pact, virtually died during the war with Pinland, and the Soviet-German

military contact of the pre-Hitler era did not revive. Isserson

maintined that those who had worked on the theory of mobile warfare

before the purge - and like him survived -- understood and analyzed the

change the Germans had introduced In their campaigns In Poland and

Prance, but the conclusions did not get outside the offices "of some

I circles In the General Staff and the War Academy."205 In December 1940,

Marshal S.X. Timoshenko, who had replaced Voroshilov as People' s

Commissar of Defense earlier In the year, told the military district

comnmanders that the German victories had not raised any new

considerations for Soviet strategy.2 0 6

In particular, strategic surprise appeared to be ruled out. In his

rmemoirs, Marshal G.K. Zhukov, who became Chief of the General Staff in

January 1941, said, "The People's Commissariat of Defense and the General

Staff believed that war between such big countries as Germany and Russia

would follow the oxi sting scheme ... .107 Under "the existing

scheme," as It had been propounded In the mld-1930s, host111ties would

begin with "creeping war," a period of "war and non-war" consisting of

border skirmishes and last-minute diplomatic exchanges that both sides
108

would use to complete their mobilizations. The interval would be as

much as three weeks after war had formally been declared, enough to make

an attempt at strategic sa'nprise futile for either side. 1 0 9  After the

hiatus, the Soviet strategists assume.d, the war would follow a pattern of'

successive offensives and would "Inevitably take on a character of

extended attrition, with battles being decided primarily by the ability

of the rear to provide the front with more material and human resources
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over a prolonged period of time than were available to the enemy.*llO 3
The military leadership prepared for the kind of war It anticipated

but not for the kind that occurred. Strategic estimates developed In the

summer and fall of 1940 assumed a two-.front war with Germany and Japan In

which Germany would be the main and by far more dangerous enemy. The I
military district commands on the western frontier, which would become

army group headquarters In wartime, worked out operational plans In the

winter and early spring of 1941. By June, the first strategic echelon,

170 divisions, expected to stop the enemy at the frontier, deal him

"answering blowntm and possibly begin carrying the war to his territory, I
was In place. A second strategIc echelon was assembling on the line of

the Dnepr and Western Dvina Rivers. Its mission would have been to

complete the Job of carrying the war to the enemy's territory.1 1 1 --I

On 22 June 1941, the political strategy (Stalin's) and the militart

strategy failed, Independently of one another and with awesomelt; I
disastrous consequences, In the Russian language the word, "vnexzpno!st.

(suddenness), is used to connote military surprise, which can derive from

situations that are sudden and unexpected or suddenly urnanageable or, in 3
its strongest form, from both, as did the surprise that befell the Soviet

forces In June 1941. The Soviet explications center on the unexpected,

but the unmanageable element created the true strategic surprise. The

standard Soviet contention that preoccupation with the offensive to the

virtual exclusion of the defensive In Soviet strategy of the interwar 3
period induced a psychological vulnerabiity to surprise, while possibly

effective as a reassurance for the present and the future, serves better 3
to limit the analysis than to promote it. To assert, on the other hand,

as the Generml Staff's deputy chief of operations in 1940-1941, the late I
Marshal A.M. Vasilevskiy, hds that if some more things had been done In 3
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I
time and in accordance with the General Staff's plans, "the enemy would

have been dealt such losses on the first day of the war that he could not

I have advanced further into our country" merely belittles the problem.1 12

The Soviet arnmd forces, from top to bottom, were simply not at a stage

of development In which they could have contended with the enemy on

3 anywhere near equal terms either offensively or defensivoly. To claim,

as Marshal M.V. Zakharov has, that the Germans, "smuglq and In perver.ted

I fashion,." stole the idea of blitzkrieg from the Soviet military theory of'
1.13

I the early 1930s Is wholly beside the point, The Soviet military

leadership and their forces were not capable of fighting a blitzkrleg on

the first day of the war -- or, for that matter, on the last.

Nevertheless, they defeated Cermany, in the main, with their own

3 strategic resources which had either existed or been created duiLng the

Interwar porlod. The chief of those was the capacity to outlast tje

I enemy derived from the vast territory atid tremendous manpower pool of the

coiuntry. The German Wehrmacht had to win fast, the Soviet armed forces

needed only to win. The next, the greatest Soviet strategic

accomplIshment, was the massive Industrial base created during the

five-year plans and sited to be out of enemy reach. (Of five major

I ndustrial areas, only one was lost) With those assets and a political

system absolutely dedicated to its own self-preservation ..-. dnd some

lessons from the enemy -- the military level of strategic effectiveness

3 attained during the Interwar period proved to be adequate in the war,

though, perhaps, barely.I
I
I
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ZZZ. Operatlonal Offectl•yenegpA

I
Operations, as a component of military art Intezposod between

strategy and tactics, derived from the World War X practice of I
establishing an Intermediate command, the army group headquarters -- in

Russian, f - between the supreme command and the armies In the

field, In the interwar period, the army group came to be regarded as

havlng performed a key function in the conduct of war with multi-million-

man forces on extended battlefields by combining the lower elements of I
strategy and the higher levels of tactics Into operations, The nature of

operations as an aspect of military art eluded exact definition during

the Interwar pvriod, but the level at which it would apply, namely, that

of the army group, was taken, In German and Soviet theory partlcul.trly,.

to set the scale on which future general wars would be fought in the I
field. In the hands of the army group the battle would be absorbed into

the operation which would be conducted in great breadth and depth over

long periods of time.

The problem wds to devise a system of operations that would achieve

a strategic effect through movement and not degenerato oiLv anothor l
deddlock uclh, a3 had occurrcd In Wl'wlJ War I. Although they head falled

)n the strateg.1c sevae, the German offensives of 1918 seemed to have

den•'vistrated that in any future war the objective of all operations would 3
be to attain movement In depth through the concerted and c-nordInated

employment of all ex.lstlny arms. Since the circumstances of both sides

would presumablyj be about the safe, offensiven would encounter deep
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defenses; movement would be intermittent and might at any point cease

altogether, as It had In the fall of 1914.

I As In the case of strategy, the particular situation of the Soviet

armed forces further complicated the problem of operations. They had no

direct experience of war as It had been conducted on the Western Front

I during the World War, and while they had access to German operational

theory, which was probably the most advanced In existence during the

I 1920s, they lacked the te-hnologlcal capability throughout much of the

i Interwar period to engage in the kind of warfare to which the theory

applied. Moreover, they could not deal with operations in a context that

I did not incorporate the special Soviet military characteristics deduced

from the Civil War. Consequently, Soviet operational thought, as it has

to some extent ever since, had to contend with assumptions drawn from,

U for It, philosophically Incompatible conceptions of war.

Sovlet theorists of the 1920s concluded that while the World War

I had exposed valid problems relating to the scale of war, the C)v.Il War

had provided the solutions to those and had revealed the nature of future

wars as well. The Red Army, as the army of a new Lype, and the unified

milit.ary doctrine s.ignified a transformation of war. The main question

Ldeemed to be whether the next general war would follow the Civil War

I pattern from start to finish or initially take a form similar to World

War r and end in a repeat of the Civil War. In either case, it appeared

I that preparation for the next war could most profitably start from the

basis of the Civil War, not, ds some, mostly old-school military

Ipeclalists, suggeated from study of the World War I experience.1 1 4

In the Civil War, the Red Army appeared almost effortlessly to have

mastered problems theft had baffled the Germans and the Allies In the

World War: they had successfully executed operations on scales of
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breadth and depth vastly exceeding any on the Western Front. Pronts of

single operations 250 to 300 miles wide were commonplace, and they ranged

upward to nearly 800 miles. 1 1 5 Depths in the range of 150 to 500 miles

were not anusual and reached (ir, one instance, the advance from Omsk to

Irkutsk,. November 1918 to March 1920) as much as 1600 miles.116

On the other hand, the Red Army had demonrtrated Its "special" 3
qualities -- mobility and maneuverability, offensive mindedness, and

decisiveness -- In contests between relatively small, lightly armed

forces for control of enormous expanses of mostly empty territory.

Operations rarely involved more than one f (army group), and front I
strengths were often less and seldom more than 100,000 troops.'1 7  At 3
that, the fronts were hardly ever numeri call y Inferior to their

opposi tion and sometimes vastly superior -- as during the October-.

November 1920 operation against the forces of the White Russian General

P.N. Vrangel, when South Front had 133,000 troops to Vrangel s

37,000. li Trotskiy tried -- unsuccessfully -I to convince the ,

militazy delegates to the Sixteenth Party Congress in 1922 that the Red

Army's operations in the Civil War wore altogether different from those

of "the imperialist war" (Iorld War 1) in which the world's most

Industrialized natlons conmitted great numbers of men and huge material

resources to a conflict in which "the opposing side found an answer to

every blow; every hole was plugged up."* 1 9

The technological reconstruction, by providiag the weaponry the

armed forces had lached In the Civil War, opened a second line of

approach to operations, which culminated In a theorg of deep operations 3
that was given provisional doctrinal 3tatus in the 1936 Field Service

Regulations. 120 The Field Service Regulations read very much like the 1
German General Staff's "The Attack In Positional Warfare," which was
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I issued In January 1918 and published in 1920.221 The latter had

established the breakthrough in depth as the objective of offensive

U operations and had specified close coordination of all arms, surprise,

maneuver, and concentration of force as the means necessary to achieve

it.

SThis was, even In the mid-1S30s, as good doctrine as was, so to

speak, to be found on the open market; and the Soviet theorists altered

H it only in the dimensions of time. and space. They predicted that

operations In the next war would be different from those In the World War

chiefly In their breadth and depth. Instead of a massive defense# in a

single line, they would have to corntend with several lines echeloned in
122

depth. Army group operations, the predominant type, would be

I carried out on fronts 180 to 240 miles wide and would go to depths of 90

to 120 miles, hence, would be considerably more compact chan in the Civil

War but much more extensive than in the World War, where the greatest

3 depth attalned on the Western Front after 1914 was about .35 miles on rn

army group front of 50 miles. Motorization and mechanization were

expected to increase the rate of movement from the three to six mills a

day sometimes reached in the World War to, at best, nine to twelve miles

- per day. The deep operations would be ground operations, and the

EI missions of the Air Force and the Navy would be to support the ground

forces. 123

The day of the deep operation was rapidly approaching .... but not

for the Soviet armed forces. In December 1934, the Defense Commissar,

I v oroshilov, rejected a move in the Military Council to duclare deep

battle (the tactical aspect of deep operations) to be a new eorm of war,

not merely a view of i t. Deep bactle, he maintained, was a

characteristic of all wars; battle in the future would not be different,
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onl y deeper. The question, therefore, was not what to think about deep

battle but how to conduct deep battle in "all of its diversity" and "in 1

Its mul tiple manifestations. *224 Consequently, work on deep

operations, except In the general terms already given, most of which are

drawn from the post-Stalin literature, did not actually go beyond deep

battle, which in turn, could have been whatever anyone wanted It to be.

Even for Its strongest advocates the deep operation as such was hardly l

more than a vision when they and the theory fell victim to the purge.

Zn 2938, on the border of Japanese-occupied Mfanchuria, the Red Army

acquired its first substantial combat experience since the Civil War and

Its first experience ever against a first-rate foreign enemy. The

Japanese 'oncept of an "Incident" establlshed an extremely elast ic

framework within which armed ronflict could occur without being war, and

rapid Japanese expansion Into China proper after the Marco Polo Bridge

Incident of ou.ly 2937 had prompted the Soviet Union to build up its Far 3
Eastern forces. ln June 1938, a general of the Soviet secret police,

then the NKVD, eefected into Manchuria, bringing with him more than 1
enough Information on Soviet dispositions and the purge (which was about

to reach the Par Eastern command) to ensure his welcome at the Kwantung

Army's headquarters and Ini Tokyo. Soviet Intelligence was getting at

least as good information from its master spy in Tokyo, Richard Sorge,

and would have known that the Xwantung Army was eager to test Its

strength against the Soviet forces but was being restrained by the

Imperial General Headquarters. On I. July 1938, the headquarters of the I
Soviet Special Red Banner Far Eastern Army became the Headquarters, Red I
Banner Far Eastern Front (army group), under marshal V.X. Blybuher. From

11 JulV to 12 August, the Soviet and Japanese conmands staged an exercise

In punctilio worthy of the eighteenth century at the Junction of the I
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"Manchurian, Korean, and Soviet borders where the border between the

Soviet Maritime Province and Manchuria ran for a bit more than two miles

I along the crests of two hills west of Lake Khasan (Hasan). The hills

could be considered commanding heights, though of what was uncertain

since they were sandwiched between the '.ýke on the west and the Tuman

River on the east. Nevertheless, as of July 1938, both the Japanese and

the Russians considered them to have potential operational, even

I strategic significance.

On 11 July, Japanese border guards reported seelng some forty

Soviet troops digging trenches and stringing barbed wire below the summit

-I on the Japanese side of the southern hill, which they called Changkufeng

and the Russians called Zaozernaya. Although he had orders to await the

outcome of a diplomatic protest being 'made In Moscow, the commanding

general of the Japanese 19th Infantry Division, General Kamezo Suetaka,

committed a regiment on 29 July after he heard that Soviet soldiers had

also appeared on the west slope of the northern hill, Shachaoferng

(Russian, Bezymyannaya). Apparently, he chose to construe his orders as

I applying to one hill but not the other or both. The next day, the

Japanese occupied the crests of both hills and therewith intruded on the

I Soviet side of the border.

After the one Sovilet infantry divislon In the Khasan Lake area, the

40th Rifle Division proved Insufficient to repel the Japanese

encroachment, Stalin, on 3 August, ordered Blyukher to set up a full

corps under his chief of staff, General G.M. Shtern, who had recently

arrived In the Far East from a tour of duty as chief Soviet advisor In

I Spain. On the following dayi, Stalin placed the entire Red Banner Far

Eastern Front and the Transbala Military District on war alert. Shtern

I had the 32d, 29th, and 40th Rifle Divisions and two mechanized corps
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(32,000 troops, 345 tanks and 250 aircraft, 280 of them bombers Including

four-engine ANT-3s); but owing to the Inadequacy of the roads In the 80

miles between Lake ihasan and Vladivostok, he could only get about half

of the infantry and three-fourths of the tanks into action during the

Incident. Suetaka was worse off by far. The Imperial Ceneral I
Headquarters did not repudiate his action, but It left him to see the I
Incident through with 9,000 troops, 37 artillery pieces (to Shtern's 237

pieces), and no air support. Shtern, however, also had a handicap.- an

order, presumably from Stalin, not to cross the border, which compelled

him to maneuver his Infantry and tanks entirely In the half-mile space i
between the lake shore and the tops of the hills.

The incident ended in a truce at noon on 11 August. The Soviet

counterattack had reached the tops of the two hills Ln the 10th, and the

Japanese Government, not knowing Shtern would have to stop there, had

hurriedly settled the Incident In Moscow to keep suetaka and his mn from I
the only honorable course otherwise left to them, death In battle. At

the end, who had outfought whom remained In some doubt. Even with

absolute superiorities In the air and In armor and artillery, the Soviet

force had needed more than four days to advance a half mile on a two-mlle

front. on the other hand, in what had been essentially a show of force, i
not a contest for two wilderness hilltops, the Red Army had cone off the

better.

At Lake Khasan, the Red Army and the Imperial Japanese Army tested

each other In the Vladivostok area, which would have been the initial but

secondary scene of operations In a war. The main Japanese attack would,

as the Soviet Comrfiand doubtless knew, have gone out of western Manchuria

via Chita and Ulan-Ode to Lake Baikal, where It could have cut theI

Trans-Siberian Railroad. In early 1939, the Red Army added 345,000 men

,,~~~~~~~~- - ----- I IIIII.lll l
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to its permanent active duty strength and earmarked a large part of those

for the Transbalkal Milltary District and the LVII Special Corps, which

was stationed in the People's Republic of Outer Mongolia.

I The Mongolian-Manchurian border was In dispute in numerous places.

One of those lay along the Khalkln-Gol, a hundred and some miles due

south of Ilailaerh, which was the probable staging area for a Japanese

thrust northwestward toward Chita, The Japanese claimed the river as the

I �border, and the government of Outer Mongolia maintained that the border

ran through a Mongol settlement known as Nomonhan, ten miles east of the

rIver. Neither party had previously done more than occasionally send arn patrol through the ten-by,-forty-mile stretch of desert between the

boundar ies.

I From May through August 1939, the Red Army and the Kwantung Army

I conducted a small war in the disputed territory. Xt began In the second

week of May with skirmishes between Outer Mongolidn and Japdnese

cav Iry. A Soviet motorized Infantry regiment and a mired regiment of

Japanese Infantry and cavalry were on the scene by the end of the month,

I on the morning of 5 June, General G.K. Zhukov, who had until two days

before been the deputy commander of the Belorussian Military District on

the western frontier, took over LVII Special Corps, decided the Japanese

were going to escalate the incident, and asked for reinforcements on the

ground and in the air. At the end of the month, Zhukov had a motorized

Infantry division, an Outer Mongolian cavalry division, four mechanized

(armored) brigades and a light tank brigade along the west bank of the

river and in a bridgehead about ten miles long and four deep on the west

bank. The Japanese had one Infantry division, half of another, a cavalry

division, two tank regiments, and more than two divisional allotments of

artillery, some of which had been brought from Japan. The Japanese, who
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were determined above all not to be overrun again as they had been at

Lake Khasan, although they probably had some superiority In numbers,

concentrated throughout July on fortifying the high ground they held.

They had an offensive in 'mind for August but also thought about

wlnterizing their positions. H
Zhukov, as of mid-July, CommidinV General, Pirst Army Group (more

than a corps, not quite an army), devised an operation that when he

enlarged and repeated It three years later on the Volga River at Stalin-

grad would give the Red Army its greatest battle victory of World War

IX. Through July and into the third week of August, Zhukov held the I
bridgehead on the rhalkin-Gol with essentially the strength that had been

at hand when he arrived, approximately 12,000 men and 186 tanks. By the

end of the period, his total strength stood at 57,000 men, 500 tanks, and

over £00 aircraft. The Japanese force committed as if the third week In

Auquat had also increased -- from, possibly, 20,000 men to 38,000 (Soviet I
figures) and to 258 aircraft (from 144 In July) and 125 tanks (no

Increase) -- and the Jwantung Army had Installed an army headquarters,

Sixth Army, under General Rippel Ogisu,

Unable to hide his reinforcements in the empty desert, Ahukov put

them to work In the open, building defensive positions. He also employed I
a device he would use again In the Vistula River bridgeheads in January

1945. He deployed the attack force east of the river gradually over a

pe.Liod of two weeks at night under the cover of a deluge of motor noises,

some from trucks with their mufflers removed, others broadcast through

loudspeakers. On 20 August, he had a central, a north, and a south group.

east of the river. Their deployment exploited the configuration of the

original front, which the central group held and which ran parallel to a

westward bend In the river. Consequently the north and south groups were
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not only on the flanks but somewhat to the rear of the Japanese positions.

The south group had an infantry division, an Outer Mongolian cavalry

E division, and a brigade and a half of armor. Since Stalin had apparently

ordered Zhukov, as he had Shtern at Lake Khasan, not to violate the

border (as the Soviet Union construed It), the north group had a

I relativelyZ narrow sector In which an infantry regiment and an Outer

Mongolian cavalry divIslon sufficed, but it also had a brItCade and a half

of armor.

On the morning of 21 August, the north and south groups' tanks

drove east to the border and then turned south and north along It,

U meeting two days later at Nomonhan. Meanwhile, infantry had moved in

behind the tanks to establish a screening line on the border and Zhukov

I had begun turning the tanks Inward behind the Japanese to tighten the

ring around the pocket. Japanese attempts to break out failed on the

25th and 26th, and the three Soviet groups cleared the pocket in five

3 more days, Air battles continued for another two weeks while the

Kwantung Army readied ai counteroffens.ve, but the Japanese Government

chose to terminate the incident, which It did in Moscow on I5 September. 12 6

In the Soviet view, the Lake Khasan and I,;'halkln-Gol incidents

appear to have been regarded primarily as major events in Far Hastern

I diplomacy. The official history of World War II credits theta with having

caused the Japanese to seek an accommodation with the Soviet Union on the

I eve of the Soviet.-German war.127 On the other hand, in spite of Its

penchant for Identifying Soviet "firvts* and although It might legitt.-

I mately do igo, th& Soviet literature has not claimed the Khalkin-Gol

operation as- the first wholly suc(-'essful use of armor In dn envelopment

-- probably because that dist.tnction has been reserved to the Stalingrad

operation.
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By the time Zhukov returned to European Russia in May 1940, a more

Irne.diately significant test of SovIot operational effectiveness had

occurred as a result of Stalin's 30 November 1939 declaration of war on

Finland, What had Initially been Intended as more a demonstration, like

one Hitler had staged against Czechoslovakia earlier In the year, than a

military campaign had developed into two major operationx. The first of

those, In December 1939 and early January 1940, resulted from a polltical

decision to set, iside a General Staff plan for a full.-scale war and leave

the invasion to the Leningrad M1fftarI, District, whose commanding general,

Army Commander Second Rank K. A. iferetskov, was ordered to make it "short

and swift* and keep In mind - as the Finns, no doubt, were expected to

-- "the full strength of Mhe USSR." Alrhough the strength of the Soviet

Union undoubtedly weighed heavily with the Finns, that proved to be not 3
enough to guarantee a triumphal march on Helsinki Irn the winter, and by

the end of the first week in January the Finns had ae•zed the tactIcalI

ItiltlatIve, with disastrous consequencos for several Soviet divis.ons,

The second operation began on 1 February .1940. By th.n the General

ýtaff* had been brought into the planning; an army group headquarters,

Northwest Front, had been Installed ir the crucial aertor, the Isthmus of

Karelia; the forces had been expanded; and the armor, artillery, and air I
support had been mase.vely Increased, Even so, the breakthrough on the

Isthmus, where the so-called Hannrhelm Line coveted the it,3at direc~t

app|roach to the Finnish heartland arnd the capital, took unt-l 27 February

,ind the war ended on 12 Harch with a negotiated :Yettlement, not a Finnish

surrender, 12 8  At the time of the armistice, Northwest Front had

suf.ticient ,earns to crush the Frinnish resistance, but the British and

French had been talking about --- though not doing much about - sending

an expeditionary force to aid the Finns. As he had In the Lake Khasan
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B I and lChalkin-Gol Incidents, Stalin had insisted on a victory but contented

himself with a lesser one than he might have had to avoid risking a

I general war.

I In his memoirs, the PInnish comnander in chief, Marshal Carl

Mannerhelm, compared the Soviet performance in December to that of *a

i badly-conducted orchestra, in which the instruments were played out of

time.* The mistakes were elementary. "The artillerV," he said, "kept up

I heavy fire, but it was badly directed and badly coordinated with the

movements of the Infant.ry and armor. Tanks might advance, open fire, and

return tc thoir starting-point before the Infantry had even begun to

move.* Mannorheim noted a distinct improvement in the second operation,

which he credited to more methodical preparation, but he observed that

certain weaknesses had prevailed throughout: "a kind of inertia" In the

i higher vomazMds that "dinplayed Itself in the formalism and simplicity of

the operational plan, which ex•cluded maneuvering and w)is obstinately

pursued to victory or del-eaLt" overre.ian,;e on the weight of material; *a

str. kinq absence of creative Imagination where the fluctuations of the

-I s.tuaton demanded quick decisions;" and a frequent Inability to exploit
- .129

i nI tIal successes.

--- In ,%arrh 1940, a special session of the Central Committee of the

--I soviet Communist Party, apparently having Identified thi. same. deficiencies

Mannerheim had, appointed a commission to review the dofense stvuctute at

the commissariat level and launched In'ensIve programs Lo lmptovw leader-

ship and training. The commlssiori found that training , botlh al che

command and the troop levels, had been too much oriented toward classroom

Instruction out of manuals and not enough attention had been given to

developlng endurance and combat proflciency. The slogan henceforth was

to be "The troops must learn what thety will need in wart" Orders went
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out to all of the services and all commands to give their troops

Intensive practice at fighting in all kinds of terrain and "In all

weather by day and by night." Artillery, armored units and air units

were to work at perfecting methods of lending their combined support to

the Infantry In the form of massed fire. Commanders and staffs were to I
be familiarized with "the requirements of modern warfare" in field 3
exercises and war games and educated to "exercise creative initiative"

and "to make correct decisions independently in difficult and fast

changing situations." Initiative and a capacity for Independent decision

making were manifestly not easy to Instill in officers drawn from a I
society that ordinarily discouraged both. To promote the development of'

those qualities, the Presidium of the Supremn% Soviet reinstituted unIty

of command in August, 1940, The political control apparatus remained In 5
place, however, and was charged with giving guidance and Impetus to the

training program, which seems to have needed a great deal since I
direvctives to that effec.t were Issued In May 2940, August 1940 and I

January 1941 130

Aftor the Finnish war, also, the appointment of deputy chlefs of

staff for supply gave that function separate staff status. During the

war the chiefs of staff had been responsible for supply and had often i
neglected it in favor of more pressing ractical and operational concerns.

The change enabled each army group to systematize supply distribution in

its own area, but In wartime, the means of actually moving supplies, 3
trucks in particular, would have to be secured from the civilian sector,

which would itself be a major logistical undertaking. The operations In

Finland had drained civilian motor pools as far south and east as

Moscow. 1.1 Transportation In qeneral was the technological area In I
which the Soviet forces were the Jeast wel l prepared. Under the
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-£I flve.-year plans, the railroad network on the western frontiers had been

slighted because lines had had to be built to the new indugitrial

I complexes in the east (an Instance, perhaps, of inadvertent salutary

3 neglect since the effects would eventually fall more on the German than

on the Soviet forces). The drive to mechanize agriculture had

L necessitated an assumption that farm tractors could double as artillery

prime movers; and a transport aircraft for either civilian or military

E uses did not get Into production until 1940, when Douglas DC-Js (C..47s)

began to be built under license.1 3 2

During the last peacetime year, with war ever mor.e clearly on the

j horizon, tho Soviet armed forces were In the midst of a complete

overhaul. The second technological revolution was just bPgqInIng, as was

I also the program to Improve performance. At the sawe time, the armed

forces were having to be made ready to engage an enemy more powerful than

had ever been contemplated, who had made the dep operation a trujy no.,w

3 form of war at a level off operational sophistication well beyond the,

Soviet military leadership's existing capability. In those perilous

circumstances, the Soviet command had two potentially decisive ass,.ts

left: superior nmss in maanpower and in matiriel. The operatIon.I In the

Soviet-Pinnish War and the German operations against Poland and France

had seemed to demonstrate that those would prevail. The German superior-

Ity, particularly in material, was taken (not without reason) to have

I been virtually absolute In the Polish campaign and sufficient In terms cof

more modern equipment to have accomplished the Franco-British defeat In

conjunctiu,,i with those two nations' unwillingness to fight.13" On 2S

3 September 1940, at the close of the annual -maneuvers, Titnoshenko, the

Defense Commlssar, told the commanders who had taken part that there was

I "no such thing as blitzkrieg. , 1 3 4 The chief operationa~l concerns of
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the war plans made In the sunmmer and fall of 1940 were to determine where

the enemy's strongest attack would come and meet him there, head-on with

superior force. 1 3 5  3
In the last week of December 1940, the Defense Commissar.iaC called

an all-Army conference on war readiness in Moicow in which the senior I
officers (army commanders and above), Politburo members, and Stalin took 3
part. The results of the conference have been widely and variously .

but certainly not unreservedly - described In the Soviet postwar I

literature. Sixty of the conferees gave prepared talks on operational

topics. Those genera ted much debate, some on relatively elementary I
questions - the roles of air power and armor, for instance, and whether 3
armor would count for anything In the first place. They also showed that

the deficiencies In material, leadership, and training identified earlier 3
In the year were being addressed. What was not demonstrated, however, at

least not to Stalln's satisfaction, was an ability to plan and execute I

large offenslve operatIons successfully. 3
After che conference ended, the military district corunanders stayed

on for several days to conduct a war game based on the General Staff's 3
estimates of the actual Soviet and German disposit.ions In the presumed

area of the German main effort (the northwestern Ukraine), and the red I
(Soviet) side lost. After Meretskov, who had become Chief of the General 3
Staff In August 1940, failed to explain the untoward outcome of the war

game and could not give a coherent critique of the conference as a whole, 3
Stalin provided his own - - and relieved Meretskov the next day. Thi.

Soviet forces, Stalin said, would have to learn how to fight a mobile war I
and to maneuver and would need another year and a half or two years to be

ready•

I
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3 The generals seem to hJave regarded the cunference and the follow-up

as a considezable succe.ss. A number of them, most notably Georgi Zhukov,

I who became Chief of the General Staff, received Important new

appointments shortly afterward.136 On the other hand, the Germans,

toward whom the Soviet Government had been showingy considerable restraInt

3 during the past few months, and the Finni, who had been under the threat

of another war, e-xperienced a sudden surge of Soviet goodwill after

SJanuaxy 1941 137 As a result of the conference, time had evidently

become Stalin's most precious resource, and desperate to gain it, he

placed Soviet foreign policy on an evasive course.

I

I'
I
1
I
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The cavalry army was the most and, unless one wants to consider the I
special fighting qualities attributed to the working class, the only

significant tactical development of the Civil War. The First Cavalry 3
Army was activated late In 1929 by upgrading e, existing cavalry corps.

Its strength fluctuated between 14,000 and 26,000 men, of which 9,000 to I
16,000 were "sabers" (cavalry). A ;econd cavalry army, organized in June -

1920 with a total strength of 9,000 men, ;.as expanded to 17,000 shortly

before the war ended. 1 3 8  After the war, the cavalry armies were 5
acclaimed as a major Innovation In the art of war, the source of the Red

Army's special mobility and maneuverability, and the proof of the Red I
Army's superiority over all of the western Suropeon armies that had lat 3
themselves get bogged down in the trenches during World War I, First

Cavalry Army, which had achieveea army status through Stalin's influence, 5
became transformed into a legendary force and, Increasingly as time

passed, a product of Stalin's military genius. 139 First Cavalry Army

also gave the Soviet armed forces if not the most competent, certainly

the most durable contingent of its top military leadership. On the eve

of World War II, four of the five living Soviet marshals were veterans of

the First Cavalry Army, and two, Voroahilov and 'Timoshenko had between

them held the n-tion's highest military post, that of defense commissar, 3
since Frunze's death in 1925.

The cavalry armies left the scene after the Civil War; but the I
cavalry remained a service branch coequal with the infantry, artillery,
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armor, and air forces throughout the interwar per.lod; and Its advocates

in high places kept alive a contention that It could be t&hu main o04•,rnt

of maneuver In a future war.140 It held its own during t.he technolog.,

I i cal reconstruction, expanding from 14 divi sions and 7 Independent

brigades In 1929 to 32 divisions and 2 Independent brigadesj in 1938,241

I At the height of the technological reconstruction, the IF,36 Pleld Service

Requlations pronounced cavalry *capable of carryIng out independent

I fighting under any form of combat* and of being employed in conjunction

with mechanized forces and aviation 136 In 1939, Voroshllov told the

Eighteenth Paxty Congress that the Red Army's cavalry would 'carry out

great missiong
m In any futur war, 14 2

In the varly 1910s, the Soviet Union Introduced two genuinely new

I tactical components.- parachute troops and large armorkd unity ,14 3

Soviet parachutists made the first masa paxachute jutop (by 600 men) in

the 1934 maneuvers and much larger drops In the 1935 (1,800 men) and 19.36

(1 ..200 )mn) maneuvers. The armored unit wAz the mechani eiod corps, two

tank brigades and a rifle-machine gun brigade alth a complement of 500

I tanks and 200 other motor vehicles. 144 The parachute troops and

mechanized corps, together with growing strengths In artillery and

aircraft, furnished means for conducting a new form of warfare, and deep

operations supplied a theoretical fra•ework. What remalned was tO give

effect to both at the tactical (deep battle) level, the requirement

3 Western armles had wrestled with since the World War.

The work on deep battle centered on th. shock army., which was taken

I to be the key component in deep battle -- and In deep operatlons as well.

1 The shock army was projected to be a modern, more powerful version of

General Oscar von Hutier's German H'Ighteenth Army, wh)ch, organized In

accordance with the principles of "The Attack in Positional Warfare," had
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I
spearheaded the German 1928 spring offensive. Depending on the circus- 3
stances, a shock army was expected to maneuver four or five Infantry

corps, one or two mv=chan.ized cozps, a ui-,iry corps, seven to nine 5
regiments each of artillery and antiaircraft axtillery, and air and

parachute elements In thrusts up to 60 miles deep on fronts 30 to 50 1
145 "

m les wide. These would have been truly powerful armies, the 5
infantry alone numbering In the range of 200,000 to 300,000, but none

were activated or tested. Like the deep operation as a whole, the shock 5
army and deep battle did not progress beyond their theoretical parameters.

The 2936 field service regulations incorporated am much deep battle I
doctrine as had been developed. It consisted of surp"tse, close coordin- 3
ation of combined arms, and maneuver as first principles and breaking the

enemy's defense throughout its entire depth as the objective. The regula.- 5
tions assumed the combined armw in deep battle to be principally infdntry

and artille4-y, with tanks and aircraft serving as mobile artillery, Ind U
with cavalry, tanks, and parachute troops standing by tn exploit 3
opportunities for strikes into the enemy's flanks and rear. For Its

time, this was reasonably good doctrine, but like the shock army. It 3
existed only In theory. The general principles were not converted int,•

specific guidance for the field commands, and training did not go beoynd I
146

the approach march and the meeting engagement. 1

Deep battle is said An the post-.Stalin literature toi have been

tested In the 1935 and 1936 maneuvers. Since those ytars wezOF also the 3
height of the collective iecuzity campaign, foreign observers were

Invited, French In 1935 and French, British and Czech In 1936, ,fnd some 3
of their assessments have survived. The quantities of equipment, 1,000

tanks, 600 aircraft and J:90 aztillery pieces, Impressed them, but the I
action appeared to be more military theater than tactical exercise. 3
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I Tanks and cavalry -- an improbable mixture to begin with -- charged over

marked courses; parachutists rode the wings of airplanes; machine guns

I and antitank guns popped up out of buried emplacements with hinged covers.

One of the British observers, Colonel Giffard Martel, remarked, "InUT
tactics we saw nothing very new except for the parachute landing .... *

On the performance of the armored contingents, Martel, who was a tank

specialist, concluded, "There was little skill shown In t)e handling of

" these forces, which appeared Just to bump into each other." 1 4 7

a aiy September 2936, when that year's maneuvers were conducted, the

civil war in Spain was in its second month. The Soviet Union stood on

I the Republican side politically from the start and became involved in the

war militarily before the year was out, The experience in Spain probably

U influenced Soviet tactical thinking more profoundly than did anything

else in the Interwar period. In 1940, G.S. Zsserson wrote, "The war In

Spain was the first experience with the tactical application of the new

I means oa war on the fields of ESurope and It opened ,"he curtain somewhat

on th, battlefield of the future."148 Behind the curtain, the Soviet

I observers - as others, including Liddell Hart, the erstwhile prophet of

mobile armored warfare, also did ... saw battles made more complicated and

destructive by improved artillery, tanks, and aircraft but otherwise much

I like those of 1918. Battles, they and the others concluded, would again

be ones of position and attrition, and the new technological means would

i not fundamentally alter their nature. Mass would be decisive, aid

manpower and material would have to be combined to the maximum to achieve

I t. The tendency, until one side was exhausted, would a.Aways be toward

I stabilization; fronts would be broken through and rebuilt repeatedly; and

the possibility of a reversion to an outright war of position would

always be strong. 149 This was, in fact, a view of battle more



compatible with Soviet circumstances than with those of any of its

potential enemies, since the Red Army's greatest strengths were its I
numerical superiorities In men and machines. Isserson, who also took the

September 1939 German campaign against Poland into account, noted that it

had displayed contemporary battle in an entirely different light, but he

pointed out that the German Army had possessed an absolute technological

superiorl ty. ISO I
The Khalkin-Gol Incident, too, had provided evidence from which a I

different picture of future battles could have been derived; but It had

taken place In the Par East where the Red Army had a considerable

technological supeziority-l and, more Importantly, It contradicted what

appeared to be the European consensus. The Soviet aim was to keep up

with foreigu thinking and possibly improve on It while not taking the

risks inherent in trying to go beyond It. Prom this point of view, the I
Lake Khasan experience could be seen as the noore Instructive, It having 3
demonstrated, In the Soviet view, that neither "frontal infantry

assaults* nor "numerical superiority In the technical means of combat"

could ensure victory, which could only come from "the closest cooperation

between all of them.' 1 51  I
The 1936 Field Service Regulations had already treated the Infantry

and artillery as the principal combined arms. The 1939 Field Service

regulations enhanced the role of the artillery and extended it to the 3
152I

armored and air forces. The Red Army disbanded Its mechanized corps

In 1939 and reassigned the tanks as Infantry support and mobile I
artillery,153 The Red Air Force went to a strict front-line, tactical 5
support doctrine and brought out an approximation of a flying tank, ths

heavily armored, low-level ground attack Z1-2 (Sturmovjk), which became 3
iS4t:he most numerous Soviet aircraft of World War II. In doing so, the I
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Air Force apparently believed it was in good company, since the German

.y~wffe had also stopped its heavy bomber program, but it had missed a

I i iqnificant point: the Luftwa•i had retained a fully independent

operational role. Znfantry doctrine assumed that, as In the World

War, offensives would have to penetrate successive, fairly closely spaced

I trench lines; consequently, until October 1942, shortly before the

counteroffensive at Stalingrad, when new doctrine was prescribed,

I divisions ordinarily launched attacks with as little as one third of

their strengths and held the rest in reserve.156

The Army resurrected the mechanized corps In 1940 after the

3 successes of the German armor in the Low Countries and France. It had

activated nine mechanized corps by the end of the year and began setting

I up twenty more in early 1942. With authorized strengths of somewhdt over

a thousand tanks apiece, the new corps were designed for weight more than

for maneuver, apparently In keepIng with the theory first applied to the

I Polish camnpaign and later extended to the campaign in the West as well

that the German armor's advantage had been one of superiority in mass.157

Zn late February 1941, after the German and British air forces had

begun strategic bombing, the Air Force was authorized to create a long-

I range bomber force and equip It with up-to-date aircraft; however, the 78

I TB-7s built as of 1939 were all the Air Force would have before June 2941

or after. The bulk of the Air Force was subordinated to the ground

3 forces to be parcelled out according to function to the fronts, (army

groups), armies, corps and, In some instances, divisions. The Air Force

3 did not possess either tactical or operational control of Its units In

I the field until late 1942 when air armies, modeled on the German

rjuftflotten (air forces) began to appear and were attached to the fronts.158

I
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At the December 1940 conference, much of the talk was about 5

mobility and maneuver, but whether any of the participants, Including

Stalin, had truly mobile war and sweeping maneuver in mind is doubtful.

Zhukov, who gave the keynote presentation, on the offensive in modern

war, attributed the German blitzkriwg victories in Poland and the West I
chiefly to the shock effect of the initial blows on weak and Irresolute

opponents. The problem, therefore, the conferees agreed, would not be to

deal with a whole new style of warfare but to decide how to bring 3
manpower and material to bear most effectiveloly In a war of 'extended

attritIon,*1 5 9 The discussion centered on the technological means, I
primarily the armored and air forces. General P. L. Ronmawenko, as a 3
mechanized corps commiander one of the more Junior officers present,

proposed massing armor In shock armies or in mechanized armies modeled on 5
a panzer group the Germans had used In France. Generitl P.X. Golikov, the

deputy chief of the General Staff, and some others objected to the entire I
idea of large armored formations; and MarshAl F.X. Kulik, the Army's 5
artillery chief, dismissed tanks as "a sheor waste" out of which

artillerywould T"make scrap." Reportedly, neither Zhukov, as the expert 3
on the offensive nor Timoahenko, the defense commissar, responded to

Romanenko's proposal at all.1 6 0  Subsequently, Timoshenko, Jn effect, I
ruled against Romanenko when he stated in his concluding remarks to the

conference that because It would be necessary "to saturate* a very long

front with 'the modern means of war," general purpose field armies would 3
161

be the rule. The Commanding General, Air Force, P, V. Rychagov,

also a relative Junior In rank, accepted the contest for air superiority t

over the battlefield and support of the ground forces as the Air Forces'

chief missions but recommended putting the air elements under army group

rather than army control. Howev'•r, the stronger tendency among the IJ
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3- I conferees was toward further decentralIzation -- from the armies to the

corps and even to the divisions. 1 The guiding principle establIshed

-! In the conference appears to have been balance, which was to bq

i maintained organizationally by a homogenized mIx of all arms distributed

evenly throughout the force structure Awd tactically by each arms'

'I keeping closely In phase with all of the others on the battlefield.

The Soviet official JIstoru of the Syggnd Norld Wit pronounces the

- December 1940 conference to have been "a irayor turning point in the

-- I analysis of war experience and the development of military art," an

accolade that, In the light of what happened a half year later, invites

contemplation with tongue In cheek,163 Nevertheless, the conference

brought the perception of the coming war Into clo#er consonance with

I Soviet capabilities than all the theorizing of th., previous two decades

I had done. The Soviet forces could and would fight a war of attrition,

and they would do It at the tactical level they could besat manage. in

-I 1941 that would be the level of sheer mass.

I
I

I
-I
I
I
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I

Concl usi on

I
The fundamental determinants of Soviet military effectiveness in

the Interwar period were development and adaptation. Development 5
centered on building a mili tatar establishment that could preserve and

extend the power of the state without encroaching upon It. It was an

Internal procesc In wnich the self-interest of the political system 3
predominated. The militaril establishmenu's function was to adapt, within

the political framework Impord on It, to the requirements of contempo- I
rary warfare,

A siege mentality derived from th& "ring of enemies* Idea, the

doctrinal conrnitmetit to world revolution, and the presumed inbred

militaLry hostility to the Interests of the working class shaped the

development. Thore concerns were harmonized In a unilateral contract chat 5
made the armed forces wholly subservient to the political authority In

matters of policy and strategy and severely limited their autonomy even U
In the purely military sphere while aZloting to them massive shares of'

the national resources In manpower and material. The contract served Its

markedly divergent purposes well. The armed forces were greatly expanded

without any Increase In the military's Influence on the state. The

military, for its part, did not have to contend with opposing Interests I
and opinions. When he test cam, In 1941, the armed forces readiness

In terms of ability to respond effectively to the demands of war was

danqerously low, but they placed an enormous fund of expendable military-

capital unreservedly at the disposal of the state. I
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The process of adaptation entalled acquisition of technological

means of warfare, their asilmllatlon into the armed Po.,ces, and

U development of appropriate doct~ri.'e. Quanntl ty was the paramount

3 consideration. In the scale of access to technology and industry the Red

Army and Air Force were the most favorcd in the world. on the other

hdnd, mastery of technological warfare came slowly to the trcoops and the

leadership; hence, do,.7trine emphasized numbers a.nd weight of inn and

I material factors, the ability of the armed itorces and the capacity of the

* rear (manpower arid industry) to ouclast the enemy. In 1941 and 1942, the

doctrine was a poor match for the German blitzkrieg, but An the years

I Lherva.Cter , It en&alc.ld Lhe Soviet forces to diswplay military effectIve-

ness In its ultlmately most worthwhile form, the ability to Impove their

S will on the ernemy. To resolve thdt paradox and bring the Soviet

achievement Into clear focus it Is necesoary to recall one other

permanently oporating factor In Pussitin and Soviet wars, nameZV, space.

3 It triinsfocined the wir Of' annIhilation Germany had to fight Into the war

of attrition the Soviet Union could fight.

I
I
I

I
I
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THE FR'•CN AR/ED FORCES,

• 1 1918-1940

Robert A, Doughty
U.S. Mli tary AcademyU

I
SZnt-aduct:on

3 The swift collapse of France In May-June 1940 came as an unexpected

and rude shock to the European mIJILary establishment and experienced

U military observers. French military forces had played a cruclal role In

I the defeat of Germany In 1914-1918, and following the armistice they

ret.-ined a reputation as being a fairly efficient and vory effective

3 force. By the usual criteria ... relatively modern weaponry, large size,

ample logistical support, and sound leadership -- the French military

- seemed to be capable of ensuring France's safety and eventually winning,

I when supported by her allies, the long total war foreseen by political

and military leaders.

Even those who criticized the French military effort and who called

for reforms., such as Paul Reynaud, did not doubt the widely publicized

slo.an of 1939-1940: *We shall win because we are stronger," TheU! British, who were included within the "we" opposing the Germans, also had

a favorable view of the French military, In 1938 Winston Churchill

I
I
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I
described the French Army as "the most perfectly trained and faithful

2Umobile force In Europe.* General Sir Edmund Ironside, the British

Chief of the Imperial General Staff frem September 4, 1939 until May 27, 3
1940, acknowledged his confidence In the French and saw nothing

significantly amiss In the French Army, even though he saw major 3
3

weakniesses In their air force, Apparently, only the Germans had

aerious doubts before May-June 1940 abotit the military effectiveness of

the French,4 but they too did not dismiss them as being unprepared.

Tragically for the western democratic nations, however, an Illusion

of effectiveness concealed the Inadequaices of the French forces, 3
particularly of the army which badly needed modernization In structure

and In doctrine. An organization which appeared to possess all the U
normal attributes used to measure military effectiveness and which was 3
widely acknowledged as being one of the most capable In the world In fact

suffered from severe shortcomings. Despite sincere and Intensive efforts

to measure and ensure effectiveness, the most serious flaws in French

military preparation became apparent during rather than before the I
fight. The disastrous events of May-June 1940 demonstrated all too 3
painfully that the French forces were not as effective as their

opponent's, six weeks of fighting revealed the weaknesses of the French 3
more completely and more obviously than years of study and analysis, I

I
I
i
I
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Z. Political Rffectiveness

U

Throughout the Interwar period, the primary focus of Prench

3 national security policy was defense against a future attack ftom

Germany, Although the French fought in the Rif Wars In 1925-1926, in

I Syria in the early 7920s, and In northern Africa In the early 1930s, few

I Frenchmen doubted the real threat to their securiLt originated In

-ezmany, civilian and military leaders recognized that Prance had been

3 extremrly fortunate to emerge safely from the Great War, and they

resolved that Prance would be made safe from another German Invasion.

i ConsequentJl, a fairly strong consensus about the need to respond to the

I potential G•rman threat existed within Prench society,

The existence of this consensus does not suggest that aw) Prenchm-n•

3 agreed on the best way to respond to that potential T'hreat. Many

In tiall y pinned thel r hci;es on collectIve security through che

aI stance of American and British allies or through the IA•ague of

I Nations. Others exuberantly supported thp wistful Kellogg-Briand Pact: of'

"1928 b9 which numerous nations renounced the use of aggressive war but

3_ made no provisions for sanction.s against those who violated the pact. In

the early 1930s, France dallied wIth the rnotion of disarmament, but her

3 enthusiasm for this soon withered as she contemplated the menace of

Gezmatr rearmament. Meanwhile, French diplomats erected a complex series

Of allianves with governments In central and eastern Hturope by which

3 Germany could be isolated and encircled and by which the wall of

defenders along France's borders could be strengthened,

I
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While debates were talcing place over some of the methods for 1
ensuring France's security, several noteworthy and well-known clashes

occurred between civilian and military leaders. The Interwar period

began with a clash between Georges Clemenceau and Marshal Ferdinand Poch

over the status of the German Rhineland. In the late 1920s, France's i
generals frequently complained about the deterioration of Lh4 army and

laid the blame at the feet of the politicians for their reducing the term

of bervIce for conscripts and the size of the active army, During the

period of General Maxime Weygand's tenure as the leading general in the

army, open quarrels occurred between the Impulsive and Irascible Weygand I
and civilian authorities, rn the late 1930s, ultra-right wing groups

were found operating among the officer corps in organizations known as 1

the C_,4anol le and thq qjg9• , Such occurrences underlined the 3
tensions existing between the civilian and the military authorities,

Despite these strains, the dominant characteristics of relations I

between v.iv-il and military leaders between 1919 and 1939 were of accord

and accommodation, rather than disvord and defiance, Tho myth of an I

undeclared war between the ci vil.lan and military leadership In the 3
Interwar period has probably arisen from the exaggeration of the clashes

which occurred Beneath the occasional sparks In civil-mllitary 3
relations, no deep-rooted, dehilitating civil-militarU crisis existed.

The French political and military elite agreed that France required an I
effective military force for defending her interests, regardless of the 3
benefIts of ,oilect. ve securi ty or alliances,, and regardless or

differences. over the details of military policy. Consequently, an

oftentimes tranquil and usually pragmatic rolatIonship existed between

the two groups, which enabled them to work together sati5factorily, If I
not always pleasantly, and which enabled the military to exert great;
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-BI influence over the formulation of military policy.

RecognItion of the effective working of the two groups together is

S1 not new. Judith Hughes has identified and analyzed Lhe "close

Intermeshing" between them in the twenties and has argued that civilian

leaders deferred to the military, AS they considered the diffIult

I and complex task of defending Prance, the politicians relied upon the

generals to condense and translate the staggering amount of information

I involved In organizing and fielding effective military forces. Over

time, the blndlng of the two groups together enhanced the mill tary's

Schances of having its advice accepted -- often uncritically. The sAme

I situation existed In the thirties, even during the tenure of General

Weygand as the leading army general. Philip Charles F'arwell Bankwitz's

SI study of Weygand has argued that the diminishing of the civilian

leadership's powers gradually reduced the government to a position of'

near "equality" with the High Command.6 Similarly, the tenure of tho

General Maurice Gamel.1n, the.ý mort malleable of the army's peacet:ime

leaders, did not see a submerging of the military's desires beneath a sea

- of political ImperatIves. Gainelin met infrequontly with the Minister of
7

Ma tJ onal Defense, Rdouard Daladier, who only occasionally became

-I involved with the specifIcv of military policy and who remained content

to concentrate upon his numerous other duties, such as those of Premier

from April 1938 until March .1940.

Adding to its ability to influence the governmental decislon...making

process, the military hierarchy also escaped much of the instability

I which plagued the governmi.nts of the Third Republic. E'xcep t for

twenty-eight months, Daladler occupied the Ministry of War from December

1932 to May 1940, and on•Jy three generals .... Marshal Philippe Petaln,

General Weygand, and General Gamelln . served as the highest ranking
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1
geierals in the Interwar period. Additionally, the reliance on

committees within the 1igh Command weakened che influence of civilian

authorities over military policy. Although an elaborate system of 3
committees dominated by civilians was established after the war to

determine military policy and to ensure control of military leaders by I
civilians,8 the committees met Infrejuently and rarely became involved

with the details of iil Itary policy. Governmental instability

contributed further to the weakening of these committees by ensuring

frequent turnovers of the civilian rep1resentatives and strengthening

thereby the relative expertise and authority of the military 3
representatives and administrative specialists who changad pnditions less

frequently. Consequently, military policy was not constru..ted by

poli tJclans and then forced upon an unhappy and disrespectful military. 3
if anything, the millcarg hierarchy had greater influence over the

shapfnq of military policy than did the polltical leadership.

Wi thIn the .calm of ml.l tary policy, virtuallyi no disari.e:•_nnt

oxIsted over the requirevn;nt for France to prepare for a total war InI

Europe. The tradition of arming the entire nation and fighting with Its 3
entire resources had been born in the French Revolution and had been

developed to its fullest extent in the Great War of 1914-1918. From the 3
beginning the French zc.epted Me experience of World War I as havinq

provided A model for future warfare, needing only ae2justmwnt an the I
techn.ical means of wging war evcolved. If France were to survive and

remiln se:cure In thc- future, ahe requI red a military force capdble ,of

t'Ighting another lonq total war thdt would demand vast quantlties of 3
economic ano' indu9trlaI resources and that would result In an Immense

loss of life. Although she shuddered it this awful possIblilti., she I
contln..ally, It not steadfastly, supported the efforts of her military -
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3 leaders to prepare for the enormous demands of a total war against

Germany.

3 The choice of total war had the effect less of *cIvilianiziag'

military policy thit it did of m.1litarIzing all governmental policy,

Considering the onormously complex and diverse efforts inherent in

I preparing the natioa for war, military technicians had great, if not

total, influence in devising and carrying out arrangements for the

3 mobilization of the entire nation, As the militarym concerns expanded

greatly beyond those of the pre-World War I elra, the political

authorities recognized the increasing difficulty of maintaining complete

3 control over an organization which would incorporate the entire nation

during a moment of crisis. Similarly., by preparing solely for total war

I in Europe and by not preparing for limited war, the military - with the

politicians' acquiescence -- drastically constrained the political and

I diplomatic alternatives available to civilian leaders, who apparently had

qivg.vn little thought to the need for a full range of options In the

employnxmnt of military forces. The result was a serious restriction of

I possible actions by the French in crises such as the March 1936

remilitarizatlon of the Rhineleind. Yet, few critics complained of

3 Fran.e's fixation on total war.

While the effort to prepare for a vast, consuming war expanded the

influence of the military In French society, it also Increased the

3' Importance of short-term conscripts and the reserves in the military.

Throughout the interwar period, France. maintained conscription with few

3 deferments. The 1928 law on recruitment explained, ^Every (male.] French

ciJtizen owes personad military service, except for duly es tablished

phy•,ral Incapac-Jty.9 While some reservations existed In the military

about the adequacy of the conscripts and reservists' trdininqg, no one
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doubted the need to arm the entire nation and to rely upon universal I
military service for all men. From the perspective of both military and

civilian leaders, the most important goal was to have a completely 3
organized and prepared nation In arms, which relied upon short-term

service, large numbers of reservists, and the unhampered availability of

the economic power and industrial capacity of France for war. The still I
recent wartime experience had clearly demonstrated the Importance of

having numerous soldiers, even if they were ill-trained, rather than a

small number of highly trained specialists. Only such a force could

withstand the huge losses inherent in a long, devastating war. Having

accepted the concept of total warfare, the French - including the High

Command --- thus viewed the military as a relatively rough and blunt

instrument, not as a finely tuned, highly flexible force.

As a consequence of this thinking, thM peacetime milltary,

especially the army, became nothing more than the skeleton around which 3
the wartinm force m.obIlized. By the late 1920s, the French had created a

moxbilizatlon system whereby active army divisions would be spllt up to I
encadre the other divisions In the recently mobilized forces. The 3
active-duty personnel were thus reduced to the role of preparing for

nwjbilizatlon, training the reservists, and acting as a cadre for some of 3
the mobilized units. About 85% of the officers and nori-commissioned

officers apon mobilization would consist of reservists. Because of the I
large role to be played by the reservists, and the lingering doubts about 3
their readiness, the military hierarchty placed an Increasing emphasis

upon the necessity to employ their land forces carefully and methodically

in the Initial battles of a future war. They wanted their forces to gain

experience and seasoning In the initial defensive battle before I
committing them to more demanding and complex offensive operations.
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The heavy emphasis on zeserve forces did not preclude large

military budgets. France provided substantial financial -iupport for the

3 military, especially by comparison to other nations. Prom the end of

World War I thzough 1935, she spent a greater percentage of her gross

national product on the military than any of the other great powers. In

I 1933, she spent 4.5%, whileo Great Britain spent 3%, and Cermany 3%. In

terms of percentage of gross national product, the British (except for

1937) never spent as large a percentage In peacetime as did the French.

Germany began rearmament In earnest following Hitler's assumption of

complete power, and uince she began with little or no modern equipment,

3 she devoted a significantly greater percentage of her gross national

product to the military in the late 1930s. (See Table 1) Although

3 France began her rearmament in late 1935 and accelerated It In 1938, her

level of spending in gross terms or In percentage of gross national

I product was below thet of Germany from 1935 until 1940. Nevertheless,

the French had devoted considerable resources to the military fur a long

period, and In comparison to funding levels before World War 1, the

I military had 2.6 times as much In 1938, in real terms, as It had 'had In

1913. I0 khile the French military could always have used more

resources, the major difficulties sprang not so much from an Inadequacy

of funding as from how those funds were spent.

if the political leaders agreed on the necessity of making the

entire resources oft the nation available to the military, and provided

larger funds than did most other nations, they did not willingly accede

I to every military request. Similarly, If they had little interest In the

thousands of details contcerned with urganizing and fielding an effective

military force, they encountered no such problem with computing total

3 costs or sizes of forces. By carefully controlling personnel and



monetary resources, the political leaders of Prance established the broad

outlines of military policy and provided the framework within which the 1

military leaders organized and trained their forces.

Several well-publicized clashes occured between the civIlIan and

military authorities over financial and personnel issues. While the 3
French maintained conscription throughout the Interwar period, and few

male citizens were excused from military service, most military officers U
desired a longer length of sexvice for the conscript, and thereby a

larger size for the active contingent. Nevertheleso, despite strident

objections from France's most powerful generals, the political leadership 3
adopted service of two years In 1921, eighteen months In 1923, and one

year In 1928. only when confronted by the specter of inadequate numbers I
of conscripts during the "lean years,' in which the number of conscripts

would have been half those In normal years, did the government accept the

reinstltution of service of two years in 1935,11 Also, In the cArly

1920s, as the political leaders gradually reduced the term of service,

they simultaneously reduced the size ot the active army from 41, to 32, 1
to 20 Infantry divisions, plus a number of cavalry, fortress, and - In

the 1930s *.-. light mechanized divisions (division l~q,4re m:cani&qu_).

Needless to say, military leaders strenuously objected, but to no 3
22

avail. Additionally, the government was not sympathetic to demands

for higher pay and better living conditions for Its active-duty officers 3
and noncommissloned officers. The officers were particularly badly paid,

and many left the service rather than endure financial and personal

hardship. One of the official French historl.3 noted, "They were often

among the best. =13 The loss of these officers and noncommissioned

officers, as well as the disruption caused by the reduced size of the 3
active forces, could only have decreased the efFoctiverne~s of the French 1
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forces.

The widely publicized confrontations over term of service, size of

active force, and pay for officers and soldiers, nevertheless, did not

divert France from her methodical and extensive preparation for a long

total war or place the reIns of military policy completely in civilian

hands. Host French officers believed that an effective military force

could be constructed within the constraints Imposed by the government,

I for they recognized that the details of the policy and Its most Important

shaping came from the military. For example, the military exerted a

I dominant Influence over the design and emplacement of the Maginot Line.

Long before the political leaders called for defenses along the frontiers

or provided the resources, the army had begun an assessment of the best

miethods for defending France's borders. And the most crucial and

wide-ranging debates about the fortifications occured within the Conseil

I Syp~rieur de la Guerre (Superior Council of War) and between Its

hfqh-ranklnq generals then in any other institution. Similarly, military

specialists dominated the dehates and discussions over the potential and

development of mechanized forces, and no objections from Lion Blum,

demands from Paul Reynaud, or interventions byt any other civIlian

I authorities managed to divert the army from the path It chose In Its

move toward mechanizatlon.

One area In which the civilian and military authorities had fairly

clearly defined responaibilities was In preparation for mobilization.

Throughout the Interwar period, French military and political leaders

expended a gredt deal of time, Intellectual energies, and resources

addressing economic mobilization and the transformation of civilian

Industry from a peacetime to a wartime footing. The laws of 1927-1928 on

the military or'ganization for war effectively made all the resources of
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the nation available to the military in the event of war. Those laws

represented the final step in the long evolution of the nation in arms

and ensured that any future war would be fought by a massively armed

nation relying upon the entire potential of its people, industry, and

natural resources. Yet, the details of the preparation were completed by 3
military officers, using the authority and the framework provided by the

political leaders. By 1939 France's military had completed extenslive

planning for mobilization, and In coniparlson to most other nations, her 3
industry was relatively well prepared to produce enormous quantities of'

mi itary materiel. Ironically, she encountered greater difficulties in

1940 in moving supplies to units than in providing supplies for the

ml i tary. I
Despite the emphasis on economic mobilization, the French did not

spend as much time and resources on developing sophisticated tools of

war. They did produce capable (but not necessarily superb) small arms,

artillery, tanks, and antitank weapons; their emphasis, however, was on

producing equipment that could be mass- produced, not equipment that I
provided them a distinct qualitative advantage over their potential 3
enemy. From the French military's perspective, quantity was more

Important than quality. Instead of emphasizing sophisticated weapons, 3
they placed a greater emphasis on providing sufficient resources and

adequate organization to prepare the industrial base for full wartime I
production oL inexpensive but effective weapons.

While the French preferred simple weapons that could be handled

easily by conscripts, rather than complex weapons that necessitated

lengthy and complicated training, Lhey fielded some very good equipment.

In the 1940 battle, the French S.O.M.U.A.-35 tank was the best tank on I
the battlefield, and the French tanks as a whole were equal or superior 3
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to those of Germany, except for some problems with command and control

and with cruising range. similarly, their antitank weapons used the

3 best available technology and possessed extraordinary velocity and

penetrating power. The new weapons could penetrate all the Germ.an tanks

except for a few of the Panzerk4ampfwagen IV's which had additional armor

I plating on their front slope, and In comparison to the Germans, the

French had a much better antitank capability in 1940 than their enemy.15

The emphasis on simplicity of operation and production, however,

did not always result in uncomplicated weapons or in sufficient numbers.

I 1 The B-1 tank, with its delicate and sophisticated fire control system,

I became the most complicated tank involved in the fighting in 1940 and

could not be produced in sufficient numbers because of its complexity and

3 expense. Also, when Prance mobilized in September 1939, she discovered

she had only 80,000 mines on hand. Despite their simplicity and small

I cost and their great value in a defense, she had only 400-500,000 when

the Germans attacked. The goal may have bc•vn to acquire sufficelnt

numbers of Inexpensive and effective weapons, but it wan; not attained in

several important instances. In both these examples, the failures

stemmed from military lapses. In the first, General Jean B. Estlenne,

the "father" of French armor, doggedly clung to his extremely complex

concept for the design of a tank, and in the second, army planners

unfortunately failed to order sufficient mines.

3Adding to the problems of materiel, the French also failed to

develop several important. and technIcally advanced itercs. Although they

3 did ponder the effect of atomic explosions and did consider such advanced

weapons as the autogyro, to Include receiving 55 of them In the late

1930s, thejy failed to stress the development of Important items such as

I racios and let the British develop sophisticated codr-breaking equipmnt
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I
and radar. Despite the spotty record In development of materiel, the

army's main weaknesses came nok so much from the quality or quantity of

its weapons and equipment as from how It planned to employ them. And

that failure stemmed much more from conceptual Inadequacy than from lack I
of political support or financial resourcev.

Notwithstanding the reductions In the term of service and the

number of active divisIons, as well as the uneven record in the

development )f equipment, the condition of the army slowly but gradually

Improved In the 1930s. The French carefully increased the intensity and I
amount of training for the reservists, adopted much new modern equipment,

and uplifted the spirits and confidence of their active forces. One of

tho most Important French generals, Pierre Hrlng, later acknowledged

that he had seen a "renaissance" of the army by 1937. Objections by

those such as Charles de Gaulle, with his professional armored corps, I
wore the exception. Most members of the military remained reasonably

content wI th the French military forces as they were organized ind

prepared, even If they did have complaints about the size of the active

contingent or the amount of pay. When war came, French military leaders

may have dreaded the blood-letting and sacrifices of battle, but they did

not lack confidence In the effectiveness and preparedness of thir

forces, particularly their army. The bitter crI ticlsns of the

preparedness and effectiveness of these forces, especially of the prewar

reserves, surfaced after the defeat rather than beforehand. I
I
I
I
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ZZ. Strzateac Effectiveness

I
The strategy of France sprang from a detailed analysys of the

threat posed by Germany, the vulnerability of her crucial resources near

the frontiers, the characteristics of her system of national defense, and

the preferences for fighting a future war on Germdn and Belgian, rather

i than French, soil. From 1919 to 1929-30, France anticipated a war with a

revanchist and resurgent Germany in which French land forces (which would

I play the most Important role) would rush forward from their toehold in

the Rhineland or from northeastern France to seize a bridgehead In

I Germany. The massive forces of the mobilized and armed nation would

follow and would launch the final attack against the German forces. The

air force would contribute, much as It had in World War 1, as an

3 ,iuxilIarq arm of the land forces and would assist the army In gaining

victory through the conduct of reconnaissance, adjustment of artillery,

I and bombing. The navy played a vita.l role by maintaining seaborne

communications with France's empire and permitting the uninterrupted flow

of raw materials and colonial troops to the mainland. Such had been the

contribution of the navy in World War I, and all Frenchmen remembered thc

vital assistance provided by the half-million colonial soldiers in that

war. Military planners could not Ignore the need for these soldiers to

overcoe the manpower advantage of Germany and the requirement for the

Importing of vast quantities of raw materials and finished goods to serve

"I the needs of the fighting forces. The army ind the navy thus played

relatively more important roles in the twenties than the air force in the
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accomplishment of French strategy, which retained a strong emphasis on

the offensive. I
After 1929, following the withdrawal from the Rhineland and the

erection of the Maginot Line, French strategy placed a greater emphasis

on the defense. The French 11igh Command had foreseen as :arly as May

1920 the need for fortifications along the northeastern frontiers from

the Rhine River to Luxembourg to protect precious but extremely I
vulnerable Iron ore, coal, and industrial resources. If France were to

conduct a long total war, she had to protect those resources, and

construction of the Maginot Line began officially in 1929. When the

military leaders analyzed the terrain west of the Maginot Line, they did

nut perceive the Ardennes as Impenetrable, but they believed a large I
German force could not cross the rugged, wooded hills In less than nine

days, during which time the French could reinforce the threatened sector

by bringing forces from the east and west of Lbuxembourgy French military

leaders expected a German attack tL go around thhe Maginot L.Ine and, i la

Schlleffen, sweep through the Belgian plain along the so-called Gembloux I
"gap" through the Sambre River valley north of Namur and Maubeuge. To

counter this, the French intended to rush motorized and 1echOanized forces

into Belgium and to defend aa far forward as possible. Such a move would

supposedly carry the fighting off French soil and also protect crucial

natural resources and Industrial plants in the northern provinces. 1 8

French strategy thus envisaged a forward defense In Belgium, an

economy of force operation along the Ardennes, and a solid defense

resting upon fortiEfI,'iJns along the northeastern frontier. And the

major alterations in their war plans after 1929, such as Plan "D" and

Plan "E", stemmed from changes in the lovation along which the French

forces would defend Jn Belgium, hiot from any fundamental changes In their
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I overall strategy. Although a significant debate occurred over the

proposal by Charles do Gaulle to form a professional mechanized force,

3 few Frenchmen acknowledged the need to abandon the spreading of French

land forces In a thin shell along the entire border from Switzerland to

I the English Channel. And few of those with the requisite information

i about French strategy doubted that It would secure the political goals of

the nation.

As paxrt of their atrategy, the French did have plans for conducting

an attack into Germany and thereby relieving ,',oir pressure from their

I allies in eastern Europe. Tho plans, however, were extremely tentative

i and only anticipated limited movement Into Germany. In June 1938,

Gamelln published a directive on the conduct of an offensive between the

E Rhine River and Luxembourg, but he pointedly emphasized the danger of

committinq major forces into the rough terrain around Saarbrlcken when

I the Germans might send their forces through Belgium. 9 A year later,

i aCill n published anothor dlrec:tive which was even more "timid" thhdn t01v

previous one. When the general who had responsibility for this

continqency operation received hJi detailed instructions, the guidance

was even more cautious and specific. As the official French history for

this period has obuerved, these actions can only lead one to "doubt the

sincerity of General Gamelin."20 The grand strategy of France may have

I relied upon the threat of a two-front war against Germany and much

I diplomatic effort had been expended toward establishing the Li ttle

Entente and creating better relations with Poland. In reality, however,

3 the French posed little or no threat of a swift advance Into their

potential enemy's territory. Clearly, a large gap existed between their

I mifltary planning and foreign policy.

I
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As for the role of the three services within French strategy, the

navy occupied an Important position. Since It had the mission of'

dominating the sea-lanes to north Africa and maintaining communications

with other areas of the Eh7pire , valuable trade, troop transport, and I
supplies depended upon Its success. While the navy could do little to

protect the frontiers from a Cerman Invasion, the need to ensure control

of the Mediterranean Sea enabled it to secure significant fi'nanc:ial

support. French concern with their naval power can clearly be seen in

their constructing 163 warships from 1922 to 1934, a larger number than I
any other naval force. 21 Despite the concern evinced in the naval

buildup, the naval leaders maintained their faith In the Versailles

Treaty, which had limited the Ceecmass -, their most l1ikely enemy -. to

108,000 tons. They paid little attention to a possible Japanese threat

and hoped the Versailles Treaty would keep the naval balance of power in

their favor for a long period.2 2

In the carlJ 1930s, as long dS the Versailles Treaty romalned tn

effect, the French planned on barring the English Channel to the tiny

German fleet and using the major portion of their fleet: to ensure secure

sea lanes to north Africa and the Empire. The Italan Navy, which had

triumphed at the Washington Conference of 1921-1922 by gaining parity

with the Frcnch in battleships and aircraft carriers, appeared as the

greatest threat to those sea lanes, and the French responded by

perfecting a well-armed and extremely fast destroyer that was classified

by other nations as a light cruiser and by constructing a huge submarine
23

fleet. In the late 1930s, however, as the Germans escaped the naval

liJidtations, French leaders recognized their fleet would be at a serious I
disadvantage when faced with the combined Italian and German fleets and 3
lobbied, without much success, for even greater support. Nonetheless, by I
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I
I 1939, the French had a navy of 600,000 tons which ranked fcurth behind

the leading naval powers: Great. Britain, the United States, and

Japan. 
2 4

Considering the rather Ignonifnlous end much of the fleet met ft

I Mers-..l-Ksbir at the hands of the Brltish In July 1940, and its smaNl

contribution befor'e June 1940, one 'should ask ,whether the financial

credits employed in the construction of the Pavy would have been better

used In the development of ground and iitorial forces. Clearly, except for

the safe delivery of the colonial and north African troops, the large

I sums expended on the navy In the twenty years before that collapse made

I l~i:tle or no difference In the fighting In 2940. Such a question may be

unfair,, however, since the navy was capable of accomplishing its mission

3 in a major European war and since the Prench could not have foreseen the

swift defeat they encountered on land in 1940.

During much of the period under review the army had great Influence

withIn the Fr.nch pollty. Army leaders such as Marslials PhMlIppe Pt:,.tn

and Ferdinand Foch and Generals MaXlme Weyqand and MaurcIce Gdmelin spoke

with qreat authority, and except for the bitter conflict over the size of

the peacetime ostablishment and the length of military servI•, for

conscripts, the army's leadership remained reasonAý.ly content wi th J t.,

Influence and the results obtained. Of the three s.r,.es, the army had

by fai" the greatest Influence because of the nearness of Gezmany ond the

obvious threat of a land attack. Nevet-theless, the army's share of the

budget, which had been 95.5% In 1918, declined significantly In the years

I following World War I. (See Table 2) In 1920, the army received 84% of

the military budget, but by 19.38 It received only 52%. In the same

period, the navy's share Increased from 12% to 21%, both figures being

much greater than the tiny 4% of 1918. In comparison to the other
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services the air force's share Increased sharply from i1 in 1920 to 23%

In 1938, but while the French air force received 19% of the total defense

budget in 1937, the British air force received 54% of the defense

expenditures.25 Even If the British were over-emphasizing the air arm,

the large difference In the percentages suygests the French were not

according theirs a sLfficlently high priority. Interestingly enough, the

roles and priorities assigned to the various French services In the

Interwar period stemmed less from their political influence thdn from the

consideration of other factors such as grand strategy or technological

advances. Even though few doubted the predominance of the army, its

share of the budget steadily declined until the increases on the eve of

World War II. Similarly, the percentage accorded the air force remained l
significantly below that of the navy until 1938.

As in most other nations, however, the question of air power became

a controversial subject in the Interwar period. France had emerged rrom 3
the. Great War as a world leader in aviation, having manufactured a total

of 52,143 airframes and 92,594 aircraft engines from 1914-1918. In 1918 1
alone, she manufactured 23,669 airframes and 44,563 aircraft

engines.26 As France shifted to a peacetime status, however, military

aviation remained firmly under the thumb of the army and navy, and Great

Britain and the United States soon pulled clearly ahead of France In its

development. By the early 1930s, the military and the political I
leadership had become more sensitive to the needs of the air force and

the threat of aerial bombardment, In 1928, the French government created

a separate ministry for civilian and military aviation, but the actual 1
control of military aviation remained with the army and navy. In 1931, a

.:e.iarate Suporior Council oF War, which consisDod of France's most senior I
military aviators, was created for the air corps and separated from the
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I army's council. Finally, in 1933 the air force gained its independence

from the army, though the navy retained control over its aviation.

3�Until It became a separate service, the air corps had stressed the

roles of fighters and bombers with the primary emphasis being on

contributing to the army's ability to fight and maneuver on the ground,

I Following the 1933 separation from the army, the air force began

developing a new aircraft, the BCR, which was supposedly capable of

bombardment, aerial combat, and reconnaissance missions. The aircraft

represented a tentative step toward an air force Increasingly dominated

-I 4y visions of independent missions and strategic bombing. In 1936 Pierre

Cot, the air minister, began a complete overhaul of the air service and

accelerated the move toward a preeminent misDion of strategic bombing,

primarily at the expense of aerial combat and reconnaissance functions.

For a moment, the air enthusiasts were captivated by the notion that air

I power and strategic bombing - virtually by themselves - could provide

security and victory to France.27

But romantic notions of swift victories soon encountered the hard

fact that the German air force had probably surpassed the French air

force in 1936. On the eve of Cot's departure fr.,m the air ministry, the

air chief of staff warned that in the event of war the French air forces

would be swept from the skies by the Germans in less than two wefks. 2 8

I France recognized she could not surpass the Germans in numbers of bombers

and began having reservations about launching strategic bombing missions

against an opponent whose capability to retaliate was so great. During

I the new air ministry of Guy La Chambre at the end of 1937, France began

focusing upon the production of fighters which could protect her from

German bombers and which could be produced more cheaply and In greater

numbers. Nevertheless, France's monthly production of planes was still
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only a third of that of Germany's in the same period.2 9  To make

matters worse, the French fighters were generally inferior to those of I
the Germans. The best French fighter in 1940, the Morane 406, flew 80

kilometers-per-hour slower than the Nesserschmidt 109 and had a

5,000-foot lower ceiling. The combination of shifts in priorities,

inadequate funding, and insuffcvient industrial capacity ensured that the

French air force was the least prepared and effective of the three I
services in 2940. France had let a military advantage slip away from her.

In the actual aerial fighting, however, the allies were not at an

overwhelming disadvantage, particularly when the British contribution Is

considered. Although exact figures do not exist and remain

controversial, Guy La Chambre, the air minister during 1940, explained to

a postwar parliamentary commit,'ee that at the begl.ning of the German

offensive., the French possessed a total of 3,289 modern planes, of which I
2,122 were fighters, 461 bombers, 429 reconnaissance, and 277

observation. of these planes, only a third were or} the combat front:

790 fighters, 140 bombers, 170 reconnaissance, and 210 observation,3 0

By comparison, the Germans had more than 1600 fighters available agalnst

the combined British and French force of about 900 fighters In I
France. 31 But many of the French planes did not participate In the

fighting because of mechanical difficulties. The Chief of the French

Fighter Command, for oxample, later stated that he had only 418

serviceable fighters in May 1940.32 A larger number of planes may have

been available and may have been used more effectively had the French had I
a more efficient system of command with the power to concentrate aerial

assets, but the French had organized themselves so aircraft, especially

fighters, were fairly evenly distributed throughout France to the largest 3
33ground uni ts. Also, the inadequacy of air-army liaison became I
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obvious in 1940 when the air headquarters on the northern frontier was

inundated during the fighting with requests for air support. As the

I fighting continued, additional planes became available, and by the time

of France's collapse, the air command had more planes than when the

fighting began. Unfortunately, France did not have sufficient pilots or

l means of moving the planes to the fighting squadrons, but combined with

her allies, she nonetheless destroyed about 20% of German planes used in

I the battle of France.3 4

Returning to the issue of strategy, dn extremely important problem

I concerned France's inability to fight a limited war against Germany. As

France constructed her elaborate system for national defense, she erected

a system which had only one capability: total war. Although she could

3 reinforce her frontier fortifications for security purposes, she had to

mobilize completely before she could commit her land forces into battle.

By virtue of her 1927-1928 system, each at~rive infantry division would be

I divided aln)ng three divisions (Including Itself) upon mobil2zation.

Thus, the commItment of several active divisions would seriously degrade

the capability of France to mobilize her other forces should the need

arise. During the German remilitarization of the Rhineland in 1936,

General Gamelln's recognition of this fact caused him to recommend

I against committing a limited force (without complete national

mobilization) against the extremely small German forces entering the

I de-militarized zone. He argued that Prance had no capacity for limited

warfare and would have to mobilize completely before she could act. The

I aLb�n�,L Lthli JeLw.LrvjjL if\ox% -ud the inability to fight a l1imlted

conflict, prevented France from acting when she may have been able to

squash the menace of Hitler. 35 In other words, France had an

all-or-nothing military policy and strategy; If war came on the European
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continent, she would unleash a total all-vcnswring war, and she would use

this threat of total war to deter her potential adversary from initiating

a conflict. But there was little she could do againt a more limited

threat from Germany.

Considering the enormous threat of a fully mo~bil;i6d Germany, the 3
French were reasonably prudent In their emphasis u'-.t, a tot..al war. Their

failure was the ignoring of the need for greater flexibility, had they

had this flexibility, they might have ýic.ed decisively against the German

movement Into the Rhineland In 1936. ihIle •,e failure to act may have

discouraged Germany from being more aggressive In the future, predictions

as to the actual effect are hindsight: at best. Whatever the importance

of the failure to act In 1936, France's final collapse in 2940 had little

directly to do with her capacity for a limited action. She failed fur

other reasons.

One partial explanation for her failure revolves around her

Inability to ga.Jn consistent and str•ng suppoi-t from he.r allies.

Although the Belgians signed an accord in september 1920 to ¢,nsuze close I
cooperation between their two forces, the situation changedi dramatica I y

In October 1936 when the Belgians zeiounced their alliance with France

and subsequently withdrew into neutrality. Itie French did not alter

their intention to rush forward into Belgium,, but their ability to do so

now was greatly Influenced by unpredictable and uncontrollable diplomatic I
developments. Other problems with allies revolved around France's

recognition that she had few means to support her allies In central and

Pastern Europe. Should Cerakn. dttack one of these allies, France could

only respond by launching a massive attack against Germany or by

dispatching aviation assets to their assistance. She also encountered

severe difficulties in convincing the British to commit significant land
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forces to the continent. Great Britain hesitated to become mixed in

anotajer continental disaster and did not take steps until March 2939 to

prepare her forces for continental service. All in all, a significant

gap existed between the actions France desired of her al1ies and thnse

they actually accomplished. And her own failure to support

I Czechoslovakia In a time of crisis did l2ttle to close that gap. 3 6

Consequently, In comparison to the pre-World War Z period little or no

I alliod staff planning was accomplished befoze the outbreak of World War

I ReturnIng to the issue of strategy, France expcted war to begin

I with an attac.X by Germany and for It to end w.ith an attack by France.

Cons~qut-.,ntly, she placed her strongest emphasis on defensive forces,

I rather than on offensive ones. This also applied to the air -forces,

especially on the eve of the war, for she constructed and purchased more

I fighters for defense against air attack than bombers for an offense

cilafl5nt Gertneinro, She expected the German forces to sweep around the

Maginot Line and to move through Belgium. There, the French defenders

would drain the Invading forces of their strength and then would launch a

countera t tack. Thus, the French were hardly prepared to commi t

themselves against a German weakness. They hoped they could drdw the

i unsuspecting Germans onto their strength and that this would deplete the

German advantage. Only then would the French fling themselves forward

I for the final blow,

All In all, France's forces were fairly efficiently tailored for

I the type of strategy envisaged by the political and military leaders.

Unfortunately, its chances for success rested completely on the German

doing as expected and )n the French encountering the major enemy forces

In the Gembloux gap. Had the ' ,rmans done as expected, the strategy may
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have been successful, but the Germans rushed large armored forces through I

the lightly defended Ardennes, and France found herself unable to respond

adequately. Mfuch to her misfortune, France l• irr,:d t2je bitter lesson

that a defensive strategy surrenders the J:•,4:AtivP co the enemy and

leaves him free to select the point aL which his itrength can be I
concentrated against a weakness. In sum, France's strategy was

completely logical but disastrously Ineffective.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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IZX. OvpzXitionagJ- ffc•jiveness

I
During the interwar period, the integration of all arms on the

battlefield was a major concern of the French military hierarchy. The

French believed theIr forces had to reach the highest levels of'

cooperation if the maximum benefit were to be received from all arms.

I They recognized the Germans would have marked advantages with their

larger numbers and with their probably being the first to attack, a.nd

3 ! consequently they sought to reduce these advantages with a more officient

employment of French forces. But this goal of Integration or cooperation

I did not necessarily result in a better-prepared force. For example, the

army objected to the creation of an independent air force, since its

leaders belleved such an autonomous force would contrIbute little to the

land battle, whJch they considered declsive. Hence, dn enornmous

controversy emerged over the entire issue of air defense as the air force

-I attempted to gain Its Independence, Despite the controversy, and despite

the French Intention to distrIbute aviation assets across the front, the

aerial forces maintained only a weak link to the ground battle. Even

I after France began ,mph.asizIng the production of fighter aircraft for

providing air defense and began strengthening her air doctrine for direct

I intervention In the land battle, no tightly coordinated and cohesive

effort emerged between the ground and aerial forces, Gamelln

attempted to rectify this shortcoming in the late 1930, by reorganizing

the entire High Command, but when the war bogan, the French air force was

easily swept aside by the technically superior German aircraft Whether
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I
a more effective organization would have enabled the French to win the

aerial battle Is doubtful, but it certainly would have helped. 3
In contrast to the rather weak coordination between the aerial and

the gzround forces, the army constructed an extremely rigid system which I
compelled the tightest possible coordination between ground units. The

doctrinal foundation of the French system came from their belief that

advances and increases In firepower had fundamentally altered the 3
battlefield. The new weapons and greater firepower which had become

available to modern armies between 1919 and 1939 had made the l.ettlefield I
much more lethal and deadly than In the past. With the numerous advances

In weaponry, the French expected combat to be even more deadly than that

of World War I. Their assessment of the great destructive power of the

new weapons led them to conclude that the defense had been significantly

strengthened, since an attacker would have to throw himself Into a wall I
of fire and accept enormously heavy losses, Relatively fewer men could

establish a virtuallV Impenetrable barrier of fire, and an attatvker coiuld

overwhelm a defender only by the closely coordinated employment of massed
36

men and materiel.

The doctrine which emerged from the perception of greater lethality 3
stressed the importance of whet the French called the h taJ1_e_conduite,

or the methodical battle. By this term they meant a tightly controlled

battle In which all units and weapons were carefully marshalled and then
39

employed In combat. The French preferred to have a step-bay-istep

battle Jn which units obediently moved between phase lines and adhtred to 3
strictly scheduled time-.tables, since they believed such methods were

essential for the coherent employmn'nt of enormous amounts of men and I
materiel, especially In an army relying upon Incomplet.1y trained

reservists. rn their view, a hastily prepared, impulsive fight was I
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3 doomed to failure. Their doctrine also stressed the necessity of

avoiding an encounter battle In which moving armies unexpectedly collided

I and had to fight In an Impromptu and uncontrolled fashion. They thus

opted for a time-consuming, Intricate process which prized preparation

rather than improvisation and which made great allowances for the extreme

3 complexity of massing large amounts of weapons and materiel, If the

French had their way, they would weaken ain attacker wi th their deadly

I defensive fires, and then destroy him by a massive, but tightly

controlled, *battering ram* attack.

I IA clear description of the methodical battle was presented In

U September 1938. one year before the opening of World War II, at the

French Center of Higher Military Studies. This pre•entation, given by a

3 general officer, graphically described an oporation of an army consist~ing

of five corps with 15 divisions along a front of' 60 kilometers, The

3 force launched Its main attack on a front of 15 kilometers with six

divislons in the first echelon, resulting in each division having about

two and one half kilometers of front. For" the remaining 45 kilometers of

3 front, the general officer deployed five divisions, resulting In each of

these divisions having a front of nine kilometers, Four divisions

remained In the second echelon, but their artillery was moved forward to

provide a density of about one division's worth of artillery for each

kilometer of attack frontage. The objective was selected so It was not

5 any deeper than one-half the length of the attack frontage - about seven

and one half kilometers. The lecturer noted that the forward edge of the

5 attack would be traced in the arc of a circle. Unfortunately, for

France, this attack more closely resembled the battles of 1918 than it

did the free-wheeling methods of the Germans In May--June 1940. 40

I
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I
Within the doctrine for the methodical battle, the emphasis on

firepower came at the expense of the French ability to maneuver. I
Although the French often stressed the Importance of maneuver, they

perceived maneuver predominantly In the sense of moving units to have

them deliver fire or of moving fire without moving units. They rarely 3
emphasized the advantage.s of moving units to gain something other than an

advantage In firepower over an enemy. That is, the doctrine stressed the I
physical destruction of the enemy's soldiers and equipment to destroy his 3
will to fight, not the movement of a unit ao it could have a decided

advantage over the enemy and weaken the morale and cohesion of his

units They often used the word *maneuver* to Indicate the ensemble of

actions by a unit in a specific period or to outline the scheme for the I
employment of an entire force even If it did not necessarily require the 3
movement of uni ts. This limited view of maneuver dominated their

doctrine. At the same time, the French foresaw little or no possibility 3
for largo mobile operations, considering the bulky and unwieldly nature

of huge supply columns, they believed large units, especially mechanlzud I
ones which required vast'amounts of supplies, would have their mobility 3
constrained by the tether of their long and vulnerable supply lines.

From their perspective, the French saw the task of gaining superior

firepower as being far more important than acquiring greater mobility or

preparing to counter a more mobile opponent. I

The primary exception to the emphasis on firepower occurred with

the development of motorized units. By September 1939, France led the

world with this type of unit, and in May 1940 she had seven motorized 3
infantry divisions. But she did not intend to uJse them in a mobile

batt.'Le. Rather, she believed she had Lo motorize large segments of her

army to enable them to rush as faL forward Into Belgium as possible u
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3 before the arrival of the Germans, Once in Belgium, the motorized troops

would dismount and then would fight as any other Infantry unit. For that

reason, the Increases In motorization added to her ability to defend

forward but did li tile for Improving her chances of responding

I successfully to a mechanized attack.

3 The development and improvement of the tank did not dramatically

alter the French perception of maneuver; the new weapon systems were

-- simply integrated within and made a part of the methodical battle. The

most important contribution of the tank, according to the French, was to

Ie accompany the infantry, and the military hierarchy carefully tailored

3 armored forces to the mission of supporting the Infantry at various

echelons, At the lowest levels, Individual tanks accompanied the

' Infantry as they fought forward or defended, To accomplish this mission,

tank battalions supported regiments or dIvisions , and their armored

vehicles were dispersed throughout the infantry formations. At the

Intormodiate lovel, the French formed tanks for a mass maneuver, or chars

I de manoeuvre ensemble. Groups of tank battalions would be brought

3 together on an ad hoc basis to form a leading wave of tanks in front of

the following Infantry and their accompanying tanks. Within the corps

and division, no specific commander of tanks was designated& only at the

army level was a general officer designated as the commander of tanks In

that army, 41 The French saw little need for highly trained and

5 experienced armor commanders and staffs at these levels, since the

armored units would simply function under the tight control of' a

5- higher- unit commander.

Because of their limited appreclatlon of the tank, the French did

not form their first two armrored divisions until January and their third

5 in March 1940; the fourth division, under the command of de Gaulle, was
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nzot: formed until after the fighting began, Although the subject of

forming armored divisions had been debated in the High Command for years, I
the French leedership did not press for their formitIon until after the

Gelrmans had demonstrated their potential In P Ian Even then, the

French did not foresee grand sweeping operations from their armored

forces; rather, they carefully enclosed the new formations within the old

doctrine and treated the divisions as units for accompanying the maneuver

of corps and army-sized units. The new advances In weaponzy, in their

view, had made warfare more deadly and more expensive, but had not

changed the fundamental ver ties of combat. Armored doctrine stressed

the need for successive efforts, separated by approximately 1,500 meters,

and for continuous support - particularly against antitank weapons - 3
from the artillery. The methodical battle remained supreme, even for the

several hundred tanks in the armored divisions.

Only the light mechanized divisions escaped the deadening Influence 3
of the methodical doctrine, but these mechanized cavalry divisions were

not Intended to be used as Infantry and armored divlsions might be 3
employed. The light mec.hanized divisions coulcd accomplish the

traditional missions of the cavalry, such as providing security for the I
French forces as they rolled forward into Belgium. According to the 3
doctrine, they would be used to attack strongly defended positions only

An the most extreme circumstances.4 2  Hence, their employment did not

require Intricate coordination between artillery and cavalry units.

Although they fought well in 1940, these divisions might have been more I
useful as a counter-attack force against the German breakout at Sedan 3
than as a covering force in Belgium.

Within their doctrine, however, the French foresaw little chance of

an attacking force breaking completely through a defender's lines. The

LMI
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U breakthrough was not impossible, but It was an extremely difficult

operation. The French assumed that once a defender's front was broken,

3 he could reestablish positions to the rear, which could be taken only

after the employment of large and powerful forces. Rhile an attacker

U might theoretically achieve a breakthrough, the defender would be able to

3 establish subsequent defensive positions rapidly and "solder" toyvther

the broken pieces of the front. This was not simply a process of

5 reinforcement but was one of "sedimentation" In which the defenders

augmented the depth of a position of resistance and reestablished the

I continuity and depth of the front. The French had been able to

reconstitute their defensive front In 1928, and there was little reason

to expeot they would not be able to do It again in the future. Jn their

I view, the German failure in the spring of 2918 clearly demonstrated the

"inherent weaknesses" in any attempted breakthroughs.43 Despite their

3 considerable analysis of the problem, the French failed to recognize that

dn armored force might be able to rush through an enemy's defenses before

he could establish subsequent defensive positions. Their focus upon

3 -Firepower, rather than firepower a~nd mobility, prevented them from

understanding that their perception of the breakthrough had been made

obsolete by new technological advances.

Emphasis on the methodical battle also resulted In a dangerous

degree of rigidity within the French system for command and control, for

3 cenitralization became the primary concern of higher commanders,

especially as they considered how to direct the methodical battle.. The

- -French belleved the locus of decision-making had to remain at the higher

level, because a higher commander had to have greater control of

I coordinating the actions of numerous subordinate units. The army's

5 doctrinal and organizational system stjessed the power and authority of
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army-group, army, and corps commanders and left little flexibility or

room for initiative to lower level commanders. Each lower level had less

room for maneuver than the level immediately above it. Tho entire system £
was designed to be propelled forward by pressure from above, rather than

being pulled from ielow. In contrast to a decentralized battle in which 3
officers were expected to show in1itative and flexibility, the French

preferred rigid centralization and strict obedience. Unfortunately, this I
resulted in a fatal flaw, the French military establishment could not

respond flexibly to unanticipated demands and could hardly capi talize

upon an important gain made bV a lower level unit. 3
In addition to the constraints Imposed by the doctrine for the

methodical attack, the French organized their command and control In such 1
a fashion as to limit their flexibility even more. Armies, per se, did 5
not exist In peacetime, and higher level staffs had little or no

opportunity to develop fundamental skills, other than through simulation 3
exercises. At the highest levels General Camelin, though h(, was the

announced leader In the event of war, did not actually command the French I
forces In pedcetime and had no opportunity to develop a functioning chain 3
of command. While the eight months of the "Phoney War" gave the French

dn opportunity to train their higher level staffs, the deficlencics 3
stemming from two decades of Inactivity could not Ne overcome easily.

More importantly, the French saw no need between September 1939 'and May I
1940 to reject the methods developed since World War Z. Consequently, 3
the skills they honed and polished supported their methodical doctrine

and had little to do with a much more mobile approach. 3
The best example of the inadequate preparation of the French for

mobile warfare occurs In the area of communications, The military

leadership placed little or no stress on having highly effective and
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Instantly available communications. Since they expected step-by-step,

controlled battles, they did not aggressively seek to establish a

flexible communications network. The extremely low priority for

communications perhaps Is best reflected In the French having spent only

0.l5% of its entire military budget for the purchase of communications

equipment from 1923 to 1939. And expendltures for research and

development never exceeded 15% of the measly sum spent on equipment. 4 4

Because of the anticipated slow pace of battle, commanders would

supposediu have sufficient time to rely upon the relatively rudimentary

communications provided them. In 1939-1940 Gamelln had nothing more than

a telephone and an occasional courier for communicating with hisI 45
subordinate commanders. Communications for subordinate units

functioned as long as they were stationary, but when they moved, the

effectiveness of the French command and control network deteriorated

dramatically, Relying upon centralization and a relatively static

comrntunications system, the French found themselves unable to react or

regain the initiative once the Germans forced their unwieldy headquarters

to move and severed their lines of communications. Beyond a doubt, the

absence of flexibility throughout the army and the weakness of

communications prevented the French from responding effectively to the

unexpected. But the root cause of che failure was a rejection of the

need for rapid response, not an inability to develop and obtain the means

of communication.

As its command and control system became more rigid, especially In

comparison to Its future opponent, the French military committed itself'

to a strategy of forward defense in Belgium that gave It little or no

room for replying to an unexpected maneuver by the Germans. The High

Command doggedly determined to rush forward into Belgium, while leaving
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minimum forces against tho Ardennes, and while holding the northern

frontier with the Maginot Line. That strategy left them extremely

vulnerable to the sleight-of-hand maneuver the Germans actually used in 5
1940 -... holding the French attention with an attack In Belgium while

pushing large forces through the vulnerable center. Ironically, the U
French had discounted the need for flexibility so much that Its absence

became their greatest weakness. Officers who had been trained to think

in methodical terms could not overturn their slow-thinking habits, even

when the Germans had demonstrated a far different approach.

France's doctrine thus ruled her choices of technology and her 3
design of organizations. For example, the French preferred for their

Infantry-accompanying tanks to be so slow that they would not outrun the

infantry. similarly, they saw no need to upgrade their aktillery and to 5
make the longer range 105mm howitzer, rather than the 75mm gun, the

standard artillery piece. While economic considerations affected her 3
decision, few officers believed the 75mm gun wds Inadequate for the

methodical battle. 4 6  Instead of alterIng time tested and proven I
methods with new technologies, France absorbed the new equipment into the 3
old approaches and failed to modernize her forces as muvh as was possible

or necessary. I
Finally, the French Intelligence network failed abysmally during

some of France's most difficult moments. Intelligence officers routinely I
over.-estimated the size and quality of the German forces. They tended 3
to view their potential enemy as a mirror of themselves, rather than as a

separate entity with its own distinct traditions and methods. Throughout t

the Interwar period, for example, they perceived very little potential

for the Infiltration tactics Introduced by the Germans in 1917, Since i
the French believed they could not rapidly break through enemy defenses, 3
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I
I they also did not believe any enemy could break through their defensive

positions. During the crisis of 1936, they greatly over-estimated the

I size of the units moving into the Rhineland and In April 1940 may have

first learned of the German move to lorway by reading a dispatch from

I Reuters, the British news agency. An error of greater effeat occured in

E May 1.940 when they paid scant attention to early indications of the

Germans moving through the Ardennes. Even if the French intelligence had

I been more effective the results may have been the same; French leaders

ignored warnings of large forces being in the Ardennes until it was too

I late to react successfully. Having convinced themselves that the Germans

i had to come through Belgium, they focused on intelligence supporting

their preconceived conclusions, instead of viewing all evidence In a

dispassionate and objective manner. 47 As with the doctrine of the

methodical battle, the French closed their minds to information contrary

I to the accepted belief.

In the final analysis, ithe mtlitary•s operational concepts seem to

have been consistent with the? strategic objectives. France desired to

defend herself Initially and then to attack. Her forces wore organized,

equipped, and trained to do this. The dissenting question Is whether she

3 may have been more successful had she prepared to fight a mobile war

iather than a relatively static one. In that sense, the strategic

objective of defending France aqainst a German attack was poorly

3 supported by operational concepts that had failed to incorporate more

modern techniques available to France. The French recognized that the

3 Germans would have the Initiativo In the event of an Invasion, since they

could choose the time and place of attack. Notwithstanding this

advantage, the French believed their organization of the frontiers and

I their strategy would compel the Germans to roact in a predictable
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dramatically. Xn fact, the Germans had placed their strength against: the

weakened French areas and punched large holes through the French lines.3

similarly, the French had thought they could force the Germans to fight

their style of warfare, but found Instead that they could not compete

with the more rapid and flexible Germans. By commri tting thtamsel yes

doctrinally, strategically, and operationallZy to a single course of

action, they torpedoed their ability to respond to the unexpected.3

Doctrinal and operational Inadequacies had compounded the effect of

strategic errors.
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IV. Tactical lEffctIveness

!
As with operational concepts, French tactical concepts were

3 consistent with the strategic objectives. Prance prepared her forces to

defend and then to assume the offensive, and her tactical doctrine rested

upon her belief In the deadliness of firepower, the strength of the

defense, the advantages of the methodical battle, and the necessity of'

centralized control. These beliefs seduced her Into initially preparing

I for a Light•y controlled defense In which there was little room for

maneuver, for rapid response, or for individual Initiative. In 1940,

I however, the pace of the battle was set by Germany's tanks and dive

3 bombers, not by France's artillery and Infantry, and consequently her

forces failed miserably at the tactical level, The failure, however, did

not come from a wide-spread unwillingness to fight, for many French

soldiers died performing their duty. Instead, the failure came from the

I forces being Inadequately prepared for the type of combat they

3 encountered, When the French encountered the more mobile Germans, their

tactical formations collapsed miserably and could not generate a coherent

3 and sustained response. The swift German columns cut the clumsy French

units to pieces. Just as other impotent armies have discovered In the

3 past, the French discovered that courage cannot make up for doctrinal,

organizational, and materiel deficiencies.

A major failing of the French at the tactical level concerned their

I perception of the imthodical battle; they prepared themselves to fight on

a battlefield where their artillery provided the momentum and the rhythmI
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for their attack. When an attack began, according to French doctrine,

the Infantry advanced 1,000 to 2,000 meters before halting in order to

readjust the artillery fire. The attack again commenced, and after 3
advancing 1,000 to 2,000 meters, another readjustment of fixe was

necessary. To control the advance of the Infantry and to ensure 3
artillery support, a number of Intermediate objectives were established

which corresponded to these advances of one to two kilometers. After a 3
total advance of the Infantry of about 4,000 to 5,000 meters, a

displacement of the artillery was required. This displacement ensured

that the Infantry remained under the cover of the artillery and did not 3
go beyond its maximum range. Por control purposes, the maximum advance

was sometimes limited to 3,000 to 4,000 meters before the artillery began I
Its displacement by increments. One rule of thumb was given by an 3
instructor at the French War College when he stated the distance of the

a.dvance ought to be half the maximum range of the artillery supporting 3
the attack. In any case, the French believed the infantry had to remain

under the umbrella of artillery protection,, and only the methodical I
battle could ensure the maximum possible coordination and integration of

the artillery and the Infantry.

Having prepared themselves to fight In this manner, the French 3
failed to prepare themselves for anything dramatically different. For

example, their doctrine for halting an armor attack resembled their I
doc'trine for halting an Infantry attack. In fact, when they had devised

their antitank doctrine, their basic assumption had been that a tank

attack represented nothing more than an Intensification of an Infantry 3
attack. Hence, their antitank tactics were a variant of their flexible

or elastic defense which had been created in World War I. In this 3
defensive operation, as it was conducted by a divi•ion, an attacking
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3 enemy first encountered an advance post line and then a principal line of

resistance which relied upon the use of strong points. The utilization

I of strong points facilitated control of antitank fire and permitted a

concentration of fire on particularly dangerous threats. The strong

points preferably overlooked major avenues of approach for enemy armored

3 columns and, ideally, were to be mutually supporting. Their use was

particularly strongly emphasized in the 1938 infantry regulations,4 9

I f an enemy managed to pass through the principal line of resistance, he

encountered a series of Intej'ior strong points and finally would be

I halted by what the French called the "stopping line," Antitank fire

i forward of this line protected a d.vlsion's artillery, command posts, and

lines of communication. But the combination of the stopping line and the

other defensive lines would halt an armor attack much as an arresting

cable halts a landing aircraft.

I These tactics may have been successful if the French had accepted

the possibility of lsrge masses of tanks being concentrated along a

narrow portion of a front and if they had acted to increase the number of

antitank weapons In their divisions. However, the entire French doctrine

rested upon the assumption that no more than 50 enemy tanks would be

3 concentrated along a front of one kilometer In a major attack. Based on

this assumption, the French concluded thdt the proper density of antitank

guns should be one gun for each 100 meters, or 10 per kilometer, These

3 guns would, of course, be arranged In depth and not stretched in a single
J0

line across a kilometer. Since the standard Issue of antitank guns

I was 58 per division (and some divisions had less in 1940), a division

defending along a front of 10 kilometers, which was the standard

frontage, could concentrate its weapons only along a portion of the

front. Consequently, the conduct of' a successful defense by a division
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I
depended upon the ability of the commander Co determine exactly where an

enemy force might concentrate Its attack. Clearly, In French doctrine, 1

little or no margin existed for error, and little or no allowance was 1

made for an enemy probing and finding the weak points In a defense. The

French expected the enemy to Obull" his way forward and to use very 3
little of his mobility in the actual fighting.

Perhaps even worse, the French misunderstood the potential depth of I
a modern armored attack. They never envisaged a deep defensive zone such

as the one before the Kursk salient on the eastern front In July 1943

where Russian fortifications extended for a hundred miles. Zf a French 3
division defended in a depth of five kilometers, very few defenses

usually existed behind it. Although secondary positions were partially 3
prepared along the northeast front, few offlicers saw the need for

additional depth. If the unspeakable happened and the Germans did manage 1

to break through, the French belleved they could clove the rupture by 3
moving units laterally Into the threatened zone. In stum, the failure was

prImarily one of conception; they did not believe the Germans could

attack as swiftly and as deeply as they did In May 1940.

If the failure to defend successfully against the German tanks was 1

one of conception, that failure did not originate In the violation of 1

numerous fundamental tactical principles. For example, the need for

combined arms was accepted almost as intensely as a matter of religious

faith. Above all else, their doctrine emphasized the complete

Inteqration of all arms. Unfortunately, to them this meant that all 1

weapons functioned to support the Infantry. Even though the artillery

established the rhythm of the battle, it too functioned solely to serve

the infantry. There was little or no notion of combining the arms In a 3
fashion to enable the strengths of one to compensate for the weaknesses I
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I
5 I of another, or of over-turning the Infantry's dominance. Nevertheless,

the French frequently emphasized the importance of combined arms and

always convidered other factors such as mission, enemy, terrain, weather,

and the qualities and training of the troops available. In terms of

I emphasin on combined arms, their failure was not so much one of concept

3 as it was one of execution.

Similarly., the French believed the combining of infantry,

3 artillery, and armor on the battlefield was an absolute necessity but

that it also required extremely rigorous control measures. As an

I example, the 1938 Infantry regulations focused primarily upon movement by

successive phases closely supported by artillery fire. The regulations

explained thdt each successive step of the commander's planned maneuver

I had to be courdinated with supporting fire, In its general discussion of'

an attack, the regulations emphasized three ma.jor points: "the attack of

3 the first objective; " "the consolidation and occupation of conqu•red

terraln;" .nd "the attack ot subsequent objectives." The Attack on a

second objective, however, could coawwenc¢ only at: a time fixed in advance

or by a special signal from highor headquarters. The regulations

explained that regimental and battalion commuanders should stipulate3 "momentary halts" for the units under their control after the execution

of certain bounds. They added that these comnmanders should "regulate the

resumption of movement after each of the halts in such a manner as to

I �maintain their attack In the rhythm fixed by the General commanding the

division."51 Such controls were essential If the Infantry and

artillery were to operate together, and Jn the French view the addition

of tanks only increased that need for control.

As the French stressed rhe need fur centralized control, they did

I not formally reject the goal of rapid exploitation of opportunities.
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I
Yet, their doctrine and practices worked against the possibility of rapid

explol tation. Since they preferred to have the pace of the battle 3
established by higher headquarters, they placed less emphasis on tao,'tlcal

success than on operational or strategic success. In some Instances, I
tactical success might be restrained If it interfered with or disrupted 3
an ongoing operational or strategic endeavor. This approach contributed

to their Interpretation and rejection of German Infiltration tactics. 3
The essence of these new tactics, which wore created In 1917, was rapid

advancement and Infiltration by small infantry groups. Operating closely I
with artillery support and carrying light and mobile weapons, the 3
attacking Infantry groups bypassed enemy resistance and struck deeply

Into an enemy's rear. Succeeding waves of infantry cleared out the

remaining enemy, and thus the small units making the Initial attacks set

the pace of movement and greatly influenced the overall success of the I
attack, But the French saw no advantage in such an arrangement. 3

Although French regulations described the use of Infiltration In

the attack, they did not call for driving deeply Into an enemy's 3
defenses. The French preferred to concentrate on moving to place fire,

rather than movinry to bypass. The January 1939 manual entitled

Begulations for Rifle Qnjts explained that the smallest Infantry unit

capable of maneuver was the rifle platoon and that maneuvers should

always be *simple." A squid Would never try to maneuver by using a few 3
of its men to provide a base of fire while the remainder moved forward.

According to the manual, when a platoon encountered fire from an enemy 3
position, It should try with its squad t-o outflank this resistance rather 3
than make a direct assault. While one squad placed fire on this point,

the rest of the platoon would use favorable paths of approach toward it, 3
move to its flanks, and then place oblique fire upon it. From the French I
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"3 I perspective, the movement around the flanks of an enemy utilized an

Infiltration maneuver. The idea wax not to race past the enemy

3 resistance but to destroy the enemy and then move on toward the company

objective. The same technique could be used by a company with one

platoon providing fire support, while the other platoons maneuvered

U around the enemy. The platoons might also move by bounds. After

reaching the company objective, the company would halt, and the commander

would issue a verbal order to his platoon leaders describing how the next

objective would be attacked. The company would thus utilize a succession

i of efforts and a succession of attacks unttl It reached the battalion's

objective.52

Although the French did understand the Importance of ,oving around

I the flanks of enemy resistance, they had little or no understanding of

how the Germans had used infiltration tactics successfully against them

I In 2918. And they had little confidence In the possibility of important

3 strategic successes beginning with the exploitation of an opportunity at

the tactical level. Hence, rhe French milltary placed a very small

3 premium on surprise and Initiative at the lowest echelons and on the

possibility of reinforcing success. Because of their emphasis on the

3 methtical battle and centralized contrrl, there was .ittle or no room

within their tactical system for audacious strokes.

Training considerations also affected the French preference for a

3 careful met -dIcal approach, even though the French military's training

was completely 'consistent with Its r Ical system. The mnain problem

3 with training in the Frept. Army c~oncernL 4 the amount of time actually

spent on training soldiers. During the period of one- year service,

Iconscripts usually spent sIx months training and then -vlx months In a

3 unit. While they may have acquired some of the necessary skills, they
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I
could not have acquired all the necessary ones. Even during the period

of two-years service, the military hierarchy believed that the reserve I
officers and noncommissioned officers - who would comprise 85% of the

leadership corps upon mobilization -- would have very little experience

and would not be highly trained if they were called to active duty in a 1
criols. The High Conmmand attempted to overcome the weakness In training

by having official regulations rigorously prescribe the subjects and I
sequence of training. The army's regulations and manuals carefully

concentrated on preparing soldiers and officers to perform the tasks

associated with their wartime positions, For example, the army's manuals 3
that prescribed new tactical doctrine always addressed the training of

soldiers in that same volume oz in a separate but connected volume. I
While the French may bN? accused of too, much detail, they certainly cannot

be accused of allowing a gap to exist between doctrine and training, at

least as lt was expressed In the manuals and taught In the various 3
military schools.

The High Command also tried to overcome weaknesses In traIning by

improving the systemn for training the reserves, By virtue of' the

1927-1928 laws, the French created mobilization centers to which

reservists would report in the event of mobilization. Although these 3
centers functioned as training camps and depots, a reservist reported to

a mobilization center for his periodic training session but then was

placed In a nearby regiment for training In his specialty. Should the

reservist be an officer, the troops he would conumvi, might be of the sdae I
regiment if general mobilization occurred, but no system existed to 3

54ensure o. 'icers and men always served with thelr wartime units. Mn

the late 1930s the High Command increased the amount of training time for 3
the reservists. Whereas only one *class" (members of the reserves who I
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3 had been conscripted in a particular year) had previously attended annual

training, by 1937 three "classes" attended each year. By the eve of the

war, reserve officers were required to spend twenty-one days in training

every two years.

Even during the depths of the depression, the French continued

3 training exercises for the reserves; the only constraint was the

curtailing In 1932 and 1933 of the annual fall maneuvers for active

units. In subsequent years the army returned to conducting large scale

maneuvers in which several divisions participated. Only the several

I crises on the eve of World War ZI interrupted them. From 19,32 until

I 1939, the credits for reserve training voted by the National Assembly

ave.raged 87% of the credits requested by the war ministry, while those

3 for training of the active army averaged 93%• of those requested by the

war ministry. Although the General Staff could have been requesting

I credits that it thought the National Assembly might approve, there seem

to have been no demands for greater sums for training, and the relatively

minor reductions Imposed by the National Assembly could not have

I seriously disrupted training program&s desired by the military hierarchy.'

One can only conclude that adequate opportunities and resources, as

I deemed necessa:zy by the 19igh Command, existed for training.

Although the quali ty of training and thuas readiness of the reserves

undoubtedly improved in the late 1930s, no progress was made In creating

3 cohesive, solid units In which the soldiers and officers were accustomed

to workIng together. Since training at the mobilization centers did not

3 normally Include the active duty contingerit and only a few of the reserve

classes, complete units were never present at one time. In the event of

a sudden mobilization, even the active units would have lacked cohesion,

3 since each would have been broken apart to create two additional units.
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Highly trained and cohesive units ready to fight immediately simply did

not exist when the French Army mobilized for war. While individual

skills may have been appropriately developed, unit skills and cohesion

undoubtedly had not. The French military hierarchy recognized this

problem and used it as another reason for avoiding an offense at the

beginning of the war or for rumning the risk of an encounter battle. 5 6

After the units became more cohesive and seasoned, the High Command

believed they would be capable of more challenging and complex missions.

Despite the dismal events of Jay-June 1940, it is important to

recognize that the French had eight and one-half months to improve the 3
training of their units from the time of mobilization until the time of

the German attack. While some units made good use oiý this time, others

did not, All in all, the capabilities and skills of the units that

fought in May were not significantly better than when France had

mobilized. More Importantly, the military hierarchy did not attempt to3

use the additional time to develop new operational skills and thus to

reach outside the doctrinal constraints imposed by emphasis on the 1
methodical battle and centralization. Even with the relatively long

preparation period, military leaders did not change their thinking about

the necessity for the methodical battle or about. the need for greater

flexibilI ty. The practices of two decades could not be easily

overturned. Thus, France went into battle in 1940 with greater

preparation time than she had anticipated, but she fought just as if she

had had little or no time to prepare after mobilization. As In the 1
peacetime years, the military hierarchy saw no need to develop new l
methods or approaches.

Having examined numerous alternativees, the military remained

reasonably satisfied with the organizations and doctrine it had created. 1
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I
Although lingering doubts remained about the reservists, French methods

had been modified to take the weaknesses of the reservists into account

I and to capitalize upon the advantages of firepower and the methodical

battle. But these methods were also extremely clumsy. In a real sense,

their complexity ensured that any concept arguing for rapid breakthroughs

I and long-range exploitation could easily be dismissed as fanciful

thinking, and the doctrine's emphasis on fire and the methodical battle

3 could only serve to suppress innovative ideas in the French Army about

ma1neuver. similarly, the battle of 1940 demonstrated all too painfully

I �that such techniques could not be employed on a highly mobile battlefield

I where the situation rapidly changed in a fluid environment.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I ..
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I
Concl u si:on

During the Interwar period, the French had carefully considered I
their options and paid close attention to the tactics, organization,

equipment, and training of their forces. By 1939 France was prepared to

go to war with a system that was supremely logical and closely

coordinated. That system was Intended to overcome the advantages of the

Germans and to reinforce those of the French, At the same time, a I
remarkable consistency In virtually every area extended from the grand

strategic through the tactical level. Except for the ill-fated attempt

to rush to the aid of Holland with the Breda variant plan, French 3
strategy in 1940 was the product of a long and careful process In which

virtually every course of action was Identified and analyzed. And the I
samue can be said of the operational and tactical levels, The hope was

that France could avoid losing the initial battles and that she could

emerge victorious after the nation had been completely mobilized, after

her military forces had been seasoned in battle, and after her allies had

tipped the scales in her favor. Despite this preparation, France failed U
to prepare a military force as effective as thit of her enemy.

An examination of France's shortcomings that became evident after

the fighting began reveals inadequacies throughout her entire military

system, Her higher comnmanders lacked a flexible, efficient means of

command and control. Her strategy made her exceptionally vulnerable to a

thrust through the Ardennes. Her doctrine and organizations failed to

provide adequately for the tank or for tactical air support. Her

I
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I
5 officers were not trained to respond to the unexpected. The list could

go on and on, but the results are clear. While the French tried to fight

I a tightly controlled defensive battle, their opponent thrust a swift,

mobile battle upon them, and they found they simply could not respond to

I thWe new pace of fighting. By comparison, France was much better prepared

I and more effective In 1924 than In 1940.

To account for these numerous failures, one could simply cite the

errors of France's military leaders and leave it at that. ultimately,

France collapsed In battle for military reasons, and military

S explanations can sufficiently -i.f not completely -- account for her

defeat. Bet'ond a doubt, French leaders had failed to recognize how

warfare had changed since 1918, and General Maurice Gamelln led French

U forces into the unexpected trap they encountered in May 1940. But their

errors came Inss from their stupidity, incompetence, or decadence than

I from their having come up with the wrong formula for the problem that

appearod In 2940. CertaInly, having d more open* mInded and Innovative

High Command may have resulted In some improvements, but In defense of'

I the military leaders, they had exhaustively examined the problem as they

saw It and had undergone numerous debates, experiments, and manieuvers.

3 Of the errors that were made, many were concentrated in areas that could

only be evaluated in a subjective, If not intuitive, fashion. Few of the

most crucial issues had obviously correct solutions, By the objective

criteria of weapons, equipment, training, leadership, and manning,

France's forces always seemed proficient, and a sufficient margin of

S safety seemed to exist. Yet, she was extremely deficient In those areas

that could only be tested completely in combat.

From the perspuctive of military effectiveness, perhaps the most

important conclusion to reach Is that the French experience illustrates
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how no definitive measure of military readiness can be reached In

peacetime, After all, as Clausewitz has reminded us, war is ultimately a I
chameleon, and what may be effective In one circumstance may lead to I

disaster 1n another. Had the Ger•ans fought as expected, the French may

have done better. Unfortunately, the Germans did the unexpected, and 3
France collapsed, thoroughly humiliated by the debacle.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

TABLE I

iIIZLTARY EXPENDITURES
AS A PURCEWTAGB OF GROSS NATMONAL PRODUCT5 7

SYear France Germany GreatD ritaln

19,33 4.5% 3% 3%
1934 4,3 6 3
1935 4.7 8 21936 6 .0 13 5i
2937 6.8 13 7

1938 8.2 17 8
1939 22.8 23 22

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"I
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I

TABLE 2 I
MXLJTARY EXPENDITURES58

(Per Cent of Total by Service)

I
YEAR ARMY NAVY AXR PORCE TOTAL EXPENDITURES(1)

(Millions of Francs) I
2918 95.5% 3.8 --- (2) 3r,,466
2919 90.3 8.5 --- (2) 17,734
1920 83.7 22.0 1.3 7,244
2921 73.6 14.8 2.0 7,167
1922 68,4 28.1 4.0 6,648
2923 62.8 16.4 5.9 6,397
2924 57.6 21.6 7.3 6,465
1925 60.0 28.9 7.9 6,524
2926 61.4 19.9 7.6 7,S1 I
1927 64,5 20.3 7.1 12,181
1928 55.5 24.4 20.3 9,778
1929 55.7 24,6 12.3 11,075
1930 63,8 19.2 12.9 15,915
1931 56.5 23.9 13.0 13,852
1932 58.2 22.9 13.0 13,824
1933 60.4 21.1 22.8 13,431
1934 56.3 25.0 12.3 11,601
1935 52.0 23.6 18.8 12,797
1936 52.6 23.6 18.0 15,101 I
1937 54.7 21.4 19.0 22,580
1938 52.2 21.1 22.8 29,153
1939 60.7 1..2 27.0 93,687

I
(1) Military expenses for colonies, vivi~llin mInIstries, and
occupational troops axe not shown. I
(2) Air force fiqures for these two years are Included within
those for the army and navy.

I
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I OF THE U.S. ARMED PORCES

I1929 - 2939

I Ronald Spoctor
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I I. PoJitcp2 ZIt ct~veneas

I
The U.S. armed forces In the 2920s and 1930& were obliged to

function In a polit.ical environment which made It extremely dIffIcuZt, If

not Impossible, for those organizations to secure the financial,

Industrial, and human resources which they considered necessary to attain

even the minimum level of military capability to carry out their

I anticipated wartime missions. A leading studejut of the history of the

U.S. Army even suggests that "the Army during the 1920s and early 1230s

may have been less ready to function as a fighting force than at any time

In Its history. Zt lacked even the combat capacity that the Indian

campaigns had forr, .' on It during the nineteenth century and the pac.fi -

cation of the Philipplne. had required early In the twentieth century.. 1

The United States had traditionally avoided thr? maintenance of a

large professlonal aLmy. After 1898, it had created a large and

powerful, although unbalanced, naval force but by the beqinnIng of theI

I
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I
1920s, the complete destruction of one of the Hav,'s most powerfil I
potential adversaries (Germany) and close frJ';ndship with another

(Britain), together with popular InterestI n ndv,41 disazmament, had

called the continued necessity for a large fleet Into ques.tion.

With the dramatic rejection of the Versailles Poac'e Settlement by

the Senate In 1919, the United States turned Its back upon an. involve-

ment In International projects aimed at collective security. '.f*or1s at I
disarmament were welcomed so long as they Involved no politdirA oror

military commitments. As President Herbert Hoover succinctly put It:

"We shall enter Into no agreements comnitting us to any future course of

action or which call for the use of force to preserve peaco," 2

A growing mood of disillusionment with American Jnvolveymet: In I
World War I reached its peak In the early 1930s, It coincided wvith and

reinforced the emergence of a new and strident type of Isolatlonain' whIch

called not only for the traditional avoidance of al.lianceai and Mi.itary

involvements abroad but a set of positive rules and pra-cJc':•, designed to

insulate the United States from the contagion of foreign hivrz, I
In addition to these constraints, the political enviir-.,nmenc of the

1920s and 1930s strongly encouraged financial stringenctj In govtrnil.antt.

During the 1920s, Republican presidents prided themselves on r'perating

the government on "sound business principles," the hallmark of othich were

taken to be low taxes and low government expenditures. Ke•V,-ji.:e of P;he

business approach was the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 which created

the Bureau of the Budget and a unitarV budget for the entire executIve

branch, Although the Budget Act was a sound management measure, the

Bureau of the Budget. In the 1920.s and early 1930s, often operated as

simply a bludgeon to beat the f.inancJal requests of the executive

agencies Into line with the President's budget celling.
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a n the case of the m:ilitary services, the unitary budget system had
I an even more chilling effect: since officers tended to regard any direct

public criticism of the President's budget an disobedience toward the

I Commander -in-Chief. When a congressional commnit tee questioned the Army' s

i Chief of Finance, Brigadier General K, W. Walker, In 1924, about whether

"the President's policy of economy" would "prevent the War Department

N from stating Its needs before this committee?" General Walker replied

that "when the Budget has once been approved by the President and trans-

E mitted to Congress, it is his budget estimate and no officer or official

i of the War Department would have any right to come here and attempt to

get a single dollar more _,. .3 The Great Depression of the 19301

discredited talk of "business principles" but the widespread economic

hardship of the times seemed to call for even greater financial restraint

I on the part of the government,

'The National Defense Act of 1920 provided for a regular army 6f

280,000 men, only about half' of what War Departme•nt planners had

proposed, but nevertheless a respectable peacetime establishment which

allowed for some nire infantry divisions, two cavalry divisions, and

various smaller units. Moreover, this modest regular force was to be

backed by an organized reserve and National Guard, traipsed by special

training detachments of the regular army. Yet neither Congress nor the

President were ever prepared to make available the financlal resources to

pay for the implementation of the National Defense Act. As early as

I 1921, Congress reduced the regular army to 150,000 men and the following

year to 137,000. Throughout the 1920s an~d early 1930m, the strength of

I the Army seldom exceeded 135,000. At their 1924 convention, the

I Republicans proudly pointed to the fact that "our standing Army is now

below 125,000 men, the smallest regular military force maintained by anyI
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great power. 4 Upon the outbreak of World War II, the Army was still

90,000 men short of its 280,000-man strength authorized In the National

""Defenst Act of 1920.

The large trained reserve, which was to serve as the core of the

citizen Army envisioned In the National Defense Act, was largely still- I
born. Reserve officers continued to be commissioned through the Reserve

Officer Training Corps at various colleges and universities but little

money was available for them to train or serve with the Army. A projected

"Enlisted Reserve Corps' never really existed because no means were

available for recruiting or training the necessary personnel, The

National Guard numbered about 200,000 men and continued to carry on some

training but its drills and two-week encampments were Inadequate prepara-

tion for modern warfare, S

The economic stringencles of the 1920s and 1930s forced the Army to

carry out drastic, sometimes grotesque, measures to economize, Officers1

and NCOs were reduced two or three steps In grade, Housing wAs so poor

and scarce that non.-commissioned officers' families at Pt, Benning I
occupied abandoned black laborers' shacks 1n the Georgia countryside

while some officers resigned rather than occupy the unlnhabitable

quarters assigned them, 6  Tanks could train only for a few hours a day

because fuel was deemed too expensive in 1920s budgets. 7

There was relatively little that the War Department could do about I
the financlal stringencles of the period. Yet the choices made by the

Army leaders in coping with these stringencies probably made their effect

all the more damaging. Rather than maintain a smaller number of units at

full strength, the Army chose to retain its complete 1919 force structure

of nine divisions, although few could be manned at even brigade strength. I
This structure not only made realistic training more difficult but
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foreclosed any possibility of maintaining even a very small combat-ready

3 force.

The Navy had emerged from World War I on a par with the British

Royal Navy as the most powerful In the world. A large building program,

I authorized In 1916, provided -.Lr still greater expansion of the Navy,

especially of the battlefleet, Ten super dreadnoughts and battlecruisers

3 were under construction or about to be laid down as the nation :.kturned

to normalcy,

to nThe Republican Congress and the Harding administration were unwill-

3 Ing to underwrite such costly naval expansion, Instead, President

Harding proposed a program of world power naval disarmament and hosted

I~ the Washington Conference of 1922 which resulted In the scrapping of many

old or uncompleted capital ships and put an upper limit on the Great

I Powers' navies in the category of battleships, cruisers, destroyers, and

cartiers. Ratios of relative naval strength were established between the

various navles, the United States being granted equality with Great

Britain and a 40 percent superiority over Japan. Capital ships, carriers,

and. crulsers were also subject to qualitative limitations as to tonnage

I and armament. A second disarmament agreement, signed at London In

1930, added limitations on the number and characteristics of cruisers

which could be built by the three great naval powers and set ratios In

I this category at lO:MiO7 for Great Britain, the United States.. and Japan

respec Lively.

Naval officers expressed great dissatisfaction with the Washington

agreements, which obliged the U.S. to discontinue construction of its

most advanced battleships and battlecruisers, and with the London treaty,

I which saddled them with warship types determined by negotiation rather

9than byl ml i taryi requtiremen ts. Ye t, theyl reserved thei r l oudes tl
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I
criticimm for the provisions of the Five Power Washington Treaty which

forbade the construction of bases or fortifications In certain of the

Pacific and East Asian possessions of Britain, France, the United States,,

and Japan.

For the Unitad Stateh, this meant that no additional defenses :=ould

be established for the Philippines and nothing at all done to protect the I
American-owned Isled of Guam in the Marianas. Without a major naval

base at one of these locations, the Navy believed it would be impossible

to carry on a successful war against Japan.

During the interwas years, the Army was not particularly well

situated to make its case to the law-makers and the public. The Army

enjoyed some support from veterans' groups, especially the powerful •

American Legion, and from publications such as the Armu and Navu J-ou;nag

and, on occasion, from the National Guard. Military professionals could

also register their views officially in such papers as the Annual Reports

of Chiefs of Arms and Services and unofficially in articles In profes

sional and popular journals. Yevt the Army lacked lobby or interest I
groups devoted wholly to its interests, and Army officers enjoyed

indifferent success as publicists, One student of the period concludes

that none of the Army's "efforts seemed to have any influence on the

trend of the 1920s -- economy in government.
1 0

Zn contrast to the Army, the Navy was considerably better equipped I
to bring its views before the public and convey its concerns to lawmakers.

The Navy Leag.ie of the United States, a capable clvil an lobby of long-

standing, faithfully beat the drums for strong naval defense through its

magazine §eVpower and in testimony and letters to Congress. The

existence of a credible potential opponent -.-. the Japanese Navy - was a I
definite asset in the campaign for naval appropriations and even the
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1
popular enthusiasm for arms limitation could be used to advantage

I by arguing that new constructIon was needed to bring the fleet up to the
11

strength provided for In the Washington and London treaties. Naval

1 officers like Dudley W. Knox were beginning to appreciate the importance

I of what would now be called public relations and emphasized the importance

of selling the Navy as an Institution whose functions of commerce protec-

Stion, scientific research, and support for diplomacy were useful to the

nation in peace as well as in war,22

Yet the Navy's success in conveying its vision of the country's

l naval needs was a limited one. Interest in naval disarmament remained

strong amoijg American leaders and the public until the late 1930s,

I Throughout the 1920s, Congress declined to provide for sufficient cruisers

and other ships even to bring the Navy up to the strength authorized in

I the WashingtLon agreement. No new battleohips were begun until 1937.

I On the other hand, two of the large, uncompleted battlecrulsers of'

the 1916 progriui, the 4. o. and §AL41oga, were converted into giant

I aircraft carriers. In the battlefleet, the oldest battleships were

converted to burn oil instead of coal and all but the latest had their

I turrets modified so that the main batteries could be elevated to thirty

degrees, thus increasing the effective range of the guna. Congress also

authorized construction of some, eighteen modern cruisers, although some

I were not laid down until the end of the 1920s.

With the onset of the Great Depres&sion, naval expenditure was

I sharply curtailed. The Navy was obligr~d to lay up ships and reduce its

personnel. Older battleships, for example, had their complements reduced

as much as sixty percent, and Congress was in no mood to appropriate

funds for any new construction.13 The Navy's fortunes Improved w~th

the Inauguration of Franklin D. Roosevelt, a long-.time supporter of theI
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sea service and furmer Assistant Secretary of the Navy under Josephus

Daniels. Representative Carl Vinson, the powerful chairman of the House

Naval Affairs Committee was also a strong supporter of naval expansion.

BegInning In 2933, naval appropriations rose evory year. During the

early thirties, construction of ships and aircraft was included among the

public works projects Initiated by the New Deal to provide emergency work

relief for those hard hit bq the Depression, I
While the 1930s was a period of naval expansion, the U.-. Navy

still failed to secure a force of the size and capability necessary to

wage war against Oapan In the Western Pacific. Nothing bettoe illustrates

the Navy's limited ability to sell Its strategic Ideas to the civilian

leadership than the Issue of the Gutm naval base. Bel the late 2930s, the I
Washington Treaty restriction on naval bases had long since lapsed and 5
naval ;ieaders argued forcefully that the UL.S. could delay no longer In

establishing an operating fleet base In the Wastern. Pacv ¢c. In 2938., a 1
board headed by Rear Adm, Arthur J. Hepburn 4ubm•itted a roport which

reco%-.mrnded that Guam be developed Inco a fully-equapped naval b.'se, A I
fleot base at Guam would enable the U.S. Navy to adequately protect th, 3
Ph'illppines, block Japanese moves Into Southeast Avia, and ward off an,

Jiijanese attempnt to strike east at Hawaii or Midway. 4  Yet, Congress

reomained unconvinced. Aftttr a long and heated debate Congress. a ytvir

after the outbredt of war In China, voted to taket no steps to establish a I
roval base in the Western Pacific.2 i I

The 2920s ind 1930s wEre p,<riodt% of rapid growth and chvtge in many

areas of military technology. Despite extremely limited resources, the

U.S. armed forces were able, In general, to keep abreast of these develop,

men.. and produce weapons and equipment that were qualitatively - .If not

quanti tatively - equal to the most advanced systems being developed by
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1 the great powers. Radar, sonar, the B-17 bomber, the 205-mm howitzer,

I the Garand (M-I) rifle, and the dive bomber are but a few examples of the

types of InnovatIve and highly effective equipment produced by the armed

I forces between the wars. That such progress In technology was achieved

Is all the more surprising when one considers the severely limited

financial resources available for research and development. The entire P

B and D program amounted to about one-twentleth of the cost of a contempor-

ary battleship and less than one-fourhundredth of what It cost to develop

the atomic bomb.26

Zn addition to utrIngent budgets, the large amounts of obsolescent,

but still serviceable, equIpment remaining from World War I tended to

I i nhlbilt the effc.ts to provide nrodern equipment. Development and

proouremene of the 1O6-mn howltzer, for example, was far slower than It

B mmight have been because of the availability of so many French "75Ss left

over from the World War. 1 7

IAnother significarnt obstacle was the rerearch and developmutnt

I 1 philosopLy of the Army General Staff and Lhe technical bureaus An the

into,-?rwar pemrlod. These organIzations frequently displayed great

roluctance to standardize and produce any weapon until It had been made

as nearly perfect as possible. 18 Given the stringent budgetary

I restraints and rapid technological development of the 1920s, this

i perfectionismw had some. Justification, but Its net effect was to retard

weapons development. Thus the Garand "Jemi-automatlc* rifle (N1-1) toohk

over nineteen years to design and produce, while the Ordnance Department

failed to standardize a single tank or armored vehiolv "no nmatter how

promising" from the dozens of experimental models produced during that

i tie. 19

I
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Little effort was made during the Interwar period to enlist the

skill and knowledge of civilian scientists and engineers to solve the

problems of weapons design and development. An outstanding exception was

the long-time cooperation between the War Department and the Society of I
American Automotive Engineers, The Society's "Ordnance Advisory Comnmit.. 3
tee" played a leading role In helping the Ordnance Department deal with

problems associated with tank design In the 1930s. Yet systematic 3
collaboration between industry, science and the military remained rare

until the outbreak of the Second World War, 20

In general, It was the services, rather than Industry, which took

the lead In developing new weapons and equipment, Thus, In the case of

shipbuilding, the Navy's three technical bureaus -- Ordnance, RngineerIng, 3
Construction, and Repair -.. prepared the specifications for new Men.-of.-war

and, so far as possible, the ships were built In governmient yards, When, 3
as frequently happened, a construction program was too large to be handled

.untirnly by governmenIt yards, private builders wore utilized but navAl

supervisory staffs and Inspection teams played A large role in the .

production process. 21

Blost research and development work was carried out mowr or loss 3
Indepondently by the services' technical bureaus and their subdivisions,

Although the Navy General Board and Army General Staff could act to some f

extent as coordinating bodies or courts-of-last-resort, development was I

Inevitably unevon. For example, the Navy's Ordnance Bureau failed to

produce an effective middle range anti-aircraft gun (its .1,1.1in. machine 3
cannon wai a failure) "because its staff did not keep up on Improvemoet

In aircraft performance," 22 aircraft being the province of another I
buceau. I

I
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U Nevertheless, the decentralized style of rese.irch and development

3 in the interwar perlod was proba bly responsible for far more successes

than failures. It permitted flexibility, parallel development efforts,

iL and the exploration of alternative paths of development. For example, It

was the Bureau of Ships which let the first Important contract for fire-

I control radar at a time when the Bureau of Ordnance had evinced a lack of

I Interest. 
2 3

The strengths and weaknesses of the Interwar research and develop-

I ment system Is Illustrated by the storg of the development of radar. In

the early 1920s, Dr, A. Hoyt Taylor and Leo C. Young, of the Naval

I Research Laboratory, had begun research Into the properties of radio wave

I propagation. In June 1930, Naval Research Laboratory scientists

discovered that an airplane could cause interference with radio reception

I when It passed through electromagnet.c radiation, y 1931, the possibil-

It-.s appeared so promising that the Bureau of tngIneering directed the

Laboratory to minve4;tigate the use of radio to detecýt the presence of

invimy vessels and aircraft. A 24

Research In the early 1930s seemed .to suggest that wradio dvtectlonm

would requzire a radio tranm.zittr and receiver separated from eau'h other

by at least a quarter mile. This sugqested that radar might be practical

L only for the Army and, In 1932, ehe Secrotary of the Navy actually sent a

summary o0' the Naval aseearch Laboratory's JnvestU4tiione to the Secretary

of War' with the suggestion that tne Army might find such a devise more

practical than the Nawvy.5

In fact, the Arm�'s Signal Corps Laboratory at Ft. Monmouth was

I already exploring the problem but the work was happered by lAck of funds,

The War Department ruled that resca'och m,'neq had to be provided out of

I the regular Signal Corps budget. Moreover, the Signal Corps' Ft. Monmouth

I
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lab, unlike the Naval Research Laboratory, which was specifically tasked

with the conduct of basic research, was expected to confine its activities

to practical development of equipment. For more sphIsticated research

projects, the Signal Corps was expected to turn to private Industry. Yet I
in the case of radar, no private company or research institution was

either competent for, or Interested In, the desired field of research. 2

In the end, both the Signal Corps and the Naval Research Laboratory 5
continued their research on radar, Both achieved impresive results. By

1937, the Signal Corps had developed a mobile short-range radio locater,

the SCR-263, which could detect aircraft at night or In bad weather and

bring searohlights or arti-aircraft batteries to bear upon it. A year I
later, a long-range radar, SCR-271, was In opeztation and the Army was 3
beginning to expe',Iment w~th radar for artillery fire control and aerial

navigation as well. 27 The Navy's progress was equally spectacular,. By

1938, radar was being Irnstalled aboard warships and, in the 1939 fleet

exercises, the battleship ffi.y,,YZr&, using XAP radar, was able to dotu,:t I
destroyers attacking in darkness at 9,000 y•irds, 5

Yet, researc- by the Army and Navy had been carried out Indepen.

dently, with tittle or no cooperation oc: consultar.on between the two.

Moreover, the two services classified their radar development as secret,

nut on.ly f'um the public, but even from each other. 29  In 1939, the 1
U.S. armed forces weo"e as advanced as any in the field of radar. Had the

two services been givvn additLiona.l resources and had they cooperated and

pooled their knowledge, thcr U.£. might. hdve .)nJo!led an .lymense te'Thnoloq- 5
Ical advantage.

In the area of manpower, the mlitary service. were affected by the I
stringent economy sp.-aburqa already described. Few mi. l tary unit.s in

el ther service could be manned at a level which wouid enable. them to

I
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I carry out realistic trainIng or exerciser over an extendld period of time

3 or maintain a high degree of practical readiness. The services were far

better off In the matter of quality personnel. The Army and Navy had

I entered the twenties with a mature system of professional military educa-

tion ranging from the Military Academy at West Point and Naval Academy ar

I Annapolis to the Army and Navy War Colleges. Entry Into the officer

3 corps -. largely through the service academiae, --- was competitiye and

recruits were generally of higl, quality. Many of the senior officers had

I proven their ability In the First World War,

Yet, there were significant problems in the officer corps of the

I Army and Navy. Pay was stagnant, the dutj was often tedious and promotion

was glacially slow, Thirteen years was the normal Interval between

attaining the rank of first lieutenarit and promotion co captain In the

Interwar Army, and some captains spent seventeen years at that rank. By

the time the lucky survi vors of the system reached the rank of general,a
3 they were normally at least fifty.,nine years of age. General officersa could serve dt 0most two or three years before reaching mandatory

retirement age. Even a brilliant and well.-connected officer like

George C. Marshall served ten years at. the grade of major and did not

31reach brigadier-general until he was 56 years old. Many talented

5 officers resigned, others stagnated, lost their edge, or became Indif-

ferent to professional development.

The problem of officer quality In the Army became acute In 1940

5 when U.S. rearmament and expansion of the Army revealed that many regular

officers were of questionable competence or physical condition for active

5 wartime service or higher command. An even larger proportion of the

senior National Cuard and Reserve officers now being ralled to acti"ve

duty had also long since risen to their level of incompetence or were

I
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physically unfit.32  At the same time many talented and capable unIor

officers had to be advanced at a rate fax exceedIng anything allowed for I
in the normal promotion system. Although steps were caken to reclassify 5
and retire marginal officers and accelerate the promotion of exceptional

ones, an efficient officer selection and promotion system was not I
established in all its details until after Pearl Harbor.

The Navy offered somewhat more varied and active service, although I
with the same slow promotion as the Army. The naval officer corps

between the wars was composed almost exclusivelg of graduate.1 of the

NMval Academy. This ensured A high level of professional cohesion and a I
common professional background. Yet, the Institution at which theze

naval officers received their common education was parochial, isolated,

Intellectually sterile, and pedagogically backward, In 1923, tho Board

of Visitors to the Naval Academy reported that "a sound symmetrical

general education is lacking" and that the academy was "Incapable of 3
supplying even the fundamental tzaining in the physical sc*iences. 33

Perhaps such deficiencies help to account for the attitude of the naval i
officers who objected to the Installation of radar because it spoiled the

appearance of their ships. One cruiser conmander refused to use it

because "he hadn't asked for it," 34  5
In the area of procurement of enlisted personnel, the Navy Zared

very well indeed. During most of the 1920s and 1930s, Navy recruiters I
had to accept only one-third to one-quarter of the men applying for g
enlistment.35 In the depths of the Great Depression, the reenlistment

rate rose to arounu ninety percent and only one out of every eighteen 5
applicants for enlistment could be accepted. 36 A similar situation

prevailed in regard to recruiting for the Army Air Corps. The romance 3
and adventure of flight together with the widespread misconception that
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all Army Air Corps personnel were aviators, I:ept a steady stream of

I applicants flocking to the recruiters,

Recruiting for the rest of the Army, however, was not so easy. As

I In the 1970s, the Army In the 1920s was largely/ regarded as "tho omployer

of last resort," A study of recruiting In the Z920s concludes that

"despite its publicity about thv benefits that Army service held for

young men, few civilians Joined except as a last resort.*37 An

important reason, although by no mevons the sole reason, was the low pay.

- rn the 2920s, a private earned 70 cents a day; some unskilled workers

made 70 cents an hour. The result was that the Army experienced con tinu-

-I ing difficulty In recruiting enough men even for the small regular force

5 It was auchorlzed to maintain.38

The Great Depression, for a time, solved the Army's rec:.itingr problems. The Army's enlistment quotas were easily filled. Indeed,

during most of 1932, recruiting was suspended because the recruiters had

already brought: in teoo many men. The Air Corps had a waiting list of 850

- highly qualified high-school graduates to fill 200 vacancies.39

Enlistment and reenlistment standards were raised. By the mid-1930s,

5 however, enlistments were dropping off again. New Deal rel.lef measures

and programs like the Civilian Conservation Corps cut deeply Into the

5 pool of unemployed potential recruits, as did the modest recovery of the

E 2934-1937 period. Until the advent of the draft, the Army never

completely solved its manpower problems.

" I

I__

I
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zXX. Saeegec I

Until the eve of World War XI, the armed services of the United I
States lacked strong and consistent policy guidance from political 3
leaders and the State Department. Army and Navy leaders complained

frequently about this state of affairs and occasionally proposed measures

to remedy the situation, but w1thout success.4 0  In the absence of such

guidance, the military attempted to deduce fox themselves what constituted I
basic American national policies and objectives and to plan and prepare l

accordingy. Army and Navy officers never consciously advanced strategic

objectives or plans different from what they perceived to be the political 3
objective of the nation, Thus, although militaxy leaders often felt that

vertain American policies - particularly those in re/ard to the Phtlip..

pines and China -... oxceeded military- capabilit.ies, they believed it wds

.aot the function of the military to change those policies but merely to

point out the mnilita•y implications. A member of the war plans division 5
told Stanley K Hornbeck of the State Department, "policy making -,,

[waui -,, a State Department responsibillty. But ... the War Department m

was responsible for the military aspects of any policy adopted and Mhat
I

It was a duty of rhe Nor Department to point out the extent to which we

might become involved through military commitments and make reconmenda.

tions accordingly. 41

In the 19201 a)sd .930s, military and rnaval leaders perceived that

American national policy implied the following military missions:

defense of the continental U.S., Alaska and Hawaii, and the Panama Canal; 1
I
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I defense of the Monroe Doctrine; defense of the Philippines; and protec-.

S tI•n of Ame'itcan rights and Interests In China, The first two caused

little difficulty but the defense of the Philippines and support of

I American interests in China in the face of Increasingly militant Chinese

nationalism and Japanese expansionism was another matter.

American strategic planning for the Par East was embodied in the

i so-called Orange Plan (Orange was the color assigned to Japan In war

games and planning exercises, prior to World War Z; Mexico was "Green,"

I Great Britain "Red,* and German *Black.') The Orange Plan assumed that

upon .the outbreak of war, Japan would Immediateliy mount an attack on the

Philippines, The planners knew that the Japanese could probably land at

I least 50,000 men in the Islands during the first week of the war and

almost three hundred thousand during the first thirty days. The American

I garrison In the Islands consisted of about 17,000 men. Zn the pre-World

War I period, when the Orange Plan was first conceived, It was hoped that

U this force could tt least hold open Manlla Bay until the arrival of the

3 American battlefleot, expected In about 60 days. 4 2

By the 1920s, with Japdn in pobsession of the former German-owned

3 Island chains of the Pacific, even th.ts slim hope appeared unrealistic.

Nevertheless, Army and Navy planners did not feel free to urge political

I leaders to modify or abandon the American commitment to the Philippines

or American policies in the Par East.43 In the case of war with

I �Amr1ca's most likely hypothetical enemy then, Army and Navy leaders

3 obviously considered the risks entailed to be high and the consequences

of failure grave. Yet, they felt themselves to be powerless to change

I the policy which dictated such a course.

one reason military and naval officers felt themselves to be In

such a povition was the almost complete lack of communication and

I
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coordination between political and military leaders in the United States

during the 1920s and 1930s. From time to time, the military had proposed 1

the establishment of some co-ordInating agency in regard to foreign and 3
military afWeirs. As early as 1921, Representative Richmond V. Hobson of

Alabama had Introduced a bill, at the urging of officers of the Naval Mar 3
College, which called for the establishment of a *Council of National

Defc.mse" to Include the Secretaries of Mar, State and Navy, the chairman 1

of the House and Senate Military and Naval Affairs Committees, and the

44professional heads of the Army and Navy. The bill failed to pass,

Again, In 1922, the services proposed to Secretary of State Charles 3
Evans Hughes that representatives of his department sit wi th the 7oint

Board and Its planners to provide guidance on national policy. However, 1

Hughes rejected this idea because he feared It would lead to undue

military Influence on foreign polic, In 19383, a Standing Liaison

Committee of the State, War, and Navy Departments was established but -it

met Infrequently and confined Itself mainly to Latin American matters.,4 6

Zn specific crisis situations or problem 4 areis such as Navy and I
marine deployments In Latin America and China during the 1920s, very l
close working-level coordination prevailed between the services and the

State Department.4 7  Yet, at the policy level, the lack of coordination

and consultation remained a problem. In fact, it was In some ways a

problem which was never solved, since beginning lit 1940, the heads of the I
services were permitted to by-pass the State Department and report

directly to the President.
4 8

During the 2920s and 1930s, the force size and structure of the 3
U.S. armed forces was wholly Inadequate to achieve their strategic

goals. This is most apparent in regard to the Orange Plan where the size 3
and composition of the U.S. fleet, particularly the lack of sufficient

II
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I fleet auxiliaries, made It unlikely that the Navy could carry out Its

I mission of fighting through to the Philippines In sixty days. Even

should this be the case, the largest initial reinforcement feasible,

I given the small size of the Army, was only 18,000 men to face 50,000

Japanese invaders.
4 9

Even In regard to the more basic mission of defending the contlnen-

Cal United States, the siue and structure of the Intezwar armed forces

left much to be desired, In 1929, the Army General Staff estimated that

I in attempting to form evwn the initial protective force,* which was

intended to see the country through the first few months of war with a

I major power, they would be short at least six Infantry regiments, seven

31 tank battalions, seventeen battalions of field artillery, and twelve

engineer regiments. The Army Air Corps would be short over 500 planes

I and all Army tactical units would be short: a total of 600,000 gas masks,

2,300 30-calibre machine guns, and 2,200 .50-calibre machine guns.50

U By 1935, the situation had not greatly improved. The Army Air Corps

i required an addi ti onal 200 bombers and 179 pursuit planes mereli tCo reach

the strength level recommended by the Baker Board 1n the 1920s.

l Mxechanized units were short $16,000,000 worth of equipment and Army units

as a whole were short 400 3-in. anti-aircraft guns and over 2,000S.50-calibre 
machine guns.

At the outbreak of World War II, the total strength of the U.S.

Army was about 190,000. Of these more than 50,000 were serving in the

outlying possessions, On paper the Army was organized Into four armies,

and nine corps areas, each corps area with one regular and two National

5 Guard Divisions, In fact, of all these impressively large formations,

only three of the regular dlvisions could operate as such, and they wore

at less than half strength. A rudimentary armored force, the 71h Cavalry

I
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Brigade (Mechanized), and two horsed cavalry divisions of about 1200 men

each, together with A few smaller independent units completed the Army's 3
order-of-battle, 52

The regular Army had begun the process of conversion from the World 5
War I :,tyle "square" division, of two brigades of two regiments each, to

a smaller, but far more flexible "triangular" division of three infantry

and one artillery regiments. This smaller, more mobile formation could,

If necessary, operate as three independent Infantry-artillery combat

teams. At its existing strengtO the Army could field at most five of the 3
new type divisions together with most of their support troops.5 3

The experience of World War I had Impressed upon U.S, Army leaders

the Importance of large scale mobilization of industry to support the C

denwids of total war, World War I had found the Army unprepared for the

enocrmous problems involved In wartime production and procurement, In the 5
course of the war, the War Department's archaic and Inefficient bureau

oyatem had, broken down and reorganization had been forced on the Army by t

the President, acting on the adct,'c of business leaders like Berndrd 5
Baruch. 54

Taking account of this experience, the National Defense Act of 1920 3
reorganized the War Department's supply and purchasing system and created

the post of Assistant Secretary of war, The Assistant Secretary had I
responsibility for coordinating War Department planning for supply and 3
procurement in the event of war and supervised the various bureaus

Involved In those activities. In 1922, dn Army-Navy Munitions Board was 3
created to coordJnate planning between the vervices and two yeara later,

the Army Zndustrial Collega opened its doors to trail military and naval I
officers In the mysteries of finance, protcurerwint, trnaportation, and g
manufacturing.

I



I Between the wars,, Army officers and civilian industrialists

3 cooperated to produce a number of *IndustrIal-Mobilizatlon plans* tinder

the direction of the Assistant Secretary of War, Xn their final form,

£ the plans called for a War Resources Administrator with broad powers to

mobilize the economy and allocate manpower and resources. The plans, as

such, were never Implemented but the years of Interwar planning provided

I Invaluable experience for military officers and buslness leaders and

greatly eased the transition to a war economy after Z939. 5

3 Nevertheless, Industrial planning In the Interwar period failed to

address certain important Issues. Prom a social and political point of

5 view, the plans contributed nothing toward dealing with the economic and

I ethical Issue of excess, not to say scandalous, wartIme profits which

Invariably accrued to the Jargest and most efficient war Industries.

I Prom a strategic point of view, the plans weorp deficient In failing to

address the question of gearing military planning to Industrial capacity,

I "Throughout the 1920a and tho 1930s," writes the leading student of the

£ subject, "the Army's command structure refused to acknowledge that supply

and procurement set limits for tactics and strategy."56, Although Army

supply offi cers sometimes attempted to enlighten their colleagues,

Industrialifsts showed little interest In this critical question and

I played little part In the debate. Businessmen were far too preoccupied

I with perfecting the details of Industrial coordination (and Insuring

wartime pro-its) to worry about the strategic Implications of Industrial

I mobilization.
5 7

Because of the United States' long-standing policy of avoiding

I military alliances, the Issue of coordinating and Integrating strategic

objectives with allled armed forces was never addressed In Interwar

planning. The sole exception occured durIng the late 1930s when the

1
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1
outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War led to Increasing friction between ,e

U.S. and Japan culminat:ing In the Panay Incident In late 2937. Zn the -

wake of this Incident, Captain Royal V. Ingersoll, Chief of the U.S._

Navy's War Plans Division, was directed to open discussions with the

British Royal Navy on cooperation In the event of host:ltlties with Japan, 3
Ingersoll and his Pritish counterparts had zelatIvell little diffi-

culty in agreeing upon a commnon strategy, Yet, since neither government I
could say with assurance how, when, or under what circumstances it might 5
aVree to go to war against the common enemy, the talks had little

Immediate practical value for planning purposes, s They did help to 5
lay the foundations for British American military cooperation and provided

an opportunity for exchange of Ideas but, up to the final weeks before

Pearl Harbor, British and American commanders In East Asia were unable to 5
Integrate totally their plaris and preparations because of continuing

uncertainty about what the U.S, might do, 9  I
Because of Army political comtrns trents In East Asia, the United

States was conmitted to a strategic plan (War Plan Orange) which did not, i
and could not, place the strengthn of the Army and Navy against the 1
weaknesses of their potential adversary, Japan. Army and Navy strategists

were, of course, aware of this shortcoming in the Orange Plan, but naval 5
strategists had, in general, avoided any suggestion that the Plan be

drastically modified or abandoned. A trans-Pacific war, as embodied In 3
Orange, provided the Navy with Its chief mission and claim on the

nation's resources,

Army strategists were far less reticent, however. The most vocal 5
and persistent critic of the Orange Plan Nas Brig. Gen. Stdnlely Embick,

an officer with long experience In the Philippines who, In the mid-l930s, 1

was Chief of the War Plans Divison, I'mbick argued that the American line
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S of defense should be pushed back to the triangle formed by Alaska,

I Hawaii, and Panama. The Philippineswere indefensible and an indefensible

base was an Invitation to disaster. 60 Embick's chief planner, Col.

Walter Krueger, argued that the Philippines were of no great strategic,

economic, and political benefit to the U.S. and that attempts to

maintain American interests and the "open door" In China were outdated

and quixotic.
6 1

Despite such argumentw, Army and N.avy leaders felt obliged to

I continue to plan for the defense of the Philippines because national

poliey seemed to require it. Military professionals In the Interwar

period believed It to be their duty to refrain from attempting to remake

I policy, whatever they might think of It.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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--_ I
Trr apztigl t• z ec ti venes.' I

American leaders of the inCezrwar Army and Navy woll understood the I
principle of Integrating tho many different types of weapons, arms, and 1
units for mutual support on the battlefield. ), an Army gehexal staff'

memo declared, 'experience has shown that combined employment of al1 arms

Is essential for succeus.062

The problem lay In dweclding what types of missions would be

assigned to the various different unIts and weapons systems, or, put 3
another way, who supports whom? Did tanks support Infantry or did

infantry screen tanks; would "the bomber always get through oi could a 3
well-organIzed fighter defense stop it; were carrier to provi Ie

reconnaissance and spott•n• for the battlefleet or we.', ý they en offensive i
Selement of their own? The Army memo, referred to above, asserted that 3
wrecent operations abroad have shown that the combatant arms will fight

in their traditional roles.' 6 3  3
For the Army the major questions were the role to be played by the

new motorized and mechanized vehicles which were then becoming available, I
particularly the tank and other combat vehicles, and by that revolutionary -

new weapon, the airplane. During the years 1918-1920, the U.S. Army had

included a separate Tank Corps, many of whose leaders advocated an 3
Independent role for tanks as an instrument to ach.eve decisive break-

through, pursuit, and exploitation in future baLtles. These were ideas 3
similar to those held by Y.F.C. Fuller and his followers In the BrJtiJsh

Army. 
6 4

U
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I The National Defense Act brought this trend of development to a

I screeching halt by abolishing the Tank Corps and assigning tanks

exclusively to the infantry. This organizational arrangement meant in

I the words of the Army's official history that tanks "were regarded solely

an support for the riflemen In attacks. Infantry concepts In their use

I necessarily predominated." 65

3 During the late 1920s, Secretary of War Lwight Davis, impressed by

a visit to the British Experimental Mechanized Force, encouraged the U.S.

3 Army to develop a similar unit, After a rocky start, the American

mechanIzed force gradually evolved into a mechanized cavalzy regime-nt,

then into the 7th Cavalry Brigado (me,:hanized), equipped with cavalry

' tanks, labeled "combat cars* to comply with the dictum of the 1920 Act

which assigned "tanks" only to Infantry, tinder the leadership of Col.

i Adna R. Chaffee, Jr the mechaniZed cavalry made vonsiderable progress In

the development of armored warfare tactics and concepts. Yet attention

£ continued to bp focused on fulfIlling a traditional role, In this case

the reconnaissance and exploitation role of cavalry.

Unlike t1he Tank Corps the Army Air Corps managed to survive and

" I develop an a distinct organization during the 1920s and 1930s, Aviation

was a far more interesting and controversial subject, both to the publJc

I and the military, than was mechanization. General William Mitchell, the

articulate and colorful spokesman for an independent air service, kept

the subject before the public eye as did the spectacular exploits of

American and foreign avi.ntors in the arear of exploration, long-distance

flight:, *nd aerial raclnq, Claims and counterclaims about aerial warfare

3 continued to make qood new stories. Between 1919 and 1935 no less than

fifteen different government boards and committees were establIshed to

wrestle with the question of the proper role and organizdtiori of aviation

I
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in the nation's defense establIhment,

The basic question, as Air Corps Major haxrold 'George phrased it, 5
was whether "the advent of air power has brought into existence a method

for the pzosecutlon of war which has revoluttonlzed that art, and go.ven I
air forces a strategical objectiv. 'independent of eW ther land or naval I
forces, the attaInment of which mIght, in itself . accomplish the purpose

of war,* 7 The answer of 0eoorge and his fellow theor.sts at the Air 3
Corps Tactical School was an emphatic "yes." The development of the fast

mul ti -engine all-mwtal bomber and the amazingly accurate Norden bomb 1
might appeAred to open the way for the, Air Corps to carry out Its

independent mission of leap frogging deadlocked armies to stzlke at the

"vital centers" of the enemy. 3
Pursuit of such an Independent "strategic" mikslon natuxally led

nut toward planning for use of sIrpower as paxt of an Integrated combined i
arms tedm but away form it. Air Corps thinkers resisted concepts or

doctrines which threatened to tie aviation to the support of ground I
operations. Students at the Air Corps Tactical School .tn the 1930. werc 5
told thit the use of all offensive aircraft in Independent air operations

would best "further the success of ground forces because their purpose Is

to weaken the enemy's material and moral capacity."6 8

Ground forces were, In any case, a poor target for aerial attacks I
since "a properly organized attack on front line objectives cannot be 3

.69
denied In any event." Ground troops In future wars would have to

rely on "passive measures of defense to force the enemy to attack at low 3
altitudes" where he would be vulnerable to anti-aircraft weapons.70

Whether aviation could properly defend anyLhing was the subject of I
considerable controversy within the Air Corps, Major Claire L~ee3

Chennault, head of the Puirsui t Section of the Air Corps Tactical School

I
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a rqIIed thdct the t' newest bomberv tippeart'd I nv iic.I b dr only bocilusi Atixmrt cd

3 fighters were obsolescent. modern high pe'rformance monoplane fighters

together with centralized fighter control and an officient early warrInq

5 symttina could mount an effectivo defense against any~ type of' air atc.7

Chennaul t's views were far from roepresantativye of mist Air Corps

leaders, however, A survey of Air Corps thinking *evs to the efficacy of'

jpursuit dnd anti-aircraft drtlllery" found that "the trend is toward Ithw

Italcian air power ext rfmisti Dollhot. 72 Air Corps Chief General O~scar

3 omtover declcired fighters to be umnnecessary altogether obmerving that

"high upe-ed and otherwise., high perforimincct bombardment1 4iroraft together

wi th reconnmiJsance planes of superior speed will1 suff.tore fnr defonse Cf'

the couintry. 7

The Navy rno less than the Armyj was obliged to come to tvx~ms with

I avi'AtIon. Wi th somnE dlfficiiuity the airplanv wax Integrated Into thfs,

t~radi tionail com.cept of nacval warfar-e. This concep. -.,c inued to cont er

5 around thu.' hat:t loshIp tul th(e HKIst p.OWe'uI and mi Wpe .1PPMN10 hII eloinet o.)1* .

" b .l rti rcr'd f lfo .' t " P h ir a s e s -iu c a i a s " th o I Ir ei a c t i o n o f th e li n t l t ie C n t',

bfy tE'dS-lv of I ts powvc- dumilnates" and " the~ do~m.1rhnttrig phaso In bat tlv Is

the qjun tJ qhtI bet w('4ri flt, hieivy ships" cont.inue to ho found In naval

doetrtrinal li tt'ratturc throurqhout the mnjt(?rwd-r pe.-rlodi7

Nevorthel-.ýss * neival ivJritlonl we.- rreccxjn.Ized as having Jmport.mtaL

uses In scoult trig amma In qtinfir cc pctt.Iq Sin:e I!K)5t modern battleslhips

r.oejld open tfi rc a' 1 ovvr 30,p000 yards Wb..'r theIr targets were sfftill ho.'ow

tho lhor.i zon * thIiis last tin.ticIon was o.spocially .Impo~rtant. In addititon,

nauval. I dct.icIans revccgqni zec th-it bOmib rig p.Ia))v could ita tck and des troll

Yet avr I d bonMno-1it and turpf-do at td(.Ik were' YI(~wedCIN (MV 14111' Ofd. tt I

Si nqs, lo tqra ted ha tito b-I wvfm, surface~ shlps.*) In typical f.le.vt
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action* (as described by Commwander John H. Towers, submarines and mine-

layei's are disposed to Intercept the enemy; carriers follow the battle I
divisions llosely, ready to launch planes and take up position on 3
disengaged side of the battleline. Carriers may also be pushed out "head

to wear down the enemy main body but such an attack would not be effective 3
as an attack during the main engagement.0 75 As late as 1940 the Naval

war College was pointing out that *it takes 108 planes to carry as many I
large torpedoes as one squadron of destroyers and 1200 to carry as many

large bombs or large projectiles as one battleship., 7 6

Like the Air Corps, the U.S. Marine Corps was absorbed In the 5
development of a new type of warfare. Yet because amphibious warfare

unavoidably required the support of other arms and services, Marine Corps 3
amphibious do4;trlne perforce devoted a great deal of attention to the

Integz.ction nf all arms and services. With the establishment of the

Fleet Marine Force In 1933, and the reorientation of the MarInL. Corps 3
schools at Quantico toward landing operations, the Marine Corps was

conmiitted to the mission nmf seizing naval bases and other strategic 3
77

points by assault from the sea. The Tenrtative danual- or L iurdn

QOeratL.Rns, published by the Marine Corps Schools In 1934, devoted I
considerable attention to the Integration of naval gunnery, aviation, and

ground forces all In support of the amphibious landing. 78

A general appraisal of operational developments during the Interwar 3
years thiis tend.n to suggest that the Army overemphasized the central role

of foot infantry and neglected the role of tanks and mechanization; that

the Navy overemphasized the big-gun battleship aL the expense of aviation, 3
anti-submarlne, and amphibious warfare, and that the semi-autonomous Army

Air Corps tended to overemphasize bombing at the expense of air defense 3
and ground support roles. Only the Marine Corps, with a narrowly defined
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U mission, totally dependent on the larger services for support, appears to

3s have emphasized a balanced all-arms approach to combat.

Yet there are good reasons for the apparently short-sighted

I decisions and policies of the services in the interwar period. The 1920s

and 1930s were a period of rapid and continuous changes In many different

fields of military technology. Yet the economic austerity of the period

3 usually prevented the services from acquiring a t.,ifficient number of new

weapons systems or testing them extensively enough to gain dn a-rourate

Idea of their zeal effectiveness. The continued availability of large

quantities of World War Z era equipment left over from that conflict made

the acquisition and testing of new weapons appear wasteful and redundant.

In the case of tanks for example, many models were left over from

World War I. A new tank cost $35,000, in an era when the annual appropri-

I ation for tank development averaged around $60,000 a year. In

addition, money spent on mechanization or aircraft had to come out of the

5 hide of some othor component of the Army, thus 'unbalancIng* the total

i force. The Air Corps Act of 1928, intended to strengthen the air arm,

actually reduced the efficl.env.y of the rest of the Army since the War

I Department was obliged to deactivate five infantry battalions to find the

men for the Increases mandated In the air corps.o

I A similar case prevailed In regard to naval aviation. The only

sure way to determine the proper role of this new a~rm was through
I

extensive experimentation and experience with various types of carr.iers

3 and aircraft. Treaty limitations and budget restrictions, however,

severely restricted the number of ships and aircraft that would be

3 procured, Also. a carrier took a long time to build. The first American

warship built as an aircraft carrier from the keel up, the Range_!, was

designed before much had been learned from the operations of the

I
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, n. and sait . The 84ggju successor ships, Yorktow.1 and

Enterprise, had to be designed before the Ranger was even launched. 8 1  3
Naval aircraft were improving rapidly during the late 1930's; but they

had also proved highly dependent on good weather and visibility. Tactics

that were to prove decisive In the air sea battles of the 1940s appeared 3
Impossible with the aircraft and equipment of the 1930s.

While Amezican military leaders readily accepted (at least In

principle) the concept of Integration of all arms w a service, there

was relatively little interest In, or desire for integration or close

coordination betylen the services, The War and Navy Department doctrinal 3
publication Joint Action o9t the hSmyWd Havy, prepared by the Joint Army

Navy Board and revised perlodically throughout the 1920s and 1930s, 3
recognized vnly three types of operations as requiring coordination:

".loint overseas movements," "landing attacks against shore objectives* I
and "coastal flontier defense." The primary consideration In Joint 5

Actin a!the_ d~a~and In most other contemporary discussions of

multi-serv.,ce operations was not so much to ensure the closest possible

Integration and coordination of the services involved but rather to

"*minimize overlap and duplicatIon* in the operations of the services. 8 2  I
In practice, the subject of joint overseas movement received little 5

attention, while preparation, location, and training for landing attacks

against shore objectives was left largely to the Marxine Corps, Marine 3
Corps Involvement In amphibious warfare was not so much the result of

conscious decisions by the Army, Navy or civilian authorites as It was I
the product of the Initiative of Marine Corps leaders who saw their best

chance for organizational survival and growth In this type of mission.

The state of Interservice politics ensured, as Marine General Rufus Lane 5
observed in 1923, that the marines could be confident of being left alone

I
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I to develop amphibious warfare because the Navy would never assign Its

3 ships' crews to such activities and the Army would never allocate troops

to train with the Navy, Even In the case of the Marine Corps the

I Navy was generally unwilling to make available sufficient transports and

small boats for amphibious exercises,84

I loint exercises, Involving Army, Navy and Air Corps units, were

I held occasionally but the results were unimpressive. Confusion, lack of

coordination, and frequent breakdowns In communications characterized

I moat of these attempts. As an Air Corps officer observed after one such

exercise, *In the military services, taken separately., years of indoctrIn-

3 ation and background enable them to act In mutual support of each other

S -- even though the operation may have had no previous preparation, When

the military servicea are acting In a Joint operation there has not been

i .sufficient previous Indoctrination and training to produce a completely

smooth coordination.*8

The most abysnml failures in Interservite coordination And IntqgrA-

tion were In the venerable field of coastal defense. The coastal defense

mission of the armed forces dated from the earliest years of the republic.

I Prior to World War Z the division of responsibility for this mission had

beet) clear enough, The Navy would attack and seek to destroy hostile

I fleets or raiders at sea while the Army would deal with any attacking

seaborne forces that came within range of Its shore guns or attempted to

stage a landing.

7The Introduction of the airplane, however, threw this neat division

of labor Into confusion. Army and Navy leaders consistently disagreed

3 over such questions as whether the Navy should be permitted to operate

reconnaissance and strike aircraft from land.-bases, and whether Arm,

aircraft should operate against targets far out to sea. Army Air Corps

I
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partisans claimed that land based bombers could deal with attacking

fleets more effectively and decisively than the Navy. General Billy I
Mitchell's spectacu.lar battleship bombings of the early 1920s were 3
intended to make this point to the public.

Haggling continued for almost a decade with the Army claiming the 3
sole authority to operate planes from the land, the Navy claiming the

sole responsibility for all air operations over the sea and the Air Corps I
arguing that the entire coastal defense mission must be allocated to 3
them. A short-lived informal understanding between Chief of Naval

Operations Admiral William V. Pratt and Army Chief of Staff General 3
Douglas MacArthur which appeared to allocate all naval aircraft to the

support of the Cleet and leave coastal defense to the Army was followed 3
by renewed bickering. By th, mid-,1930s Air Corps was planning and

training for attacks on enemy vessels Independent of either the Army or

the fleet, The 1935 version of the ULn nof the &rm By

gave exclusive jurisdlction to no single service but attempted to define

situations in which one service or the other would have "paramount 5
interest." Yet the arrangements outlined In Joint Action were so complex

and ambiguous as to preclude any real coordination or Integration of'

ef for t. 861
3

As air defense replaced coast defense as a leading concern at the

end of the 1930s a similar muddle prevailed as to responsibilities. As 3
late as November 1941 the Army and Navy were still haggling over a comnnon

plan for the defense of the West Coast and three weeks before the attack 1
on Pearl Harbor, the Joint Board reported that a unified defense 3
arrangement for Hawaii was undesirable because of the difficulty of

determining "In advance when hostilities will begin and the nature and 1

extent of operations, For that reason It Is difficult to foresee which
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I service will play the major part In the defense and will have primary

I interes t.* 8 7

The physical mobility of the Army and Navy in the interwar period

I was severely limited by the conditions already described. At the

Intellectual level, however, the armed forces displayed an Impressive

degree of originality and flexibility in adapting new weapons and

I technology to fulfill their traditional missions and dCquire new ones.

There were conservatives and downright mossbacks like General John K.

I Herr, the Chief of Cavalry, in the 2930s, who reputedly declaimed *not

one horse will X give up" for mechanization.88 Yet the armed services

U also produced important Innovations In organizations and tactics. The

3 development of basic concepts, tactics, and techniques of aerial warfare

at the Air Corps Tactical School during the 1930s Is one example. 8 9

U Another Is the contemporary development by the Marine Corps of amphibious

doctrine at Quantico, the establishment of the Fleet Marine Porce, and

S the production of the first "Tentative Manual for Landing Operations."90

i StIll another Is the development of mechanized warfare principles and

techniques by officers like Adna R, Chaffee and other cavalry officers at

I 't. Knox during the 1930s.

These developments were paralleled by equally important advances in

I fire direction techniques at the Field Artillery School at Ft. Sill

S during the 1930s. The development of a modern fire direction center

together with a forward observer system utilizing new and more effective

5 firing charts and Improved communications enabled American artillery to

mass fires quickly and accurately on a target. By the end of the 1930s,

3 several battalions of field artillery could open surprise massed fires on

a target within three minutes of recelving data from a forward observer.9 1

1
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I
All of these innovative developments were brought about by officers

working with severely limited resources. The weapons and equipment for l

which they were developing operational doctrine often existed only in

rudimentary form or had not even been designed. Yet their work laid the

foundation for the great campaigns of the 1940s. Indeed, without these 3
efforts, the success of the U.S, armed forces In World War II would

probably have been impossible. 1
Like other aspects of the U.S. armed forces, support activities 1

especially maintenance and supply -.. suffered from a paucity of resources

during the Intetwar years. Even more detrimental was the attitude of 3
senior Army and Navy leaders toward the combat service support function.

Although officers in the supply and technical bureaus were aware of the U
importance of lnvistics In warfare, leaders of the combat services were 5
not. The remark attributed to Admiral Ernest J. King, .X don't know what

this 'logistics' Is that Marshall is always talking about -- but I want 3
some of ltf", may bo apocryphal but it accurately represents the outlook

of many senior Army and Navy commanders, I
The consequences of this attitude can be most clearly soon In the !

Pacific theaters during World War II. The progress of the campaigns in

the central and southwest Pacific depended largely on the successive I
capture and development of air bases. Thus the Pacific Weir was an

engineer and constructioi, war as well as a naval, air and amphibious 3
war. Yet, theiter commanders, with a poor understanding of the role of

service and support personnel, were usually unwilling to sacrifice scarce

shipping space for combat troops to make room ror service forces. The 3
net result was chronic shortage of service troops In the Pacific

theaters, As the Army's official historians observe, "The shortage of 3
port battalions contributed to every instance of ship congestLion; the
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shortage of quaztez-master troopp to every Instance of spoiled rations;

3 tthat of engineer troops to every Instance of failure to build airfields,

roads, and other facilities on time.*92

_, of the non-logistic support services, the most capablo were

undoubtedly the Intelligence organizations -- specifically the comnmuni•a-

tions Intelligence organizations -- of the Army and Navy. BeginnIng In

3 the 1920s, the two services made rapid strides in all fields of conynun.t..

cations intelligence, particularly code-breaking. TheJr best known

S achievement is, of course, the breaking of the Japanexe "purple"

i diplomatic cypher. This was the work of an Army Signal 7nL.lligence

Service team headed by Colonel Wtillam P. Priedman, with cooperation and

U support by the Navy, However, there were other important developmenta as

well, During the 1920s, the Navy's Communication Security Unit, or

U I OP-20-G, under Commannder Laurence F. Safford, established radio surveil.

lance units throughout the Pacific and., by the late 1930s, was publishIng

"I .a weekly "Sununary of Radio Zntelligence" which repozted on information

S gained concerning Japanese naval activities.93

rn terms of operational concepts, the Navy and Marine Corps were

3 fairly well prepared for the war theV would fight against JapdCn In the

1940s. Nearly twenty years of fleet maneuvers and war games at the Naval

I hWar College had helped to Identify and refine the operational concepts

I which would be required to achieve the strategic objective of' defeatli,g

Japan. By the early 1920s, most knowledgeable Navy strategists recognized

that a war with Japan would be a protracted one. U.S. forces could be

expected to reach the Phllpp.!nes, not In sixty to ninety days, but In

I two to four years.94 Experience In scores of Naval war College games

I had Illustrated the necessity for a step-by-step approach through the

Island chains of the central Pacific. Even many of the details of

U!
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amphibious campaigns such as close air support, specialized landing craft,

and naval gunfire were anticipated on the game boards at Newport. 9 5  I
Whether these concepts placed American strengths against Japanese 3

weaknesses Is a cloudier question. As It turned out, they did, since the

Japanese allowed themselves to be drawn piecemeal Into a hopeless war of

attrition and since the Island fortresses which the U.S. was attacking

were easily Isolated and subjected to masslve air and naval power. Yet, I
American strateggists conceived the Island-to-Island advance more as a 3
measure of necessity than as a wise strategic ploy to bleed the Japanese.

I
I
£
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
iV. Tactical Effectiveneu

I
Since the US. Army and Navy engaged in no large.scale military

operations against a major power in the period 1919 to 1939, observations

U about their tactical effectiveness must be highly speculative, For the

most part, this section will discuss tactical devolopment s which appear

I to have Influenced Army, Navy and Air Porce performance in world War XX.

3- Even In this case, conclusions must be highly tentative since wartime

experience quickly modified many prewar tactical concepts or gave birth

3m to new ones.

Since the U.S. Army and Air Corps lacked a well-detined strategic

"U objective in the Interwar period, the extent to which their tacticAl

5 approaches weor consistent with their strategic ob.jectives remains muto,

The Navy, which had boon preparing for a Pacific war against Japan for

3 two decade.s, had developed a body of tactical concepts highly consistent

with strategic objective which was to defeat Japanese seapower and drive

I the Japanese from the Philippines. Naval thinking had held that this

would require a large scale engagement, or series of engagements, with

the Japanese fleet and seizure of bases in the central or southern

3 Pacific. The Navy's tactics, which emphasized engagements between

opposing battlefleets, were consistent with this concept.

Naval maneuvers of the 1930s were rigorous and realistic. An Army

officer who attended the 1935 maneuvers or "Pleet problem", reported that

"The fleet operated as If war conditions existed. The crews were

I constantly at battlestations, ships darkened at night, radio silence,

I
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destroyers fueled at sea from larger ships. Steaming at night with no

lights made heavy demands on the judgement and skills of commanders of I
all grades ... planes were catapulted from battle.shIps and carriers 3
without any particular regard to weather, frequently when the sea was so

rough It was difficult to see how they could be recovered . " 96 1

Yet naval exercises, planning, and war gaming, by emphasizing

engagements between opposing battlefleets, somewhat like the Battle of I
Jutland in Wlorld War I, left Insufficient scope for the development of

,akr and submarine tactics, They also gave Inadequate attention to night

fighting, at which the Japanese excelled. 3
The Army, between the wars, had never really made a choice between

a doctrine of applying mass and overwhelming power to crush the enemy and

a doctrine which emphasized mobility and maneuver, The f 9old eryJ v-

Aeaul•t•ons (Tentative) Qg9ti.onj (FM 100-5) tended to emphasize mase,

firepower and the annihilation of the enemy''s forces. They contained 3
such sentences as: "The ultimate objec'tive Is the destruction of the

enemy's armed forces In battle," and "An objective may sonetimes be 3
attained through maneuver alone; ordinar.ily It must be gained through

battle," 97

On the other hand, advocates of flexibility, speed, and maneuver 3
had their views embodied in another doctrinal publication, dalqul fU

comfEnderm o. kArge Units. Major General George A. Lynch, Chief of

Infantry, referred to "the glaring Inconsistencies In doctrine" between

the two publications In a speech to the Command and General Staff College I
In 1939. "Those two documents," he argued, "are based upon two distinct 3
military philosophies as opposite as night and day.*98 General Lynch

himself belonged to the maneuver school and denounced those "who want to 3
orqanize an Army on the basis of globular masses rather than as an I
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U rIntegration of Individuals" and wished to "reduce the human element to a

3 material factor ... make the man an adjunct of the weapon.' 9 9

Russell P. WeigleV points out that, while the tactical concepts

I which the Army followed in World War II emphasized the principle of

appl•,ing m4.s, overwhelming power to crush the enemy in protracted battle,

'I the American Army entered the war with weapons and equipment more suited

3 to the tactics of mobility and maneuver, Thus, American tanks and tank

destroyers were light and fast, but undergunned and poorly protected.

This classic mismatch between tactical concepts and operational capabili-

ties, Weigley suggests, was to cause major problems In the 2944-1945

I campaigns in northwest Europe., 0 0

As has already been made clear, both the Army and Navy recognized

and accepted the concept of Integration of all arms, Yet, they tended to

3 believe that arms and units would continue to be employed more or less as

they had In World War I. Thus, the Army's 1938 guidance on "employment

3 of mechanized units" discussed the "combined employint of all arms" but

"i In their traditional roles," 1 01 meaning thdt foot infantry would

predominate and other arms act In support,

similarly, the Navy embraced the concept of "the balanced fleet"

which called for the orderly development of a number of different shlp

Stpp eo s . Y e t , "h o w e v e r th e b a l an c e w a s s tr u c k th e b a t tl e s h i p r e n a i n e d th e

weightiest element." 1 0 2  That the battleship had been displaced as

"balancer" by other types did not -ecomet apparent until well after 1939.

The Air Corps made little attempt to maintain a "balanced force"

but put most of its severely limited funds Into bombers, The result was

3 that its advanced modern bombers far outperformed Its old, mediocre

fighters, giving Air Corps leaders a false idea of the relative

effectiveneis of fighter defenses against bombing. 10 3

I
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I

Neither the U.S. Army nor the Navy piut much emphasis on surprise

and rapid exploitation of opportunities . Nav.4l thinking traditionally I
emphasized the Importance of large-scale surface engagements between 3
opposing fleets. In .ttich situations surprise was considered mainly In

the context of scouting and patrolling to locate the enemy's seaborne 3
forces and screen ones own from discovery.

The Army's I!ield Service Reculatlonh recognized "surprise In some U
degree as ne.cessary* to success in warfare, 104 Yet the concept of

"surprise" employed was a rather narrow one. Surprise was defined as

moving forces faster than expected, or in greater numbers than expected, 5
or over greater distances than expected. The Idea that surprise might

involve deliberate measures to deceive or mislead the enemy was almost I
wholly absent from doctrinal discussions, 3

Because knowledge of the tactics and techniques of potential

enemies was spotty and imprec-ise during the Interwar period, U.-. tactics I
were seldom dvoc2,oped with the aim of exploiting specif.ic enmy vulnera

bilities. An outstanding exception, however, was In the area of' [Jghter I
tactics, Prior to the U.S. entry Into the war, Clare L, Chennault of the

Army Air Corps and bleutenant romninder James A, Thach of the Navy

developed defensive fighter tactics specifically designed to deal with

the threat posed by better -performing Japanese Zeros, These tactics such

as "the Thach Weaves were designed to take full advantage of the few 3
superior features of Ame.rican fighter aircraft and nullify those of the

Japanese.

Nevertheless, In a more general sense, U.S. tactics did aim at the 3
goal of placing strength against weakness, or at least of making the most.

of American strengths. For example, the organization of Infantry units 3
In the smaller and inkre flexible regiments of the new "triangutlar"
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divisions was designed to take advantage of what the Army believed to be

the special qualities of initiative and Intelligence of the ;merican

soldier, The Introduction of the new Garand riffle was expected to

I enhance bcth the freedom and striking power of the IndivIdual rifleman.

As Major Oeneral George A. Lynch, the Chief of Infantry put it,

3 We ought defin tely to reject the theory so current in

many armles, that a rifle company is merely a collection

of so many automatic rifles ... . We want the man In

the front line to be a fIghting man not an ammunitIon

carrier, We want him to feel that the issue of combat

depends on his personal condurt. The semi-automatic

rIfle restores the Infantry soldier's Ind ,tiduality. It

gives the infantry squad a fire power equal to or

greater than that of any other Army, At the same time

it reJeases the soldiers from bondage to the mdchine.

I ft mekes him again a fighting man. And In spi to of

mechanization that Is what the? Infantry soldier must

never cease to be.'105

on the eve of World kar 1I Americ,:tn military leaders were well

aware that their forces lacked sufficient training, adequate experience,,

and organization to carry out the operations called for In their tactical

s system. For example, althouqh the MarZine Corps had devoted much thought

and planning to amphibious warfare, the , otual nkanetivers and training

exercises usuall produced taj from saO.Isfactory results due to the

unavaflabilit of landing craft, outiro.ded equipnent, lack of

coordIrn.tJtIon, inexpar.lenced per sonnel, a4nd sho: taqe of mnanpower.106

I " " " " " • ' ° I ' • '.. .. . I
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U
Joint training involving Army and Marine Corps units proved even

less successful. In amphibious maneuvers at Cape Henry, Virginia, in U
January 1942 involving elements of the U.S. Army's Ist Division, "the 3
Navy failed to provide sui table transports or combatant vessels and

alrczaft vessels had not pzacticed shore bombardment In the last year, I
naval aircraft were untrained for cooperation with ground troops, and the

Navy failed to land troops on the designated beaches. . 1 0 7  I
The Army as a whole had had no real large scale unit training 3

before 1940. When the Army held Its "first genuine corps and Army

maneuver in history" in August 1940 they revealed a large number of

shortcomings ranging from deficient small unit training to poor signal

communications, to Inadequate arutllery support. 10 8  As for the I
National Guard units, they were characterized by observers of the 3
maneuvers as In need of "squad and platoon problems rather than division

arid corps problems." Most of their troops required at. least ninety days 3
addiltional basic training.

Tn Louisiana In September 1941 tho Army assembled over 350,000 mn U
for the largest peacetime maneuvers in U.S. history. These maneuvers I

once again revealed grave weaknesses In areas such as small unit tactics,

reconnaissance, communications, and intelligence, yet the maneuvers did 3
enable Army leaders to pinpoint areas where additional training and

practice were needed and to evaluate the competence and ability of some

of the services' more senior leaders.

Despite their Inability to successfully carry out large scale unit

training, the armed forces did succeed In training a core of elite units

and specialists such as piiots, amphibious forces, code breakers, and

paratroopers who were to prove invaluable In imparting these skills to

newer entrants and serving as commanders and organizers.
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An exceptlon m•y be the case of the Navy's submarine commanders.

"3 1 Although these officers were all carefully selected graduates of the

Naval Academy, and many had years of experience, z significant number

3 proved unsuited to the demands of commawding a submarine on extended war-
110

time patrols, Almost thirty percent of all submarine commanders

were relieved for unfitness or lack of results during 1942 and an

3 additional fourteen percent were relieved for these same reasons during
111

1942 and 1943. on the other hand, submarine crews, In general,

I proved to be of very high quality, so much so that almost fifty percent

of the Initial enlisted force had become officers by the close of the

war. 112

The U.S. submarine force also provides a good example of an

approach to training Inconsistent with the Navy's tactical system.

3 Submarines were Intended to act as a tactical arm of the battle fleet.

They would lie in wait across the enemy fleet's likely avenues of

approach or outside his bases, In a fleet actlon, they would act is

3 underwater ambushers, attacking the enemy battlellne from below. Yet

prewar training of submariners was conservative and unrealistic, and

ill-prepared them for either the role envisioned in prewar doctrine or

the. role of commerce destroyers, which they would adopt after Pearl

U Harbor. 
1 13

3 Bxperlence -in peacetime maneuvers had given Navy leaders an

exaggerated Idea of the vulnerability of submarines to detection by

destroyers and aircraft. Destroyers and patrol planes had little

difficulty detecting submarines at periscope depth in the calm seas and

3 excellent sound conditions of peacetime maneuver-;. Submarine commanders

were chastised for being caught at periscope depth and encourac.ed to make

sound attacks" from 100 feet or more, a tactic which was to prove

I
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totally ineffective under wartime conditions. Night battle practice with N
submarines was avoided as too dangerous.2 14  3

A contrasting example Is provided by the experience of the

mechanized forces between the wars. Despite severely limited equipment 3
and manpower available for Army maneuvers between the wars, these

maneuvers clearly demonstrated the practicability and utility of U
meohanized forces. Experience In these maneuvers and other training 3
exercises cleazly demonstrated the potential of armored forces to carry

out Independent mitssions as well as fulfill traditional cavalry missions 3
In a manner superior to horse cavalry. 1 5

I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
I
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I Zntroduivtlon

I
3 The basic problem in judging Che £ffectiveness of Britain's military

institutions between the two world wars lies in the catastrophes of 1940

l dnd 1941. It is alnmost unavoidable that Inadequacies so qlar.ingly exposed

In those dismal qers should influen( u J)dqviwents on the hoit-ILft. Jots

thdt hai evolvod military poll .,os In the litterwar poriod. Ye't one inu.It

temper such Judgements with a sense of the limited framework whivh socety

and the polltIial atmosphere imposed on Dritaln's military institut..lons.

I Moreover, from cur perspective the coming war, World War 1I, Is of

consuming Interest, but for those who r - policy In the Interwar period,

ds well as for popular opinion, the dominating conc-•rn lay In the horrors

of the last war.

This last point deserves emphasis. In the 1920s It was diffic-ult

to forese, a majo"r war aq-vinst any of Urltaln's potential opponents.. fn

I
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the mid to late 1930s memories of the last war so dominated the thinking

of politicians and population alike that rearmament In the face of

terrible dangers was tardy, ill..conceived, and in general unrealistically 3
minimized (especially for the army), The initial reaction to victory in

1918 had been relief and pride in British military accomplishments. By

the 1920s, however, popular attitudes, particularly in the upper and

educated classes, had shifted to a fundamentally pe,;simistic assessment

of "victory." It became commonplace to argue that little separated the I

lot of the victors from that of the defeated (an assessment not shared by

those across the North Sea). Mixed in with a revulsion against the war 3
was a simplistic truste in the efficacy of the League of Nations. Many

believed that no "rational" statesman would embark on war in view of tho

horrors of World War I and that all international conflicts were amenable 3
to negotiation and discussion. In the 1920s, in a world in which most

great powers accepted such assumptions and where those that did not

(namely Germany and Russia) did not possess the economic or military

power to disturb the status quo, the British people and leaders could

afford such views without harmful consequences to national secu.C'1ty. In

the harder world of the 1930s, such views came close to destroying Great

Britain and were a major contributing factor to the catastrophes of 1940

and 2941.

Beyond the terrible shadow cast by World War I, one must also l
recognize that Britain's economic and strategic standing had undergone

substantial erosion since the 19th Century's days of "splendid Isolation."*

World War I had, of course, further exacerbated the process of economic 1
decline. Britain had carried much of the economic burden of the war at

considerable cost to herself. Moreover, thp economic distress and 1
troubles of the 1920s heralded the collapse of the great depression. For
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I
a nation that depended on trade for her economic viability, the world's

economic climate In the 1920s and 1930s could not have been worse. The

3 silence of factory closures, long lines of unemployed, and the empty

slipways of the Clyde all umderlined how much Britain's position had

I declined. They also helped to center the national attention on the

social and domestic issues of the daq and distracted even the politicians

from the growing dangers on the International scene. As Winston Churchill

I warned In an article in the Daill Mall In the summer of 1934:

I marvel at the complacency of ministers in the face of

the frightful experiences through which we have all so

newly passed. I look with wonder upon the thoughtless

crowds disporting themselves in the summer sunshine, and

upon this unheeding House of Conmmons, which seems to

have no higher function than to cheer a Minister; and

all the while, across the North Sea, a terrible process

Sis astir. Germany is arming?2

For the bulk of this period of twenty yeears Britain's national

objectives were the preservation of the political statup guo In Europe

and the Empire, radical measures of disarmament, and the avoidance of a

I major war at almost any price. The memories of the Somme and Pavschen-

daele, of course, were major contributors to this last aim, but of

growing importance throughout the Interwar period was a national

I obsession with the aerial bombing of cities -- one that predated the

appearance of the Luftwaffe. 3

IIt Is tempting, of course, to work backwards and judge Britain's

l armed forces in the 1920s and 1930s byl their performance in World War rx,
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but such an approach would be misleading. In the 1920s the overwhelming

concern was with imperial defense, the Soviet Union seemed the most 3
likely potential enemy, and there was even a naval rivalry with the

United States! But even after the emergence of more credible potential

enemies such as Japan and Germany, the British government was ht.sitant to

give up hopes for disarmament and a general appeasement. When It

reluctantly, began rearmament in 1935, it intended increased military

strength to deter potential enemies rather than as a practical prepara-

tion for war. In particular the Royal AWovy's expansion was primarily I
Intended to deter Japan, while the Royal Air Force (more specifically

Bomber Command) was mviint to deter Germany. The Army, precisely because

the government did not regard it as having a deterront role, received the

lowest priority in rearmament. Not until February 1939 did Prime

Minister Neville Chamberlain finally agree to a minimal commitment of I
British ground forces to the continent. 4

one must also note considerable defects in Britain's politicAl

leadership throughout the Interwar period. After the collapse of the

Lloyd George coalition in 1922, few Cabinet ministers and none of the

Prime Miniscers had a substantial grasp of strategic or military Issues. I
The British ambassador to Berlin In the late 1930s, Nevile Henderson, 3
epitomized governmental attitudes that regarded strategic issues as

d~class6. Writing to the Foreign Minister, Lord Halifax, in summer 1938

Henderson noted:

I

that Lord Runciman will live up to the role of impartial

British liberal statesmnn. I cannot believe that he

will allow himself to he influenced by ancient history I
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I
or even arguments about strategic frontiers and

economics in preference to high moral principles.5

The historian Louis Jamier underlines the results of such a Weltanschauung

K in commenting on the massive published volumes of British diplomatic

documents, Te Dogwnelts on British Forelon Policy.

In the 1250 large pages of the British pro-Munich

documents, the question of Europe's political and

strategic configuration after Czechoslovakia had been

obliterated is nowhere dealt with ... On the British

side a blind wall is raised against the future, at least

bV those vocal in the documents. All they know is that

war must be averted. 6

I
With few BrItish politicians possessing either interest or background In

strategic affairs, It is not surprising that the British military,

especially the Army, found It difficult to persuade ministers of their

needs and requirements,?

Within this climate and framework the services faced considerable

difficulty Just In subsisting, much less In preparing for a great

I conflict. Nevertheless, not all of the faults and weaknesses that

appeared In 1940 and 1941 were the result of governmental parsimony or

civilian unwillingness to face the hard world of the 1930s. When all Is

said and done, the services themselves bear considerable blame for the

disasters. Not only was their strategic advice often unimaginative and

I generally gloomier than deservo'd but they did miss .I gnificdat

I opportunities to expand the pace of rearmament (particularly in 1934 and
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1935). Moreover, one can also doubt how seriously many serving officers,

Including senior ones, took the business of preparing for war. As I
Michael Howard has noted In regard to the interwar army: "the evidence Is

strong that the army was still as firmly geared to the pace and perspec-

tive of regimental soldiering as It had been before 1914; that too many

of its members looked on soldiering as an agreeable and honorable

occupation rather than a serious profession demandlng no less Intellec- I
tual dedication than that of the doctor, the lawyer or the engineer." 8

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I Z~. Poliltica.l Dffeoti~veneas

I
For much of this period, the services conspicuously failed to

I obtain the resources necessary to maintain efficiency and to meet even

I �their routine obligations, As the 1920s wore on, the Chiefs of Staff and

Individual service leaders repeatedly advised their political masters

that their forces were too small, III trained,' and lacking in modern

weapons and reserves to meet a sudden crisis, such as fulfilling the

terms of the Locarno Treaty or resisting a Soviet attack on Afghanistan.

In the aftermath of the First World War it was natural that the

government would drastically reduce its military forces. Xn the succeed-

I ing years of hIgh unemployment and social unrest the Britith miI I ary

naturally took a low priority. The annual naval estimates, for example,

I fell steadily from £157,529,000 in 1919-1920 to a nadir of £50,476,000 In

I 1932-1933. There was to be no significant Increase until 1935-1936. The

number of naval personnel on active service had fallen from 280,000 in

1919-1920 to 90,300 in 1934-19.35. 9 Put in another form, the Royal Navy

had received 25 percenL of total governmental expendituxes In 1913; by

i 1932 It was receiving only 6 percent.O As one commentator has

observed: "In retrospect the very savage cuts in defense expenditure

might be strongly questioned, not only on political and strategical

grounds but also on economic ones." 1 1

In the 1920s and early 1930s, the services could not have done much

more to halt the slide In financial allocations and the resultant decline

I in efficiency. Between 1919 and 1932 th-.. Cabinet directive known as the
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I
"Ten Year Rule" (i.e., the Service ministries were advised that major war

was not to be anticipated or prepared for for at loast ten years) I
dominated British defense planning and expendi turt--l. •orek, hla torlans

have suggested that this rule merely reflected financial and pAitical

realities and did not necessarily Inhibit Innovation and experiment. The

view, however, that It positively harmed the services Is surely more

persuasive. 12  The protests of the Chiefs of Staff eventually led to I
the cancellation of the 'Rule' in 1932 but the dangers Implicit In such a

formula were borne out In the 1930s.

The reluctance of British governments to fund the services In the

diplomatic climate of the 2920s or the economic difficulties of 1931 Is

understandable; what Is less explicable is the casual, unhurried approach I
to rearmament In the mid-1930s and the dogged refusal to recognize the

dangers in the late 1930s until the last moment. The result was that

British rearmament wds belated and not fully suited to the strategic

dangers confronting the country. Much of the blame rests squarely on the

shoulders of the politic.tans, but the military also deserves its share of' I
criticism.

The British system for strategic policyma~ing was as clear and

direct a system as one could want. It allowed for direct lines of'

communications between the services and their civilian masters. The

system (with a few adjustments by Churchill) played a major role In the
13

winning of World War .13 Unfortunately, in the pre-war period

without the drive that Churchill provided, the system allowed for maxitnwtm I
delay by both civilian and military bureaucracies. The initial effort to

begJl a rearmament progrdm In the early 1930s is an excellent example.

Beginning in November 1933, several of the government's senior civil

servants (Sir Robert Vansittart, Sir Maurlce Hankey, and Sir Warren
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I
I Fisher) formed with the Chiefs of Staff the Defense Requirements

Committee.Z4 In March 1934 after considerable inter-service wranglings

and arguments as well as a general reluctance on the part of the service

chiefs to ask for anything more than minimum Increases In defense spend-

I Ing, the Committee reconrended that over the next five years Britain

i increase the defense budget by the modest sum of £72 million In order to

correct deficiencies. This worked out at less than IS million per

* year.

The modest nature of the proposals did not prevent the Cabinet from

delaying for over a month b.frre taking up the Committee's recommenda-

tions. The government, then, bizarrely referred the report to the

Committee on the Disarmament Conference. After considerable infighting

involving politicians, the Treasury, and the services, the Cabinet agreed

to the amended recommendations at the end of July 1934. The changes

I reflected the civilian prejudices thdt marked British defense policy

throughout the 1930s. The RAP received more than the DRC had reo•)m-

mended, the Navy kept even, and the Army received a drastic reduction.1 6

I As Stanley Baldwin suggested, the Cabinet's rationale was thdt the

program would "act as a deterrent to Germany and inspire cunfIdence at

I home."17 The latter was probably the major aim. The British govern-

ment's priorlties are clear when one realizes that at the same time it

was trimming the DRC program, It was providing £24 million in subsidies

for a new Cunard liner and various agricultural sectors of the economy

(including £5 million to beeL-sugar farmers). 1 8

The Abyssinlan crisis of 1935, Japanese aggression in the Far East,

and evidence of massive German tearmament soon made a mockery of the I)RC

I progr.,,. By tho mid-1930s the Chiefs of Staff were engaging In a battle

with the Treasury over proposed increases In defense spending. Neither
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Ramsay MacDonald nor Baldwin were willing to take a firm stand; the drift

characterizing their regimes led to modest rearmament but not much more.

In late qpring 1937 Neville Chamberlain became Prime Minister. As

Chancellor of the Exchequer (head of the Treasury) he had already

established his opposition to a major rearmament program. In a May 1937

Cabinet meeting, Chamberlain attacked proposed defense expenditures In

the following terms: II
He could not accept the question at issue as being a

purely military matter. Other considerations entered

into It. lie himself definitely did challenge the policy

of their military advisors. The Country was being asked I
to maintain a larger Navy than had been the case for

very many years: a great air force, which was a new arm

altogether: and In addition, an Airmy for use on the 3
Continent, as well as facilities for producing munitions

whk'h would be required not only for our forces but also I
for our Allies.19  I

Dominating his colleagues in a fashion no Interwar Prime Minister

had done since Lloyd George, the new Prime Minister Irsured that the

Treasury viewpoint wo-ild dominate the rearmament debate through to the I
spring of 1939. As a result In 1938 British rearmament barely reached 8

percent of GNP a rate that Germany had reachod In 1935 dntd onn half of

the rate at which Germany was expending her national income for military

purposes In 1938. Ironically, during the 19.15 to 1938 period Rritaln

barely outspent Fascist Italy an military expenditures.20 Even after

the disastrous outcome of the Munich conference and the confrontation
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over Czechoslovakia, Chamberlain allowed only the most modest Increases

in British rearmament.21

The impact of financial limitations varied from service to service,

The Royal Navy and the RAP suffered to a certain extent: the Navy could

-I not build up to a two power standard; the Royal Air Force dId not receive

funding for its four engine *strategic' bombez force until well into

1939. But It was the Army that suffered most. From the beginning o•f

I rearmam-ent through to spring 2939 the Army remained In limbo, Its senior

officers knew that in a major European conflict they would have to fight

-I on the Continent, but they were explicitly denied the funding to make

"even the most minimal preparation for such a contingency, 2 2

Complicating the imderfunding of service requests and prospec:ts for

rearmament was the fact that government defense policy in the 1920s and

early 1930s had allowed Britain's milltary-industrial complex to run down

I dangerously, Of the thirty or more great arms factories that had

I supplied the Army with Its guns, ammunition, tanks, and trucks during

World War 1, only Vickers Armstrong and the Royal arsenals remained in

ouxisLence by ),!030. BritaJn lost her leid in armored forces' In p-4rl

because of the lack of production facilities for even experimental models

E or for undertaking small orders that did not justify expansion of'

factories or skilled workers, When the Chamberlain government fInally

I removed financial restrictions in spring 1939, the Army had no choice but

to convert railway engine workshops and other civll engineering works to

milItary production -- a process that was both lengthy and expens.1ve, 2 3

The la-k of' an Industrial base would condemn British ground forces for

the first years of' the war to fight with thoroughlJ inadequdto equlipirnt

I such as the 2 pournd anti-tank gun a gan which the Army fully

recognized as Inadequate for use against a oontinental opponent. 2 4
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Tho Royal Navy suffered similarly Zrom the decline of the ship

building industry. As a consequence of the Washington Naval Treaty of 3
1922 no new capital ships were constructed for the next fifteen years.

This factor hit especially hard at British naval power because the I
majority of the Royal Navy's battlefleet had been constructed in the

period before World War I. Admiral Earl Beatty, Chief of Naval Staff In

1922, warned that It would prove impossible to build rapidly all the

vessels due for replacement when the treaty provisions expired. Ills

warning proved prophetic: when naval rearmament began In the mld-1930s,

"skilled labor had drifted away. Old plants remained, Designs were out I
of date ... and the explicit favoring of the Royal Yards had led to the

winding up of Navy firms in the private sector ... .25 Consequently

whenj rearmament began the Admiralty could do little more than replace

aging vessels and bring its strength up to what the Washington Naval

Treaty had authorized In the early 19308,26

The aircraft industry In the early 1930s was, if possible, In even I
more desperate straits. For fifteen years it survived on repair and 3
overhaul contracts doled out by the Air Ministry, supplemented by an

occasional order for new aircraft. When rearlmarment began, the work force

had dwindled to about 35,000, while production techniques were obsole-

scent in view of the coming switch to all metal designs. Moreover, I
production procedures were so complex and rigorous that even a simple

biplane took five years to reach the squadrons. The government dealt

only with established firms and placed orders for small quantities that

barely sufficed to keep the industry alive. Lord Swinton, Air Minister

from 1935 to 1938, achieved remanrkable improvements, morit notably by I
ordering al rcrdf t directly from the drawing board and by the

establishment of the so called "shadow factory' sclheho1. In its27!
S., . , •- = - : : -• . - . . . .. . ; . .-
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I
financial support for a reserve capacity for aircraft production, the

Chamberlain government made its most sensible strategic decision of the

5 late 1930s. One suspects, however, that this support was more a result

of the scheme's relatively low cost, than of strategic foresight.

3 On the question of manpower, the services generally found sufficient

manpower to fill the ranks, but just barely and largely as a result of

their miniscule size. The Royal Navy and the RAP wore elite services

I which met their manpower requirements by their Innate appeal, though the

quality of recruits was not always satisfactory, The Army, however,

I had a more difficult time. It suffered periodic recruiting crises

despite high unemployment (never less than one million throughout the

Interwar period). 29 British governments were reluctant to Impose any

form of compulsion and, contrary to their critics, the generals were not

eager to acquire a mass, conscript army to send once again to Prance and

Flanders. 
3 0

Perhaps the greatest damage done to the British military In the

I interwar period lay In the inadequate caliber of officer recrultment, rn

I these pacifistic and anti-mi.Zitarlst decades the military were not an

attractive career option for the bright and ambitious, Compounding

5 national prejudices was the fact that promotions in the Interwar cfficer

corps came with appalling slowness. In the artillery, a branch notorl-

ously slow in promotion, officers would remain a subaltern for nearly 14

years, serve another 6 qears as captain, and as many as 9 years as a

I ma.)or. But even officers In the Irish Guards rc~ulid look forward to

nearly 20 years of service before promotion to n•,.'or 31 In the most

handicapped arms officers reached senior regimental rank dt arn age that

effectively barred them from further promotion. The deadening impact on

the officer corps hardly needs emphasis; the unattractIveness of such a
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systein to bright and able young men Is obvious. As one Colonel candidly

admitted the most critIcal cause for the shortage of suitable officer

candidates lty in the public perception that "the profess in f officer

in the Army does not call for high qualities, and does not recognize

ability to anything like the extent as other professions No one," i
he added, "would attempt to make officers Into bookworms, and any such

attempt would certainly not succeed, but you cannot do away with the Idea 1
that the fool of the family is good enough for the Azmy. 32

I
I
i
!
1
1
i
I
I
I
I
I
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- IX. Stzategic &ffectiveness

I
At least In the 1920a the international climate allowed the British

to regulate means and ends reasonably well. They tacitly recognized

I their reduced standing in the world by concentrating dwindling military

resources on imperial defense, while upholding the post-1918 treaties In

i Western Europe and the Near East through diplomacy. At the risk of

oversimplification one could argue that the services' strategic objectives

j were consonant with national objectives at least through the mid-1930s:

I the Royal Navy sought to deter Japan and preserve the Par Eastern Empire;

the Army provided garrisons for India and the Middle East; and the RAF

I played a key role in home defense and Imperial policing.

Sv:!n with the wisdom of hindsight, It Is not easy to see how the

I British could have dealt in military terms with the emergence of three

major potential enemies In widely separated theaters, As the Chiefs of

Staff starkly stated the strategic dangers in the spring of 1938.

"3 "Without overlooking the assistance we should hope to obtain from Prance

and possibly other allies, we cannot foresee the time when our defense

3 I forces will be strong enough to safeguard our territory, trade, and vital

i nterests against Germany, Italy, and Japan slmultineously," 33 The

steadfast opposition of the Treasury and particularly the Prime Minister

to anything other than a "business as usual" approach to rearmament

brought the Chiefs close to despair. In late 1937 theys conmmnted that

5 "we cannot, therefore exaggerate the Importance, from the point of view

of Imperial defense, of any political or International action that can be
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taken to reduce the number of our own potential enemies ... . Lord

Chatfield, Chief of Naval Staff, admitted to his colleagues In early 1938 U
that he found Chamberlain's swing back to financial stringency Inexpli-

cable and indefensible given the threatening International situation.3 5

As the servant of a democratic government, he had no choice but to obey 3
or resign. lHe obeyed.

And yet one comes away from the study of British military advice In I
the late 1930s with a sense that the government's military advisers

painted an overly dark picture on one hand by minimizing the real as well

as latent strengths of Britain and her Allies. On the other hand, they i

maximized the potential of their possible opponents in their estimates.

It was hardly realistic to expect Japan to embark on a massive attack on 5
the South East Asian Colonial Empires after her Invasion of China.,I

Moreover, one can only characterize British estimates of Ztallan military

potential as bizzare. Sven in the case of Germany the Chiefs of Staff'

tended to paint a too gloomy picture of German economic, air, and ground

strengths.36 The combination of the military s "worst case" approach 5
In weighing the strategic balance and the government's "best case"

analysis of German and Itallait Intentions proved deadly. And In one of I
the few cases where the Chamberlain government got a strategic issue 3
correct, the vulnerability of Italy in 2939, the Chiefs of Staff talked

the politicians out of sensible strategic action.3 7  5
In the circumstances confronting Britain in the 1930s, a reduction

In worldwide commritments would have been prudent. But Imperial powers I
raz,.ly give ground voluntarily and in this case historical tradition and 3
the upbringing of the ruling classes made It difficult to contemplate

reducing military commitments in the Far Cast, India, and the Middle East

to concentrate on the German threat to the British Isles. It wa.s clear, I
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for example, that Hong Kong could not be held against a determined

Japanese attack. More seriously, the ability to dispatch a sizeable

fleet in time to hold Singapore became increasingly doubtful in the 1930s.

Taking a global view of the Army's dispositions In relation to the

German thredt in the 1930s, the garrisons of India and Palestine were far

too large. Senior soldiers such as Field Marshal Sir Cyril Deverel.1

(CIGS 1936-1937), Field Marshal Lord tronside (CIGs 1939-1940), and Field

Marshal Lord Wavell tended to think In terms of the Army's traditional

role In defending ,ndla and the Middle East. They also shared the

public's revulsion dt the possibility of another continental war of

attrition. Consequently, few senior soldiers In the 1930s actively urged

the need to prepare for a continental war, as Sir Henry Wilson and others

had done before 1914. In fact, the Army's small size and complete

unreadiness for a major war convinced generals like Ironside and Burnett-

Stuart that the government should renounce a continental comminitment and

concentrate British efforts on home and Imperial defense. 3 This

reluctance to face the continental issue appeared even In 1938 when most

senior Army officers had begun to feel that a continental commitment

would be unavoidable In a European war. How else to explain the omlet_

absence of any discussion by the chiefs of Staff of the strategic conse

quences of a peaceful surrender of the Czech Army to Hitler.39

Of all the major powers, the British had developed the most

clear-cut system for di.scussion of strategic issues. In particular, the

CID (Committee of Imperial Defense), established in 1902, allowed for a

clear channel of communications between ministers, service chiefs, and

other Interested parties, such as Dominion representatives. The creation

of the Chiefs of Staff Committee in 1922 provided the services with the

bureaucratic me-ans to examine the strategic issues facing Britai).4 0
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This system allowed a thorough airing of major questions and as most

subjects were thoroughly studied and recorded, there could be few I
complaints that service chiefs were unable to communicate their ideas to

responsible ministers. Zndeed, the Chiefs of Staff were empowered to

raise strategic Issues that they considered urgent without awaiting a

Cabinet Initiative. Unfortunately, the system could clog itself Into

Inertia with a flood of studies and counter studies. As the Foreign 5
Office's Permanent Secretary warned In 1938. I

The other point which I wish to make Is that relating to 5
proceduro ... . It seems clear that all the machinery

here contemplated will involve the maximum delay and I
accumulation of papers. We surely do not want any more

written 'European Appreciations.' we have been snowed

under with papers from the Committee of Imperial Defense 1
for years. Moreover, this procedure by stages Implies a

certain leisureliness which Is not what we want at the 3
present moment. 4 1  I

rn the aftermath of the Munich Conference, Chamberlain, opposed to any 3
substantial increase In rearmament, used the bureaucratic system to stu

the services' proposals to death. 4 2  Only after the German occupation U
of Prague In March 1939, did hiS government subatantively Increase the

tempo of rearmament -- six months after the September 1938 crisis had I
shown glaring deficiencies In Dritdin's defenses. 3

The harsh fact remains that thorough analysis could not offset

over-commitment. Even in the 1920s service chiefs such as General Sir

"George Milne complained that the Army was fully stretched to meet routine

11 1 I
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commitments and could not cope with an emergency. In far worse circum-

stances in the mid-.2930s, the Chiefs of Staff repeatedly pointed out that

I there were no military solutions to the problems being put to them. They

urged the government to appease at least one of Britain's potential

5 I enemies. 4 3

However, the services' ability to persuade ministers thdt their

requirements were necessary was seriously undermined by the Internecine

conflicts that often raged between them. The two senior services strug-

gled to eliminate the RAP. In the 1920s, the RAP campaigned to supersede

I the Army In the role of Imperial policing; and the RAP and Navy strugI1egk

Into the late 1930s for control of Fleet Air Arm. These quarrels are

merely the best known of numerous Inter-service disagreements, This

I disunity was well.known to politicians who fully exploited it to their

advantage. On some important issues the Treasury or Cabinet Intervened

to Impose decisions on strategic priorities which owed more to political

and financial than to military conslderat.ons, Whether these politic,-l

I interventions were on the whole beneficial or not remains a matter of

I debat e.4 4

One can only deal speculatively with the Issues of the comparatIve

effectiveness of the services as lobbyists because of the absence of

scholarly monographs, though Paul Kennedy has laid the foundations In a

I valuable survey. It sa.,ems likely that the Royal Navy as the senior,

most prestigious, and popular service with a strong Parliamentary and

private lobby was the most effective In influencing the political

5 leadership; 46 the RAP followed behind with Its Image of a modern,

technical, and defensive Service; the Army, embarrassed by popular

i reaction to the Fi±'st World War and saddled with the cartoonist David

I Low's deadly caricature of Colonel Blimp, brought up the rear
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As suggested earlier, the size and structure of the British armed

forces were somewhat arbitrarily determined after the First World War.

The Regular Army, composed of some 200,000 troops, reverted to its

pre-1914 role of providing for home defence and imperial garrisons under

the Cardwell system. This system, established in the 1870s, Ideally 3
required an equal number of cavalry and infantry battalions at home and

overseas so that the personnel system could carry out regular exchanges I
on a roster, Despite frequent Imbalances between the number of units

serving at home and overseas the system worked fairly well and persisted

until the Second World War. Its great drawback lay In a rigidity that

Inhibited significant redistribution of units or the expansion of new

,arms, such as the Royal Tank Corps, Doubtless more progressive military

leaders than Britain possessed between the wars would have revised or

even scrapped the Cardwoll system, The excuse of interwar CXGSs (Chief

of the Imperial General Staff) was that the bitterness and disorganiza..

tion thdt would have resulted was an unacceptable pric:e to pay for

reorganization. However, had it nut been for the Cardwell system the I
Regular Army at hone could have raised a much larger field force than

five infantry divisions and devoted more resources to armored and mvcha-

nized forces.. 5
The RAP and the Royal Navy rapidly expanded after 1935 mainly with

a view to detecing Germany and Japan respectively, The urgent political

need for 'window dressing' to counte.r Hitler's claims that he had achieved

air parity led to a preoccupation with numbers at the expense of quality,I

technical innovation, and adequate reserves. A recent study4 8

emphasizes the resultant gulf between the RAF as a diplomatic counter and

the operational goals of the Air Staff. This should not suggest that

Bomber Command's ineffectiveness against Germany in 1939-1942 was wholly i
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due to political interference, but professional ind political needs

certainly ci ashed.

As Admiral Sir Herbert Richmond remarked, DrItish strategic policy

In the Far East rested on "the Illusion that a Two-Hemlsphere Empire can

I be defended by a One-demisphere Navy." Moreover, the Admiralty's attempt

g to deter Japan represe.nted *a grand exercise In futility" because

Japanese naval planning paid scant attention to Great Britain before

I 1940.49 Faced with the increasing likelihood of war with Germany and

perhaps Italy before Japan Intervened, the Royal Navy found It Increas-

Ingly dubious whether it could spare the fleet units required for the
50

defense of Singapore. In this respect the Royal Navy's force size

and structure fell short of Its strategic goals, At least, on the

I outbreak of war the Royal Navy did enjoy a massive superiority In most

types of warships over its Imwnediate enemy, Germany.51 However, In its

I preparation to meet the submarine threat to Britain's trade routes, the
52

Royal Navy did a most inadequate job. As one retired naval officer

I warned in 1939:I
The great amount of battleship and het'iy cruiser tonnage

thdt has been laid down since rearmament started has

been much In excess of our requirements In European

waters and was, therefore, clearly designed for Far

3REastern use .... At the same time we have been left

seriously short of small ships for anti-submarine and

anti--aircraft work in home waters. The Admiralty,

therefore, seem to have been committing the grave error

I of prepdring qfor ambitious operations in a far distant

theater without first taking steps to ensure the safety
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of the home base.
5 3

I
In terms of long range planning, Britain benefited considerably

from her experiences in the last war. By the late 1930s, the CrD and its I
sub-committees had compiled comprehensive blueprints for conversion of 3
industry and manpower to military needs and the acquisition and stock-

piling of vital raw materials. These preparations played a major role In 5
the speed with which Brltish industry caught up and surpassed German

production for such critical weapons systems as fighter aircraft early in 354

the war. The establishment of *shadow factories" for aircraft

construction, of course, represented a significant step towards expansion

of the air industrg. Pre-World war IT British governments, given their 5
strategic Weltanschagunj , were, however, most unwilling to prepare

industrial support for the Army. In the area of fuel, pre-war prepara-

tion did enable BritIsh Industry to refine large quantities of high

octane aviation fuel In Britain, so thdt stocks artually rose during the I
Battle of Britain.

5 5

In general, pre.-war governments were reluctant to interfere with

profits or to impose compulsory measures on private firms before the 3
outbreak of war. It was symptomatic of governmental attitudes that it

refused to create a Ministry of Supply until July 1939. On a wider view I
the government was only too well aware of Britain's financial brittleness 3
and the vulnerability of her imported raw materials in a long war.

Hconomically, any major war would have Britain as a loser whatever the 3
56

military outcome. What was disastrous was the government's unwil-

lingness to see the probability of conflict until after Prague; even then I
the Treasury waged a stubborn rearguard effort to hold down defense I

57spending. Some serving officers cynicallyJ described the Treasury's

I
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effort as one that aimed to save sufficient capital to pay for repara-

tdons after Britain had lost the next war.

Given her strategic and economic difficulties, Britain depended on

others as well as herself to contain the threats to her possessions. She

I was not noticeably succesmful in this 6.ndeavor. British policy failed to

secure an Integrated system of Imperial defense wIth the Dominions dnd

even In the late 2930s could not assume that they would automatically

intervene, If Britain became Involved In European war. For varying

reasons, her armed forces did not succeed in Integrating their strategic

3 objectives with those of Canada, Australia, or South Africa. Moreover,

In 1937 the Chamberlain government attempted to win the political good

will of the Southern Irish Republic (still a dominion) by surrendering

I British treaty rights to the use of southern Irish ports In war. It did

not in fact persuade de Valera's government to Improve relatl,-,i; when

3 war came the Irish refused to allow British destroyers to use those ports

"-- with 4 disastrous Impact on the war against submarines. It Is worth

noting that the Royal Navy raised no significant objections to the

3 surrender of the ports despite the threatening international atmosphere,

of 1937,58

5 More iMportdntly, relations between Britain and her most Likely

continental ally, France. remained distinctly cool until summer 1939.

I This coolness largely reflected the British government's unwillingness to

give anq military commnitment to France, lest this encourage French

Intransigence towards Germany and undermine British hopes of appeasing

' Hitler. Thp Chiefs of Staff fully acceeded to such an approach and went

so far as to argue in January 1938 against the extension of' the

3 English-Channel Islands undersea cable to France because 'the consequent

effect on any political advances towards a better understanding with
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Germany would be serious."59 At the beginning of the next month, they

argued against any staff conversations with the French because "the very 3
term 'staff conversations' has a sinister purport ... ."60 The general

refusal of both government and military to countenance staff talks with

the French resulted both from fear that such talks would reveal the

paucity of the British contribution to the Alliance as well as from a

deep fear of being drawn Into a continental conflict. In 1911 Poch 5
supposedly told Sir Henry Wilson that 'one British Tommy" would suffice

(as a guarantee of a British presence In Prance), but after 1935 even two I
under-equipped British divisions would not have Impressed Poch's 5
successors. Soon after Munich., the French placed strong pressure on the

Chamberlain government for a British ,effort dU sang in the form of 1
conscription61 - an Ironic result of Britain's policy of surrendering

Czechoslovakia without considering Czech ground strength. I
Belatedly, however, In the spring and stumm-r of 1939 British and 1

French staffs of all three services worked frenetically to make up t•or

lost time. Plans were made for the dispatch of the field force to France

and its concentration on a sector of the front. The British also

provided for an Advanced Air Striking Force to operate from French U
airfields. In contrast to 1914 the two Allies agreed on an integrated

command structure and a Supreme War Council. Staff talks also covered

contingency plans for oth~er potential war theaters such as North Africa 3
and the Levant. Unfortunately as the "Phony War" period and the events

of May 1940 showed, this Anglo-French accord remained superficial and the 3
two nation's strategic objectives, though overlapping at some points,

were far from identical.
6 2

Generally It Is hard to evaluate how well the British placed their 3
strateqic strengths against the weakne.ses of their politica.l adversaries I
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I
g over the• whole Interwar period. Since there was no war, it is difCicul C

to Judge effectiveness; but In 1939 one Can judge British policy by the

I results. Anglo-French strategic analysts 1n 2939 quite correctly judged

that Germany possessed considerable economic vulnerabilities and that the

Western Powers should aim for the *maximum interruption of supplies of

- goods in all cases where practicable.*63 The problem was that such

a strategic policy required active measures as well as passive measures,

I and the British Chiefs of Staff talked the Allied governments out of

taking serious measures to stop the Swedish ore trade through the

I Norwegian leads and from Including Irtaly within the blockade measures

taken against Germany. The result, as a strategic survey of April

I .1940 suv;ned up, was than'

Hence, the Reich appears to have suffered relatively

3I little wear and tear during the first six months of war,

and that mainly as a result of the Allied blockade.

atMeanwhile, It has profited from the Interval to perfect

3 the degree of equipment of 1tv land and air forces, to

increase the officer strength and complete the training

5 of its troops, and to add further divisions to those

already in the field. 6 5

I
g Thanks to the strategic Inaction of the Western Powers, the Germans had

managed to maximize fully their military potential - with catastrophic

results for everyone, including themselves in the long run. One might

conclude this section Ironically by suggesting that In the 1930s and In

3 the early part of the Second World War the British contrived to place

their weaknesses against enemy strength,
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I

ZII. Opefrational E£ffctiveness 5
I

The British possess a long and proud military history, Generally,

they have been able and were able during this period to develop an I
officer corps that was loyal, dedicated, and honorable .. especially

considering the terms of employment and the prospects of promotion,

Nevertheless, each service fav.d difficulties that hindered the establish., 5
ment of effective military institutions, The Regimental system of the

British Army was an efficaclous means to socialize officers and establish I
the loyalties and trust on which military organizations depend, However,

the system also encouraged a parochialism and "we-they" syndrome, that got

In the wae# of inter-arms cooperation, on the other hand, the doginatism

,-)f Trenchard's "strategic" bombing doutrIne seriously hindored the Ar

Staff's willinaness to cooperate with Its sister services. 3
The result of service parochlalism was a general lack of Inter-

service and inter-arms cooperdtlon that spilled over into World War 1I

with disastrous results . 6 6 The two senior services had long, lndepen- 5
dent traditions, interspersed with fitful and half-hearted cooperation In

wartime. Unfortunately, institutions like the CID and the newly-created 3
Imporial Defense Collvge (1927) had only superficial success in breaking

down parochial loyalties among senior officers. As a newly Independent I
service (1918), the RAP had to fight for its existence In the 1920a and 5
not surprisingly thereafter displayed a marked reluctance to cooperate

with either Army or Navy. Control of Fleet Air Arm bedeviled relations

with the latter, while a ir support to ground forces was limited and

I
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grudging. After a 1939 combined exercise, Wavell despairingly noted that

the RAP had obviously given no thought to support ground operations, and
67

thus its pilots were incapable of performing that mission. Indeed.,

the Air Staff' on occasion reprimanded RAP officers who showed too much
68

Interest In cooperation with the Army.

On the air force side there was little scope for inter-arms

cooperation in peacetime. In the RAF, some officers in Bomber Command

regarded Fighter and Coastal Commands as rivals, while the Air Staff

regarded them as poor relations detracting from the RAP's real mission of

"strategic* bombing. At least within Fighter Command an exc^llent team

spirit had developed by 1940 between the fighter squadrons, the command

69centerm, and the radar altos,6

In the Army the cherished independence and Individual traditions of

reqiments and arms fostered a locallsed pride and high morale, but did

not: assist inter-arms cooperation In peace or war, A vivid example of

the problems of Incorporating a new arm In the British s.yst"em Is that' of

the Royal Tank Regiment. Tanks, armored cars, and mechanized transport

were clearly on the way In and horsed cavjlry on the way out In the

Interwar per.od, Nevertheless, the War office and Genera.l Staff refused

to create more tank battalions (only four existed In 1932) or to abolish

cavalry regiments. As the Secrttary of State for War, Alfred Duff

Cooper, told the House of Commons in 1935. asking the cavalry to give up

horses for trucks Owas like asking a great musical performer to throw

awady his violin and devote himself in the future to the grdmophone."?0

The Army gradually converted the cavalry regiments to armored cars in the

late 1930m buv: It refused to use the Royal Tank Regiment as the basis on

which to create ai•ired brigades and divisions. One must also note that

there appe.rs to have been a consistent policy from the Interwar period
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.1-rough to the end of the Second world War of refusing to employ general

officers with experience in armor to command armored formations. 7 1  Of 3
course, other factors, such as lack of resources and production capacity

also InhIbIted the development of armored forces in the 1930s, but I
inter-arms rivalry played the major role In the absence of a single

armored division ready for war in Europe In 1939.72

On a wider view, there was a conspicuous lack of drive toward 5
inter-arm and Inter-servIce cooperation in the 1930s. The resulting Ill

effects became all too apparent in Norway and the Western Desert. Even

In the area of combined operations (the use of air, sea, and ground to

make a landing on enemy held territory) where the British excelled In I
World War II, the record Is less than impressive. rn early 1938 the head 3
of the Naval War College at Greenwich suggested that Britain develop a

significant amphibious capability -- a capability that certainly fit in 5
with the government's strategy of "limited liabilitp." 73 The Deputy

CIGS replied that the Army had no units to spare for a special amphibious U
role end that training in amphibious technIque.w was more than adequate.74  I
His colleague on the Air Staff, possessing a deep knowledge of military

history, suggested that the landings at Gallipoli indicated that nothing 5
was wrong with British amphibious techniques except for a few minor break-

downs in communications. 75 Admiral Andrew Cunninghdm staked out the I
Navy's attitude in Novumber of that year when he stated that the Royal

Navy 'at the present time could not visualize any particular combined

operation taking plac, and they were, therefore, not prepared to devote j
any considerable sum of money to equipment for combined trijinIng2. 76

Among the , .erl - by which one can judge military organizations I
and their effectiveness is their flexibiJIty In adapting to changing 5
situations. The Army was In some ways the most flexible and the most lI
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I
inflexible of the services in both physical and intellectual senses. On

one hand, a serving officer, JF.C. Fuller, did make major intellectual

3 contributions to the development of armored forces in the 2920s. More..

over, in a time of deep financial stringency, the British Army carried

5 out the essential tactical and operational tests of mechanized forces In

maneuvers that revealed the problems as well as the potential of armored,

mechanized forces. The Germans watched these tests closely and clrcu..

5 lated reports of the British experiments widely throughout their Army. 7 7

Not surprisingly, General Oswald Lutz, the German armor pioneer, *with

' some pride* told Sir John Dill during the latter's visit to Germany in

1935 *that the German tank corps had been modelled on the British."7 8

IUnfortunately on the other hand, the British squandered that experience

5 JIn the 1930s and had to learn the harsh lessons of armored warfare on the

battlefields of North Africa.

3 As regards the RAF, many within the AIr Staff and Bomber Conmmand

were probably too rigid In their commitment to "strategic" bombing as th.e

I decisive element In a future war. This resulted not only in a marked

i unwillingness to see the wider Issues involved in airpowfr but In a fixed

belief that air warfare alone would win the next war. A paper written by

I the Air Staff in 1924 suggested that the air forces employed in attacAing

an enemy nation:I
-I Can either bomb military objectives in populated areas

from the beginning of the war, with the objective of

3 obtaining a decision by moraltel effect which such

attacks will produce, and by the serious dislocation of

3 the normal life of the country, or, alternatively, they

can be used In the first instance to attack enemy
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aerodromes with a view to gaining some measure of air

superiority, and wher this has been gained, can be

changed over to the direct attack on the nation. The

latter alternative is the method which the lessons of 3
military history seem to recomnmend, but the Air Staff

are convinced that the former i1 the correct one.

I
The issue here Is not whether the Air Staff got the future conduct

of air war right or wrong In the interwar period. Zt is rather the !
single-minded persistence of such attitudes in Bomber Command through to

the Nuremburg raid of March 1944, and the resulting marked reluctance to

take heed of unfavorable intelligence or to adapt to other types of 3
80

operations. In fairness to the RAP, however, one must also note the

number of extraordinary airmen who came out of the interwar air force 3
(men like John Slessor, Keith Park, Arthur Tedder, and of course, Hugh

Dowding). These alr*.,n showed enormous adaptability to the conditions of'.

war and in developing operational and tactical concepts to master real 5
world difficulties. Moreover, whatever the Ideological preconceptions of

Trenchard in favor of "strategic" bombing, one must also note that most 3
of these younger, flexible officers were his "boys.*

British military ins titutions during the interwar period had an 1
ambivalent attitude toward the introduction of technology into opera- l
tional conceptions. The RAP may have had the best and worst record on

this score. On one hand, Lord Dowding's contribution to the inclusion of 3
technoloqy In the establishment of an air defense system In the 1930s Is

one of the extraordinarq successes of the Interwar period. Hie provided 1
critical support for the development of radar as well as the single- I
seater fighter, as the head of" the RWP's research establishment. Then as

I
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the commander of Fighter Command, he waged a lonely struggle with the Air

Staff to build an Integrated air defense system.82 Pinally, he

3 conducted and won the Battle of Britain with the force structure ad

operational concepts for which he was largely responsible -- surely as

5 great a conceptual triumph as the creation of the German panzer force.

On the other hand, even though "strategic" bombing lay at the heart

of its operational concepts, the RAP did surprisingly little to seek

I technological aids to support such an effort. It did virtually nothing

to solve the intractable problems of navigation, night bombing accuracy,

I marking techniques, etc. When asked in the late 1920s how trained

aircrews would find their targets, the future Lord Tedder replied, "*You

tell met"82 Regrettably, most RAP commanders did not face up to this

I problem until 1941 and then only after analysis of mission photography

suggested that Bomber Comand was mostly killing cows.83

3 The Royal Navy enthusiastically (in fact one could say almost too

enthusiastvically) adapted Asdic (Sonar) as the solution to the U-boat

I problem. Developed at the end of World War I, Asdic did in fact allow

g escort vessels to detect and track submarines, Unfortunately, the full

complexities of not only Identifying but also attacking successfully the

3 enemy below did not become clear until one was actively involved In

wartime operational conditions. It is clear that the Navy eagerly

i grasped Asdic technology as its best hope to defeat the submarine threat,

but overconfidence in Asdic's potential and in the Navy's tactics resulted

in an underestimation of the threat. An Admiralty paper of the late

3 1930s claimed that the te hniques of anti-submarine warfare had reached

the point where Britain could *face the future with confidence .... ," and

5 where *it can be stated that in future warfare submarines will have to

face a form of defense which to a large extent [has] robbed them of their
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chief advantage, i.e., their Invisibility."
8 5

On the role of airpower and its technological and operational 1
impact on naval warfare, the Royal Navy's record was less satisfactory. ,

This partially resulted from the fact that it did not finally gain full

control of even Fleet Air Arm from the RAP's tenacious hold until 1937. 1
As a result, the capabilities of British naval aircraft fell considerably

behind those of the Japanese and American navies. Nevertheless, the I
British naval air attack on the Italian Pleet lying in Taranto In 5
November .1940 does suggest an imaginative and innovative use of available

technology. 1

Of the three services, the Army's record was the poorest in

adapting modern technology to the battlefield, British tank development U
in the 1930s lagged behind that of most other nations. The financial 1
stringencies offer a partial explanation, but the Army was not all that

interested in the issue. In addition, the development of technological 3
support for target location and direction of artillery wds less th..n

satisfactory, 86

In general, Britain seriously neqle•zed the support and auxiliatry 5
services before 1939. In the Azm., the existing Territorial Army units

were inadequate to man Britain's anti-aircraft defenses; supply and 1
consczuction services for the field force had many deficiencies; and the

logistical Infra-structure for supporting an Armg in extended operations I
around the world barely existed. The Royal Navy was in better shape,

given Its permanent bases and logistical support structure across the

Empire. It was certainly not, however, prepared to support the fleet In 5
extended operations in the Far Nast which after all was a major corner-

stone of British strategy throuqhout the interwar period. Finally, the 5
RAF was not prepared for world wide operations or even for the extensive I
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E logistical support that a major watrategic" bombing effort would require,

Even In intelligence, the British were underfunded and handicapped

I through to the beginning of the war. 8 7  Nevertheless, the British did

think clearly about many of their future loqistics problems before the

I outbreak of war. By 1942, they were supporting a major ground war In the

Far East, a massive ground, sea, and air battle in the Mediterranean

(both around the Cape of Good Hope), and laying the ground for a massive

air assault on Germany's homeland, Not only was the logistical support

outstanding but the success of intelligence (and not just " Ultra*) was of

U enormous importance to the Anglo-American effort. The British thus

avoided repeating the Aost serious mistakes of the previous war.

The strategic objectives likely to be assigned to the services In

U wartime were so uncertain in the 1930s that It Is hardly surprising that

their operational concepts pro;,ed ineffective or inapplicable. As one

3 prescient observer noted in 1936:

U Here Is of course the salient difference between us and

3 Germany that they know what Army they will use and,

broadly, how they will use It and can thus, prepare .

3 in peace for such an event ... In contrast we do not

even know yet what Army we are to contemplate for

Ipurposes of supply preparation between now and April

U 1939.88

3 As a result, the Army was equipped for Imperial operations In the late

Thirties and prepared neither intellectually nor in terms of its table of

5 organization to meet the German Army on the continent. Nevertheless, In

"February 1939 Chamberlain reversed course and the Army found itself In
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September of that year plunked down in a defensive role on the Franco-

Belgian frontier under a French command structure with which it had no I
dealings until March 1939. Bomber Command's Initial concepts of accurate 3
"Ostrategic* bombing by daylight Immediately proved impractical and It had

to evolve new operational co ncepts by trial and error. Fighter Comnand's 5
operational concepts for home defense were flawed, but its early warning

system did give It great advantage against an attacker who could not

remain long over the target areas and who switched from one target

profile to another. As in 1914 the Royal Navy soon destroyed or

blockadedý Germany's surface ships but the enemy's submarine campaign'

severely stretched Its operational concepts. Moreover, it proved Impos-

sible, as the Chiefs of Staff suggested in the late 1930s, to maintain or 3
even send a great fleet to the Far East at the same time the Royal Navy

was committed to the Mediterranean and to the North Atlantic struggle

against the Germans, The dispatch and destruction of the ftpuusg and the 3
Prince ofWales underline this point. In terms of the submarine campaign

in the North Atlantic, It is not reasonable to expect that the Admiralty

tould have predicted that Germany would control the coasts and bases of'

Europe from the Bay of Biscay to the North Cape. ,

As we have seen earlier In this essay, Britain's foreign and 3
defense policies had almost completely surrendered the initiative to

Germany by 1939. Only at sea was the Royal Navy able at once to go over

to the offensive against a much weaker opponent. .gut even here the

Germans determined when and where the fleets would meet and as their I
Norwegian venture showed this gave them an Important advantage. The RAP -

had placed much reliance upon Bomber Command as an offensive instrement

against military targets within Germany, but the flaws In the operational I

concept (including target location and bombing accuracy) eventually I
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I
3 became apparent.

Only when the enemy became over-extended or took undue risks, did

5 opportunitle, occur to pit operational strengths against enemy weaknesses:

a minor example might be the air battles over Dunkirk and a major example

I was obviously Fighter Command's victory over the Luftwaffe In summer 1940.

It can scarcely be claimed, however, that these successes were the result

of pre-war doctrine. There were several notable successes that directly

j resulted from pro-war operational concepts and training, The attack on

the German destroyers In Narvik early In the Norwegian campaign and the

U handling of the Mediterranean fleet In sumuer and fall 1940 against the

Italians indicated that the Royal Navy's operatlondl training and

concepts allowed the British to place their strengths against enemy

3 weaknesses, The most Interesting case is that of the British victory

over the Italians in the desert at the end of 1940, That triumph

I resulted from the pre-war armored capability developed In Egypt by Percy

U Hobart. His operational conception of a hard hitting, rapid exploitation

armored force was not all that different from that developed by the

I Germans at the end of the 1930s. The problem was that the British Army

In general was unwilling to accept such an approach, By fall 1939 Hobart

I was on his way hume from Egypt In disgrace. The division that he

trained, of course, performed In spectacular fashion against the

I talians. But the attrition of combat steadily erroded its capabilities,

3 I while some of its best commanders such as Brigadier Caunter, largely

responsible for the initial victorles, were shuffled off to backwater

assignments In India. Their replacements from England had no conception

of armored warfare. Consequently, one of the saddest stories of the war

I Is the gradual erosion of the Army's operational conceptions and

I Cdpdbillties in the desert, so that by May 1942 Its defensive approach
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was not all that different from that which the Itallans had possessed In

Noverber 1940. The performance of Bxl. tash armored forces In the first 3
attacks against the IXtallans does suggest what the British might have

achieved with a more serious effort. It certalnly indicates that the I
lack of resources In the 1930s Is not the only explanation for I
operational and tactical weaknesses. I

I
I
I

I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
One truism with which historians love to berate military Institu-

I tions Is the argument that the Colonel Blimps consistently prepare for

I the last war. This is net the case with British military institutions In

the Interwar period. In fact, one could argue that the British would

I have performed far b on the battlefields of World War II hid they

ruthlessly prepared to fight the LA.!J war. It is worth, therefore,

I asking what kind of war the British military services were fighting In

I 1918 and how they responded to the tactical and operational problems that

they faced. By November 1918, after the hard defeats occasioned by

I Ludendorff's "Michael" offensive, the BrIt'ish Army had essentially 0opled

the Go.rman tactical conception of defense In depth, As the offu.:nsi y•s

I launched in 1918 (beginning with the August 8th attack and crowned by the

breakthrough of the Hindenburg line) Indicate, British tactical concep

tions on the attack were not far behind those of the Germans In exploita-

I tion, speed, flexibility, the coordination of arms, and particularly in

the use of tanks. it Is worth underlining the fact that the German

I panzer victories of 1939-1941 rested almost entirelu on the exploitation

doctrine of 1918 German Infantry tactics and their gradual extension

throughout their Army In the interwar period.89 In the air In 19Z8,

U the RAF fought and won the battle to win general air superiority over the

Western Front. Its performance rested not only on tha skill of Its

I pilots and the technological capabilities of its aircraft, but dlso on

the massive outpouring of British Industry. Moreover, the RAP hadI
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developed tactical capabilities that allowed It to render significant

contribution to the ground battle. In the naval war by swm'ner 2918,

whatever its initial reluctance might have been. to introduce the convoy 3
system, the Royal NaVy had fully mastered the German U-boat threat.

ThroL gh the use of extensive convoys, Intelligence Information gained by 3
91

the decodes of U-boat traffic, and the extensive use of aircraft,

including some equipped with searchlights for night operations over I
convoys In home waters,9 2  the British had devised a tactical and 3
operational system that had robbed the U-boat of Its early war

successes. In all three areas, then, the tactical problems that the 3
Br.itlsh had, for the most part, successfully addressed by 1918 were

precisely the same tactical problems (admittedly In slightly altered I
form) that they would face at the outbreak of the Second World War. An 3
examination of the tactical developments in the Interwar period,

unfortunately, suggests that the British did anything but build on the 3
lessons of the last war. rn fact, the whole sorry story of the interwar

period suggests that British military institutions, like British society I
Jn general, made every effort to escape the realities of the last war and

to forget the hard lessons of that conflict. The s tory of the Brigadier

who exclalined at the end of the war that at last "now we can get back to

the real business of soldlering" may be apocryphal, but It surely repro-

sents a mentality all too prevalent. 3
For the Royal Navy, World War I had been anything but successful. 3

For aw officer corps brought up on the triumphs of Nelson and Howe,

Jutland, even though a strategic victory, had been a considerable opera.-

tional and tactical disappointment (especially considering the Royal

Navy's expectations). And in the Interwar period It was to Jutland, and 3
not to the long hard defense of the trade routes against submarines In
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I
I the 2917-1918 period, that the Royal Navy looked. The emphasis on

flexibility, initiative, and aggressive battle leadership between the

wars went far towards correcting the deficiencies that had appearý-,,d at

Jutland. The training and tactical effectiveness of fleet units was

I high: certainly the performance of the Royal Navy's destroyers at

i Narvik, victory over Italian fleet units In the battles of Calabria and

Cape Matapan, and the sinking of the Italian battleships at Taranto

-I suggests a higher standard In the Navy in 1939-1940 than was the case

with the other services. Certainly, the leadership of admirals 1.ke

I Cunningham, Mountbatten, and Vian was very high.

There were, however, serious problems, The conflict with the RAP

exacerbated the underestimation of the menace of land based air to fleet

I units. The First Lord of the Admiralty, in fact, introduced the 1937

naval estimates by arguing that anti-aircraft guna had made the fleet the

I most costly target enemy aircraft could select. 93 The RAF's strangle.

hold over the Fleet Air Arm through 1937 substantially retarded the

development of naval alrpower. The raid on Taranto Indicates that In the

3 operational and tactical uses of naval air power, the British were not

far behind the Japanese and American navies. The equipment used,

3 however, the Swordfish bi-pLane, underlines how deeply inter-service

squabbles had retarded the capabilities of British naval aIrpower.

It was in its preparation to meet the submarine threat that the

"' I Royal Navy is most open to criticism. There were, of course, mitigating

circumstances, It was difficult to estimate how effective Asdic would be

I in nmsterlng the submarine. And, no one could have foreseen that

Germany's submarine force would utilize bases ranging from southern

FI rance to the North Cape. Moreover, the squabbles between the RAP and

the Navy Impinged on the development of effective anti..submarine tactics.
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The RAP demanded control of all land based air for itJelf; however, Its

love affair with "strategic" bombing, prevented it from devoting U
resources to the air defense of convoys against submarine attack. Not 3
until 1936 did the RAP establish Coastal Comnand as an Independent force,

and that command remained a poor relation within the RAP until well into 5
.94

World War It, This factor clearly affected the vulnerability of

Britain's trade routes, for It Is worth underlining that by the end of I
World War I not only the importance but also the tactics of air support 5
for the defense of convoys were clear. As the Air Historical Branch

official historian notes:

The conclusion of the Naval Staff in 1918 on the correct I
usage of air escort was that 'a single escorting machine

should keep close to the convoy as, for for fear of

being betrayed by the track of their torpedoes, the 3
U-boat commanders refral n from attack on convoys with

aerial escort.' The ideal was that a convoy should be I
escorted by at least two aircraft, one keeping close and 5
one cruising wide to prevent a submarine on the surface

from getting In a position to attack. The rear of the 3
convoy should not be omitted, for a submarine may be

following on the chance of getting in an attack after I
dark. 

9 5

But when all Is said and done, the Royal Navy did underestimate the 5
threat. The result led to too few resources and a slackness in tactical

preparations. Most testr of anti-submarine tactics between the war took 3
place In daytime, during periods of good weather, in limited locations,
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and for only short periods of time. 96Moreover, naval exercises dealt

almost exclusively with the protection of a high speed battlefleet and

not with the problems involved In protecting slow moving convoys.97

Some pre-war optimism on the U-.boar threat resulted from the mistaken

5 belief that Germran submarines would attack while submerged. A close look

at emerging U.-boat tactics at the end of World Wax X would have indicated

that the Germans would make coordinated night-tIme surface attacks.9 8

Finally, the Admiralty compounded tactical weaknesses by basing Its

estimate of escort requirements on the size of enemy submarine fleets

rather than on the number of escort vessels needed to protect British

shipping.9 9

I- On the whole, the Royal Navy did the best Job of the three services

_ In preparing its tactical approach for war. Admittedly, it underestl-

mated the alrcra. t and submarine threat, but then so did virtually every

D other Navy. I't did provide its officer corps with a sense of flexib.l-

I It , drive,, i.-Isk taking, and adaptability. And those qualities,

particularly the ;ratter one of adaptability, enabled It to play th__

I. crucial role in winning the Battle of the AtlantiC.

The A.F's performance In the Interwar years was less satisfactory.

Even In dir defense, serious problems evmerged. Fighter Conunand, as

suggested above, did an excellent Job of working out the operational

I problems of coordinating Its radar system with the sJngle-.en.lne fighter

force. On the problems involved in air-to-air tactics, its solutions

were less satisfactory. Its fighter pilots flew In close formation vics

1 rather than In the looser finge.r...four formation adopted by the Germans on

the basis oC experience In the Spanish civil War. Not until It had run

I into the buzz-saw of German 111 109 fighters did the PAF adapt -- at

considerable cost to It.elf. rf FIghter Command had problems with its
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tactical approach to air-to-air combat, it possessed a better conception

of air tactics than did many within the Air Ministry. Sir John Slessor, 3
the Air Staff's chief planner in the late 1930s, suggested In 1936 that 3
the RAP needed only a few single-seat fighters for air defense since a

two-seat fighter offered better prospects. 10 0  As late as 1938 the Air 5
Staff argued vigozously for a two-seat fighter (the ill-fated, disastrous

Soul ton Paul "Defiant*) over the *Spitfire" and "Hurricane." 1 memoran- 3
dum generated in spring 1938 suggested:

The speed of modern bombers is so great that it is only 3
worthwhile to attack them irnder condItIons which allow

no relative motion between the fighter and its target. 3
The fixed-gun fighter with guns firing ahead can only

realize these conditions by attacking the bomber from I
dead astern. The duties of a fighter engaged In "air

superiority' fighting will be the destruction of'

opposing fighters ... . For the purpose, It requires in

armament that can be used defensively as well as

offensively, In order to enable It to penetrate into I
enemy territory and withdraw at will. The fixed- gun

flghter can not do this.1 0 1

I
Dowding's spirited obJections, however, kept such unrealistic thinking

from Influencing either Fighter Command's tactical approach or procure- I
102

ment program. 1

The difficulties involved in hitting a target accurately from the

air had emerged by the end of World War I. In September 1917, Lt. Cmdr, U
Lord Tivert-n of the Royal Naval Air Service reported to the Air Board I
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I
that "experience has shown that it Is quite easy for five squadrons to

set out to bomb a particular target and for only one of those five ever

to reach the objective; while the other four, In the honest belief that

they have done so, have bombed four different villages which bore little,

103I if any, resemblance to the one they desired to attack.* By the late

1930s, there was little In RAP tests to suggest that it had mastered

U either the navigational problems or the issue of hitting the target

5 effectively once aircraft had arrived. A 1937 experiment underlined the

extent of the accuracy problem. The RAP placed 30 obsolete aircraft

within the circumference of a circle possessing a 1,000 yard diameter,

Por one week, Bomber Command attacked the stationary aircraft from high

E and low level. At the test's completion, the effort had destroyed only 2

UI aircraft, had damaged 11 beyond repair, had left 6 damaged but reparable,

and had missed 11 entirely.1 0 4

These difficulties in findinq and hitting targets whether by day or

night plagued British airmen throughout World War II despite the Inmn.=ns

I resources that were available to solve the problem. It Is not surprising

thun-, given limited resources, that the technological and tactical
Iq

solutions relndlned beyond the capabilities of the Interwar RAP'. What,

3 however, Is less excusable was the fact that many on the Air Staff and

Bomber Comnmand never recognized the existence of a serious problem.

I Admittedly some did recognize the problem. In May 1938, the Assistant

I Chief of the Air Staff admitted that:

3 It remainz true, however, that In the horr.. defense

exercise last year, bombing accuracy was very poor

i ndeed. Investigatlon into this matter indicates that

this was probably due to [the] failure to identify
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targets rather tharn the fatigue. 105

The general belief, however, was that in a future war the RAF would find 3
and hit Its targets with relative impunity.

The inaccuracy of Bomber Command had obvious implications for the 3
RAP's ability to support the Army. Given the love affair with

"Ostrategicm bombing, the RAP had little desire to help the Army with 3
close air support missions, An Air Staff memorandum of November 2939 3
sums up twenty years of rigid refusal to prepare to support the Army.

I
Briefly the Air Staff view -- which Is based on a close

study of the subject over many years -- is as follows: I
The true function of bomber aircraft in support of the 3
Army Is to isolate the battlefield from reinforcement

and supply, to block or delay the movement of reserves, 3
and generally to create disorganizatiun and ,.onfusion

behind the enemy front ... . But neither In attack nor I
In defense should bombers be used on the battlefield

Itself, save In exceptional circumstances ... . All

experience of war 'roves that such action is not only 3
very costly in casualties but is normally uneconomical

and ineffective compared with the results of the correct I
employment by aircraft on the lines above. 106

The above Is Indeed A surprising document when one considers that the 3
Polish campaign had Just ended. The result was that the tactics of close

air support had to be worked out on the battlefields of North Africa 3
at considerable cost to Army and RAP alike.
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I
In short., the myopia of the Air Staff hindered the development of a

broadly based conception of aIrpower and the capability to render

I inter-service support to the Army and the Royal Navy. Admittedly,

Trenchard's devotion to his service and his advocacy of airpower saved

the RAP as an independent service. But too many of those In the higher

positions of the Air Staff allowed doctrine to become dogma and failed to

examine the difficulties that had emerged even in peacetime flying.

Air forces picture themselves as possessing an inherent flexibility

and capacity to Inflict surprise attacks on their opponents. What they

I have been less willing to recognize are the inherent disadvtfntages of

aIrpower: its dependency on fixed, vulnerable air bases, the necessity of

favorable weather conditions, the difficulties involved in Identifying

3 and hitting targets in unfavorable circumstances, and finally the vulner-

ability of aircraft to enemy counter-action. It is not surprising, and

3 perhaps more excusable, that the RAP should have possessed a

Wel•fnsc.h.uuýn similar to that po.ssessed by even air forces today,

but the weaknesses In tactical preparation before the war to meet combat

I demands placed the RAF in a position from which It could not take

advantage of aIrpower's "inherent" flexibility.

3 The British Army during the Interwar period provides the widest

disparlty in terms of adaptation and preparation for war in the modern

I world. The most obvious explanation was the desire of not only British

society but also the Army's officer corps to escape the last war's

horrors. This was undoubtedly a part of the problem, but other factors

3 were also at work. As the years passed., more and more of the officer

corps conslsted of officers who had Do battle experience -- a phenomena

I that obviously takes place In all armies.108 Consequently, unless an

Army possesses mechanisms to insure that those at- the sharp end, the
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combat arms, receive realistic training In peacetime based on a doctrine

that grasps the fundamental complexities of combat, It will gradually

lose contact with the hard lessons learned on the battlefields of the

last war, The German Army between the wars obviously possessed such a I
mechanism, one that insured that the lessons of the last war were realls-

tically incorporated Into but., ,loctrIne and hard, realistic training,

That mechanism was the general staff. 3
In the British Army, there was no such mechanism. The Army had no

general staff as was the case with the Germans, There were some British 3
officers, of course, who fully grasped what Vie armies were dahng

tactically at the end of World War r. Liddell Hart, working in the ,parly

post-war period as a junior officer for General Sir Xvor 1laxse, fuli'q

understood the principles behind the operational experience of 1918. En

his early work on Infantry tactics, he sought simplicity in the hope that 3
NCos and soldiers as well as officers could grasp these principles to the

point that they could react automatically in battle. The crux of the I
matter, however, was not how intelligently individuals within the Army

devised solutions to the tactical problems of World War I, but rather how

deeply and thoroughly such conceptions reached throughout the Army, As

Liddell Hart's boss, Maxse, noted on Lidell Hart's 'ten commandments' for

infantry tactics in 1919: t

The above reply to your letter is easy. What is

difficult, and will require ten years of strenuous

endeavor, will be to get the doctrine understood,

adopted and actually practiced over a scattered Empire I
like ours Iit is a big training task --- and implies a

mental effort on the part of a number of officers who I1
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I dislike thinking. But we can do much to start on good

S 109l ines. 0

Unfortunately most of the senior leadership had little of Maxse'a

interest In the tactical or training lessons of the last war. Not until

U 2932 did the Army establish a comwittee to study the war's lessons --

much too late to have a significant impact on either doctrine or

I training, 110

Consequently, without a central direction to Army doctrine and

I training, approaches within the Army varied widely from unit to unit. In111
some areas, particularly with regards to the Royal artillery, the

lessons of the last war remained much at hand in interwar training and a

I real doctrine existed. Most regiments, however, did not achieve a

realistic level of training, nor did they possess a common doctrine, The

I approach of doctrine and training remained thoroughly Idiosyncratic

driven by Individuals rdther than a coherent, well thought out program, 12

One of the great strengths of the British Army In the Interwar

5 period was Its regimental system. That system provided for intense unit

loyalty, strong unit cohesion, and a tradition of military accomplish-

3 ments -- all of which are Important contributors to effectiveness on the

battlefield. The British soldier, in most cases, remained a dogged and

I tenacious combatant on the modern battlefield with a firm sense of

I loyalty to his comrades and to his unit. The problem was that the

regimental system also engendered a "we-they" syndrome. Thus, It proved

impossible to inculcate a standard doctrinal approach to training

throughout the Army. It also made It difficult to achieve close coopera-

tison between the arms at the tactical level. There were those within the

services and outside who argued for a close integration of arms. Liddell
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I
Hart and JF.C. Fuller both strongly supported such an approach as did

the Interwar manuals. 1 13  Unfortunately there Is little sign that the

Army exercised itself to achieve such a close integration of combat

arms. 1U4

The regimental system with Its emphasis on sociability and

conformity also impeded the development of professional thought. Writlng

In 1932, Geovge Lindsay, by then a brigadier, suggested:

The day is past when It suffices for an officer to be a I
good regimental officer, a good sportsman, and a

practical soldier; the value of these qualities good as

they are, will be negligible in the next war unless

combined wth a degree of knowledge hitherto considered

unnecessary. Such knowledge is not to be plo)ed up

casually by virtue or ordinary military routine, hunting

or playing gdmes; it requires properly organizeed

instruction by competent teachers, such as cannot, in my

opinion, be given by Infantry battalions as now

organized in 'penny packets. 2115

Finally, the regimental system impeded expansion of the armored and I
mechanized forces in the late 1930s. Rather than expand the Royal Tank

Regimwnt which had carried out the basic development work on armored

warfare, the War Office ordered the cavalry regiments to give up their

horses for mechanized weapons o1 which they had not the slightest

technical conception. The official explanation was that "the present I
[1937J would be a most unfortunate moment to disturb an organization 3
which has valuable tradJtions and has survived the lean years through

I
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Which It has passed since the war.* 116 The CXGS at the time, Lord

Gort, was blunter when he admitted to Liddell Hart that "wo mustn't, upset

I the people In the clubs byl moving too fast - .117

rf there was little conception of Inter-combat arms cooperation,

I there was virtually no prepara2on in the Army to integrate the other

services Into tactical doctrine, The Army was scarcely more interested

In close air support than w,:is the RAP. Significantly, the War Office's

28-page booklet, 'Notes on Lessons of the Great War,' (not published

until 1934), contained only one anodyne sentence on the subject of close

I air support: "The addition of low flying assault fighters as maintained

by some foreign countries Is also worthy of consideration.*'18

The notion cf seeking surprise and gaining the initiative was

I featured in much of the writings of the British reformers. Both Puller

and Liddell Hart placed such conceptions at the heart of their argument

for creating an armored mechanized force. Such a force, they argued,

with Its emphasis on sarprIse and mobility would be a signlfca',t step

towards the prevention of another tactical stalemate. hiddell HArt's

writings, In particular emphasized surprise as well as the exploitation

of any breakthrough by deep penetrating armored forces. Such

arguments by an outsider struck a responsive chord within a portion of

the officer corps, The experimental maneuvers with armored forces and

I the work of those like Hobart, Broad, Lindsay, and Pile made major

U contributions to working out the problems involved in applying theories

to the battlefield. When he commanded a brigade In Egypt In the early

I 1930b, Pile practiced a night crossing of the Suez Canal to illustrate

the value of surprise. Wavell and Montgomery were also similarly

I Interested In emphasizIng surprise in the Army's tActical approach to

war. The most interesting case Is that of Percy Hobart who in training
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the 7th Armored Division In Egypt during the 1938-1939 period insured

that the key principles on which the division's training was established

were tactical surprise and rapid exploitation.12 0

In general, however, the Army only paid lip service to surprise.

Hobart soon found himself shuffled off to retirement and service In 1940

as a corporal in the Home Guard. The Army's leaders and the War Office

remwined cautious and conservative In their outlook, in 1938 the Chiefs

of Staff (reflecting undoubtedly the Army's point of view) commented that

a German advance through the Low Countries "despite mechanized forces,

would be considerably slower than in the last war,' 1

In a direct sense the Army's abil.21 to support tactical

conceptions rested on weak foundations. From anti-tank guns,- to tanks,

to the logistic base, the government's unwillingness to prepare the Army

for war until March 1939 shackled British tactical capabilities

throughout World War II. Zn June 1939, Laurence Carr, Director of Staff

Dutis at the War Office, yraphically described the difficu.Zl:es

resuPetng from the government's tardy awakening.

The main difficulty has been the graduil broadening of

the basis of calculation, If only it h.d been possible

to go large from the start, all would have been well

now. You will recall that in April 1938 we received a

charter to prepare for a F.P. [Field Force] of 4 divs

and a mobile dlv to be rearmed for a war In the Middle

East, the rearmament to spread over 5 years. The TA.

(Territorial Army] did not come in except for the

necessity of providing them with a bare minimum training

equipment. With this mill stone of 5 years in which to

- -- • : "• --- - - ! N l i~ma~a -•I
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rearm the provisions department could not develop a very

large Increase in armament fActories. As the basis off

our readiness for war had been progressively increased,

the original 1]qyout has proved quite inadequate, For

1 heavy armaments like Cruiser and 'r' [Infantry] Tanks

and medium guns no new factozy can start production in

much under a year. Zn Out 1938 our charter was changed

to a continental war with a second Mobile DIv and 4 T.A.

divs addod to the FPA. [Field Army], we worked out all

requirements for this, and the provisions departments

had just gotten under weigh [(t. as to how the

Iaddi tional equipment might be produced. Then in

Pebruary 1939 the Cabinet In order to savo money reduced

the rate of dispatch of the above mentioned FP, knowing

thdt by so doing there would not be so many reserves to

be hold In peace, This meant, another reevaluation, At

the end of Marach 1939 the PM. (Prime Minister) suddenly

announced the scheme of doubling the T.A. ... and at the

same time stated that the necessary equipment and war

3poLential for the 32 dive regular and TA. would be

provi ded . . This has meant a completei new conspectus

involving a mass of work ... . You will rr'alize the

vast increase of all types of equipment (both unit and

res&exve) required to meet this charter -.. Even now

working nighl- shifts the f*ctorles c-an only make minor

Improven~nts on our output. So new factorles have to be

I found and we know that roughly speaking they will

produce nothing for a year.122
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Zn the light of the government's belated acceptance of a continental

commitmentit It is not surprisiny that the Army was badly equipped to face 3
the Germans. "It must be said to our shame," Montqonery records In his

Memoirs, "that we sent our Army into that most modern war with weapons I
and equipment wh.lch were quite Inadequate."12 3  The real question is

not so much the inadequacies of British equipment to support the Army's

tactical approach in the early part of the war but rather its failure to

catch up to the German lead throughout the whole war.

Given the Army's weaknesses, it was simply impossible to avoid I
placing British weaknesses against Germa) strength In the early part uf

the war, Thc result was the wreckage of burnt out British tanks and dead

soldiers spread from Norway, to Prance, to Greece, and to North Africa 3
from 1940 to 1942. At least the Royal Navy and the RAP faced similar

weaknesses on the other side of the hill to their own flawed tactlcal

forces. The number of German U-boats was miniscule, and their numbers

would grow only slowly. Given the relative newness of airpower, both the U
RPF and the Li9a~f e. held forcis with flawed tavtlcal conceptiona. The

RAP tn many ways adapted faster than its contine*ntal opponent and

whatever the difficulties of the first a.Ur battles the RAP was rarely In I

a position of placing weakness against strenqth.

I
I
I

I-
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I
I
I eUCnclusi1on

This summary treatment of the British services between the two

wor.ld wars is bound to appear unduly critical in that their "effective-

-I hess" is inevitably related to their performance In the Second world

War. Given that successive governments were overwhelmingly concerned to

I avoid war and gave domestic problems priority until the last possible

moment, the armed forces were bound to emerge badly in comparlson with

"I the militaristic and aggressive nations like Germany and Japan, As we

3 have seen, the "Ten Year Rule" actually discouraged the services from

preparing for war, and foe many years after its cancellation reasonable

requests for Increased expenditure were rejected or reduced. Service

leaders held ,ow Illusions about the unpreparedness of' their torc:o.-li id

ferverently endorsed the Government's policy of buying time by appeasing

potential enemies. In political discussions much play was made wit:h the

notion that the Services, particularly the Navy and the Air Force, were

3 being rearmed as 'deterrents' to would-be aggressors. The concept,

however, was completely lacking of the sophistication it acquired after

I 1945, and no attempt was made to check whether in fact 'deterrence' was

"havinq the desired effect. Events were to show that Germany and Japan

were not deterred but, Ironloia.ly, BritaJn was herself deterred from an

all-out bonbijng offensive for fear of' German retaliation, Moreover, In

some Import:,rnt respects, the quest for 'deterrence' actually hindered the

I services' (and espec'lally the RAF's) preparation for war.
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I
It Is perhaps worth adding that British tradition, manifest In the

Services as well as in many aspects of civilian life, set more store on 3
Improvisation and 'muddling through' than on what was regarded as the

Teutonic obsession with 'efficiency..' Faultless drill, beautifully I
groomed horses, and polished metalwork might well be rated above accurate

shooting or proficiency on maneuvers, 24  It would, however, be a

mistake to assume that battalions who prided themselves on sporting

prowess or 'spit and polish' necessarily performed badly in combat.

Furthermore, Britain's strong points In preparing for 'total war' I
lie in a certain sense on the margin of pure military effectiveness, For

example, the British had evolved an excellent committee system for the

analysis of strategic issues and for civil-military cooperation which

stood the test of war and provided a foundation for Anglo-American

cooperation, Britain's record of technological invention was also I
impressive and If some weapons systems (e.g., the tank) were not intelli 3
gently exploited, others (eg.,, modern fighters In conjunctlr)n with ra•dar

and radio communications) were rapidly developed and were nut equally

emulated by aermany. FInally, though little was actually done before the

outbreak of war, peacetime planning for the near-total mobilization of I
manpower and resources was far advanced., 2 These broader aspects of I

efficiency in war-making have to be set against the services' tactical,

strategic, and structural shortcomings on which this paper has laid such

heavy emphasis, I
I
I
I
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TH;1 ZJTRJWAR PERZOD

Carl Boyd
Old Doainion UnIversIty

I
- - I ~Zntrazdug:japo7

I
F.rom the Meiji Restoration In 1868 to 1945, the Japanese armed

' services provided the foundation for plans to Identify, protect,

i modernize, and expand Japan's national Intrerests. By the end of the

Pirst World War Japan was rec(VgnIzed as one of the great powers. At the

S same time the East: Asian newcomer started to face its severest test -- a

struggle of traditional national and cultural values against the modern

I challenges and opportunities as a new member of the Inteznational

community of first class powers. Political, economic, and military powea

rested at the heart of Japan's new-found position on the International

I scene, but It was also painfully evident to the Japanese that they were

not recognized as an equal by the great powers, particularly by the

I United States.

At the Versailles Peace Conference In 1919 Japan proposed the

acceptance in the preamble of the Covenant of the League of Nations of a

general principle recognizing racial equal.ty: signatories were to

I
I
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accord to all alien nationals equal and just treatment in every respect

while making no distinction on account of their race or nationality, 1
.1Ithough 11 out of 17 votes in the League Commisslon were recorded in g
favor of the Japanese amendment, U.S. President Woodrow Wilson, as chair-

man of the commission and with the support of the British and Australians,

declared It lost, under the unanimity principle. On the other hand,

through the insistent demand of Wilson, the Monroe Doctrine reservation 1
.1

was inserted in the Covenant of' the League of Nations. Yet recogni-

tion of Japanese regional ambitions and rights on the east coast of the

Asian continent was not included In the great charter. Indeed, In an

awkward showdown the Japanese delegation was obligated to give personal

assurances at the Versailles Peace Conference that Japan's armed forces 3
would withdraw from the Chinese province of Shantung. Slowly and

reluctantly the Japanese complied, but only after Western insistence at

the Washington Conference of 1921-1922. Many Japanese viewed that

disparity with much mistrust at the outset of the Interwar years,

Japan faced two possible courses of action. It could stand up for

Justice and equal treatment as a new nation-state among first class

powers, in spite of the fact that the International commtuni was 1
dominated by Anglo-Saxon Interests and by American wealth. Such a course

of action would implicitly require Japan to sacrifice Its longstanding

special interests in China. Conversely, Japan could adhere to its

traditional and narrowly conceived nineteenth century principles at power

and very cautiously follow a more independent course of action as a rival I
of the other great powers. For either course of action, however, the

effectiveness of Japanese armed services at the poli tical, strategic,

operational, and tactical levels would be of dire importance to the

welfare of that new nation-state and its people.

I
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Zn the turbulent times and changing international conditions

S1 between the world wars, Japan's armed services at first sought to retain

BI and then to elaborate upon their historical role In Japanese society.

Tradition- ally they enjoyed legal Independence and the ability to coerce

I cabinets, but in the Interwar period until the early 1930s the armed

services were obligated to seek informal coalitions or working agreements

I with career civilian bureaucrats. 2

I was not unusudl for the military, particularly the Army, to

Initiate military operations that, In turn,, had the potential to

I Influence the strategy of the armed forces and the political policy of

the government. A case In point was the military's interventionist:

activities in Siberia starting In 2928, The Japanese government agreed

1 origInally to participate In an allied expedition of modest proportions,

but the Japanese military and the expansionists seized the occasion for

S rapid escalation of military operations by trying to rally anti "Bolshevik

forces and to keep the Bolsheviks from capturing Important mat~riel

3 intended earlier for the Czarist government. Well over three divisions

of the Japanese Army were stationed deep In Siberia as far west as Lake

Baykal, some 1,500 miles from the Sea of Japan. But the excess of the

operation became a source of embarraosment for the government, therefore,

the military involv# -mnt In the government's foreign policy had to be

S curtailed. As a result of negotiations during the Washington Conference,

the Japanese were obliget ted to wi thdraw their troops from eastern

Siberia. And In a eparate avreement with the Soviet Union In 19;5,

Japan agreed to withdr,,w occupation troops from northern Sakhalin In

return for various Soviet comnmercial concessions. Tho same year, 1925,

E 1 diplomatic relations were established between Moscow and Tokyo. By then

military interventionist actIvities In Russia were severely criticized In
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Japan's parliament, the Imperial Diet, for the announced aim of the

expedition had been fulfilled somewhat earlier.

Similar criticism centered on the Shantung expedition from 1927 to

1928. 3 'orelgn linister KJlir6 Shidehara assumed offic. In 1924 with a

new policy: disengagement In China. Thereafter, he retained that

pm-tfollo In several additional cabinets In the 2920s until shortly after

the Mukden Incident in 1931. It Is not surprising, therefore, that when

a new policy of unilateral action in Shantung advocated by General Giclh

Tanaka, prime minister and foreign minister from April 1927 to July 1929, i
failed and his cabinet fell, Shidehara, again foreign minister, claimed

that the use of force was a discredited policy. It had caujed dn

extinsive anti -Japanese movement in China and severely danafqed

Sino-Japanese relations. Thus, It seemed prudent for the military to

exercise a certain amount of circumspect.on until I t:s aL , to co.co I
cabinets became more substantial In the 1930s. 1

Leaders in the Japanese Kwantuag army buldiy seized the Initiative

cn September 1931, They Llew up a section of the Japanese-controlled 5
South Manchurian railway Just north of Mukden, blamed the explosloij on

the Chinese, and thereby justified swift Japanese military occupation of

most of tanchurla. After the military's aggressivenetis in the Mukden 5
Incident, however, politlcal values of expansionism and national prestige

Increasingly took precedence over economic values and diplomacy In the

process of foreign policy decisi on-making. A new approach to

International affairs, known as the K5d6 or Imperial Way policy, Included 1

the acceptance of the use of military forcr- In ImplImentl i;g Japan' s

foreign policy. IMperlal Way thlnking was at first supported by the

right wing and the military, but gradually It gained influence In other

groups, par ticularly many foreign servJce officers who wore led b!j Toshio U
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Shiratori, later named ambassador to Fascist IXtalV. 4 Thus, dramatic

military activity seemed to be effective and, Lherefore, many highly

right wing, nationalistic Japanese saw it as viable substitute for the

Scivilian government's weak-kneed policy towards China. Noreover, military

values were widely shared by the civilian population and the elites.

Prom the beginning of Zmperial Way policy In the early 2930s and

the formulatlon of military strategic objectives of eliminating Western

Anfluence In Asia, there was not much concern over the question whether

It was -z-Itcable for Japan to do so at all. Only In a secondary

fashion did advocates of the Imperial Way consider the question of what,

reaction might be expected from Western nations or what means the

Japanese had available for carrying out such expansionist policies. Too

often the legitimacy and reasonableness of these goals for foreIgn

policy, a leading Japanese scholar has written, "were assumed to have

existed throughout the long history of the Japanese nation, and so were

to be realized regardlens of the sacrifices."5

Modern readers may well marvel at Japan's folly, for such a course

lel to the attack on Pearl Harbor and a suicidal war against the ADB

(American-Dutch-British CommonwPalth) coalition. The end came with the

Carthaginian ruin of the Japanese nation in August 1945. But the

professional myopla of most Japanese militart leaders in the 1930s, and

of many political leaders as well, was total, and their persuasiveness in

tallorijig •j1icy Lo fit their own views sealed Japan's destiny.

I
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I
The best Illuxtration of Japanese military organ.zations securing

for themselves a regular share of the national budget is the case of th I
Army. Army elites maneuvered with much political adroitness toI3

strengthen the Army during the burst of post First world War democratic

sentiment. Conditions were facilitated by the ascendancy of Japanese 5
political parties, lucrative internt•Iona.7 trade, and world prosperity.

Zn the early 1920s most armed services In the world were losing ground 3
within the structure of their respective governments. Zn the atmosphere £
of a broad Japanese retrenchment program that out the civil bureaucracy

by 20,000 men, War Minister Kazushlge Ugaki felt obligated, if reluctant, 3
to agree to cut four divisions out of the Army. Bitter Army protescs

were to no avail at the time. Indeed, total military expenses, which had 5,
comprised up to forty-two percent of the national budget during the

Siberian Intervention, were pared to twenty-ninepercent by 1925 and to

twenty-eight percent in 1927. The standing Army from 1924 to 1932 was 3
6

only seventeen divisions, or about 250,000 men. But the Army did not

suffer in proportion to its small share of the national budget 3
But the czedibility of the Army and the high regard In which the

military profession was traditionally held In Japanese society enabled it

to mit.igate the impact of flnancial restrictions. The Army effectIvely 1
presented arguments to the political leadership that money saved by

reducing its size should go Into sorely needed mechanizati on and

modernization programs. Civilian cabinet ministers could not deny Army i
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avsessments that Lhe more highly Industrialized Western societies,

i potential adversaries of Japanese Interests In East Asia, also had more

I modern land forces. Japanese military professionals were regarded as the

best judges of the nature and capability of foreign irmles, for the fate

3 of China was an ever-present warning of forelr'n menace and the price

another East Aslan society paid for military weakness. Historically the

Japanese Army had aerved well the needs of the new Japanese nation-state,

3 and conventional wi3sdom dictated that the Japanese Army's equipment must

not remain antiquated by Western standards.

In the aftermath of the First World War the Japanese Navy was

subject to the same budget restraints as the Army. Japan scrapped ten

I ships (nearly 164,000 tons) as a result of accepting the third position,

U after Great Britain and the United States, In the 5,5:3 capital ship

ratio negotiatod at the Washington conference, 1921-1922. The conference

' illustrated the Navy's polItical effectiveness when cooperation with the

Western democratic nations was a chief feature of the government's

i Eoreign pollcy. Navy Minister Admiral Tomosabur6 Katrc arqued effectively

before the budget committee of the House of Peers that the American

agreement to halt expansion of Philippine defenses enabled Japan to

I accept the terms of the Naval Limitation Treaty. HJis professional advice

was highly regarded, Furtoaermore, that KatSs work and attitude on

I reduced defense expenditures was generally approved In Japan was attested

i to by hie elevation to prime m.inister in June 1922. He then also

continued to serve as Navy minister, until May 1923.

j The Japanese Navy, like the Army In the early 1920,,, telt that It

was politically exped.ient to acce-t a reduction In .nize; moreover, the

3 Navy realized It was necessary to forqo certain shipbuilding programs,

Nevertheless, Navy professional efficiency was not to be sacrificed .In
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spite of reduced defense expenditures. The Navy effectively argued that

successful technological Innovations seen in the First world War must be 5
studied, refined, and Incorporated, particularly in the air and submarine

branches of the Imperial Mavy. Sufficient funding of these now programs

was essential to the Navy's defense of the ndtion, and civil ministers 1
would dismiss the arguments of the admirals at their own peril and that

of the nation. 1

It was clear that the Navy had played an Important role in the rise

of Japan, as evidenced by Its victories over the Chinese in the Battles

of the Yalu (1894) and Weihaiwei (1895) and over the Russians, especially

in the Battle of Tsushima (1905). Japanese gunnery and seamanship,

proved superior to that of the enemy -- the historical lesson of the 3
importance of quality in the fleet was not wasted on civil ministers when a
they considered the professional advice of Japanese admirals early in the

1920s. Size of the fleet was not always crucial, but Its quality, at a

time when foreign navies were benefiting from technological Innovations,

was of utmost importance, Thus, no civil minister In the 1920s could 5
turn down relatively modest naval estimates for upgrading existing naval

forces when in the spirit of cooperation with the government's foreign I
polic the Navy had sacrIficed larger and more expensive projects. 5

The Washington Treaty saved the Japanese government enormous

expenditures for defense, and for ten years military costs and national

benefits were proportional. Japan was working toward a so-called

eight-eight program, the object of which was to build a capital fleet of 1

eight battleships and eight battle cruisers, all of modern type. A large 5
number of ancillary craft was to complement the sixteen leviathans. Xn

addit.on to scrapping ten shIps, under the terms of the Washington Treaty 3
the Japanese agreed to scrap six post-Jutland capital ships then under 1
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construction and to cancel eight more not yet laid down. Japanese

economists estimated that completion after 1922 of an enlarged building

5•. program started late In the Pirst World Mar would coat an additional

660,000,000 Ven. That estimate was made without counting maintenance

3 charges, Simultaneously, Japan was engaged In far-reaching plans for the

modernization of such dockyards as those at Yokosuka, Kure, and Sasebo as

(I well as the creation of a large Infrastructure of Insular bases, Costs

were eat limted to be at least 120,000,000 Ven. Moreover, It would have

been necessary to expand the arsenals, training depots, and other shore

installations gArl yes 1L with the growth of the fleet. Wlhen the fleet

planned originally reached its full strength In the latter 1920s, It

could have been maintained only by arduous effort and an expenditure

disproportionate to national requirements and revenue. It was estimated

that by the early 1930s naval expenditures would absorb 40 percent of the

total national budget:. With at least 20 percent written off for Army

requircurwnts, Japan would have had to face the prospect of spending

probably more than 60 percent of the national budget on armaments. Such

a prospect would over the long haul place an enormous strain on Japan's

industrial-technical base. It would be made worse by the nation's

5 limited acress to some raw materials and Its high dependence on the

import of strategic materials.

I. Armamnt expenditures were much lower up to the early 1930s than

they might have been umder other circumstances. For Instance, Army

expenditures In 1930 and again in 1931 were thirteen percent of the

5 national budget; they Increased to nineteen percent In 1932. Thereafter,

ever -increAsl ng military expenditures continued to absorb a larger

3 percentage of an ever-increasing national budget. Increased military

involvement In what turned out to be a Chind quagmize produced greaterI
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U
risks to Japan's policy, and the military convinced government authorities

that escalatirn would resolve the dil emma and that, therefore, higher i

levels of funding were essential. Thus, the national budget for 1933 3
rose to the unprecedented sum of 2,239,000,000 yen, of which the Army

absorbed twenty percent and the Navy seventeen percent -- thirty-seven

percent of the national budget was spent on armaments In 2933. in

2936, on the eve of the Sino-Japanese War, the national budget hit a new 3
record -- 2,303,300,000 yen -- of which the Army's share was twenty-two

percent and the Navy's share amounted to twenty-four percent -- forty-six

percent of the national budget was spent on armaments In 2936. More 5
significant, the Increase An the Navy's budget between 1932 and 2936

(approx.imately 238,000,000 yen) was almost equal to the Navy's average

annual budget between 1923 and 1931 (approximately 249,000,000 yen), when

its share represented about fifteen percent of the national budget. 8 8

The Army's budget increased about 135,000,000 yen daring the same 5
five-year period, or by about sixty-two percent of its average annual

budget between 1923 and 1931 (approximately 219,000,000 yen), The 3
Kwantung Army, In particular, clashed many times In the 1930s with Soviet

forces along the Manchurian frontier. Greater mechanization and a I
numerical superiority usually gave the Russians the upper hand, neverthe- 3
less, the Kwantung Army officers always claimed the victory of flesh-

versus-steel. The government agreed, however, that positions In 3
Manchuria could not be relinquished; thus, It sent some additional tanks

and aircraft, but, more to the point, the Tokyo government paid the costs I
for increasing the size of the Kwantung Army from two Infantry divisions I
In 1931 to twelve In 1940.9 And after the beginning of the Sino-

Japanese War In July 1937, military expenditures quickly soared toward I

u10sixty percent, of the national budget. With growing mili tary] 1
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I influence In the decision-making process at the po. t.LcAl level, the

I spiral increase of military expenditures and military strategic

g objectives committed Japanese society to a dangerous course. The

Sino-Japanese War as It developed offered no escape.

3 Since late In the nineteenth century Japan strove to develop an

economic base, particularly In heavy industry, that would support

I major-power status. Steady progress was made, and Japanese armed

I services figured pzominently In the nation's economic rise. The growth

of Japanese heavy Industry was far more Importa)t to the rise of t;e Navy

I than it was to the strengthening of the Army. At the time of Admiral

Togo's victory over the Russians at Tsushima In 190S, not one of the

Em principal units In his battle line had been built In Japan. Later the

__ same year tJe first large warships to be built In Japan -- the armored

cruisers jLk and J&Ma, each of 13,750 tons displacement -- were laid

I down at Xure. 1 laborate government dockyards were established at

Yokosuka, Kure, Sasebo, Uraga, Ishikawajima and Maizuru. Several private

3m dockyard companies were also established and they too built naval

vessels, The largest such dockyard company was Mitsubishi -- oqith

facilities at Nagasaki, Hiroshima, and Shimonoseki -- which built 244

naval vessels between 2899 and August 2945. Among the naval vessels

bu.llt by Mitsubishi were the 65,000-ton super-battleship &MAjz, a

-I 30,000-ton battleship, a 26,000-ton battle cruiser, six aircraft

carriers, seven heavy cruisers, five light cruisers, and twenty-three

destroycrz., _;" thJLt. corvettoe. 2 Moreover, by 1920 the Japanese

I were able to build capital ships using solely Japanese labor and

material, Navy Minister Admiral Kato announced, whereas only eight years

i earlier, as then Navy Minister Admira•l Makoto Saito admitted, thirty

percent of the material for the construction of capital ships had to beI
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made abroad and merely fitted together in Japan.1 3 In 1924, after the

Navy completed testing former German U-boats received as reparations and

studying their design, the first of a new class of large cruiser diesel

submarines was built and launched. by Xawasaki, a private dockyard
14

company. 14 Two years earlier, In 1922, Japan's first aircraft carrier,

the Mosho, was completed. She was the first ship in the world to be

built from the keel up as an aircraft carrier. A contemporary5

internationally recognized expert on the Japanese Navy wrote that *the

ffghg Is on the whole a success. Zt Is not the least achievement of

Japanese constructors that they should have succeeded In producing an

efficiqnt aircraft carrier on a displacement of less than 10,000

tona.'*s In the twentieth century shipbuilding was a key heavy

Industry and the Japanese Mnvy, third largest In the world In 1921,

always had ready access to such government as well as private resources. 5
Furthermore, shipbuilding technology remained completely modern In spite

of the Washington Naval Limitation Treaty concerning capital ships. For I
Japan continued building smaller naval vessels and merchantmen, and

extensive modernization of existing capital ships was carried out In

Japanese dockyards throughout the Interwar years.

With the abrogation of the Washington Treaty., a construction

program to gain parity with the United States and Great Britain began in

the mid-1930s. Japanese Industrial and technological resources were

fully capable and ready to take advantage of the new arms construction

programs. It Is not surprising, therefore, that work on the design of

the wordý•s larges' class of battleship, the Yamato-class, was started In

1934. Not long thervafter the keels for four such leviathans were laid

down at different government dock yards and at one private dockyard. 1 6

And the Navy• mindful of the superior battleship strength of Its chief
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potential adversary, the United States, persuaded the government to

finance the costly construction of such an unorthodox weapons system.

-- Since the Japanese military had ready access to the national

budget, and Its share increased proportionate to the mounting national

"I crIses in the 1930s, Japanese financial cartels (the SMEbA.. ) were

presented with new challenges and opportunities. T'he older galbaltou had

benefited in some way from contracts with and patronage from the X&eJjI

g government. With ownership vested In zalbatsM families, such as 111tsu,

Mitsublshl, Sumitomo, and Yasuda, the conservative cartels maintained

I close contacts with politicians and bureauc'rats. Zn the 2930s, with

growing mili tary influence in the government, they became targets of

U I criticism, notably from right wing ultranationalists who demanded arms

i production without much consideration for the financial consequences.

Some of the oldexz iqaibat acted as a rostral.ninr, force, but most of them

rn eventually acted as a promoting force, and all of them eventually

tailored their interests to fit those of the government during the

5 decade. Those zalatsu with concerns tied by organic or heavy Industry,

rather than by financial Interconnectedriess, played a special role in

materially strengthening Japan's armed forces before the sunmmer of 1941.

3 Still another dimension of the armed services' ability to acquire

their growing material needs from domestic sources can be seen In the

3 rise of so-called new ;•_b . For example, the Army, In particular,

was primarily responsible for the success of Yoshisuke Ayukawa after he

took over the Kuhara mining business and reorganized it as Nissan (Japan

I Industries) In 1928. Through military demand and government orders,

Ayukawa expanded his business interests to the control of seventy-seven

3 companies In 1938, when Nissan was the largest of the newer zaIbatsu.

Concentrating on heavy chemicals and the construction of military
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I
vehicles, Nissan was favored by the Army and,, therefore, chosen to

provide much of the capital for the government-sponsored Manchukuo Heavy I
.ndub.-ies Development Corporation In 1937. Thus, relationships between 5
the military and zaqbatiu were both reciprocal arrangements and

evoJutionary developments, for growing military Influence over the

political leadership was facilitated by much jajbatsu support, and the

financial cartels, In turn, often profited from their liaison with the I

government,

Service In the armed forces was always popular since the Meiji

Restoration, and military organizational manpower requirements wer 5
easily met during the period of material expansion between the world

wars. The Army required much more manpower than the Navy, and Its I

long-term military promotional program was vo.•y effective. /ft1iitary

training was Introduced In the secondary and higher schools

(pre-university). Starting In 1925 active duty army officers were 3
assigned to the schools, and military training became part of the regular

curriculum. Moreover, local military training units were established for 5
males who did not continue their education; they were obligated to

participate In a four-year program of 400 hours of military Instruction. 1

Instructors In these units were frequently officers of the four divisions 5
eliminated In 1924. At the end of 1925 the size and long-range Influence

of the relatively small number of troops on active service were signlf1- 1
cantly augmented by more than three million former active duty soldiers

In veteran organIzatiojis, about six hundred thousand secondary and higher 1
school students, and nearly a mIllion trainees In local militarij units. 5
The Army threw Its training net wide, parLicularly to catch youth In a

conformist education of jingoistic Ideas. Ic Is clear that the Army U
was engaged in a system of Indoctrination in the 1920s. I
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U
The Army program of indoctrination contributed to the growing

number of ultranationalists within Its ranks during the next decade. For

I If the size of the standing Army remained at seventeen divisions between

1924 and 1932, Its fervor cs the arbiter of patriotism reached new

U heights by the time major expansion programs were undertaken. By 1937

there were twenty-four divisions In the Japanese Army, thIrty-four In

SI 1938, forty-one in 1939, fifty in 1940, and fifty-one by the sumner of
18

19412 The Army always enjoyed the manpower provided through the

conscription system established In 1873 and revised several times. The

5 latest revision in 1927 sti pul ted that all able-bodied male subjects

between the ages of seventeen and forty wore required to se,..ve as

U conscripts.

gI The milit.•ry used laws and *ducatJon as instruments of coercion and

manipulation to keep the populace submissive, Yet It ought to be noted

U that the mIlitaxy had long enjoyed a respected place in Japanese society

and thdt there was a patriotic desire to serve. T'hM', was little

3 __controversy over the draft, and cases of Illega) resistance, :,uch as,

- refusing militAry service, secret resistance at home, and reslstant.,"

overseas, were extremely rare In the InLerwat period. Most evaders or

5 deserters acted for personal reasons -- there were fewer than 670 cases

In 1939 -.- and almost no desertion occurred for political reasons.

-5 Extenslve Army authority and prerogative were exercised among the people

to meet fully the Increasing manpower requirements of the 1930s. Zn

this area, Japanese military effectiveness was extremely high In the

Interwar period.

Although the size of the Army was, in part, regulated by the civil

SI government, shaping its character fell strictly within the purview of the

Army., :o cffcctive were the Army's Indoctrination system and ILcs program
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to promote Army-communIty Integration that Japanese miliZJtary leaders, one

scholor has concluded, "probably would have Increased their Influence In i
the 1930s even If the depression, the Manchurian Incident, and the

assassinations of party primu ministcrs had never taken place.* 2 0

The Navy's manpower requirements were modest compared to the

Army's, and although conscription was usud on occasion, for the most part

the Mavy was manned by volunteors. Reenli•twnts were also high. In

1926 personnel strength of the Navy was the smallest In the Interwar

period, with about sixty-three thousand offlcvers and enlisted men afloat

and ashore, about twelve thousand fewer thou) on the eve of the Washington 3
Conference,21 But by the sumnr of 1941, Japanese naval personnel

numbered well over two hundred thousand. The following table shows the

Inczease In manpower of the Japanese Navy during the 1930s. I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Japanese Navy Manpower In 2932-2939

S(otffIcer and enZJsted strength)

I
AFLOAT ASHORE TOTAL

I932 55,198 31,918 87,116

1933 59,193 32,139 91,332

I 1934 62,798 38,241 100,039

ff 1935 61,272 40,803 102,075

1936 62,392 44,736 207,128

I 2937 63,399 45,812 109,222

2938 ? ? ?

I 2939 85,258 62,802 148,060

I SOUVACS office of Naval Xntelligence P11., Naval Attachi Reports,

1886-1939, Nos, 13366-C & D, S-8-a,. Record Group 38, National Archives,

I Washington, D.C.

I Large reserves wore also readily avallable In the Interwar period.

I Pr example, a U.S. naval intelligence report of 2939 estimated that

there were nearly sixty thousand officers and enlisted men In the

3 Japa•re first and second reserves, made up of those who had served In

the regular Navy, and at least two thousand In the special ."'serve,

composed of officers and men who graduated from merchant marine

3 schools. The same report, which was prepared for U.S. congressJonal

hearlngs, observed that fifty-three percent of the enlisted men In the

U rapidly expanding Navy of 1939 had served less than four years, twenty-

five percent were betwe.n their foutth and eighth year of service, twelveIl
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percent between their eighth and twelf th year, al. percent between the..r

twelfth and sixteenth year, and four percent were setving over vixteen

yearx. It Is signiffcant, however, that all really important duties on

board ship were performed by well-trained, long-service men, and the

quota of raw recrults In ),ewly commiss.ioned ships was very small between

the wars The quality of sea mnship In the Japanese Navy was very high.

It was easy for the Navy to Increase and Indeed double Its manpower in

the Interwar years when Its materiel strength also doubled -- total 3
tonnage of capital ships, aircraft carrIers, cruisers, destrzyers, and

submarines in tJhe Japanese Navy Thcreased from 547,000 In 1922 after

scrapp1xiig by the Washington Naval Limitation Treaty to 784,000 in 1936,

to 1,095,000 in 194123

- I

I

~Il

iI
! ! !
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I
I
3TzI. Smrategic Rffect vagege-s

I
The strategic effectiveness of Japan's armed forces was satisfac-

tory In the Interwar period until the mid-1930s. Funding generally

3 Increased, If at times only after struggle, debate, and compromise with

career civil bureaucrats, to match the growth In size and quality of the

5 armed forces. Strategic effectiveness was best when foreign and economic

policy goals were well-focused on consolidating Japanese hegelRony In Rast

Asia and the Western Pacific. An aggressive military strategy was neithez

necessary nor desirable, but pervasive changes occurred In the 1930s and

very early 1940s. As the military became more influential at the

U political level and the government's policy changed to one aimed towards

the expansion of Japan's Interests on the Asian mainland, no matter what

the costs and efforts, strategic objectives became too grandiose for

5 military means. The risks of strategic failure increased. 'ver-increas-

ing military dominance over Japan's foreign policy resulted In

"5 I ever-inczeasing military commJitments. The military eventually overreached

itself as the false confidence, based on the experience of the m.ilitary

I Incidents of the latter 1920s and early 1930s, led to a full-scale war by

I 1937. Mlilitary strategic effectiveness waned, and by the time the

decision was made In 1941 to expand the war to Include the ADB poi-jers,

strategic effectiveness was at its lowest ebb in the Interwar years.

Fundamental to this transition w.as the military's usurpation of

I foreeiqn policy making and ihe imposition of military goals for the

na Lioar. The goals were not always logical. That kind of military
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behavior became Increasingly commonplace after the Mukden Incident In

1931, for military officers, who traditionally enjoyed a pLIvileged I
position In Japanese society, were not effectively challenged and checked

In their Initial quest for dominance. S
The military had the capacity for independent action. War and Navy 3

ministers, for example, had the right to report dizectly to the emperor,

a privilege enjoyed ly only one other cabinet member, the prime 5
minister. Unless especially invited by the emperor, the foreign minister

could report his views to the throne only through the prime minister. I
And although military ministers were supposed to report to the emperor i

only on Important military matters, In fact, In the 1930s the war

minister, in particular, frequently advocated certain views In foreign

affairs that were not necessarily those of the foreign minister.

Furthermore, the service ministers were constl tutionally empowered to i
assert much control over the cabinet. They could force the collapse of 3
an obstinate cabinet and prevent a new one from being formed, If

circumstances were propi tious. Inevi tably there were occasions, 5
therefore, when civil ministers chose to defer to military wishes rather

than risk resignation of tje government. Especially the Army exercised I
disproportionate Influence In shaping Japan's Asian pol.cy In the 1930s. £
The classic cases usually stemrmed from the Army taking the Initiative In

the field, creating a dramatic Incident on which mich national prestige 3
appeared to rest, and then presenting the foreign minister with a fjt4

accom li. Such independent military actions, stemming from the so-called I
prerogative of supreme command, were usually recognized by the entire i

cabinet after the fact, since not to do so was to admit that the civil

government could not control the military. Failure to check the Army's

role, In shaping foreign policy In 1931 practically left the diplomats no I
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I
alternative other than Co accept the military's Involvement In politics

I later in the decade. Moreover, thexe developed in the 1930s a popular

I conviction among Japanese that their diplomats had failed, for they

should have been able to convince the world of the legitimacy of Japan's

I quest to establish Its predominant position In China -- a so-called

Asiatic Monroe Doctrine.2
4

U The decision to use force in Manchuria was made by the Kwantung

j Army In the name of *national defense* In 1931; that was the *sacred

slogan of the twentieth century,* a Japanese professor has written, and

I with It "Japan entered the long road that would ultimately end at the

outbreak of the Pacific War."25 In 1931 much of the civil leadership

was dubious about the risks and consequences of failure. But the Army

U appeared to be right, at least In the short run, for It judged correctly

that othez countries, particularly Westexn nations, would not Inrediately

3 intervene. During the succeeding years the Army sought further

territorial expansion In northtrn China while It also continued to drive

U the government and Influence its foreign policy.

The willingness of Japanese Army leaders to use the Incidents they

thus created to gain more military perogat:Ive was a dangerous sign of the

I times. The Army was becoming a skillful manipulator In defining national

strategic goals, but In the process It overestimated Its own capacity to

3 persuade through the use of force.

The best example before 1941 of the Japanese Armj's Inability to

restrict Its strategic goals to Its available operational capacity can be

seen In the Sino-Japanese War. Here, in particular, strategic and

operational concerns overlap, The Japanese Army Inaugurated the war with

3 an ambitious offensive calculated to reduce China to submission, yet

strategic thinking did not envision the engagement as an all-out warI
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which required,, If strategic goals were to be quIckly achieved, all-out

commitment at the operational level. Although the Japanese easily

overran large areas In 1937 and 1938, the Chinese will to resist could

not be broken. Japan's strategy underwent a radical change. In an

effort to avoid wasteful expenditure of strength, after 1938 Japan

resorted to a policy of economic strangulation in China. Costly

offensives were to be avoided, and in 1939 the major ports along the

southeast coast of China were seized by the Japanese in amphibious

expedi tions. Thus, Japan was In a strong position to take advantage of

opportunities created by political and military events in Europe after .

September 1939, a topic later to be discussed more thoroughly. But

conquest of China was the original objective of the Japanese Army, not 3
stalemate so that It might be in a favorable strategic position to take

advantaqe of new opportunities that would later develop for the promotion I
of a southern advance policy. Indeed, one can argue that the Army's

mi';take In 1937, when strategic goals In China became too great for the

amount of force the Japanese were willing to commit, waw only compounded 5
In 1941 when even greater strategic goals were taken up In the war

against the ADB powers.

In the 1930s the Japanese Army and its supporters in the government 5
were successful at persuading Germany to adopt a policy toward Japan's

Chinese enemy that was consistent with Japanese strategic objectives.

Hitler decided to withdraw Germa&- military advisers from Chiang

Kai-shek's forces, to prohibit the export of arms to China, and to _

discontinue the practice of allowing Chinese milltary personnel to

complete their training and military education with the __eh_ _ch,.

That development was symbolic of military 'nfluence in foreign affairs. 3
It was all the more significant because the military had convinced the

Im
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political leadership earlier In the 1930s that the nation must be

U! prepared to use military force in the successful execution of a policy of

g I expansionlsm in China. There was a widespread perception that peaceful,

economic diplomacy through international cooperation in, the 2920s had not

3I benefited Japan or even safeguarded the nation's existing rights and

interests.

I The Navy seemed less willing than the Army to interfere vigorously

I with government foreign policy. For some time after the Washington Naval

Limitation Treaty, the strategic objectives of the Japanese Navy were

i entirely consistent with political goals. With a freeze placed on the

construction of capital ships and a guarantee in Article 29 of the

I Washington Treaty to maintain the status quo in regard to Pacific bases,

the Japanese government, by astute diplomacy, gained ten years of

security against an attack from American battleships. Battle fleets

3 conducting major offensive operations were largely confined to their

national waters, unless they had the advantage of adequate bases

I overjeas. The British agre,:d not to build fortifications east of Hong

Kong, and the Americans agreed to abandon the construction of various

fleet facilities and the fortification of bases In the Philippines --

3 Cavite was nearly seventeen hundred miles from the Japanese coast and

Guam was about thirteen hundred miles from Japan. By the same token,

Americans were ensured against an attack by the Japanese battle fleet

since Japan abandoned plans to create a series of great naval bases In

the *insular possessions and insular dominions," viz. Karatuto (southern

3 .qakhalin), Formosa, the Pescadores, and the Japanese mandates. Thus, a

defensive naval strategy was adopted to promote Japanese hegemony .tn Past

I Asia and the Western Pacific.

I



Not only were naval strategic objectives consistent with political

goals, but naval strategic effectiveness remained high in the 1920s 5
because the Navy's capabilities were commensurate with its goals.

Nevertheless, there was some uncertainty and question about what might 5
arise in the future. There was considerable Japanese suspicion about

Anglo-Saxon intentions, In spite of the seeming tranquility in the I
Western Pacific. The mld-.1920s saw massive U.S. Navy maneuvers off 3
Hawaii and a visit of the U.S. battle fleet to Australia. At Singapore

the British made the final decision to proceed with dockyard works and to 3
go ahead with the construction of a fortified base. The Japanese press

expressed alarm at the apparent Anglo-Saxon determination to challenge

Japan's primacy In her own waters. Japanese paranoia was easily I
stirred. These developments by the end of 1925, as a contemporary naval

journalist observed, Ofurnished patriotic Japanese publicists with ample 3
material for conducting a big-Navy campaign.*2? Massive U.S. Navy

maneuvers off Hawaii a little over a decade later, particularly in 1935, I
2937, 1938, and 1940, were, cited collectively by Japanese naval 5
strategists as Incomparably threatening. American naval activity

warranted, t-'erefore, a decisive shift to a new offenslve strategy.

Conditions as perceived by the Japanese would drive the Navy to expand,

but new strategic goals expanded much more rapidly than the new mat6riel

strength of the Navy. 5
In the 1920s, however, the Japanese Navy was speclflcally designed

to provide the maylmum of commerce protection in the Western Pacific and

to establish a stron7 defense of Japanesi interests In home water.,s and

&long the Chinese coast. To that end Japan retained ten capital ships

after the Washington Conference, and lighter vessels, which were not

restricted by the Washington Tredty, were added to the Navy. Zn the

I
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event of war t.hey were Ideal for the protection of sea communications, on

5 which Japan, with a thriving sea trade, was extremely dependent. The

SI Washington Conference had agreed in principle, at the Insistence of

Admiral XatS, that such lighter vessels should be rated as defensive

ships. The following table of Japanese warships commissioned and under

construction, Including those converted during construction, reflects the

I emphasis on lighter ships, particularly cruisers, destroyers, and

g .submarines. It also offers further evidence that until the latter 19305

Japanese naval building programs were designed to implement a defensive

U strategy that was, in turn, consistent with the political goals of the

government and In step with the reality of the Japanese Industrial-

technical base.

I
- I Japanese Naval Building Program Implemented in 1923-2939

5I BATTLE- AIRCRAFT CRUISERS DESTROYERS SUBAARIMES SEAPLANE rMIE-

SHYPS CARRIERS CARRIERS LAYERS

1 1923 3 7 6

r 19;14 1 5 7

1925 3 5 3I

I
-I

B
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I
Japanese Naval BuIlding Program Ymplaemnted In 1923-2939

AM2ZR- AIJCRAPr CRUISJ•S DBSTROYERS SUBAJRIMfS SEAPLAN XME- 5
SUPS CARJrBAS CARRIERS MAYER

2926 2 5 5

2927 1 2 5 7

2928 2 1 6 4 3
.1929 3 5 5 2 3
2930 4 3

2932 4 1

1932 4 4 4 1

1933 2 3 3

29•4 U 2 2 1

1935 2 2 5

Z 936 213

2937 1 1 2 12 4

"i938 1 1 4 3 2 5
1939 2 2 4 1 2

1940 2 2 2 9 7 I
1941 3 1 8 10 i

SCJRCE'S: This table was compiled from informatIon In Yoh Tomonga and 3
Tadatoshl Yokol, Te.koku Kalqun [The Imperial (Japanese) Navy], 2 vols.
(Tokyo, 1960); ShIzuo Pukul, Nihon no gquXan. waga zokmn AJLqtauJ ,,no
hat.aju to___kantel no hensen [Japanese warshiJps : the development of
Japan's shipbuilding technology and the changes In naval vessels] 9th ed.
(Tokyo, 1962); M~hga r M [Japanese submarInes) Mary special
no. 31 (1979); Paul S. Dull, A H.2storg of the ITmerjal Japanese
Nyv L4 941-1945 (Anapolis, 1978; and Stephen Roskill, dNv_ Poicu
Betw_.en he Wars, 2 vols. (London, 1968-2976). Minor contradictions exist
among these sources. NOTE: Submarines cited above are the large, ocean
going I-boats. 3

I
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U
The Japanese claimed a strlctly defensive ralson d-6tre for the

I Navy, and cruisers played an important role. In 1927 Japanese Navy

I Commander Ichir6 Sat6 wrote In .rasseou's Naval and Shipping Annual about

the strategic doctrine of the Navy and the absolute necessity of

I commanding the seas that separate Japan from its economic resources.

After describing Japan 's enormous dependence upon overseas supplies

I (fIfty-five percent of wheat, ninety-five percent of sugar, one hundzed

I percent of rubber, one hundred percent of nickel, fifty-five percent of

steel, and forty-five percent of Iron were Imported, for example),

U Commander Sato Insisted that the security of the East China Sea was

essential to maintain the huge imports of foodstuffs and raw materials

3 from the Asian continent. However, there were many other articlvs of

prime necessity to Japan's economy that were not available In China or

Korea, but they came from farther south and passed through the East China

5 Sea en route to Japan. Half of the oil Imports of Japin, for example,

came from the Dutch East Indies, also the source of Japanese rubber and

" many other goods. Therefore, the Navy's strategic task was to control

the entire sea route, from the vicinity of Borneo through the South China

m 1 Sea, the Formosa Strait, and the East China Sea to Japan, for *that sea

i route will be absolutely necessary for her power of resistance

The protection of trade In these waters," Comnander Sat6 concluded, "Is,

3 therefore, a charge against the Japanese Navy almost as essential as Its

first duty.

The primary responsibility of the Japanese Navy was to design

I strategies that would protect the nation against attack by a foreign

naval power, but planners, especially In the 1930s, had difficulty

3 developing realistic strategic goals that were consistent with what

seemed to be changing and uncertain political goals. There was no£
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thoroughgoing alternative to the naval strategy of the previous decade,

and no consensus on new strategic objectives was achieved before the war 3
In Europe began. But at the heart of the problem was the U.S. Navy,

particularly after the London Naval Treaty of 1930, In which the Navy

hoped for seventy percent of the British and U.S. level In warships not 5
covered In the Washington Naval Limitation Treaty. However, the old

5:5:3 ratio on capital ships was extended to cruisers, destroyers, and

submarines, and the ban on the building of capital ships was extended

until 1935.

The American fleet was concentrated In the Paci fic after 1932, and

Increasingly thereafter most of the major combat units had their home

bases changed from port cities on the West Coast westward to Pearl !
Harbor. In 2940 the United States Fleet, soon to be renamed the Pacific

Fleet In February 1941, was permanently based at Pearl Harbor. For I
nearly three decades before concentration of American naval strength In 5
Hawaii, the Japanese Navy had made the U.S. Navy its Imaginary enemy.

Thus, Japanese naval strategists interpreted these events as evIdence £
that the Uni ted States was detex~mined to resort to armed Intervention In

opposition to Japan's policy toward China. While the Japanese Navy's I
strategic doctrine was traditionally passive, that is, designed to seek a g
decisive fleet engagement within Japan's Western Pacific perimeter, that

doctrine involved the great disadvantage of leaving the Initiative In the 3
hands of American strategists, M'oreover, the alignment of forves

threatened, as time passed, to shift gradually the balance of navdal

strength to favor the United States and to diminish steadily the chance 3
of Japan gaining a victory.

In the 1930s the Japanese military failed to design realistic 3
strategic objectives that could benefit signifIcant.y from association I
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with the European allies of Japan, Politically, the Navy failed to

I prevent the tie-up with the European Axis powers. The government's

official representative to Hitler's Germany, Ambassador Hizoshi 8shima,

was an Army lieutenant general, a serving military attachi in Berlin when

3 he was promoted to ambassador in 1938. He was an advocate of close

Japanese-German military and political relations. Moreover, while he was

I military attachC, ashima was instrumental In the conclusion of the

I Anti-Comintern Pact with Germany in 1936 and, thereafter, he sought to

integrate and coordinate common strategic objectives aimed chiefly at the

U Soviet Union.

6shima's work was a serious disservice to Japanese strategic

planning even before the outbreak of war In Europe. He was an

extraordinary envoy responsible for building the bridge between the Third

Relch and Imperial Japan. lie was an Intriguer and warrior-dlplomat who

I usurped authority while trying to commit his government to a policy that

he personally advocated. After Cshima went to Germany In 1934 he

3 represented and expressed military and totalitarian tendcn.ies in the

Japanese Army, government, and society and helped them reach dominance by

1940. 29 The '3shima case was a classic example of the Japanese Army's

I usurpation of foreign policy making.

Hi.tler's haste to conquer Poland and his conclusion of the

U Nonaggression Pact with the Soviet Union late in the summer of 1939

temporarily discredited Japanese military sc.iemes to ally 7,1pan with the

warring Germans. But the Japanese Army admired Hitler's boldness and

3 unhesitating use of force in European affairs, and it continued to

advocate a military alliance with the Avis powers. News of the sweeping

U German victories In Western Europe in the spring of 1940 tended to

strengthen the position of pro-Axis forces in Japan. Furthermore, German1
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successes in Europe opened new possibilities to the Japanese for

expansion southward, particularly into Dutch and French colonies in I
Indochina and the East Indies.3 0

Events would drive the Navy to design an offensive strategic plan

for war with the United States. Traditionally the Army regarded the 3
Soviet Union as the chief hypothetical enemy, and preparedness for war

and strategic planning proceeded accordingly, The Navy regarded the 3
United States as the primary Imaginary enemy. These different strategic

concepts weze never satisfactorily resolved. As one Japanese historian

concluded, Ono unified opinion could be brought into existence; the 3
opinion of the Army and that of the Navy about strategy always led to

inconclusive compromises.031 Nevertheless, German victories in Europe, 3
Japanese expansionists argued, created a nover -to-be-repea ted opportunity

for Japan to build a great empire extending from Manchuria in the north I
to weakened British colonies In the south and unprotected French and 5
Dutch colonial possessions in Indochina and the East Indies. 6shIma,

back in Japan after spending six years In Germany, often gave pro-AxIs 5
public lectures and helped to rally public support for a southern advance

policy. *Don't miss the bus,* he told audiences when explaining Lhat U
Japan ought not to be left behind dur~nq the unique redistribution of -

32
European colonies. The prospect of a self-contained empire gave rise

to talk of a Japanese-sponsored Greater East Asia Co-prosperity 3
33

Sphere. A southern advance policy appealed to the Navy because of

oil and other resiurces, particularly In the Dutch East Tndie5. In the I
Imperial Conference, held on 19 September 1940, to confirm the decJslon 3
to sign the Tripartite Pact, mention was frequently made of the value of

Dutch oil for Japanese concerns and the Importance of German frlendship. 3
(Almost as a note of ironic symbolism, the annotncement of 6shJlm's I
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U
reappointment av ambassador to Germany was made in late December 1940,

and at a magnIficent farewell party In January Foreign Minister Yasuke

I Matsuoka declared that 5shi ma had a unique knowledge of German foreign

policy and that the tremendous personal trust In which Hitler held Vshima

I enabled him to have perfect heart-to-heart talks with all leading members

of the German government. 34) The Navy endorsed the notion of a

U )l•tilLarV alliance with Germany and Italy, but cautioned that every

conceivable measure should be taken to avoid war with the United

States. 35

3 INot long before the signing of the Tripartite Pact on 27 September

1940, the rapid march of events significantly reduced Japan's strategic

I options, France granted Japan bases and transit rights in Indochina, and

Great Bri tain, under Japanese pressure, agreed to a three-month closure

of the Burma Road, an important route for supplies to reach the

I Nationalist Chinese during their war with the Japanese. Many Japanese

argued that the strategic Implications of these measures were clear -.

5 they could help pave the way for a Jarviese solution to the conflict in

China and for a Japanese advance southward. Many Japanese, such as

Foreign Minlster Matsuoka, were convinced that the Tripartite Pact

I greatly strengthened Japan's international position; thus, the United

States' strong atti tude toward Japan could Ve mitigated and war

avoided. 3
6

That was an illusory goal for Japanese strategic planners, In

SI fact, Japanese-American relations were rapidly deteriorating and becoming

i noticeably more strained, The pact intended to separate the United

States from Great Britain, but there was already a lot of evidence thtit

the United States government would not abandon Great Britain or be cowed

by Axis threats. The United States licensed the export of high-grade oilI
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and Introduced an embargo of scrap Iron and steel. The moves where

directed against Japan. A military draft, the first peacetime program of 1
compulsory military service in the United States, was adopted, and fifty 3
U.S. Mavy destroyers were turned over to the British. The American

reaction to the change in global power relationships among the Axis 3
powers in 1940 detracted appreciably form the easy fruits some Japanese

strategic planners expected from a southern advance policy. The striking I
power of American naval and air forces then based In Hawaii becamnx a I

matter of much consternation.

It was In those circumstances, therefore, In January 1941, that the

strategic idea and the operational planning for the air assault at Pearl

Harbor started to emerge. 37 A new offensive strategy had to be 3
designed to take advantage of the element of surprise and to crush g
quickly American forces at Pearl Harbor. Thus, the Americans would be

unable to interfere Immediately after the start of campaigns to expand 3
southward. Thereafter, It was assumed that Japan would have an

impregnable position within her recently gecured Wes tern Pacific 3
perimeter. Strategic failure was near at hand.

At the Imperial Conference on 2 July 1941, Japan's direction, I
previously determined to some extent by the course of recent events, was 3
steadied to an alarming degree. There was to be no immediate declaration

of war on the Soviet Union, in spite of the recent German Invaslon in

the European portion of that huge nation. Indeed, the Japanese chose not

to take advantage of the opportuni ty to Integrate their strategic I
objectives with those of their European allies, although there was not 3
complete agreement on that point.

The Japanese had long known of the forthcoming attack and had 3
decided to pursue a peculiarly Japanese course. On 28 May 1941 Foreign I
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Minister Matsuoka wired Ambassador Oshlma In Berlin with Instructions to

I tell the German foreign minister immediately that "in view of the current

g International situation which so deeply involves my country, and of the

internal situation wIthin Japan, this minister sincerely hopes that the

I German government injsofar as is possible will avoid a military clash with

the Soviet (Union]."38 And four days before the German invasion ofrn the Soviet Union, after reporting "on the imminent probability of the

opening of hostilities," Oshima advised Matsuoka on the proper steps to

I be taken fur the welfare of Japan:U
First of all, It Is urgent that we adopt and adamantly

3 stick to a policy assuring the establishment and

maintenance of our area and rights of co-proskeritL, in

Greater East Asia. He must speedily adopt a definite

3 policy •n our relations with the South Seas, China, the

United States, and Soviet Russia. As 1 say, we must

3 meet the European situation with a counter-policy of our

own from which we ourselves will derive the greatest

benefits and carry It out with resolution. 3 9

1
In another ciphered wire of the same date (18 June 1941), 45shima

S estimated that "the coming German-Soviet war ... will end In a short

time." There would be no time for the western democratic nations to give

I aid to the Soviet Union, although "Great Britain would, no doubt,

i endeavor to get more aid from the United States." However, •shIma

concluded that "with the defeat of Soviet Russia ... ." the United States

S would "forgo her plans of Joining the wt.r. 40 That type of fallacious

assessment was all too prevalent on the eve of the Important 2 July 1941I
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Zmperial Conference, when I t was decided that the southern advance policy

was to be Implemented, even if the action ultimately led to war wiJth the

United States 41

.

n

I

I

Im
n
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5 1.Z, Otyratlonal EffeK.iveness

Japanese armed forces developed operational doctrines that were

3 fairly realistic In terms of short-range requirements In the Interwar

period, and they were reasonably effective until strategic goals became

more Imposing In the latter 1930s. The shortcomings of operational

3 doctrines were revealed in the Army sooner than in the Navy, but in

general the origins of the failure of operational doctrine by the summer

!-- of 2941 were reflected In and symptomatic of the growing Ineffectiveness

of JApanese military strategy after the onset of the Sino-Japanese War.

One of the chief strategic goals of the Japanese Navy was to

promote Japanese pol tical, economic, and mil•t ary hegemony In the

Wfestern Pacific. That realJotic strategy contributed to the formulation

of operatlonal doctrines that were only partially effective.

Operational doctrine enhanced the development of Japanese sea

communications, but Japanese admirals did not pay much attention to the

protection of their own lines of communication. That was a serious

mistake and It considerably reduced operational effectiveness. Indeed,

naval operational doctrine, which reflected the admirals' obsession with

the battle fleet, stipulated that destroyers we.:e to escort capital ships

only, and when war came in 1941 there were no Japanese naval un.ts with

an exclusive mission to escort merchant ships. Tn spite of Alfred Thaqer

Mahan's warning that the power "to Insure these communications to one's

3 self, and to Interrupt them for an adversary, affects the very root of a

nation's vJgor m and In spite of emphasis on the construction of lighterI
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I
vessels, especially destroyers, the Navy failed to cover the nation's

vulnerable lines of communication, even though they were so vital to the 3
42Japanese Industrial-technical base. Nor was there any predilection

among Japanese admirals for commerce-raiding operatlons.

The Japanese Navy was responsible for escort protection, bu It was

Indifferent Co and Ignored the importance of convoy escort In the

Interwar period. The Navy was paralyzed an(, unable Co come to grips with 3
the problem. Many Army officers and officials from civilian shipping

companies were highly concerned with the problem of convoy escort, but I
they were unable to Influence the Navy. They sometimes read the works of

Winston Churchill and David Lloyd George as they pertained to methods

devised to deal with unrestricted U-boat operatIons In the Pirst World 3
War. But the Navy was of enuive- -minded; It was obsessed with studying

and training for offensive operations against the enemy's battle fleet. I
There was, however, an extremely small section In the Navy Department 3
(fewer than a dozen officers and enlisted men, most of whom were

physically unfit for regular duty) In charge of sea defense late In the

1930s, buC the chief focus of the section was on the study of harbor

defense and minelaying, not on the problem of convoy escort.4 3  I
The particular corollary to the Japanese Navy's failure to develop 3

a convoy escort procedure was Its failure to develop an anti-submarine

warfare (MAu) operational doctrine in tho Interwar period. ASW was of

little concern to Japanese naval planners because they underestimated the

submarine menace to shipping. In the late nineteenth century, the 1
tradttlon-mnkanq erA for tJ Japanese Navy, Jain was still 41 1

agricultural state; there was little population pressure and the new

nation-state did not have a great dependence on a sea-borne trade. That 3
situation changed dramatically with growing Industrialization, especially I
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around the turn of the century when submarines appeared to be of little

I consequence in naval warfare. The brilliant successes in fleet-versus-

fleet duels dominated Japanese naval thought. Those successes were the

focus of naval lessons learned In studz.,i of the Battles of Yalu and

I Tsushima, for example. During the rapid growth of Japanese Industry In

the First World War and, therefore, growing dependence on sea-borne

3 trade, Japanese naval officers, nevertheless, soi.jht mainly ?'ittleship

3 lessons In their professional studies. Although thu Japanese Navy

assisted the British Navy, from which the Japanese had learned so much,

U I by sending destroyers to fight against U-boats In the Mediterranean Sea,

In the 1920s and 1930s Japanese naval officers preferred to discuss and

I study the fleet engagewents near the Falkland Islands and off the Chilean
44

port of Coronel, among other surface battle actions. Thus, in the

areas of convoy escort and ASW, the Japanese Navy became a victim of Its

U previous rigid thinking -- Inflexibility characterized thosi aspects of

operational doctrine. Before 1942 the vested interests of most

U, ! traditional-minded admirals prevented the development of an effective

operational doctrine that could come to grips with some of the changes

occurring In naval warfare. A high price would be paid, for during the

U Second World War U.S. Navy submarines accounted for the destruction of

about fifty-five percent (1,314 vessels, 5.3 million tons) of all

3 Japanese naval and merchant vessels lost; forty-elght AmerIcan submarines

were lost in combat operations. 4 5

The Japanese Navy profited from an aggressive spirit, and it sought

l to generate combat power to support operational doctrine. If indifferent

to so.e operational concerns about how 4est to employ submarines, on the

S other hand the Japanese Navy was very interested In the weapon Itself.

For Japan had an Innovative Navy that sought to keep abreast of newI
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developments in foreign navies. Even before the Washington Treaty It was

building several submarines of the RO Class -- the:j were put into service I
bet•iveen 1919 and 1927. They were medium range sthmarines based on plans 3
purchased of the Italian Piat-Laurenti, the ?'r• h Schne.fdex-Laubeuf, and

t4Je British Vickers "ZO boats during the P.Irst World War. The Japanese 3
submarine school was established at Kure in 2920. At first, classes were

conducted aboard the old cruiser Itsukushima, for the Navy's request for 3
funds for base facilities was denied In 1919, A captain served as

president of the school, and in 1921 the faculty Included eight U
comnoanders and thirteen lieutenants. 4 6  Soon, In two separate six-month 1

long classes, about thirty officers and 250 enlisted men were graduated

annually. A very detailed U.S. naval intelligence report of 2928 5
observed that the Japanese *curriculum is, in general, about the same as

that of our own submarine school at New London, including diesel and I
storage battery engineering, systems of attack, etc. Periods of

Instruction on shore are supplemented by periods of practical Instruction

in the actual handling of submarines.. 4 7

The strategic characteristic of the Japanese Navy of gaining access

to foreign technological Information n order to promote its own U
operational capabilities can be clearly seen In an examination of the 3
changes that the Japanese Introduced in their submarine force. The

advent of German U-boats In the First World War was a technical 3
innovation not to be wasted on Japanese naval planners. The Japanese

sought the best available submarine technology and developed It In such a 1

a way so as to support operational doctrine. Japanese Navy officers were 3
sent to Germany to study U-boat designs. For exanple, one such officer

was then Lieutenant Commander NaokunI Nomura who was in Germany from 1929 3
to 1924.48 Japan, an allied power In the First World War, received I
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seven U-boats as German reparations. The submarines were not only

I carefully tested and thoroughly studied, but hundreds of German submarine

designers, technicians, and former U-boat officers were brought to Japan

and employed under five-year contracts by the Japanese Navy. At about

3 the same time, 1921, the Japanese Navy demonstrated Its keen Interest In

other foreign technology by buying large amounts of optical glass from

3 Germany and Switzerland and bringing engineers from various European

i optical firms to Japan to design periscopes, range finders, and other

optical instruments essential to the Navy's operational and tactical

3 effectiveness. In other instances, Japanese commissions purchased bomb

sights manufactured in Austria, MAN ( Ia•ih~nenfabrik Auosbyra Nllrnberg)

3 3,000 horsepower diesel engines from Germany, and Swiss steam turbines.

The latter purchase was for a Japanese destroyer then under construction

at IshikawaJima dock yards. 4 9

3 The Japanese took available technology to design a fleet component

that would serve the Intezests of the centerpiece, the queen of battle,

the battleship. The new class of larger cruiser diesel submarines, the

I -boats, developed In 1924 from this program of seeking the beat of

foreign technology, contributed to the Navy's effort to assist In the
s0

consolidation of Japanese hegemony In the Western Pacific. s uch

I-boats were fast enough to operate with the dreadnoughts of the 1920s or

3 to cjcout ahead, and they had sufficient range and provisions for a

9sixty-day cruise, even across the Pacific or Indian Oceans, without any

means of support. In the 1920s Japan had a more far-flung empire than

3 previously,; moreover, the building of submarines weas not restricted by

the terms of the V;ashington Treaty. Thus, there was a deliberate move on

3m the part of Japanese planners to take advantage of newly available German

technology, to emphasize the design and construction of large ocvan-going
I
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submarines which were peouliarly suitable for operating in the vast

expanse ofr the Pacific Ocean. U
These new ocean-going submarines were particularly effective in

helping to tie together the newly acquired mandated Islands into a I
defensive perimeter surrounding vital sea communications of the Japanese 3
empire. Zn this respect the Navy's operational concepts were fully

consistent with the technical capabilities of r-boats. Former German 3
islands and atolls north of the equator in the Pacific -- the Palau,

Mariana, Caroline, and Marshall groups -- were mandated to Japan by the U
League of Nations, but the terms of the mandate prohibited their use for I
naval or military purposes.

Nevertheless, harbor facilities, supply depots., and refueling bases 3
were soon established on several of the islands -- they were equally

convenient for Japanese armed forces and comrnercial enterprises. I
Japanese behavior in the mandated islands signified a consistency between I
operational concepts and strategic objectives, for outlying islands with

facilities suitable for supporting military operations could not help but

promote the consolidation of Japanese hegemony in the Western Pacific.

I't is not surprising, therefore, that there was a great deal of specula- I
tion In the hi ited States and Great Britain that the Japanese were Indeed

using the bases for naval and military purposes and that they were also

very secretly fortifying some of the mandated islands. These suspicions 3
were confirmed latr in the 1930s by evidence that intensive militari-

zatlon was under way, particularly of the Marshall and Caroline islands.

But by that time Japan sought more than mere consolidation of hegemony,

she sought expansion of her Pacific sphere of Influence. 5 1  I

This part of Japanese operational doctrine remained effective in

the Intera;ar period, for the islands became Increasingly militarized at I
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U
the saw time strategic objectives became Increasingly critical of U.S.

Navy advances westward. Fork comsnenced In 1934 to construct airfields on

3 various mandated islands In order to develop an Interlocking defensive

air network. Several of the Islands of the Kwajalein Atoll In the

3 JMarshalls were made into a major advance base, with repair facilities for

submarines, a torpedo station, piers, fleet anchorage, and a seaplane.

ramp. 2 By the summer of 2941, such installations as fighter and

i bomber airfields and very heavily reinforced concrete pillboxes and

blockhouses were added to the Kswajalein fortifications. At least forty

3 Japanese vessels were constantly employed in carrying out mostly Korean

laborers and mathriels from Japan for the systematic militarization of

Truk In the Caroltnes and the Kwajalein Atoll. Furthermore, after

i 2936 the Navy took over the administration of communications in all of

the mandated Islands, and additional zadio stations were constructed In

U the Mgarianas and Carolines. Thus, the mandated islands formed a network

of support facilities, and in time of war an enemy would have great

difficulty driving Japanese armed forces from the area.

The configuration of newly secured mandated Islands, their

development for sea support accivities, and the design and construction

3 of the new ocean-going class of I-boats stimulated the Navy to develop an

operational doctrine that supported Japan's political and strategic goals

I In the Western Pacific. In the event of war In the 1920s or early 1930s,

Japanese submarines In the Western Pacific, with Miarshall Islands support

facilities 1,900 miles from Hawaii, 2,100 miles from Australia, and 2,300

3 miles from Tokyo and other Japanese industrial centers, could concentrate

on the protection of Japanese sea traffic, on the disruption of an

S adversary's sea lanes within the Japanese defensive perimeter, or serve

as pickets for the battle fleet. Aircraft abodrd a few of theI
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3
submarines by the early 1930s increased their abilJty to reconnoiter the

sea lanes. But just beneath this operational doctrine was the assumption 3
that Japanese submarines would also concentrate on the destruction of any

remnants of the enemy's battle fleet entering the Japanese-controlled 1

sphere, 54  Thus, this operational doctrine lent Itself to an easy 3
switch from a defensive orientation to an offensive one. For the bases

that prompted the hegemony of Japanese interests In the Western Pacific 1

on earlier occasions would In changed political and strategic

circumstances be viewed as a springboard for offensive operations against I
an enemy's battle leet. 3

The Japanese use of seaplane tenders provides an excel lent'example

of operational effectiveness. Seaplane tenders, particularly In view of

Japan's strategic bases In the mandated Islands, served well the

commundcatlon objectives of the far-flung empire. These mother ships 1
carried planes on deck that could be catapulted into the air or hoisted 1
over the side for take off from the water. Other disassembled and crated

planes were carried In the holds of such ships. Several of these mobile

hangars were built for the Japanese Navy In the Interwar period, and they

proved particularly effective in the Sino-Japanese War starting In July

1937. Indeed, they serviced and supplied most of the planes employed

against Chinese cities and armies along the coast,

The potential of cruisers In the new operational doctrine was not I
unlike that of submarines. Within ten years after the Washington Treaty

Japan added at least nineteen new cruisers to the Navy. They were 1
ideally suited to protect the nation's seas communications and to raid an

adversary's trade routes in the Western Pacific. The new Japanese 1
cruisers were fast (thirty-three knots), had a wide radius of action,

carried reconnaissance aircraft and torpedo tubes, and most of them had

i1
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eight-inch guns,

Although the configuration of the Navy developed after the

3 kWashington Treaty was well-suited for the guezre de course in which fast

cruisers and long-range submarines played prominent roles, such a theory

I of' naval warfare was not wholly endorsed by the Japanese admiralty. The

features of the new Japanese cruisers that made them so attractive as

3 patrol vessels, escorts for troop and supply ships, or for use In a

guerre de course against enemy cormerce also nade them admirably adapted

to service with the battle fleet as scouts and as screens against torpedo

3 attack from enemy destroyers. Xn the most famous victory of the Japanese

Navy, at Tsushima over the Russians In 1905, Admiral T5g8 relied

I extensively on the scouting and shadowing operations of his cruisers.

I They made contact with the Russian battle squadron when It was 100 miles

from the site of the impending battle, and the cruisers constantly

5 radioed to Admiral T6g¶ Information of the enemy's course and speed for

eight hours before the Japanese attack. Shortly after the Japanese

5 victory ,1ahdn compared T6g&'z ,2vantage to Nelson's before the Battle of'

Trafalgar ... the BZrtish admiral, fifty miles at sea, knew from his

scouts that the allied fleets left Cadiz two and a half hours after they

weighed anchor.55 The historical precedents of cruisers serving the

needs of the battle fleet was deeply imbedded in the minds of Japanese

naval officers, and thus, also, in Navy operational doctrine. The

earlier doctrine coacerned with the protection of interior lines of sea

communications fell victim to offensive plan nLg when political and

3 scrategic goals became more agressIve in the .q. Ne'verthe.less, thV

gradual change In Navy operational doctil.ne hod no serious consequences

S for the Japanese before 1941. That was becituse of the relative weapness

of the Chinese Navy during the Sino-Japanese War.I
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The Japanese fleet had much freedom of action In the Western

Pacific In the mid-1930s. It had many well-situated naval bases, and itI

was a well-balanced and splendidly trained force. Ons. contemporary naval g
analyst observed that the newer Japanese ships jad 'higher fighting

qualities than British and American ships,* but those characteristics

were obtained at the cost of habitability and perhaps seaworthiness.56

Nevertheless, these considerable strengths of the Japanese Navy were 3
neutralized to some degree when by the summer of 1941 an offensive

strategy superseded earlier policy. In this regard, a hallmark of

operational Ineffectiveness was the small and slow fleet of oil tankers.

One navdl -observer predicted In 1935 that that weak spot in Japanese

naval armament *would be a handicap for offensive operations.' 5 7

While the fleet was fast enough and had the range to strike

offensively at distant targets, naval logistics could not support such

operations, especially In a war of attrition. The Japanese Navy was

Imbalanced in favor of heavy offensive vessels, and when war was near at

hand in 1941 all Japanese merchant ships were called home for conversion

Into war transports, tenders, troop and cargo carriers, and fuel ships

for the battle fleet and air units. The lack of a fully integrated

supply and transport system adequate to meet the wartime needs of the

fleet proved to be disastrous. That shortcoming and the ASW and convoy

escort problems illustrate severe operational Ineffectiveness. Japan

would suffep the loss of virtitally all of her sea power -- over 2,300

merchant ships of 1,000 tons and l'rger and nearly 700 naval vessels were

destroyed in the Second World War. 5 8

The Japanese were always keenly Interested in developments in

foreign armed services. Tho observations of Japanese mIJitary agents in

Europe during the First World War sharpened an Interest in naval

mI
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aviation, and developments soon formed an integral part of naval

operational air doctrine consistent with Japanese strategic goals in the

Western Pacific. The Japanese Navy requested technical assistance from

the British; the result was that a semi-official mission headed by Lord

I Sempill, a pioneer of British aviation, was despatched to Japan for two

years starting in 1921. Some thirty air officers of the mission helped

I to train Japanese naval aviators; other asslstance in Japanese naval air

developments came from a former Royal Navy Air Service officer who was

employed by Mitsubishi throughout much of the Interwar period.5 9

These earlier developments in naval aviation greatly assisted the

Japanese durIng their steady expansion of the aircraft carrier force

I after the Washington Treaty. The treaty permitted them 81,000 tons of

3 1 carriers compared to 135,000 tons allowed in each of the navies of Great

Britain and the United States. The small carrier Hosho (7,500 tons,

3 twenty-five knots, sixteen planes) was already operational, and the

treaty allowed the Japanese to keep two super battle cruisers, the Ama g

3 and A5jaSI, for conversion to aircraft carriers. Joining the fleet In

S 1927 and 1928, the Akaqi and a substitute carrier for the A added

appreciably to nalwvi air power and increased the Navy's ability to comb

3 the seas and watch over the nation's far-flung sea communicatlons. 60

Three somewhat smaller aircraft carriers were commissioned by the

I mid-1930s.

Operational carrier doctrine remained focused chiefly on sea

communications dur.tng the decade. Zn the event of war with the United

U States plans were to fight an attrition campaign at first, followed by

the decisive battle. Japanese submarines and air attacks were to reduce

American forces en route westward from Hawaii to the relief of the

1 Philippines. First, packs of large and fast ocean-going submarines would
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I
attack soon after the fleet sailed out of Pearl Harbor. After the

Initial attack they were to resurface, race ahead with a two or U
three-knot advantage over the cruising speed of the slower American 3
capital ships, and attack a second time when the fleet was two or three

days out of Pearl Harbor. The process would be repeated until, the 3
Z-boats exhausted their supply of torpedoes. As the American fleet drew

closer to the Philippines, It would come within range of long-range 3
bombers, particularly the Mitsubishi Type 96, based on various Japanese

mandated islands. Further reduction of the American fleet would occur

before the anticipated fleet action took place In the Western Pacific, a

Tsushima or Jutland-like battle somewhere between the Harshalls and the

Philippines. 62 Nevertheless, In various fleet exercises In the 3
Interwar period, the Japanese, like the British and Americans, discussed

and experimented with carrier-borne air striking forces to test the U
effectiveness of bombers and torpedo bombers against enemy targets. 6 2

Traditionally, Japanese operational doctrine for the employment of

aircraft carriers Insisted that they were supposed to provide an uair 3
umbrella* for the L.tttle fleet. But the Japanese were not unaware of

foreign speculation about a new role for carriers, especially when It I
came from the pen of Hector Bywater, the well-known naval correspondent I
of the London Dallu Telegraph. In 1934 Bywater claimed that the Japanese

appreciated the "essentlally agressive character" of aircraft carriers. I
Therefore, he declared, "Japan fears these ships more than any other

naval craft. She dreads the possibility of large enemy carriers steaming I
across the Pacific to send off swarms of bombing planes against Tokyo and

other populous centers."63 Not long before, In 1932, a Japanese

delegate at the Geneva Disarmament Conference complained about the 3
0p.c0fically offensive character of aircraft carriers, but other I
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delegates observed that the Japanese could easily oppose In principle the

construction of carriers because most of Japan's spheres of Interest

3 could be dominated by land-based aircraft.64

S•mutaneous with concern and speculation about the offensIve

possibilities of the carrier strike force was new concern over some of

the tenets of the old doctrine. The concern, If not anxiety, over the

I viability of traditional operational doctrine grew out of changes In

I Japanese political and strategic thought. As the Navy jtarted to plan In

late 194, Por a southern advance, which would Inevitably mean war with

I the United States, It was decided that the Japanese new southern

defensive perimeter had to be established before there occurred the

I expected clash with the American battle fleet. But the Americans might

arrive earlier, before southern operations were completed? Or through

the northern route there could come a carrier-borne air strike against

3 the home Islands that would not only leave the Navy chagrined, but force

It to weaken Its southern forces for the sake of Improving defenses

U against attack on Tokyo and other major Japanese cities. Furthermore,

i the Japanese questioned the old plans calling for their battle fleet to

wait for the advancing American fleet In the vicinity of tho Philippines,

for the Americans might not risk crossing westward very close to Japan's

mandated Islands. Therefore, the American battle fleet could arrive In

the Western Pacific when and where American strategists decided, and,

preuvmably, It woula arxlv*ý.- without coming under severe air or submarine

attack. Since war with the,ý United States was believed to be Inevitable,

3 Japan would surrender a great advantage by adhering to the old defensive

doctrine through which the Japanese NavV would have to react to a

I generally, and not specifically, anticipated American attack. Thus, some

Japanese naval analysts argued that the new circumstances necessitated
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I
change in operational doctrine.

After 1937 Navy operational doctrine started to change very 3
gradually, but for several years to come the battleship would remain the

centerpiece of the IZmperial Japanese Navy. Zn time It was thought that

fast carriers could eventually project firepower deep into enemy 3
tozuitory. Several new carriers were built, and the big carrJers agi

and &AL-. were modernized. Eventually, by the first half of 1941, fleet 3
manuevers tested the new naval air operational concept, and In August and

September the number of large fleet carriers to take part In the I

Impending Hawaiian assault was augmented from four to six by the

commissioning of the splendid $hgokta and Ju~laku.6

A whole new concept of air war emerged -- eventually It would seize 3
Admiral Zsoroku Yamamoto, Cormander In Chief of Japan's Combined Pleet.

Zn the increasingly threatening political and strategic circumstances the

Japanese government and armed forces viewed themselves to be In early In

the new decade, the bold gamole of Yamamoto's plan for the Pearl Harbor

attack seemed worth careful consideration and study, and ultimately, It I

was, indeed, approved b!.i the Naval General Staff.

A sharp operational departure from traditional doctrine was x

essential. Xn a major secret operation directed primarily against US.

carriers and land-based planes In Hawaii, all available Japanese carlrer

forces were to participate In a surprise daylight atLack. Neither theI

Japanese Navy nor the Army had precise instruments with which effectively

to carry out grand scale air strikes under cover of darkness.66 Nor I
did the Japanese naval air admirals risk attacks on the enemy when It was

anticipated that the pilots would have to find their way back and land In

darkness on possibly pitching carrier decks. All types of carrier-borne I

aircraft were to be utillt.ed. The primary role for fIghters was to U
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1
control the airspace over Oahu targets, not to provide a traditional *air

umbrella* for the fast battleships and heavy cruisers in the strike

I force. HIgh-leve.l and dive bomber aircraft were supplemented by torpedo

bombers. The variety of types of aircraft Increased the opportunity to

I Inflict maximum damage, for only one weapons system could endanger the

entire operation. For example, torpedo nets might be In place around

I. S. warships. And if suspicion about the potential effectiveness of

I high-level bombing was warranted because earlier experience In China was

not altogether satisfactory, dive bombers would not miss the opportunity

3 to unleash missiles falling with considerable velocity and accuracy on

the entrapped American fleet. Zt was an Imaginative piece of planning

I Intended to damage, paralyze, and temporarily contain the U.S. Pacific

U Fleet and Oahu's air power.

ZnevItably the roles of other vessels would have to change, No

I longer were they to be committed to the defensive p.sychology Implicit In

the standard doctrine of a running Tsushima or Jutland-l2ke set piece

U confrontation between battle fleets. Cruisers and destroayers were to

serve as scouts for the large carriers and the few fast battleships

accompanying the strike force. Submrzines were to be pickets to furnIsh

3 reconnaissance detail and to attack any naval units attempting to escape

the raging attack Inside Pearl Harbor. The logistics of the Hawaiian

umeratlon were studied carefully, and fleet exercises to rendezvous with

tankers to carry out refueling at sea were a hallmark of operational

effectiveness In the Japanese Navy by the summer of 1941. But how

permanent would the changes be In operational doctrine?

Necessity seemed to dictate a change from conventional operational

doctrine, and naval air power advocates welcomed the demise of the

I battleship as the decisive striking force at sea. Yamamoto was the
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driving force for such a change In olerational doctrine, and with his

rank, position, and enormous prestige he was able to gain approval for 3
the naval air power plan of attack on Pearl Harbor. But approval for the

plan of attack did not signal an actual change In the anachronirtic views

of most of the senior naval traditionalists and their notion of

battleship supremacy. Zn the sunmer of 2942 tremendous effort and

expense were devoted to continued construction of four warships Intended

to be the world's largest battleships -- one, however, was converted to a

heavy aircraft carrier before commissioning. 3
Operational effectiveness for the Japanese Army can be seen In

clearer relief than for the Navy because of the conduct of military

operations on the Asian continent. The successful coup d'4taj of the 3
Kwantung Army In Manchuria In September 2931 set off a chain of military

operations that quickly spread through that Chinese province. The 3
military operations, not very extensive by standards to be applied later

In China, were highly mobile and flexible. Skilled command leadership I
made good use of the South Manchurlan Rallway, and a few airplanes were

occasionally used to bomb Chinese positions, The Xwantung Army was quite

small at tde outset of the Incident, perhaps elzven thousand soldiers,

and the number of Chinese regulars In Manchuria was about two hundred

fifty thousand.6 7  Nevertheless, extremely effective Japanese military l
operations would soon fulfill the Kwantung Army's self-proclaimed I
Political goal-:

I
To e.tablish an independent new state In Manchuria and

Inner Mongolla, separated from China proper, which will 1
outwardly be under unlf.ied Chinuse administration but !
actually under our control. We will undertake the U
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I
transfer of power as quickly as possible and meanwhile

I extend our influence In all directions and found a solid

3 and unshakable base.68

I Claiming that tey were acting In self-defense, Kwantung Army forces

iruaediately occupied Mukden where the engineered plot had taken place on

3 the night of 18 September. Japanese reinforcements were sent from Korea

I without government permission, and wi thin a few days additional key

cities In Manchuria were occupied as well. The Japanese Army demanded

I emphatically that those officers on the spot were best fitted to make

such crucial decisions, and that military neceJsity In the field should

I determine policy, Chinese guerrilla resistance became widespread, thus,

the milltary argued, the expansion of operations throughout the three

eastern provinces of Manchuria was necessary. Increasingly, the

government was forced to act as an apologist f.,r the Kwantung Army's acts

until the puppet Tmndependent" state of Manchukuo was established In

3 February 1932. The Kwantung Army commander was then given a second title

-- Ambassador Plenlpotentiary to Manchukuo. Mlitary hegemony was

complete.

3 The Japanese Army started war with China In July 1937 as a means of

expanding national Interests. Strategic and political goals were

consistent In their aim to gain hegemony on the East Asian mainland, but

the operational capacity of Japan's armed forces was insufficient for a

I protracted war with China. The Incident, not unlike the Nukden Incident,

3 was a premeditated plot on the part of a small group of Japanese

mi tarls ts. In this case it was the so-called China section In the

3 general staff and war ministry. There was an exchange of shots between a

Japan,,se force conducting maneuvers and the Chinese garrison of Wanping,I
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I
a small city at the eastern end of the Marco Polo Bridge. Ianping

strategically linked the important Pelping-2'lentsin line with the vital I

Peiping-Hankow railroad. The Chinese sought a local settlement and were

prepared to make concessaoni, but the Japanese took advantage of the

situation as the instigators of the Mudken Zncident In Manchuria had

successfully done a few years earlier. The precedent was overwhelm-

Ing. 69

The Japanese marshalled their military might and escalated the war

in an effort to achieve an early victory. Japanese intelligence

underestimated China's will and capacity to resist, and It overestimated

Japan's ability to subjugate a very large country with a huge population

in a short war. The blatant Invasion had temporarily given the 3
Kuomintang forces of Chiang Kai-shek and the Chinese conmunists some

common aims, and that fact contributed to a more united defense. Near

the end of 1937 Imperial General Headquarters was established in Tokyo to

centralize the conduct of operations in the hands of Army and Navy

leaders. Sixteen divisions of the Army were then committed In the

Sino-Japanese War.

Although the Chinese lost most of the battles and paid dearly In 1
the loss of trained men in a series of last-ditch stands and poorly I
organized retreat operations, the Japanese Army suffered humi.)•ling

blows. The Japanese military leadership did not react effectively to

prevent the war from being significantly drawn out after 1938. The

policy of the Chinese was to trade land for time, and Chiang Jal-shek I
sought to mobilize the nation's resources and nontinued resistance in the

interior for a protracted war. By the end of 1938 Imperial General

Headquarters in Tokyo was blinded by the unexpectedly heavy casualties

and costs sustained during the opening phase of the war (War Minister I
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U
General Gen Suglyama had told Emperor Hirohito that the war would be won

by the end of August 1937).

3- The Japanese adopted a new operational doctrine In China when an

all-out military assault to deliver the gCou de arAce to Chinese

I resistance would have been more consistent with the Initial political and

strategic goals. War destruction was mounting in China, inflation sapped

3 the country's economy, most foreign aid was cut off, and corruption and

bureaucracy undermined Chiang Kai-shek's government. On the other hand,

the Japanese occupied a large section of Chinese territory, Including the

3 great rivers, the major cities, and much of the coast, Japanese troop

strength Increased to twenty-four divisions by the end of 1938, and all

I Japanese forces were more seasoned and experienced. Nevertheless,

I Irmperial General Readquarters seemed to be obsessed with setbacks In

operations and, therefore, It adopted a new policy of gftl bokUD --

trying to supply the war with local Chinese sources.70 That was a

cautious Japanese strategy of living off the occupied territories while

3 consolidatlng gains and waiting for what many Japanese militaxy analysts

believed would be the Inevitable collapse of Chiang Kal-sheR's

government. The Japanese failed miserably at the strategic and

operational levels to prevent the war in China from becoming protracted,

and by 1940 the Japanese Army had twenty-seven divisions committed In

E China, yet that wast the smal.iest percentage of the growing Imperial

I Japanese Army even to fight since July 1937.

I
I
I
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I

XV. Tactiml Effectl.venyiss

I
The quickening pace of technological developments after the

Washington Conference enabled Japanese naval tactics to keep abreast of

the demands of operational doctrine and strategic objectives. The

tactical syastem reflected the Innovative spirit of the Navy -- heavy

armor and high speed were Important In the Interwar period when the

Japanese Navy studied carefully the lessons of Jutland. While the Navy

was Innovative In developing undew.ater, surface, and air tactics, the

battleship remained the chief focus of tActical concern.

Haval operational doctrine Incorporated the offensive capacity of U
new aircraft carriers, particularly af1ter the Naval Air Corps developed

more effective tactics. In 2930, by which time the Japanese had gained a

great deal of experience with their new large carriers,, the Ah@,Q and

&29A, Navy aviators started to develop a new mwthod of attack -- dive

bombing. Training standards were high. Achieving a much greater degree I
of accuracy than experienced with high-level bombing, Japanese naval U
pilol:s held that sighting was easier In dive bombing because the angle of

dive of the attacking aircraft was more directly in line with the 3
target, Moreover, Its bomb waj released much closer to the target than

during a high.-level attack, The development of a night for accurate d.ve I
bombing and much training during the decade before the sunmer of 1941

greatljy increased the tactical effectiveness of Japanese naval

aircraft. 
7 1

I
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I
Nevertheless, the results from early tests of aerial bombing

I attacks on capital ships were dioappointing. The Japanese were attempt-

Ing to discover a means for. counteracting the superior battleship

strength of the United States. In August 1930 the old cruiser k was

S used as a target for bomb attack by planes. But the & . remained

afloat In spite of several direct hits, and she was finally sunk by

S torpedoes from a destroyer. A Japanese veteran, a graduate from the

I Japanese Naval War College in 1934, wrote that "this experience led to

increased naval emphasis on the importance of torpedoes and includ&vd

S experiments In launching them from airplanes."72

Other air combat training in the Interwar period was also realistic

S and suggested a high level of effectiveness. The Japanese conducted

S extensive experiments as they refined aerial torpedo techniques after

1933. Torpedo designs were steadily improved, and low-flying, shallow-

S water exercises were so successful In 1940 and th! first part of 1941

that aerial torpedo runs became a hallmark of Japanese tactical effective.-

S ness. Also, through the development of n' armor piercing bombs and

extensive pilot training, the tactical effectiveness of naval high-level

bombing improved dramatically by the simmwr of 1941. 73 Thus, tactical

3 developments were essential before the Japanese could undertake a

surprise carrier-borne strategic strike against the American battle fleet.

Japanese tactical effectiveness was also greatly enhanced by the

development of a giant oxygen-propelled torpedo twenty-four inches in

diameter, almost thirty feet long, and 6,000 pounds in weight. These

I IFMdel 93 (so-called Long Lance) torpedoes were vastly superior to foreign

torpedoes. While they were only slightly faster than their American and

I British counterparts (top speed was forty-nine knots), their maximum

range (about twenty-one miles) was at least four times greater. AndI
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their powder charge was at least sixty percent greater than those charges

In the most advanced Bri tish arid American torpedoes. Moreover, these

Japanese torpedoes left almost no wake during a run toward the tarqet.

First tested In 1933, by the beginning of 1939 most Japanese destroyers 1
and cruisers (light and heavy) were secretly equipped with Long Lance

torpedoes. 74 Thus, the Long Lance torpedo could greatly assist

Japanese cruisers In carrying out operational doctrine.

However, the same offensive battle fleet orientation already

observed in naval operational doctrine was also Inherent In tactical

doctrine. For Japanese torpedo tacticians were not fully successful In

convincing high-ranking naval planners of the worth and necessity of I
funding extensive torpedo projects until they set up dramatic

demonstrations. The two old 19,000-ton battleships &U and S , with

nine-Inch arnor over vital areas, were used as targets, Only three

torpedoes were required to sink each battleship. Thus, heavy funding of

torpedo projects was approved In the early 1930s because I
traditional-minded Japanese admirals were Impressed by the effect Iveneas

of new torpedoes against ships of the line. Thereafter, torpedo

development was to become one of the most outstanding technical

achievements of the Japanese Navy in the Interwar years.

At the same time a new doctrine for firing torpedoes was developed 1
and accepted in the Japanese Navy. Torpedo, markmanship Increased

enormously at the normal firing range of a little over a mile from the

target. And with the development of Long Lance torpedoes, tactical

effectiveness steadily Improved during naval training maneuvers. Great

care was taken to recover practice torpedoes lest they fall Into alien 1
hands and the secret of the Long Lance be discovered. For example, I
training exercises were postponed If bad weather -- rough seas or fog -- I
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created too high of a risk of loair.g an errant torpedo, As a result of

such care, the effective development of the Long Lance torpedo was one of

i the best kept secrets In the Interwar period.

Zronically, Japanese magazine articles describing the Navy's new

torpedoes were translated by American embassy personnel and forwarded

routinely to the Office of Naval Intolligence (ONZ). One such report

dated 24 February 1934 boasted that Oour latest torpedoes run with

pratically no track,* and they are, therefore, the Japanese author

concluded, *very difficult to see." These were probably the prototype of

I the slightly smaller Model 91, but they we.•. also oxygen-propelled like

the giant Long Lance Model P3. Nevertheless, an OMI officer underlined

the passage and marked it with a question mark and an X.75

Zn fleet training exercises In the late 1930s the Japanese

I developed new battle tactics based on the remarkable performance of Model

9.3 torpedoes. Destroyers and cruisers could launch Long Lance torpedoes

at great distances, well outside the range of enemy torpedoes. Moreover,

in night fighting such torpedo tactics would be used in lieu of opening

an engagement with gunfire. Thus the Japant,.se would avoid the risk of

revealing their own position with the flash from firing the first and

probably Inaccurate salvo. Torpedo strikes would highlight enemy targets

and quickly enable Japanese battleships to fire extremely accurate

Initial salvos. Though the Japanese lacked radar I, rdhe Interwar period,

these tactic.q taicing advantage of newly developed torpedoes made the

Japanese night-battle doctrine very effect'ive.

3but Japanese battle C' ,trine, as , been demonstrated earlier,

placed primary emphasis on the battleship and Its big guns. Other ships

and weapon systems were only accessories. The designers of the

Yamato-class battleship In the mic-1930s argued effectively that its
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larger and much more powerful projectiles than those used in sixteen-inch 3
cannons on foreign battleships. Four of the Ymao-class battleships

were laid down before 2941. . With very heavy artillery and armor, a

displacement of some 65,000 tons, top speed of thirty knots, and a range

of 8,000 miles, the Y leviathans were designed for the set piece, I
decisive battle. Their speed would allow them to seek or avoid battle at

will and their armor and armament would make them rnearly Invincible.
7 7

Offen-ive submarine tactics became highly advanced in the Interwar 3
period. Submarine commanding officers trained for the ideal attack, and

they always 'wought to take advantage of the element of surprise. They I
liked to maneuver to have the target silhouetted against the sky. 3
Remaining on the surface as long as possible, they preferred to approach

the target from out of the darkness, using a slow speed to avoid leaving

a wake so plainly viscible to any patrol aircraft. After submerging, the

destroyer screen around the capital ship target would be penetrated very I
quietly dt three knots, the periscope would be raised as Infrequently as 5
possible, and during the final approach navigation was almost entirely by

sound equipment. A spread of at least three and up to six torpedoes,

depending on the class of submarine, would be fired at a major

target. 7 8  On the other hand, Japanese submarine officerr were trained I
for evasive action to avoid deadly depth charge attacks. Crash dives

could be made in less than a minute, for Instance. Nevertheless, they

were obsessed with offensive tactics against enemy capital ships in

Interwar maneuvers, and, in practice, evasive tactics received less

attention 3
Midget submarines were first introduced in the Japanese Navy In the

early 1930)s -- they were a purely offensive tactical arm. Carried to the

I
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I
harbor entrance by a mother submarine or surface ship, the midget

I submarines would be launched to penetrate the enemy's anchorage and to

I fire torpedoes at the enemy battle fleet from short range. As a

tactical arm of the Imperial Japanese Navy they were not very effective.

Japanese fleet maneuvers In May-June 1930 demonstrated a high level

of tactical effectiveness. Part of the maneuvers took place around the

I mandated •slands and, therefore, they suggested considerable concern

I about tactical problems that were related directly to strategic

objectives and operational capabilities. Moreover, realistIc training

exercises were designed to learn more about the qualities of Japanese

sailors and the capacity of equipment under harsh conditions. Data on

the morale and job effectiveness of the crew living In confined spaces

aboard cruisers and destroyers were obtained during endurance tests at

sea. Furthermore, because theme particular maneuvers Involved a

I prolonged period In the tropics, special tests were conducted to
80

determine the safety of high explosives on board ship.

3Traditional Army-Navy rivalry sometimes Jeopardized military

effectiveness at both the operational and tactical levels. In 1ate

January 1932, for example, the Navy wanted to seize the Initiative In

3;' Sh.anghai, even against numerically superior Chinese forces, because the

Kwantung Army had recently demonstrated Its prowess In Manchuria. *The

Navy,w a Japanese scholar wrote, *was eager for action to gain for ItselfI a reputation equal to that of the Awantung Army•1.81 2wo thousand

Japanese marines, equipped with field guns and armored cars, clashed with

Chinese forces some 30,000 strong. Aircraft from the seaplane tender

Notoro (14,000 tons) began bombing Chinese positions and air

reinforcements soon arrived from Japan. In spite of air support, the

marines needed Army reinforcements In a confrontation that was becomingI
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I
more extended than originally anticipated, and the war minister agreed to

the Navy's request for Army assistance. But friction soon developed, for I
the Navy then specified that It wanted a mixed brigade under the command

of a naval officer to be dispatched to Shanghai. The Army insisted that

the size of land reinforcements was beyond the Navy's competence and 3
jurisdiction -- the Army general staff was willing to send nothing less

than one Army division. Thus, the Navy had no choice but to back down, I
and the Ninth Division from Kanazawa arrived In Shanghai two weeks

later. As a result of service rivalry the tactical effectiveness of the

marines was reduced considerably and the operational effectiveness of all

Japanese forces In Shanghai suffered. The League of Nations imposed the

armistice signed in May, although two additional Japanese Army divisions U
were dispatched to Shanghai beforehand. It has been observed, however,

that Othe Japanese Army was not satIsified. And as soon as another

opportunity presented Itself, In 1937, It would pour In a much larger

contingent of forces to recapture Shanghai."
8 2

At the tactical level Japanese armed forces had several occasions 5
early In the Sino-Japanese War to integrate combat arms, to marshal all

available forces, and to exploit opportunities. The case of a Japanese I
marine garrison (2,500 strong) isolated In Shanghai in August 1937 Is a

good example. The Chinese were committing large numbers of troops

(nearly fifty times the size of the Japanese garrison) and much air power

to the Shanghai area. They hoped to capture Japanese bases and depots

around Shanghai and to thwart the landing of reJnforcements. The I
Japanese had to respond decisively and swiftly to avoid a severe

setback. Local airfields could not be used, but withIn a few day.s the

Japanese gained control of the air, The first "transoceanic" bamblng

raids were undertaken by the Type 96 attack bombers (Nells). With a I
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I
range of more than 1,200 miles, Hells from a base near Talhoku (Taipei)

I and from Ohmura Base on Xyushu attacked Chinese positions around

5 Shanghai. observation seaplanes were .launched from a coastal defense

ship and from a seaplane tender. The day after the Initial long-distance

bomber raids by land-based Naval Air Corps planes, carrier planes Joined

the battle. Naval gunfire provided cover for the landing of Japanese

I reinforcements. Aircraft and naval gunfire coordinated their action to

i en�able marines and Army Infantry to hold their positions in the streets.

The war escalated rapidly, indeed, from the end of July to the middle of

I August a local conflIct developed Into a full-scale wax..83 Within a

month, thereafter, a hundred thousand Japanese ground forces arrived In

I China, along with some three hundred artillery pieces, three hundred

tanks, and two hundred aircraft. old airfields were repaired, and new

ones were constructed. The Chinese Air Force was so badly mauled In the

I opening rounds of the Sino-Japanese War that by the end of September It

ceased activities In daytime and was restricted to little more than night

5 harassment of Japanese positions.

The reality of combat was sometimes different from what training

exercises had anticIpated, and on at least one occasion at the outset of

3 the war In China the Naval Air Corps responded verV effectively. Heavy

losses were suffered when Type 89 attack bombers from the EAM were

launched to attack a Chinese city. Bad weather prevented a rendezvous

with telir expected fighter escort from another base, and when near their

target the bombers were .,ttacked by Chinese fighter planes witth

devastating results. Eleven In the formation of twelve bombers were shot

eown. The Japanc'se Navy reacted quickly. The &qga soon sailed from the

5 combat zone to Sasebo where she received a full complement of the new

Type 96 fighters. The ,arrier returned to the China coast within a fewI
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I
weeks to implement a new tactical system -- the rendezvous method of

providing fighter escort was too risky, thus fighters always escorted I
bombers to, over, and from their targets. The new tactical system was

also applied later in the wax when Chinesý% targets were moved to rear

areas beyond the effective range of many Japanese fighters. Though thje

Japanese Army captured some Chinese airfields, the Chinese continued to

control many of the supply routes over which tho Japanese could otherwise I
have transported aviation fuel. The Navy used the Type 95 land-based 3
a ttack bombers as an emergency transport plane, flying fuel and spare

parts to the outpost airfields, Refueling operations could thus take

place for those fighters with Insufficient range to fly nonstop

missions. In sum, lessons that the Naval Air Corps learned from prewar 3
training were quickly modified in light of the compelling power of combat

circums tances.

The Haval Air Corps bore the brunt of air assignments in China and

in the process of carrying out various missions a great deal was learned

by the pioneer aviators. The air battles in China vindicated the Navy's

strictest training for pilots and air crews, whereas Army training

standards were not as high and, therefore, their combat efficiency was I
impeded. Furthermore, it was learned that air groups and combat plane* 3
trained at sea for sea duty could be very effective without special train-

ing in air campaigns over land, Conversely, it was learned that Army U
pilots trained specifically for air operations ove*, land had great

difficulty In operations over water, even in merely flying from Japan to I
China. The Army Air Corps never matched the efficiency of Naval Air Corps,

although both services had limited capabilities in night operations.8 4

In addition to the problems experienced in escort operations at the 3
onset of the Sino-Japanese liar, some rather subtle and far more serious I
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I
flaws in the Naval Air Corps' tactical system were uncovered, Japanese

I naval aviators, the product of a battleship-oriented Navy, had been

I Intensely trained In standard fleet exercises to attack capital ships.

But the xeallties of combat experience were somewhat different. Naval

I pilots started to resent their target assignments -- small enemy

positions, bridges, or rolling stock. Dissatisfaction grow as the war

I dragged on and no satisfactory way was found to disengage, The domand

i for air support always exceeded the capacity of the Army Air Corps and,

therefore, Navy casualties and aircraft losses mounted. One Japanese

I naval aviator who flew mIssions In the Sino-Japanese War w:ote more

recently thatI
Navy fliers were falling into two groups -- one taking

It easy on Army-assigned missions, and the other making

the maximum efforts on each assignment, thereby of•en

paying a high price.

Those who took It easy and 'conserved strength' during

the China War became victims of their long accustomed

habit. When the Pacific War broke out, those who had

taken It easy had forgotten how to take It hard. When

these men were assigned to 'worthy assignments,' it was

they themselves who often proved unworthy. They were

deficient In both diving and marksmanship, Another

I group did pretty well against big moving targets on the

ocean. But the number of such crack pilots shrank

rapidly asI
I
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I
Thus, naval aviator morale suffered, and taactical effectiveness was

impaired not only during the Japanese war against the Chinese In the I
1930s, but olso In the war against ADS powers In the 1940s.

The firitish military attach6 In Japan (for two tours of duty

totalling sever ye.,rs) In the Interwar period observed In 1926 that

Japanese, Army off"icers "were slowly beginning to adapt themselves to

modern war ... ; [that] theAz thoughts turned Increasingly Inward, and

foreign adventures were neither expected nor sought for." HIs second

assessment, when leaving Japan In late 1939, was that the Japanese Army,

"*Is stronger In man-power, morale, experience of war, and reserves of

munitions, than ever before In Its hImstzn r. 86 The British Army

officer did not make his assessments exclusively at the political,

strategic, operational, or tactical levels of military activity, but It

Is clear that he had a very keen sense of history., Any estimate of the I

effectiveness of Japanese armed forces In the Interwar period Is made

especially difficult because of the turbulence of peace mixed with

warlike expectations. The Japanese military was a prisoner of its own

arrogant past, and It was perhaps Inevitable that It would err in the

transitional period of Japanese histo•y when the new nation-state I
struggled to gain maturity.

I
I
I
I
I
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The disastrous performanoe of. the .rta.Zan armed foroes In World Aiar

ZI cannot be fully understood without reference to the development of

I m J[Jiltary Institutions In the Int:etrwar period, *Pive factors had a major

Impact on Ztalian military efficiency In the years between 1918 and

I 1940t the uneasy relationshIp between the political authorities and the

armed forces leadership, taly's limited resources, the lack of a centraI

I command organization, Italian engagement In continuous ml 1 itary

operations from the s•wmier of 1935 onward, and mussollnl's personal

allIdnce with Hitler.

3 •The attempt by the Liberal governments of 1918-1922 to Impose

direct civilian control over the armed forces for the first time In

I talian history helped promote the military-FascJst alliance of 1922, 'n

return for standing aside during the M'arch on Rome, Mussolini promised

the military leadership unprecedented autonomy. At the sam time, many

I of the more dynamic members of the military came to view Fascism an tho

I
I
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S
I�the nation'.s potential as a 20th Century military power. However, the

poor allocation of available resources among the services made matters

I worse. The 1ogic of Italy 's geographic position, her choice of national

enemies and Plussolini 's Mediterranean strategy all suggested that the

E Navy and Air Poroe should receive preference in funding, while the Army

S should stress quality It. -. e form of amphibious, mechanized, and airborne

unitso Instead, the Army used its political power to ensure itself the

I lion's share of resources until 1936. These funds were spent on

maintaining a large force of wretchedly trained and equipped Infantry,

S and on the comforts of the senior officer#.

The lack of a cozabined general staff or a single armed furcem

Iministry contributed to tie worsening of the two previously mentioned

I problems. While Mussolini toyed with the Idea of creating such

organizations, he ultimatelL4 rejected the notion for fear of their

, potential as centers of political opposition. As a result, he lacked a

mechanism to Impose either his strategic concepts on the armed forces or

to distribute resources amony the services In a rational manner.

Instead, each of the general staffs and ministries developed its own war

plans in isolation, which led to bizarre consequences during World Wax IZ.

5 Mussolini's investment of Italy's slender military resources in the

invasion of Ethiopia, in the extended pacification of that empire and in

support of the Nationalists in the Spanish Civil war consumed two-thIrds

I of all milAtary funds spent between 1935 and 1940. While such wars made

sense in the context of Mussolini's plans for Mediterranein hegemony,

3 they exhausted his armed forces. Italy was simply unprepared for war in

1940. Furthermore, the separate genera.! staffs failed to plan to take

i advantage of the opportunities created by these conquests. rn

SI particular, Italian East Africa represented a liability under these
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circumstances rather than a bastion from which to dominate the surround-

Ing area. I
Pinally, Mussollni's acquiescence to German annexation of Austria, g

Cseohoslovakia and, particular•y, his irresponsible agreement to the Pact

of Steel, allowed Hitler to set the timetable for Wor•ld War ZZ, entirely

to Ztaly's detriment. Although Mussolini had warn*d Hi tler subsequently

that Ztaly would be unready for a major war until early 1943 (probablyin a

underestimate), the German dictator Initiated him attack on Poland 3
confident of Ztalian support. While Hitler e•tred In the short run, he

had calculated correctly that Mussolini could not resist the temptation 5
to Intervene. Mussolini had long predicted and eagerly awaited the

general Ruropean war Germany had begun, He had seized control of the 3
Ztalian State precisely in order to ready It for participation In such a

conflict. Zronically, the very methods by which Mussolini had gained

power and prepared rtaly for war soon produced Ignominious defeat•. I

£
i
I
I
I
I
i
I

II
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I
U
3 .*. Poli4ti4calE.hcU'etitvenesa

I
Mussolini's contention In March 1940 that he had *never refused

anything for the Armed Porces" was no great exaggezatIon. 2  Yet even

I the postwar Liberal governments funded the Army generously until the

summer of 2922 and, at the same time, provIded the Navy with rminimally

U adequate budgets. However, the Pacta government's drastic reduction of

the Army's budget for 1922-1923 helped persuade the general s to accept

I the March on Rome. At the same time, whIle the Washington Naval

U Agreement of oebruarV 1922 had already saved the Aeala d~rina from a

hopeless capital ship construction race with the Prench Navy, the

I admirals supported Mussolini's selzure of power in the belief that he

would support the construction of a Navy to dominate the Mediterranean.3

Nonetheless, between 1922 and 1926, the two services accepted very

S low appropriations In the expectation of future generosity. The Air

Porce, founded in January 1923, also had ambitions far in excess of what

I i ts first three budgets allowed. In general, Mussolini did his best to

fulfill all these hopes. Zn 1922-2923 military expenditures consumed

22.4% of state expenditure. ThIs rose to 39,6% by 1939-1940.4 ,talv's

I war debt agreement with Britain in January 1926 greatly expanded the

state's access to foreign capital. lFrom 1926, therefore, the Fascist

5 regime was able to devote eveor-Increasing sums to military expenditures.

In the period 1926-1940, Italian military spending reached 79.5% of tljat

I of Britain and 97% of that: of Prance. More spectacularly, in the years

i 1935-1939, when Italy's aggressive intentions toward the West had become
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quite clear, Ztalian military budgets reached 89.5% of Britain's and

actually surpassed those of France by 22.8%. These figures are 3
parttcularly startling when one compares the Ztalian national income for

1940 of $5.3 billion with that of Britain ($22.9 billion) and of Prance

($12.5 Billion).6  I

Nonetheless, t1 e a had grounds for complaint. Of the

116 billion lire pirvided to the armed forces from 1935 to 1940, some 77 5
billion were consumed by the costs of the Ethiopian War, Ztalian

Intervention In Spain, the occupation of Albania, and Vhe pacification U
vampaigns in Ztallan East Africa. This left relatively little for 3
modernization pro graum, at a time when Britain and Prance had begun to

ze-arm.'7  Purthermore, Italy's dependence on expensive Imports of raw

materials and fuel increased the costs of militaxy equipment and training

compared to those of her better endowed European rivals. Finally, there I
Is the question, raised then and sInce, whether all theme billions were 3
actually spent on military equipment and preparations. Corruption

riddled every department of the Fascist regime, Including the military 3
ministries 

1

Despi te appearances on paper, the Navy fared the best of the U
Individual services In the interwar period, the Army the wor•st. Prom An 3
avezag, share of the mJilitazy budqet in 1924-1926 of 61.9% for the Army,

25.7% for the Navy and 12.4% for the Air Force, the Army descended to a 3
52.1%l share, the Navy to a 21.1% share, while the Aix Force soared to a

27.8% share by 1938-1940. However, theme figures require some interpreta- I
tion. Since the militrary budgets of 1924-1926 totalled 8.13 billion 5
lire, and rose to 43 billion in 1938-1940, each service enloy•ed a

spectacular increase In funding by the end of the Thirties. The Army and 3
Air Force, however, were forced to divert a large share of tVeJr I
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I
i resources to the wazs In Bast Africa and Spain In 1935-1940. The smaller

commitment of the .qiLa Marxlna to those conflicts allowed It to devote a

SI greater proportion of Its funds to training, modernization, and increas-

Ing fuel reserves during the years 1935-1940. As a result, the Navy was

n betteor prepared than the Army and Air Porce for war In June 1940.9

But much of the Navy's potential was left unrealized due to

Interservice i•ivalry, particularly with the Air Force. The decree of

March 1923 escablishing the geola Aoronautgaa gave It complete control

over aviation. The Naval Decree of February 1937 Implicitly reaffirmed

3 this monopoly, since It made no mention of a naval air tervice. Jealous

of Its new Independence, strongly Influenced b bouhoetism, chronically

short of funds after 1935 and fearful of the loss of squadrons to the

I Reglis tf-naA, the Air Force leadership refused to cooperate In the

establishment of torpedo bomber units and defeated Navy attempts to build

U aircraft carriers. This rJvaIry gravely diminished the m.lItary

advantages conferred by Italy 'a position In the MediterranedMn and

prevented the application of the aeronaval lessons of the 1935-1936

I HMediterranean Crisis and the Spanish Civvil War. Furthermore, the quarrel

lessened any chances for successful amphibious warfare.

3 Similar Army-Navy feuding prevented the creatiun of adequate forces

for major landing operations. Pao Wears, the armed forces' leadersh.lp

I had recognized the threats posed by military bases on Malta and Corsica.

o On the eve of World War 'Two, however, the fo.uz arg&te reimined Incapiblo

of seizing those islands, Tn fact, amphibious operationn during tho

I invasion of Albania In April 1939 revealed an actual declite In

efficiency since the landing on Corfu in September 1923,10

n Rivalries among the services also inhibited the development of

adec:uate antiaircraft defenses and airborne forces. These de.ficiencien
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would be felt most sorely after June 1940,11

A more serious weakness of the Itallan arzed forces arose from the I
high price, low quality, and ,Insufficient quantity of the arm, equipment I
and supplies available to them, because of Italy's industrial-technolog-

Ical deficiencies. Italy possessed only miniscule deposits of vita.l raw 3
materials. In 1938, Ztaly produced barely over 1 million metric tons of

hard coal, and Imported another 12.1 million tons, whereas Prance I
produced 47.6 million and Germany 186.2 million tons, 1 2  That same 3
year, Italy produced 2.3 million tons of steel Ahile Prance produced 6.1

million, Britiah 10.A million, and Germany 22.7 million tons.13 NJih 3
virtually no domes tic petroleum productIon, Xtalian Imports reached an

expensive 2 million tons In 1939. The Italians compensated to an extent I
by the output of 15,54 million kilowatt hours of eolctrIcal energy that 3
year. In contrast, however, Prance produced 22.10 million, Britain 35.61

and Germany C1.IA miJl•on. Sowe further gauge of Zt:aly's Industrial 3
weakness cones from a comparison of its 1939 mo~or vehicle production of

69,000 withh Prance's 227,000 and Britain's 402,000.14

But a greater problem sprang ft rcx the Italian education ayste•,.

which failed to provide the skilled workera, engtneers, and scientists

noeeded to expand the rzms Induitxr, of the $51,000 seconda-y school

students in 29.19-2940, only 29% received any se•ious sclentific or

technical ttaining. In 1919-1920, just 27,690 of XCaly's 53,670 1
Ui?.iwvrity students majored in ,ngineerJng. avience or nJthematics. By

1939-1940 tho f.igure had dropptel precipitousli. to 11,648 out oa 65,535

students. This Is not aux.prIsing when 70% of Italiin engineers remained

unemployed In 1928 and nearly 50% In 1935.1s

Ztalj had developed a large armaments Industry during world War 3
One, th,,.kM to generous Allied loans and supplies of iron ore and coal. I
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I
I The ziberal governments of 1918-1922 recognized the valuable asset such

plants represented to their impoverished nation. They also realized how

I difficult It would be to recreate such expensive facilities if they were

dismantled, particularly if Xtaly's previous benefactors were to become

I her enemi•es. When Allied asistanoe ended after World War ne•, the

government made strenuous efforts to maintain theme arms factories by

bartering weapons for ore, coal and oil from the Balkans, Middle East,

B and Caucasus, These attempts failed. Despite the best effortta of the

Pascist regime, the U2fqjogjlo and the ReoaI Aeron2aUtica failed to

U develop new arms maJkets after 19a2, the Army's weapons industzr

shriveled and the air IAndustry failed to grow to a size sufficient to

I meet the Alr Force's needs, 1 6

3 These problems grew crItIcal after 1935, when Itilian conquest of

Othlopia, followed by massive aid to Pranco's forces, drained Army and

I Air Porce magazines. A• the came time, a surge In foreign axms orders,

due to risAng International tonolons, serJou#ly reduced the flow of now

S armn to the Ztalian military. Such orders, however, supplied critical

3 L'oveign exchange for the Import of essenti4l raw mat:eria.lm and fuel.

Since the ftgALd&LAM had begun N major building program In 2931, which

5 expanded even further In 1935, trje doemnds on Itallan arias and annlunition

plants grew very heavy. Even working overtime, under & regime tha•t

I forbade labor disputes, Italy's armament.or workers (671,000 by late 1938)

could not Increase production enough ¢to meet all these demands. 7 At

the same time, the Italian school system was eal,•tnq to proucvv aradtudt'o-i

3 who could be easily trained to reinforce thiu work toic:e.

In 1935, MussolinJ had increased the powers of rl;,, cwneral

I Commissariat@ for War P."oduction (COGHPAG) to allocate rationally Xtaly's

i mIli tary -Industri&I resources. But the Industri.1al leodarship

S... . . I --H U•
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successfully resisted COGNPAG plans to centralize the distribution of

resources and arms contracts. Furthermore, Me Navy defeated COGEPAG I
attempts to supervise ship building activities, al tlough It was the 5
largest consumer of raw materials for armaments. In consequence, the

Roala dar~na dominated the armed services In gaining access to industry 5
and technology. The quality of Army and Air Force weapons design

suffered considerably from the Navy's disproportionate share of designers I
and technici ans, is

The services, however, had no lack of untrained military age

manpower In the Interwar Wears. Despite 709,000 dead In World war I, the

armed forces could draw on a population of 6.9 million men between the

ages 19 and 38 in 1940, This compares with 6 million for Prance and 7,7 3
million for the Uni ted Xingdom, With one exception, the Italians

outnumbered each of their other potential or actual opponents from 1928

to 1940. Xtaly, whose population reached 42.9 million by 1936, would 5
have faced serious ranwpower problems in a single-handed war against

Germany. Through natural Increase and annexation, the population under 5
German contro- rose from 63.2 million In 1925 to some 90 million at the

ttime of the German-l'allan Alliance of Hay 1939. However, France and

oven the United Kingdcdo, with 1936 populations of 41.2 million and 47 5
million respctive2ly, would probably have aided Italy In a conflict with

129I
Germany. I

But Italy's relative poverty meant lw levels of nutrition, health,

oc(upatIonal b.kIlls, and education In hcr military age manpower pool. 20

MuseoJini's wDattle for Wheat,* with Its Jneff.lclent transformation of 5
pal turage Into grailn producing areas, caused annual meat output to drop

from 800,000 to 634,000 metric tons between 1929 and 1934 alone. 2 1  By

February 1939, Mussolini could boast that "the problem of meat Is not I
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I
worrisome because 20 million Itallans have the wise habit not to eat it

and do ver1y well," 22 Yet three days later, the DuCe lamented that Army

U medical boards were reJecting twenty five percent of Italian young men as

physically unfit for military service, Purthormore, half the conscripts

" reporting for duty measured less than five feet five Inches tall.2 3

The Fascist regime did Improve nationsl health, especially by reducing

malaria, which had reached 283,000 cabes In 21924. Batt Intestinal *and

" r respiratory diseases ,ontlrnued to ravage the ru,-al populatlon, which

formed the majori ty of the work force. Furthermore, school

U attoondance by 6-14 year-olds., wh1ch stood at 57,6% In 1021-2922, rose to

on•y 70,7% by 1938-1939. In 1931. 6,7 million Itallans over the age of

U ~1 were lliteorato, inrluding 407,000 men betwwen the ages of 20-2P. By

i 1939, Itallans had access to only 312,000n motor Ve}hiles, ,'.mpazed to 2.4

million In Pranco,;25

5 Tn consequence, from 1938 onward oa It s.truggled to mw,,hanhze, the

Army suffered trom severe ahortages of drivnrs, mnchanlcs, rAdio

I operators and specialists of all kinds. . reports stzessed

i the difficulty of training its physically suunted, ill-educated und often

Illiterate recruits. Similar prob.ems, though on a hiber lswvel,

S afflicted the junior officer and noncomaiisioned officer corps.26 with

their proportIonately greater need of skilled or eailly trained manpower,

the Navy and Air Force competed fiercely with the Army for access to

skilled personnel. While relatively successful, the two smaller services

still fell short of their requirements. For the Air Force especially,

i thw dearth of technIcIdns and mechanics limited its efficiency and Its

possibilities of expansiol).27

In fact, Italy's economic inferiority to the other European powers

precluded any of its armed forces from gaining first class status withoet
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I
severely retarding the development of the other two services, For this

reason, Douhet advocated the concentration of Itallan military resources

on a Uarxe strategic Zomber force. The gene•.•al argued that Italy could

descroy swiftly a major opponent's will to resist by apocalyptic gas and

Incendiary raids agaInst enemy cities. WIth such a weapon as a deterrent 3
or strike force, Iraly could reduce Its Army and Navy to frontier and

.oast gua~rds (as It vould have to, in order to afford hundreds of

long-range bombers) . The alternative could be only a variation of the g
Pirat World War experience: m war of attrition with each of Italy's

tiree armed services inferior to Its adversazy' i, 2 I

while attractive to many in the Fastist hierarchy, .Douhel's concept

was unfeasible politically, So long as the Raugo . held the I
balance of power In the state, as thJe March on Rome' demonstrated that It 3
did, MussolInI could not deprive It of Its primacy In m.lItary funding,

Nor did Mussolini ever enjoy the power to break the firm alliance between 5
the Mavy and ,taly's largest Industrial firms. Orders for even thousands

of aluminum fuselages ,tni aircraft engines could not balance the fat I
protftr for cojrpz-xations producing steel hulls, turb)nes, armor plate, 3
and naval cannon, When .4ussolini boasted of an Air Force that would blot

out the sun with It w.ings, he Ignored the reality of the resources that

he actually conmanded. While equally hyperbolic, MussoJJni's thereats of

a& Army of eight million bayonets and a Mavj; cu reduce the Mediterranean I
to . at losrt reflected a ginmmer of poJlrJcal rhallty. 29

i
i
I
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3 1Z3. Strate@.lc ffectjveness

U
Prom 1918, under both IWber3ls and Pascisti, the Italian govern-

ment's goal was Italy's establishment as a world power through domination

I of the Medlterranean-Red Sea area and the conquest of Ethiopia.30 But

successive political and economic crises from 1919 to 1925 hindered tne

3 armed forces from developing strategies to achieve such ends. OnlV

after 1925-1926, with the resolution of these crises and the czeation of

stable leadeaship for the armed forces did such plai.s fully evolve,

I Until 1:35, each service concentrated on preparing for hostilities with

France and Yugoslavia. The Army also pldnned to prevent an Anscghluss and

I :eadied studies for war against Turkey and Ethiopia, After 1935, the
32

services also prepared for conflict with Britain and Greece. These

3I plans were not congruent, however, nor, in the Army's case, were they

I consistent with Mussolini's political goals.

Fulfillment of Italian ambitions required an offensive aeronaval

I strategy and the ability to project and maintain the Army's forces

overseas. The heaviest burden, therefore, would fall on the Navy. The

I collapse of Aust.ria-Hungary and Italy's subsequent acquisition of Albania

as a protectorate rendered Italy's Adriatic coast virtually invulnerable

and allowed the concentration of the Recia Marina in the Central

I Mediterranean. However, fleet battleship strength dropped from five

obsolete dreadnoughts ir 1918 to two by 1933. only in 1937 did the Navy

gain two moderri'ed battleships. Pour more modernized or new capital

i ships became available in 1940. Mussolini rejected repeated requests to

-- i•"_ __ _
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authorize aIrcraet carrier constructlon.

Until 1935, the Regia Marina expected war only against the French 3
fleet In alliance with the small Yugoslav Navy. Since the French Navy

wax little laxger than the Xtalian, the defense of maritime traffic

through the Mediterranean or to Libya received li ttl& attention. 3
Inatead, the Itallan Navy staff planned to blockade the Yugoslavs behind

the Straits of Otranto and concentrate the battlefleet for a decisive I
surface action with the French. 33

Due to Its tempurary decline In battleship strength after 1933, the

Navy adopted a defensive straiegy during the Mediterranean Crisis of

1935-l936. It would have relied on cruisers, torpedo boats, and subma-

rInes to defend the coasts against the !.jol NavW., make raids, and cteate !
opportunities for possiblc, forays by the battle fleet. No seriouw, plans

were developed to secure the sea lanes to Libya or the Dodeuaoese.3 5

In 1936-1937, the Naval Ministry developed plans for a powerful 1
fleet consisting of eJght battleships, two or three aircraft carriernt and

over one hundred submarines. 36 These would be employed: I

a) In the defense from the outside of the passages I

which flow Into the Mediterranean and the Red Sea...

b) In the attack on the central areas of enemy

Imar time] traffic

c) In cooperatIon with possible oceanic operations by

allied [I.e.., German and Spaniah] navies

d) In the executiori of possible overseas operations and 3
the maintenance of vital communications

e) in the maintenance of the Medi terranean and Red 'ea 3
37
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I
The Navy expected to have the strength to carry out such a strategy

by 1942-1944. During the crisis of September 1938, however, the Army

rn forcibly brought to the Navy's attention the necessity of protecting

supply lines to Libya in order to support a land offensive against

I Egypt. But despite this warning, the Navy did not reconcile the conflict

between its ambitious strategy and that which would be imposed upon it by

I the Army's plan to invade Egypt, co•ulined with its own weaknesseiss, The

I outbreak of war in September 1939 caught the Navy unprepared for either

eventuality. Zn April 2940, citing the Reala HarIna's weakness vis-.a-vis

U the British and French, Admiral Domen1co Cavagnarl, the Navy ChJef of

Staff, adopted a strategy reminiscent of that of 1935-1936, while

I stresuIna offensive submarine operations and the defense of the central

MINedf t trranean. 38

From 2198 to 2940, Army strategIc planning concentrated on the

I destruction of Yugoslavia, with the assistance of Hungary and Albania.

General staff planners hoped that rtalian diplomacy would isolate

U Yugoslavia. But the6 also prepared to hold the Alpine frontier againet

the French, while sImvultaneuusly crushing the Yugoslavs. 3 9  After

prodding by MusmolinI, the Army also developed plans to invade Turkey

I (1924-1926) and gradually transformed studles for the defense of Nritaea

into plans for a full-scale invasion of EthioApia. 4 0

3 ~ Although first contemplated by Fascist leaderi in 1925, it was the

possibility of war with Britain in 1935-1936 that prompted the first of a

series of Army plans to Invade Rgypt and the Sudan, In order to link

U Libya with Italan East Africa. However, these plans were shelved by

Marshal Pietro .adoglio following the dismissal of their chief proponent,

the Army Chief of Staff, General Alberto Parlani, Ini November 2939.41

I Following the hastily Improvised occupation of Albania in April 1939, the
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Army also prepared studies for an invasion of Greece. The disjointed

nature of these plans reflected both the Army's unwillingness to abandon 3
its traditional Alpine orientation for Mussolinis Mediterranean.-AfrJcan

strategy and fears of losing precedence to the Navy. I
After several confused years, the Air Force adopted a Douhetian 3

strategy in 1926-1927. But' the .eata Aeronautiga never developed

aircraft capable of the annihilation of Paris and Belgrade. After Xtalo

Balbo, who had championed Dohoetes Ideas, was replaced as head of the Air

Force by Giuseppe Valle In November 1933, Douhetlsm gradually lost I
influerice to the conc'epts of Amnedeo Mecozzu. Mecozui advocated develop- 3
Ing fighter-bombers for coordinated tactical air strikes in combined

aeronaval and ground support operat•Jons. The taig .eronautics experl- 1
mented with both Douhet's and Xecozsu's methods in Ethiopia and Spain,

without selecting either as the basis for operations against France and I
Britain, Xnstead, It Insisted on Douhetian Independence, while exploying

methods and aircraft more suited to Necozzi's notions. Total doctrinal

Incoherence resulted, 4 3  3
By early 1939, the Air Staff finally recognized the A

Aero•juti4's Inability to apply Douhet's ideas. Italy lacked both a I
strategic bomber and a sufficient number of medium bombers. At the same

time, Valle realized that Itallan territory was so vulnerable to air

attack that he shifted aircraft acquisition priority to interceptors. 3
Valle's successor, Francesco Pricolo, officially announced in March 1940

that the Air Force had adopted a strategy largely based on support of

Army and Navy operations. However, the lack of armed forces coordination I
and liaison left the Air Staff in virtual ignorance of their counterparts'

Intentions. The Air Force entered World War Two in a strategic vacuum. 44

I
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In theory, the king coordinated the armed forces in his constilu-

U tional capacities as head of state and commander In chief, Vittorio

3l mEanuele III, who reigned from 2900 to 1946, did enjoy considerable

prestige throughout the military, particularly within the Army offIcer

corps. However, after World War One, In an attempt to presorva his

dynasty, the king generallU refrained from using this power and delegated

I considerable authority to the military leadership and to fusrolini. In

I October 2922, under pressure from the pro-Pascist Army and Navy high

commands, he refused to order the Army to prevent the March on Rome. The

E king feared civil war and the possible overthrow of the mona'hy,. Zn

December 1924, he rejected an Army bid to overthrow tha Pasciats during

I the Matteotti Crisis for the same reasons. Instead, he acquiesced while

Mussolini establ.shed a totalitarlan dictatorship In 1925-1927. Theroe

after, the history of the monarchy remains obscure. Wlhat is certain,

I however, Is that Vittorio Smanuele provided an a&Itrnative authority

figure And a counselor available to the military leadership In times of

U crisis. In 192d, the king seems to hive quietly rallied the opposition

to Mfussolini's attempts to bring the military under his dlrect control.

Zn August 1935, and again, In April 1940, Vittorio Vmanuele apparently

I considered using the Army to unseat Mussolini before the dictator led

Ztaly Into war. With the possible exception of the 2928 epJsode,

I however, the king served more as a brake than a barrier to Mussollni's

plans, As a result, the monarchy merely contributed to the confusion at

I the top .1 0je chain of command. 4 5

thyThere was no combined staff for the armed forces as a whole and

they were coordinated only to a small degree by Mussolini's senior

I military adviser, Badoglio. Thoroughly wedded to Army Interests, highly

consorvative and completely unImagtnative, Dadoglio ensured that the ArmyI
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dominated military planning. The Army was the largest and most politi-

cally powerful of the services but the strategic vision of Its general !

staff was the least congruent with Mussolini's goals. This factor, 3
combined with ferocious Inteorservice rivalry, left Pascist Italy without

the means to Implement an effective pollc ical-military strategy. The 3
operations of the three armed services remained uncoordinated,

Zn the spring of 1925, Mussolini had appointed Eadoglio as Chief oa'

the Supreme Ceneral Staff (caDo di Statpo Magoge generale), This post

was without precedent and gave Badoglio both the power of Army Chief of

Staff and the authority to issue strategic direotives to the Navy and Air

Porce Chiefs of Staff. However, Mussolini did not create a separate

Supreme General Scaff., aDdoglio issued his directives through the Army I
Staff, effecti vel y placing the other se.rvics under Realo a sercato 3
control, This provoked outspoken opposition, particularly on the part of

the naval leadership, .

Biut Mussolini's ultimate intention was to subordinate all the armed

forces to himself. He appointed himself minister of each of the services I
In 2925. He appears to have been 'iontemplating an attack on Trukey and 5
may have hoped to solidify his control over che military by directing a

victorious war. Instead, this new attempt to reduce the armed forces to 3
civilian leadership produced Insuperable hostility, even on the part of

Dadoglio, and the plans for a campaign• In Asia Minor proved abortive. In I
Pebruary 1927, Mussolini recreated the separate post of Army Chief of

Staff and kicked Madoglio upstairs an *technical consultant of the Head

of Government," al though the marshal retained his old title as -hief of 3
the nonexistent Supreme General Staff.

Mussolini resigned his separate armed forces ministe•rshJps In 1
1929. While he rejected Ealbo's project for a unified defense ministry
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I
and armed forces astaff In 2933, Mussolini resumed control of the service

minis tries In antici pation of the Ethiopian Na:, Afterwards, Mussolini

S €claimed creditC for successfully directing the Bast African campaign with

considerable justification. The Duce had orchestrated the crucial

political and diplomatic aspects of the war, at which he was a master.

The Army Chief of Staff, Pederico Bai•trocch-•, had controlled the

adminI strati ve and logistical services, while badoglio had gone to Africa

I to direct the actual fighting.

The victory over Ethiopla allowed Mussolini to resume his efforts

I �to dominate the thlro general staffs, Zn March 1938, he announced that

he would comuand the armed forces In wartime and prompntly assumed the

I paramount military rank of Pirst Marshal of the ftpire. Thereafter,

Mussolini studied the question of establishing a Comando Supremo under

his personal control. He hesitated to take action, however, fearing

3 •royal and military opposition to such a drastic alteration of the
47

tradi •ional order.

I Still, after 1936.. Mussolini had gained direction of strategic

I •matters. As Badoglio announced to the chiefs of staff In November 1939:

3 Let us get on with our preparations, comforted by the

thoughtC that we have the luck to have the Duoe as head

of the armed forces, the Duce who refuses us nothing.

Ne need to look to the real preparation of the armed

forces without political discussions! to make war or

3 not, to make war In t)e East or West, this is not our

responsibili ty. 48

I
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Between April and June 1940, as he prepared to intervene In World !

War 7Wo, Mussolini finally seized command of the armed forcez, But It 3
was command wi thout effective control. The king remained the official

"Supreme Read' of th. armed forces, granting under pressure to the Duce I

Oth* command of the forces operating on all fronts.' Mussolini gavI

Aladoglio the authori ty to Implement his Instructions to the three general I
staffs, through thq miniscule twenty man seczetariate which comprised a 3
newly-formed Comando $upremo In effect, the three arwmed services

retained their operational independence, The result was the strategic 3
chaos which followed Mussolini's declaration of war on June 10.

However, although he had failed to create an effective military command

and controol system, Mussolini had fashioned painstakingly a mechanIsm to I

cement his political control over the armed forces, He had developed

this method largely In zesponse to the previous role of the mIlItary In 3
Influencing Italian foreign policy.

Until 2928, the government and armed forces' leadership sought to I
e@.pad Italian Influence by the zelatIvely cautious means of economJc

penetration, subversion and the use of surrogates. s Ile Orlando

government had readied a large force to place the Caucasus und'r I'taliadn

protection in 1919, While t1sis expedition h•ld the promise of Italian

access to raw materials, Orlando's successor, Hittl, vetoed 0*e plan as I
financlally ruinous.S Only In Tripolitnia did the Bonomi government

use force, beginninq in January 1922, to restore Italian control, lost to

the Arab revolt during the World War. 2  3
While bitterly disappointed with what they consudei'.* th, meager

gains from their sacrifices during the Great War, the Italians of I
19,16-1922 remained prudent. 1n general, they were prepared to treel the 3
Mediterraneara basin as the Piedmuntese had treated Italy from the 16th to

I " I II l lI
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U
19th centuries -- as an artichoke to be eaten and digested slowly, leaf

by leaf. 53 Mussolini'u surprise attack on the Senusui of Cyrenalc.4 In

I �March 2923 and his simultaneous seizure of F.urixt and Corfu six months

later signalled a new policy, Thereafter, Italy would use force and risk

war, first to secure Its existing territory, then for aggrandizement.54

Were the risks the Ztalians were prepared to run consistent with

I the goal of re-establishing the Roman Empire? An objective assessment

B seems impossible. The Pascist attitude, an Ztalian version of Welt~mach

greit •prango, Is best expressed In Mussolini's own words, 5 5

I
Xtalyj as the most concentrated (national) group

3 after Russia and Germany (because It has 50 mill ion

people) will be the power destined to direct all

European pol i tics from the Mfedi terranean. From London,

3 Paris and Berlin the axis wilo. shift to Rome. 'taly

must be the bridge between the Heoot and the East,

3 Italy is thrust toward this expansion Into the

Molditerranean and the East by demographic reality -- our

national territory Is too restricted for so profuse a

people.

But to realie the Mediterranean dream It Is

5 necessary that the Adriatic, which Is our gulf, be In

our hands

Our Imperialism which wishes to expand in the

SMoediterranean is not that of the violent Prussian, nor

that of the hypocrite Englishman, Instead it Is that of

3 the Roman.' 5 6  (Sept. 20, 1920)

I
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"A nat:ion which does not have free access to the

sea cannot be considered a free country; a nation which 3
does not have free access to the oceans cannot be

considered a great power, Italy mnust become a great I
power,57 (Sept.-Oct. 1926)

"0 ... states are more or less Independent according

to their maritime position. Those states which possess 3
ocean coasts or have free access to the oceans are

independent; those states which are not connected freely I
to the oceans or are enclosed In Internal seas ace

semi-independent .-.. .

Ztaly belongs to the second category of states.

Italy In bathed by an Internal sea which connects to the

oceans through the Suez Canal ... and through the Strait I
of Gibraltr.a, dominated by the cannon of Great Britain,

Italy therefore does not have free conmmunication

with the oceano; Italy Is therefore really a prisoner In

the MedIterraneen and the more popu.lous and powerful

Italy will become, the more It will suffer in Its prison. l
The bars of this prison are Corsica, Tunisia,

Malta, Cyprus: the guards of this prison are Gibraltar 1
and Sues . , . F'rom this situation ... one draws the

following deductions.

1) The mission of Itallan foreign policy ... Is to break l
the bars of the prison.

2) HavInq broken the bars, Italian foreign policy can have 1
only one motto: to march to the oceans. 3

Which ocean? The Indian ocean, Joining Libya with Ethiopia

I
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I
across the Sudan or the Atlantic going across French North

t Africa.

I �Equa~lly in the ftIzst am In the second hypothesis we will

find ourselvos faced by Franco-A.Eglish opposition. To confront

the solution to such a problem without having our backs

protected on the continent Is absurd. The policy of the Rome-

I Berlin Axis therefore corresponds with a historical necoessity of

5 fundamental Importance ... .5s [Peb. 4, 19391

". Italy, If •t wishes to he truly a world power, must

3 resolve the problem of Its maritime fronti.rsz the very

security of the Empire is tied to the solution of thIs problem.

I ZItaly cannot remain gJl1j for the whole duration of the

war, without giving up Its place, without disqualifying Itself,

without reducing Itself to the level of a Switzerland multiplied

by ten.*59 (Mar. 31, 1940)

3 PPrior to the Fascist take-over, It had been the government which

restrained the armed forces leadership from seeking to acquire territory

beyond Italy's ability to defend -- In the Adriatic, Asia Minor and the

3 Caucasus 60 Pollowing Mussolini's advent to power, the situation

reversed. Unt.il the Ethiopian War, the milltary leadership repeatedly

U resttrained Mussolini from undertaking ill -consIdered adventurem,

Including attempts to seize Corsica (1923), annex Corfu (1923), invade

Turkey (2924-1926), Yugoslavia (1926-1927, 1,932-1934) and Prance

I (1932-1933), and launch a surprise attack on the British Mediterraneanr

61
Pleet (August 1935). Only the most drastic measures, however,

I including the resignation of the ArmV Chief of Staff In 1928 and various

conspiracios among the military and political leadership, preventedI
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Mussollni from taking precIpitate actlon.6 2

But Mussolini s successful bluff of Britain during the Mediterranean 5
Crisis of 1935-1936 and his conquest of Ethiopia Increased greatly his

prestige and his power over the armed forces. 6 3  Thereafter, Mussolini I
successfully overcame the military's opposition to Xtalian participation

in the Spanish Civil War and thelz reluctance to Intervene In World War

II, by inslsting that these were exelusively political questions. 64  3
The individual chiefs of •taff did have ajcues to Mussolini. This

was true particularly afte.r 193S, when the dictaLor made himself head of r

each of the armed forces ministries, while appoint.Ini each of the chiefs I
of staff to be under-secxetarl eo of their own service -As well, But

meetings among the military and political .eaderb of the regime were

restricted to one week each Pebruary, during the carefully ozrhestzated

sessions of the Supreme Defense Coremmiusion, Mussolini forbade other 3
contacts without his permission.

Between 2937 and 1939, Mussolini's generals tthough not his 1
admirals) routinely disguised their military unpreparedness for fear of

his displeasure. Nonetheless, Musso.7ni was aware oi the true state of

the armed forces well in advance of ztaly's entry Into World War II. He

based his decision to Intervene on his certainty of German victory and

his conviction that only a great war could lift the Italian people to I
international and spiri ua.l greatness. Mussolini gambled that the 5
armed forces would be strong enough - if only barely -- to take

advantage of the unique opportunity offered by the fall of Prance and 1
Britain's i oldtion.

Until 1936, the size and structure of the armed forces qenerally 1
were sufficient to fulfill the government's limlted strategic goals.

Italy'u failure between 1916 and 1922 to maintain its alloted spheres of

I
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Influence over Albania, Somalia, and the Caucasus arose prlmarily from

I financial deficiencies and lack of political will In Rome.67 Had Italy

I joined with a determined Britain and Greece In 2929-1922, the alliance

would probably have been sufficient to defeat the Turkish Nationalists

S and defend the Caucasian republics. The Reglo Rserq~t~o certatnly had the
68

potential to defeat the Albanian Insurgents In 1920. The decisions

Iby the Liberal governments of 1921-1922 to pacify Somalia and Libya and

eventually to gain control of Ethiopia were withJn the capacity of the

armed forces, as the Fascist regime demonstrated. 6 9

3 However, when Xtalian goals conflIcted with the Interests of a

major military power willing to defend them by force, her forces proved

I ncapable of gaining national objectives. This was shown by Italian

failure to gain Flume and Dalmatia In 1919-1920 In the face of Prench

resistance; m'ussollni's retreat from confrontation with Britain during

I the Corfu Crisius, his Inability to undermine Yugoslavia, 1926-1934, while

It was backed by rrance, and failure to gain Prench SomAliland by threats

of force In 1938-1939. The prevention of an ft.ba In July 1934,

and Italian triumph over Britain during the Mediterranean Crlusls of

1935-1936, and the "Pirate Submarine" campaign of August-September 1937

3 are explainable not so much by Italian milli:azy power as by German

milltazy weakness In the first case and the timidity of the British

Cabinet In the second and third cases.71

Betweenr 1934 and 1937, Italian military strength was at Its apogee,

I thanks to rearmament earlJer than that of Britain, Prance, and Germany,

This temporary Imbalance of force encouraged Mussolini to undertake new

adventures after the capture of Addis Ababa. His simultaneous engagement

I of the armed forces In the Spanish Civil War and the pacification of

Ethiopia prevented the overeotended Italians from gaining rapid victoryI
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In either theater. Furthermore, these campaigns left Jfussollni too weak

to retard Hitler'r advances In cential Europe in 1938-1939 and to occupy

Albania until after the end of the fighting In Spoan. 72 One result was

a drast•u loss of Italian Influence In the Balkans. Another was an

increoase In Cerman strength, which allowed Hitler to inItIato war with

the West three to four years before Mussolini wav p.epared to join him on

anything like equal terms. 7 3  I

The structure of the armed forces did not prevent the attainment of ,

.tallan strategic goals sought between 1935 and 1940. However, failuro

to restructure the military during those ye.,: seriously crippled Irtaly'

ability to seize the opportunities presented after JUno 1940. Depi te

the lessons of the iedit•err&anen Crisis, the Ethiopian and Spanish wars,

and the Albanian Invasion, Italy failed to create battle squadrons

supported by aircraft carriers, combined Army-Navy amphibious forces,

torpedo bomber squadrons, decent2y equipped armored and mechanized 3
dIvislons, effective air defense forces, or airborne units, to name some

of the most serious deficiencies. 74  Other mdlitary deffniencies sprang I
from more fundamental problems. Until the Ethiopian Wax, Italian 5
logistics, Industry and technology adequately supported the build-up of

the armed forces, In preparation for expansion In the Mfediterranean and

Red Sea. However, during that time, the Army leadership repeatedly

stressed national unpreparedness for war against France nr, worse yet, a 3
French-Yugoslav alliance. 

5

While Italian resources proved adequate tc conquer 5thiopla, that

war and the resultant Meditarranean Crisis placed severe strains on the 3
Italian economy, drained the military's reserves, and revealed grave

logistical deficiencies The events of 1935-1936 also underlined Italy's

great dependence on Imports of petroleum, coal and mineral ores, the I
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I nadequacy of the automotive Industry to supply the armed forces' needsI
_ (and its unwJ1ltngness to expand production), the regime's very limited

S1 ability to regulate Industry and the Incapacity of the African ports to

handle the necessary Influx of new equipment and supplies in wartime. 7 6

These problems were not corrected In 1936-1940. Xtaly could not

wage war In Spain, pacIf'y Ethiopla, and adequately prepare for conflict

I with BritAin, France, Yugoslavia and Greece simultaneously. When German

i victories tempted Mussolini into premature participation In World War II,

,taly was at least three and, more likely, eight to nine, years from

preparednass to wage a lengthy major war.77

By 1939-1940, despite attempts to achieve autarky dating to the

Twenties, Italy still imported 79% of the raw materials needed to sustain

Its war Industries. Stockpiles were sufficient only for 40% of needs for

S one year of war. Shortage of petroleum was the mo,•" -rious problem.

I Italy needed at least eight million metric tons a year for military

operations. Albania and the miniscule It~lian fields supplied only

S1 170,000 tons a year. Rumania could supply no more than 600,000 tons per

annum to italy, Germany and Hungary another million tons or so. Yet the

I Regia JfrdL;'a held only 1.7 million tons ir, reserve, the Regio Esercito

S 200,000 tVns, the RPgia Aeronautica 130,000 tons. 78

The Navy war; not yet ready to carry out an offensive strategy In
S 1939-1940 and it possessed very few escort vessels. The Air Force had

failed to acquire long-range fighters or bombers. Therefore, Ita;ig could

U not protect adequately the maritime tra.'ic needed to supplement Its

U inrufficWnt supplies of raw materials.' 9

By default, It fell to the Army to gain access to sources of raw

mater•als and to the oceans. But the Army was not prepared by 1940 to

fulfil this mission. Both the Ethlopian War and the Spanish War (withI
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its substantial Ztallia aid to the Nationalists) revealed that Italy

could sustain a maximum fighting force of some sixty infantry regiments

(along with supporting units) overseas. By 2937, however, the army was

expanding toward a goal of some 250 regiments and had actually reachtd a

strenigth of 162 Infantry regirents by June 1940.80 However, the Army

General Staff knew that Italy's limited productive capacity could not

sustain such a force. Moreover, the combined effect of the poor Italian I
rail network, severe shortages of locomotives and rolling stock, the

inadequacies of the Libyan and Albanian ports, the lack of hard surface

roads along the Yugoslav frontier, In Albania and in Libya, all created 3
severe transportation problems. Thus, even the limited output of Italian

factories could not be transported In sufficient volume to the expected I
batZlefields, to sustain planned military operations, even without enemy

Interfr ence. 8 1

The gap separating Italian strategic goals from logistical -eality

is best illustrated by the plans for Libya. From 1936, the Army General

Staff had recognized North Africa as the decisive theater In a future war

with Britain. In late 1938, the Navy prepared plans to ship a fully-

equipped expedi•tionary force of 178,000 to Libya In eighty days. If

unopposed by enemy forces and In 145 days, If opposed. Thereafter, the

Navy planned to escort convoys rc nforclng Italian North Afric4 with

113,000 tons of supplies and 6,500 men each month. In fact, during the

965 days of the actual Libyan campaign, the Navy carried a total of only

189,Z62 men to Libya and managed to land an average of 60,000 tons of

material each month. 8 2  3
The Italians failed to compensate for these shortcomings, as they

had during World War I, by. erecting an effective alliance system.

;taly's wartime alliance with Britain and France collapsed in 1919-1920,
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I
I when the Italian aim of dominating the Balkans, Mediterranean, the Red

Sea and Northeast Africa aroused strong Western opposiCion. Italy did

make temporary arrangements with one or another of the two Western powers

thereafter to achieve some aspect of theme goals. But the fundamental

conflict between Itallan and Western interests made ~r~e lasting

coalitions impossible. This conflict also suggested the logic of a

I Rome-Berlin axis, once a regime willing to cooperate witV Italy gained

I power In Germany. The same logic explains Italy's relations with small,'r

powers, such as Albania, Greece, Hungary, Austria, Yugoslavia, Yemen and

I Rationalist Spain as well as with such qroups as the Croatian Ustasha,

the Internal Macedonian Revoelutionu. ", Organization, the French

I fQoulardI , the Austrian &Aegwer and the Zionists. 8 3

Between 1922 and 1940, given Mussolini's penchant to treat weaker

states like clients or simply targets for eventual annexation, (e.g,

3 Albania, Greece, Yemen, Yugoslavia) and to abandon other associates In

favor of an understanding with Germany (e.g. Austria, Britain, Prance,

I the Zionists), rtaly can be described as having only four genuine

i allies: Hungary (1927-1943), the Ustasha (1929-1943), Nationalist Spain

(1936-1941) and Germany (1936-1943). Although brought to an early end by

U Italy's clash with Britain during the Mediterranean Crisis, Italy also

formed an alliance with France In January 1935. While all these alliances

I had a strong military character, Mussolini formed them for political

purposes. He, not the armed forces leadership, directed their application.

Mussolini formed his alliances with the Hungarians and the Ustasha

3 for the same purposes: to iecure Italian control over the Balkans by the

destruction of Yugoslavia, the annexation of Slovenia and Dalmatia dnd

I distribution of the remaining territory among a group of Italian client

states.

I
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I
The Magyars readily accepted Italian loans, arms awd aid to expand

their army aund create a clandestine air force but directed their real U
hostility against the Czechs and Rumanians. in fact, after the Italians

made their March 1937 agreement with the Yugoslavs to limit German

penetration of 'the Balkans, they actually encouraged Hungarlan-Yugoulav

detente. Once the Hungarians gobbled their morsels of Czechoslovak

territorV, they did offer to join Italy In war against Yugoslavia (April I
1939). By then, however, Mussolini was more interested In erecting an 3
Xtalian-Yugoslav-Hungarlan-Pollsh barricade against German expansion.

When that failed, his Hungarian policy concentrated on protecting Rumania

from Magyar aggression. By the spring of 1940, Mussolini had decided to

attack Yugoslavia in the Immediato future. But by then, Hungarian

actlons were influenced by Berlin more than Rome. Xtaly's thirteen-year

alliance wit:h Hungary had failed in Its aims.84

Mussolini employed the .stasha in his abortive attempt to dismember

Yugoslavia through subversion (1931-1934), then restrained them when

cooperation with Italy's Balkan neighbor soemed wiser (1934..1939). Once

Mussolini resumed his attempts to destroy Yugoslavia, his differences

with gstdsý_. leader Ante Pavelic" resurfaced. Both men coveted Slovenia, I
Dalmatia and Montenegro. Furthermore, Mussolini envisioned an independent

Croatia as little more than an Italian protectorate. By 193.9, the

Croatians had also moved Into Germany's orbit, despite Mussolini's 3
85

strenuous efforts to keep them under Italian control.

Mussolini's January 1935 agreements with Laval led to the

Italian-French military agreements that spring. In return for French 3
assistance in preventing an Anschluss, the Ttalians promised to help

defend France against a German invasion. Mussolini's actual goal was to

discourage British opposition to his conquest of Ethiopia and to Inhibit I
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I
German expansion at Italy's expense, while the Roolo ercIto was

concentrated In East Africa. After France Joined Britain In applying

" I sactions, to defeat Italian aggression against Ethiopia, Mussolini

denounced the Itallan-Prench military agreements In December 1935. These

I sanctiona, In turn, allowed Germany to begin displacing Italv In the

Balkans economically, while his estrangement from Britain and Prance

forced Mussolini to accept growing German Influence over Austria.8 6

3 In return for his assistance to the Spanish Nationalists, Mussolini

expected to gain a strategically placed ally against France and Aritain,

I as well as access to Spanish ports on the Atlantic and In the western

Mediterranean, and to Spanish mineral resources. In the short run,

Franco's cautious military strategy caused Mussolini tremendous frustra-

I tion and drained the XtaJ•an armed forces of supplies and equipment.

Meanwhile, the Germans continued their expansion In Southeast Europe and

outmaneuvered the Italians In acquiring economic concessions from Spain.

After the Nationalist victory In April 1939, Franco refused to play the

I role of Junior ally envisioned for him by Mussolini. 87

1 Mussolini's formal alliance with Hitler In May 1939 grew out of

their mutual agreement of August 1936 to assist the Spanish Nationalists

I and the personal relationship the two dictators forged during their

meetings in September 2937 and May 1938. By mid-1939, Mussolini believed

I that he had persuaded Hitler to divide Europe, the Middle East and Africa

into mutually exclusive spheres of influence and to avoid a general

conflict with the West until Italy recovered from its wars in Africca and

I Spain. BJut just as Hitler had worked to protract the Spanish War to

Germany's benefit, while Mussolini attempted to win It quickly, the

S Gerzýnn dictator Initiated h.s war for European hegemony, while the

U Italian vainly sought to delay it.
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I
Muasolini's decision to enter the war In June 2940 epitomixzed his

Fascist philosophical m~lange of bravado, despair and romantic notions of

comradeship. Any gains Italy could have made at the expense of a

pros trate France and desperate Britain would have been IndefensibleI

against Germany's overwhelming supe.riority vis-A-vls Italy. I

Xtaly might have balanced German strength to a greaCer extent had

It concentrated on the development of naval strength. The Itallan

objective of hegemony over the Mediterranean and Ito approaches requized

a primarily maritime strategy. Furthermore, the territories under I
Italian control in 1918-1940 gave the Itallans excellent naval and air

bases from which they could have sought control of the central oedlterran-

ean, the southern Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden. The major opponents of

such plans, Britain and France, did possess formidable air and naval

forces, But the threats posed by Japan and Germany after 1933 forced the I
Western Powers to disperse their strength. IXtaly could have concentrated

Jts power against vital yet vulnerable areas such as Tunisia, Malta,

Egypt and Socotra. However, the I•tallan either failed to develop the
89

necessary forces and technnIques or were fatally slow to do so.

One reason was the domination of the armed forces, until the mid I
Thirties, by the Army with •ts Alpine orientation. Another was the

self-defeating refusal by the air and naval leadership to foster

Interservice cooperation. FInallyj the Initial steps toward the Italian

goal .-- the pacification of the African colonies, control of the Adriatic

through the vubjugatlon of Albania and the 1937 security pact with

Yugoslavia, and the conquest of Ethiopia -- were all achieved without the

reorientation within the armed forces necessary for successful conflict

with the British and French.

I1
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I
Only after his military victory over the Ethiopians and political

victory over the British In 1936 did Mussolini gain the power to favor

I the Navy and Air Force over the Army. But Mussolini lacked the vision to

reorganize the Individual services and force their coordination. More-

over, he refused to create the mechanisms which might have done so.

Finally, the threat to British security revealed by Ital•an

military activity during the Mediterranean Crisis and the similar threat

I to the French revealed during the Spanish Civil War clearly tipped

MussolJn•'s hand to the objects of his Intended aggression. The

successive crises from 1935 to 2940 served as dress rehearsals from which

the British and French profited more than the Itallans In preparing for

I war In the Mediterranean area. By June 1940, despite the unexpected

I collapse of French power and the consequent strain on their military

resources, the British were able, If only barely, to restrain the

expansion of Mussolinis Roman Empire.90

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

IZJ. Omerational Ntffectiveneass

I
Early operations In the Second Libyan War (2922-1931) led to a

number of Xtalian defeats due to a failure to coordinate combined arms. I

most notable was the annihilation of the 7th Eritrean Battalion by the

Senual at air Bfllal In June 1924, when accompanying armored cars and

covering aircraft failed to support the beleaguered unit. Over the

years, however, the relatively well-trained colonial forces learned to

coordinate effectively Infantry, cavalry, armored cars, artillery, and I
airpower. 9

A mysterious equine disease prevented the employment of Italian

cavalry in the Sthoplian War, which limited combined arms to the

Infantry-artillery-tank triad. Mhe loss of an unaccompanied light tank

squadron at the Dembeguina Pass In December 1935 convinced the Army !

General Staff chat armor could only operate when surrounded by Infantry,

serving them as mobile machine guns or light assault artillery. Despite

the lessons of Spain, this remained ftloO.sexcito doctrine until the I
disasters of December 1940-Pebruary 1942. on the northern front, the

road-bound nature of Ztal..an motor colunms and the Inability of Italian

Infantry to match Ethiopian mobility forced the Italians to advance

slowly from one conmplex of fortified camps to another. The Air Force

provided most of the inadequate reconnaissance, Indiscriminate bombing

and artillery fire Inflicted the majority of Ethiopian casualties and a

large number of Itallati losses as well. 3
I
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I
On the southern front, the Italians enjoyed greater mobility,

thanks to caterpil2ar tractor- tra.ler convoys of ammuni tion and

I supplies. These freed General Rodolfo Graz.iani's colw•mns from their

bases, while the open terrain allowed easier movement than in the north.

rho southern landscape also permitted a better coordination of airstrikes

and artillery with the Infantry.9 2

By early 1937, the withdrai•al of most armor, artillery and Italian

I infantry left the Vast African coMvand with a force consisting mainly of

colonial foot troops. Combined arms operations shrank to the concept of

airatrikes to supplement the light field guns of the African Infantry.

These forces entered World War II unprepared for modern military

I operations. 9
3

Znitial operations in Spain consisted of barely trained and

wretchedly-led Pascist Militia attempting to overwhelm the Republicans by

I uncoordinated weight of numbers and fizepower. While the Black Shirts

won at Malaga2 In Pebruary 1937, Italian naval gunfire, aerial bombardment

SI and artillery apparently Inflicted hundreds of friendly casualties. The

next month, however, on the. road to Guadalajara, the Militia suffered

disaster after It refused to build antitank defenses and field works or

I to site its artillery for direct fire against superior Rusmian tanks.

Without Italian aircraft (grounded by bad weather) and with only a few

I antiaircraft guns, the Black Shirts broke and fled in the face of a

coordinated Republican air and armor assault.9 4

After substantial purgirig, retraining and reinforcement, Italian

ground uperatLions showed considerable Improvement, from August IY37

onward. Truck-borne Ttalian Infantry, light tank squadrons and

artillery, supported by airstrikes, won substantial victories at

I Santander (August 1937), In Aragon (March-AprIl 1938), in Valencia (July
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I
2938) and in Catalonia (December 1938-February 1939). Italian aztlllery

and aircraft also rendered effective support to the Nationalist armies

during the Republican offensives against Teruel (December 1937-Febzuary
95

1938) and across the Ebro (July-November 1938).

The diplomatic fiction adopted by the Fascist regime that Italian

forces In the Spanish War were volunteers prevented too blatant a

pertIcipation by Retaa /azIng surface units. Italian Zight cruisers did I
bombard Valencia and Barcelona In February 1937, In coordination with

submarine and air blockade operations against the Republi., ' -i

Hediterranoan Coast. in August and September, Ztalian deatzooev'i s..

aircraft provided reconnaissance for the *Pirate Submarine* campaign,

directed primarily against Soviet shipping heading for Mediterranean I
Republican ports. In general, however, the Xtallan Navy did not practice

a combined arms approach during the Civil Nr. 96

The same was true for the AnLonag"- since the Savoia

Marchetti SM,79 and FIAT BR.20 bombers employed from early 1937 had

greater speed and far greater range than the FIAT CR.32 fighter, combined I
operat Uns were often Impractical. In addition, the appearance of the

superior Polikarpov 1-16 fighter piloted by well-trained Russians in

October 1936, Intluenced the Italian air command to abandon the fighter

escort of their bombers when they reached enemy lines. Only in late

1938, with the departure of Soviet pilots, did Italian fighters resume

the protection of their bombers. By then, Mationalist air superiority

made such escort operations almost pointless. The faster FTAT 0.50 metal

monoplane fighter arrived in Spain too late to participate in

operations. 
9 7

Zn the Army's case, its clumsy use of combined arms can be traced

to the severe inflexibilI ty that characterized the Intellectual I
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I atmosphere and operational doctrine of the Reaio Rserci to before 1933.

Some prominent officers, notably Francesco Saverlo Orazioli, Ottavio

;vi and EMIllo Canevari, did advocate mechanization, maneuver warfare,

and battlefield Initiative by subordinat*es hut their* were Isolated

I voices In an officer corps stifled by generals like BadoglIo, Pletro

Gazzera and Alberto Bonzani, who dominated a highly centralized command

and control system. Until the mid Thirties, the general staff planned

only for Alpine attrition warfare, using masses of foot soldiers,

supported by an avalanche of artillery fire. That the Army lacked such

firepower simply underlines the high comnmand's rigid refusal to consider
98

alternatives 
.

However, after his appointment as War Undersecretary In July 1933,

and to the additional post of Army Chlef of Staff In October 1934,

Federico Balstroocch, greatly advanced the motorization of the aegio

NEsLc2to. He also stressed maneuver warfare and encouraged the mental
9,

elasticity necessary to wage It. Alberto Pariani, Baistrocchi's

successor (October 1936-November .1939), developed those policies further

and adopted mechanization, guea dI •,4.•o tgorso and tOe development of

Individual Initiative as official doctrine.1 0 0

But despite over sLix years of effort, Balstrocchi and Pariani

enjoyed only partial success. Xta)Ian Industry failed to supply the

necessary transport and armored vehIcles. Badoglio's conservative

Influence within the Army remained powerful. When he smashed Haile

Selassie's forces, while ignoring Eaistrocchi's operational directives,

Badoglio provided powerful arguments against the new doctrine. Graziari

did employ Baistrocchi's methods successfully In the Ogaden, as did Mario

Berti and Gastone Gamba±rra In the Aragon and Catalonia campaigns. But

GrazlanI remained Isolated In Hast Africa until early 1938 and under a
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cloud thereafter, until he succeeded Pariani In November 1935. Bert:i and

Gambarra possessed neither the rank nor the ability to prod the officer I
corps toward modernity. Finally, the miserable training given the

reservists, who constituted the majority of the army's junior officers,

hardly prepared them to undertake operations based on daring and

mobility. 101

Mario Roatta, Grazianl's deputy chief of staff after November 1939, I
had more success In improving Army flexibility and moblltty. His

twenty-seven months In Spain following Guadalajara and his subsequent

attach6 duty In Berlin appear to have taught him something about the

prerequisites for modern warfare. But his training methods only bore

fruit after the disasters of October 1940-rebruary 1942.102 3
Several factors placed even greater limits on the intellectual 3

flexibility of the Navy leadership in the Interwar period. These weret.

1) the virtual restriction of the eJa Mearina's 19105-198 operations to

those by lIght units withIn the Adriatic, 2) no experience with

aanphibious assault during the Great War, J) lussolin.l's repeated refusals I
to grant the Navy's requests for aircraft carriersw and an indopndent air

arm, 4) the lack of modern battleships unt.l1 1937, 5) a naval leadership

at first uncertain of the First World War's lesscns and then one

commanded by three conservatives In succe.sion -- Admirals Paolo Thaon

de Revel (1922-1925), Giuseppe Sirianni (1925-1934) and Domenfco

Cavagnarl (1934-1940).103 The Corfu Crisis shocked both Mussolini and

his admirals Into realizing that the 0 M had to expand and

prepare for a future confrontation with the Royal Navy. Nonetheless, the

next decade witnessed Navy efforts concentrated againt the traditional

rival, France. It took the Mediterranean Crisis of 1935-2936 to refocus

the attention on Britaln as the major obstacle to Italian efforts to rule
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the Medi terranean.204

As a result, the Navy adopted a seven year construction program

I (1937-1944), which aimed at creating a fleet 40% the size of the Royal

Navy. However, a renewed Mussollnian veto on aircraft carriers, an

earlier series of poor crulser designs, and neglect of escort vessels

resulted in a fleet strong only In battleships and submarines.

Cavagnaxi's operational concepts strongly echoed those of the German

I admiralty in World War I, throwing away the advantages Italian geography

granted and conceding the Initiative to the enemy. By the spring of

I 1940, furthermore, Cavagnarl decided he dare not risk his battleships

against tho British under any circumstances and restricted offensive

operations to his submarines. Given geographical reality, let alone the

U Inadequacies of Ztalian submarine training and design, however, It was

unreasonable to expect the same successes enjoyed against the Spanish

I Republic or that which German U-boats had achieved against Britain In

World Waz .,105

In contrast, the ftcia Aeronautics exhibited greater adaptability.

It overcame Its Douhetlan orientation sufficiently to conduct extensive

ground support operatl(.ns In Africa and Spain, organize for kamikaze-like

suicide attacks against the Royal Navy during the oediterraneao Crisis,

fly extensive fighter air superiority missions over Nationalist Spain,

H and blockade the Republic by ant.1-1hIpping strikes and bombing raids on

Its ports. 106

But while some Air Porce leaders had doubts about the relevance of

I Douhet's ideas to Regia Aeron4_tjc4 operational needs, the Air Staff did

not develop an alternatIve doctr.lne. In addition, Air Force refusal to

3 cooperate wi th the Navy In developing torpedo bomber squadrons, Its

I "failure to develop night flying technIques, Insufficient numbers of
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I
aircraft and spare parts, underpowered engines, and too few airfields and

repair facilities (and those, poorly equipped) all combined to further I
undermine operational flexibility. The facile successes of the Twenties

and Thirties did not orepare the Reela Aeronautica for operatlons against

the RA..F.
1 0 7

Some of the other serious constraints on the intezwar development

of f rze armate doctrine grew from the military's resigned accomodatIon I
to Ttalian technological backwardness. For examp.!., the Navy's i
battleships and cruisers did not train zfor night combat for lack of

radar, Despite the potiential of its fighter designs, the Air Force

did not plan to escort its bombers or the Navy's convoysi. Underpowered

Italian engines resulted in Inadequate range. 1 0 9  The armored forces' I
leadership shaped Its operational planning around Its recognition of the

Inferiority of Italian tanks, the weakness of Italian radios, and the

lack of tracked armored personnel carriers,. 1 0

Zn two cases, however, segments of the armed forces's leadership

clung to operational concepts beyond realizatlon by Ztallan technology. I
Douhet'.s theories of strategic terror bombing required large numbers of

long-range bombers with powerful offensive and defensive armament.

Despite considerable effort, the air Industry failed to develop a

satisfactory model. Even if it had, it could not have produced the

thousands of airframes and engines required. Nonetheless, significant

factions within the Air Force high conmand and the Fascist regime (includ-

Ing Mussolini himself) clung to Douhet's concepts into World War 1,II1 I
The second major example of opera tional/technologic.al Incompati-

bility was the Army plan for the invasion of Egypt. Between 1935 and

1940, the Army General Staff and Balbo, then Governor of Libya, developed

a proposal for thirteen divisloins to move down the coastal highway and
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across the Western Desert against the Mile Delta and the Suer Canal. But

the huge logistical effort to support such a force was beyond Italian

capabilities nor could the army hope to acquire the vehicles necessary to

transport such a fnrce.' 1 2

The supportinýn activities available to each of the armed forces

presented a widely varying range of quality. Following demobilization

after World War I, the Italian armed forces experienced severe

deficiencies in their support services. The Navy closed a large number

of shore facilities and was forced to scrap or mothball many ships. The

War Ministry reduced Army support services even more, in order to gain

funds to maintain a large number of commands for senior Infantry,

artillery and cavalry officers. By 1925, the ge 1R.sercito was

I ncapable of major offensive operations. Mussollni recognized the

problem and agreed to a ten year rebuilding program that year.

Nonetheless, he soon embarked on an adventurous foreign policy that

threatened war woth France and Yugoslavia The result Iwas a quiet revolt

I by the Army General Staff in January 1928. Mussolini's generals forced

I him to cease hi, provocations until the Army was ready for war.I13

After Its creation in January 1923, the Air Force expanded too

quickl,4. Stress on the numbers of aircraft and squadrons came at the

expense of adequate services. The situation Improved after Balbo became

I Air Minister in November 1926. But Balbo still lavished too many

resources on bdpporting hit transoL, anic propaganda flights. Combat

efficiency suffered as J result.114

The Ethiopian War severely tested the r-ebuilt support servicos of

the forze arma.e. The Navy qupported Lhe ccombat services tell, thanAs to

I a woll-organized port and supply base P.t Maples and a merchant marine

I thjat had expanded from 1 million to 3.2 millIon tons from 1919 to 1935.
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Besides transporting 637,000 men and 2.1 million tons of material to East

Africa, the Navy provided extensive medical and communications services 1
to the Army and evacuated 44,000 casualt.les. 115 Ashore, services

functioned less well. Abysmal standards of sanitation and medicine

allowed dysentary, malaria, cholera and venereal infections to flourish.

The Army's chief medical officer admitted that 25% of Italian fatalities

were due to disease. I
The Army and AJr Force did receive adequate supplies and fuel,

through the overnight quadrupling of the port capacity of Massawa, a

feverish and gigantic road building program and the assembly of a huge

fleet of Italian and foreign trucks. But the multiplicity of vehicle

types and the failure to acquire sufficient spare parts created a I
nightmare for the Army's small corps of mechanics. Though the waste and

the corruption reached astronomical proportions, Mussolini funnelled such

a flood of material Into East Africa that victory was ensured -- at five
117

to six times the original estimate of expenses.

The 39 billion lire worth of military equipment corsumed In

conquering Ethiopia ard the 7-8 billion lire consumed In Spain (Including

7.7 million shells, 319 million rounds of small arms ammunition, 7,400

motor vehicles, 1.8 million uniforms) left the armed forces shorn of

essentials and unable to complete essential construction projects. 21 8

On the eve of World War II, each service had serious supply and transport

problems. For example, the Army found itself desperately short of

trucks, crons-country vehicles, un.aforms, and gasoline. Roads that a

previous War Minister, Armando Diaz, hid requested nearly twenty years

earlier, as essential for operations against Yugoslavia, remained

uncompleted. Chief among Air Force supply problems was lack of spare

parts. Severe shortages of transport aircraf t, motor vehicles and fuel
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I
crippled Air Force transportation. Failure to warn the merchant marine

of imminent hos tilities In May-June 1940 stranded over one-third of

I ItalJan shipping outside the Mediterranean at the declaration of war.

These vessels would be sorely missed once the Libyan convoy battles

I began. 1
1 9

Communications represen ted another serious weakness for the

Xtailans. While the armed forces realized the value of radio, the small

electronics Industry proved Incapable of supplying transmitters of

sufficient compactness and range. As a result, Italian tanks lacked

I radios altogether, fighters carried radios Incapable of reaching ground

I stations and naval vessels experienced great difficulty making

long-distance transmissions. The armed forces's headquarters In Rome

I possessed powerful transmitters but communications were so centrallzed

that field forces could only pass messages via Rome. In 1940, Army

I combat forces still relied principally on wire communications. At Lhe

same time, the AIr Force and Navy General Staffs were not even connected

by telephone, although this was the only means by which air and naval

operation units conceivably could communicate with each other.12 0

Italian communications security had been breached before the

I outbreak of World War II, The Intense radio traffic generated by

operations in the African and Spanish Wars allowed the British to master

most Italian military and naval cyphers. As a result, the British had a

I fairly complete picture of Itallan intentions, movements and strength in

the twelve m)nths preceding Italian entry Into the war.121

In contrast, Italian Intelligence services functioned better,

particularly the Army Intelligence service, ServIz o Informazlonl

I 6AlL.Lt _ (Szmf. Naval and ai.r Intelligence concentrated on the narrow

E questions of the location, strength, technical capability and tactics of
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their potential enemies' forces. Air Intelligence relied primarily on

agents and aerial photography and acquired a detailed knowledge of the

French, Yugoslav and Spanish Air Forces. Xnformation on the German and

British air services was less accurate. Naval intelligence depended

primarily on radio Intercepts to and from the French, British and

Yugoslav fleets. 122

SM was most effective at providing political intelligence, through

Its radio intercept and cryptanalysis sections, and through the

infiltration and burglary of foreign embassies in Rome. Military

attachhs also ran a number of effective espionage rings abroad.

Beginning in the early Twenties, SZM targeted Germany, Prance, Spain,

Yugoslavia and Ethiopia for special attention. In 1934, Mussolini I
doubled SZM'S budget to fund a greatly expanded effort against Britaln

and to permit SIM to add assassination and subversion to its activities.

Beginning in late 1932, SIN began a collaboration with the AbKehr

directed against Prance, though this was temporarily reduced In 1935-1936

when SIM worked with the Deuxi~me Bureau against Germany. 12 3  I
In conjunction with Naval rntelligence, SIN experienced its

greatest Interwar success during the period of the Mediterranean Crisis

and Ethiopian War. The Information provided to Mussolini allowed him to

outbluff the British during the war of nerves in the summer of 19.35. SIM

cut, the flow of arms to Ethiopia, subverted the loyalty of at least half I
of Ethiopia's warriors, and provided the Italian East African conmand

with a complete picture of Haile Selassie's forces and all of the

emperor's orders to his generals. 12 4

S.TM was less successful in Spain, though it did manage to impede

the flow of arms to the Republic through sabotage. SIM had gathered

little information about the Soviet armed forces and failed to crack any
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I Soviet cyphers. This resulted In a number of unpleasant surprises for

Itallan forces, ranging from the effectiveness of Soviet tanks and

I aircraft to lack of forewarning about the Republican Ebro offensive of

July 1938. On the other hand, the Soviets acquired detailed Wnformation

I on the Italian order of battle and operational plans prior to the Battle

I1 of Guadalajara. These security leaks greatly contributed to the Italian

debacle. 
12 5

The reasons for the failures of Italian military Intelligence in

early 1940 remain unclear. One reason may have been an attempt by SIM to

dissuade Mussolini from entering the war. Another may have been due to

French and British security measures, prompted by foreknowledge of

Italian Intentions. In any case, SIN reported strength levels for

I British and French forces In the Mediterranean-East African area far in

excess of their actual numbers. The-,e reports were one factor in the

SI paralysis of will exhibited by the forze 4rmate leadership that spring

126and s~u,urmer.

'I On a more fundamental level, however, such figures were'

i rrelevant. The greatest weakness of the Italian intel.lgence services

lay in their Inability to assess the Information they received. Whatever

enemy force levels were, it was enemy capabilities and intentions that

really mattered. Wirh a total of only some 750 men in Italy in 1940,

even SIM lacked the resources to analyze the intelligence It collected.

I tWIthout that ability it was too easy for the general staffs to ignore the

intelligence they received or to interpret it as they chose. 12 7

3 By June 1940, a number of Army, Air Force and, to a lesser extent,

Navy commanders had worked out operational concepts consiste, with

I iussolal#'s strategy of dominatinq the Mediterranean. But the wars In

i East Africa and Spain, through which these concepts had bwen developed,
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so exhausted forze ar je resources as to prevent the Innediate

realIzatIon of these concepts. Furthermore, the lack of an effective

combined general staff, fierce Interservice rivalry, and the

concentration of such coordinating authority as existed In the hands of

the conservative Badoglio, further retarded the application of such

doctrines.

Through careful study of British, Prenchb and German armored

equipme);t and doctrine, and by analyses of the operations In Spain,

Italian armor covnanders had come to understand the requirements for the

rapid conquest of such objectives as Yugoslavia and Egypt, In 1939-1940,

however, they also realized their units lacked the equipment and training

to carry out such operations,228 At the sa,.e. time, the Air Force I
leadership had finally accepted the need for dive bombers, torpedo

bombers, Improved medium bombers and long range fighters, wtth all the

necessary armament and training necessary to prepare their crews for

operations In cooperation with the Army and Navy. But neither Industrry

nor the Air Force could produce or deploy such aircraft or forces In the I
Iedate future. Nor, In 1939, did the sudden realization of the

superiority of foreign aircraft designs mean that Italy could quickly

produce equivalents. Furthermore, the Air Force had not shed completely I

the legacy of Douhet. The Reaia Aeronautlg, command recognized the

nocesmity for aeronaval and ground support operations by 1939-1940. But I
It rejected the notion of close coordination or operational subordination

that such operations required.2 2 9

The Navy General Staff realiJzed that the feQ~a Marina had to

dominate the central MoedJterranean In order to defend Italian communica-

tions and the coast, to keep open supply lines to Libya and to prevent

the junction of enemy fleets from the two ends of the Mediterranean. But
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the lack of aircraft carriers and an independent air arm, and the

unexpected advent of war before the completion of the battlefleet limited

I the Navy's striking power. In the spring of 1940, the Navy planned to

rely on its submarines, its torpedo craft, and its untried surface and

3 subsurface assault units to keep at bay the enemy's naval forces. This,

I t was hoped, would allow L., Recla Marxina to emerge unscathed from the

war which the egqlo Esercito would win for Italy, But such plans

demanded more than the exhausted Army could deliver, while placing too

many hopes on the performance of the Navy's all-too-fr.agile .Ziqhter
I . .130

More serious than the shortcomings of the individual services'

operational concepts was the lack of a central mJlitary coordinating

"I authority. Army forces had dominated the wars In Africa and Spain,

imposing through their preponderance a rough coordination on the other

services. But a war for donunation of the Mediterranean would place the

services on an equal poZitical level, while requiring an emphasis on

aeronaval operation'" for success. Badogilo lacked both a true general

staff and the statutory author.ity to impose his will on any of the

services. Furthermore, Eadoylio had no understanding of naval operations

and little appreclatior of moden air warfare. Those operational

concepts Badoglio did enunciate In .1939-1940 exhibited an extremely

i conservative and timid approach to the rare opportunities afforded .Xtaly

by the international situation. As a result, those qualities of

imagination, daring, and aggressiveness which might have gained Italy

E significant victories in 1940 were totally missing from the plans of each
I11

of the general staffs. Instead, the Italians chose passivity in the

face of what Badoglio and his arsociates pe.rceived as enemy superiority.

l
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I
This reflected their belief In the primacy of hrute force In

military operations, which the Xtalian armed forces had demonstrated I
between 1918 and 1940. It had been domestic opposition and mutiny In Its

own ranks which had prevented the Army from pitting Its strength against

the many weaknesses of the Albanian Insurgents following( World War I. I
The Realo •sercito evacuated Valona In Ignominy in August 1920.132

After October 1922, however, Mussolini granted his comrmanders license to

ruthlessly exploit enemy vulnerabilities. As a result, the coionlal

forces were much more successful against the bedouin of Trlpoltania and

the warriors of Somalia In the TWenties. In both cases, the Italians

recognized that their opponents' weak points lay In their trxbal

divisions, small numbery, technological backwardness and reliance on

livestock for sustenance and transport. The Italians rospacdod by

employing a political strategy of divide et Am~era, there striking their

Isolated foes and theIr herds from the sea and air. Ground operatiors

proved more difficult:, since financial and poli t~i.'l constraInts

prevonted the use of Italian conscript., in colonial operations. Hotiethe.- i
less, superior firepower. wielded by the Italians' East. African

mercenaries, overwhelmed both opponents by 1927-1928. I3

The Senusi of CyrenaJca proved more Intractabla, given their tunlty

of leadership, fervent religious convictions and carav&n supply routes

from Egypt. only after the Itallan.m penned the bedouin population In

concentration camps, erected an impenetrable barbed wire ba.zrIcade along

Mhe Cyrenaican-Egyptian border and captured and hanged the brilll.*ant

guerrilla leader Omar el Muktar did Senusi resistance collap.se in

Dember 193.

Rthlopla's racial, diplomatic and geographic Isolation and the

disloyalty of many of Halle Selas.,e's vassals left Ethiopia open to
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U Itallan attack In 2935. Furthermore, due to tradition and the feudal

basis of his authority, the emperor could not adopt large scale guerrilla

I warfare to harass the invaders. After subverting tho lovalty of the

leaders of half of Ethiopia's potential soldiers, the Italians planned to

I massacre the rest of Halle Selassie's massed followecs with bombs,

artillery, and automatic weapons fire. But thanks to their extraordinary

mobility, the Ethiopians caught the Ztalians by surprise, nearly

I enveloped Badoglio's army In the north and twice cam close to Inflicting

a second Adua on the aggressors, in December 1935-January 1936. Only

massive barrages of mustard gas and Incendiary bombs, which channeled tho

Ethiopians into killing zones, saved the Italians. Thereafter, Badoglio

I elleod on poison gav and his agile Askarls to push the em"; eror's northern

I armies into Ztalian cannes and machine gun fire. In the south, Graziani

discovxeed chat 4he tirr~ain of the Ogaden desert allowed him to

I concentrate motorized spearheads to punch through the enemy's static

* detenses, already weakLened by unopposed air strikes.1 3 5

Despitie the repatriatlon of nist Itallan forces after May 1936,

I Grazianl, the new Viceroq of Ethiopia, commanded enough Askarls and war

planes to destroy the re mants of Halle Selassie's armies by early 1937.

I He did so by sendinq multiple columns into the mountains of central

Ethiopia to lokcAte tJhe remaining Imperial forx(os, surround them, and then

I annihilate thein by aerial bombardment, gassing, and strafing. To

compensate for his slender military resources in East Africa, Mussolini

gave orders for the Askaris simultaneously to provision themselves and

E row the newly conquered population by wholesale looting and savage

atroci ties.

Askarl crimes and GrazJanl's hysterically homicidal reaction to an

isolated two-man assassination attempt in February 1.937, helped provoke a
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massive rebellion in central Ethiopia that following August. The

Italians responded with the same ground cordon and aerial bombardment

operations. But the priority Mussolini gave to supporting the Spanish

Nationalists and Italy's limited armaments production seve.-ely restricted

the flow of munitions and gas to East Africa. At the same time, new I
Ethiopian leaders, thrust forward by the Insurgency, adopted guerrilla 3
warfare. They also learned camouflage and field fortification techniques

from Itall.an Communist veterans of the International Brigades,

Infiltrated into Ethiopia by the _ Despite more effective

operations, following Graziani's replacement by the Duke of Aosta in

November 1937, the Italians controlled only the towns and roads in

Ethiopia by the time of their entry into World War II. 1

The Italian's greatest contribution to Franco's victory was the

aggressive impetus they imported to aeronaval operations against the

Spanish Republic. Italian aircraft drove the Republican Navy from the

Straits of Gibraltar In August 1936, allowing the Nationalist African

Army to establish itself In southern Spaiin. .Ttallan aircraft and naval I
vessels used Majorca to interdict Soviet shipping heading for Republican I
Mediterranean ports, attack coastal shipping and the ports theOiselves and

cover Italian convoys supplying the Nationalists. SInce over eighty f
percent of foreign aid which departed for either side in l936-2937

travelled by sea, these operations ensured the Nationalists a far greater I
flow of supplies than the Republicans received during the crucial months

of the war. The Republic possessed a far larger navy than the

Nationalists when the war began. But the offensive doctrine practiced by

the Itallan and the Nationalist units they advised proved far superior to

the passive Soviet naval concept of "Proletarian' convoy escort.1 3 7  I

I
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31 etalian Air Porce Intervention eventually granted the Nationalists

air superiority, leaving the Aviazlone Legolar.Ia free to test both

Dou'et's and Mecozzl's concepts as Rome ordered. These experiments

convinced Valle, the Air Force Chief of Staff, that ground support

I operations would defeat the Republic more quick.7,1. But Valle's powerful

S political opponents forced him to continue terror bombing and B

Aeronautm.c operational doct.rine remained confused In Spain and

3 afterwards.1 3 8

After Guadalajara, Italian ground force commanders learned to use

their superior artillery, ground support aircraft, tanks, and trucks to

i break through and outflank Republican defenses. Itallan artillery and

bombers were also decisive In smashing the major offensives of the less

I well-endowed Republicans, But these methods were not adopted by the

ftq~o .Esercto as a whole.

I Ital•an superiority In the Invasion of Albania In April 1939 was so

overwhelming that an examination of their strencg ths and Albanian

weaknesses Is pointless. 
1 3 9

I
I
i
I

I
I
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XV. Tactical Effectiveness

I
Following World War x, the Army abandoned Its tentative efforts to

develop Infiltration tactics and returned to a doctrine modeled on the

French Army tactics of 2918. By the late Twenties, however, such methods.3

came under Increasing attack fv'om advocates of maneuver warfare. Even

conservatives recognized that the Army lacked both the artillery and

organic Infantry firepower to support the tactics that they

advocated. 140 Between 1926 and 1935, the Army created, in stages, a I
now tactical doctrine which stressed enhanced Infantry fire power, I
limited motorization, light Infantry support tanks, aerial bombing In

support of ground operations, and maneuver. The War Ministry also 3
prepared plans to replace Its artillery, which was largely that captured

from the Austrians In 1918-1919. However, the ministry received funding

only for prototype construction.1 4 1  I
Despite the lack of sufficient artillery support, these new tactics

proved adequate against the poorly-armed Ethioplans and Spanish

Republicans. Nonetheless, the Guadalajara debacle, though hardly

suffered by well-trained troops, underlined 1rouhts already raised by I
anaJyses of the East African campaign. Italsan motorized divisions

provud cumbersome and road-bound. Non-motorized Infantry remained wedded

to the defensive tactics of World War I and would advance only after 3
massive artillery barrages. Infantry-artillery coordination was poor.

Italian tanks proved flimsy, In4ffective offensively and defensively, and I

could not operate Independently. 142
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3 These shortcomings Induced the Army leadership to promulgate new

tactics in 1938. The centerpiece of the new doctrine was the two

infantzy regiment divislone binaria, designed for easy motor transport as

an attack column. Mianeuver and control of medium artillery became a

n corps responsibIlity. Mew armored doctrine, the development of medium

tanks and the creation of armored divisions Introduced mechanized tactics

which stressed flanking attacks and Infiltration.14 3

3 In many cases, however, the tactics actually understood and

practiced by Army combat unit comnanders on the eve of World War Two were

I quite different. After little development between 1919 and 1934, Army

tactics were revised twice between 1935 and 2938: by Raistrocchi's

getrra di movimento concepts of 1935-1936, followed by Pariani's auezra

I de r aeido corso theories of 1937-1938. Given the huge oxpansuon of the

Army in 1939-1940, the eighteen months between the promulgation of

I Pariani's new doctrine and Italian Intervention In World War Two allowed

scant time for tactical relndoctrination and practical application.

Three prototypes of the dlvis.oe bAnr A, the centerpiece of

I Parianl's new tactics, -fought In Ethiopia and another In Spain. Despite

official pronouncements, these divisions had not proven their worth.

I Certainly they had not provided many officers with the chance to learn

the characteristics of such divisions in battle. Neither Balstrocchl nor

ParIanJ ever directed the operations of any dIvisiono In Africa or Spain

I and few of their staff planners commanded units in either campaign. Yet

these men Imposed theJr tactical concepts and the Jyj!kne bln.rt4 on

I the Army. Few officers who served In Ethiopia fought In Spain. either to

carry their tactical eAperience into the other conflict or to build upon

I it. The long combat tours of the officers actually sent to Spain

produced few veterans to bring that war's lessons back to the rest of the
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Reqglo EsertciLtqo. Finally, the majority of the junior reserve officers

mobilized In 1939-1940 had no combat experience, while their senioxs who 3
did had last seen action In 1918. The range of contradictory combat and

training experience within the Army officer corps In 1939-1940, combined !
with the highly disruptive change-over to tlhe diviuione kInar•_•, created 3
the precondi tions for the tactical disasters of Mhe Alpine,

Greek-Albanian, and Cyrenaican campaigns. 144 I
Many useful tactical lessons had been taught by the Ethiopian trid

Spanish Wars. Foremnost was the need for the close coordination of

Infantry, artillery, armor and airpower. But the Rgtqio IBsereto lacked

the means to disseminate these concepts to its recently activated reserve

officers and NCOs, betweon September 1939 and June 1940, In any case, 3
the Army simply did not posess the weaponry and equipment needed to

apply the particularly relevant lessons of the war In Spain.1 4 5  1
With far less combat experience than either the Army or Air Force,

the Navy had few guidelines for the modification of Its tactical doctrine

during the Intexwar period. Furthermore, deprIved of its own air

squadr(,ns after 1923 and forbidden to atoqulrc aircraft carriers, the Navy

lacked the opportunity to develop the techniques of aeronaval warfare,

The Nore__...d'mPIeqo zpw le azionl aez'.-navali of 1034 specified that the

naval high conmnd would merely Inform Its Air Force counterparts of

proposed combat operations and ship movenents, The Air General Staff 1
would then decide. whether or when to Intervqne In naval actions on a

completely independent basis. 146 There were few Navy--Air Force

exercises In the years 1923-1940 and those held resulted In little I
progress toward effective coordination, As a result, although the Navy

entered World War II In a far better material condition than the Army or

Air Force, its obsolescent doctrine largely negated this advantage.,1 7

I
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3 The basic premise underlying IXtallan, naval tactics was that In the

event of war the , gia MArIna would not only face initially stronger

3 opponents but also ones more capable of replacing losses than Italy.

Therefore, Italian surface vessels were to avoid action except when

I enjoying a clear advantage. In theory, the stress on speed in the design

of Italian warships would give them the option to choose or avoid

combat. Further restrictions on action derived from poor radio

I capability and the lack of radar and naval aircraft.

Night action was prohibited to all but torpedo craft. Destroyers

S were largely limited to scouting and anti-aircraft assignments for the

battlefleet. Convoys would be escorted by only light forces. The

battlefleet would Intervene In case of enemy attack only under favorable

5 circumstances. Great stress was placed on the defensive use of mineflelds

and smokescreens. However, inadequate mine production and the poor

E quality of Italian designs prevented the Regio Marina from taking &dvant-

age of the opportuntles offered by Italian geography for mine warfare.

Little attention was paid to submarine/surface ship coordination

for fear of attacks on friendly vessels. rn general, both submarine and

antisubmarine tactics remained those of 1917-1918. Submarine tactics

3I stressed submerged attacks by stationary boats lying In ambush, as In the

"PIrate Submarine" campaign of 1937. Might surfaceo attacks, wolf'packs,

and the concept of maneuver were not envisioned.148 In short, the Navy

3 adopted tactics aimed at survival, not conquest. Ironically they ensured

the Reqga Marina's defeat by a fleet that employed aircraft, surface

3 vessels and submarines in a coordinated, aggressive fashion.

Three major factors shaped Italian air tactics in the Interwar

I period: the Influence of Douhet's thcorles, the expectation, until

I 1935-1936, that the next major war would be waged against France and
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Yugoslavia; and the technical limitations of the aircraft Industry. The

result was the conviction, reinforced by air maneuvers between 1931 and 5
1935, that unescorted medium bombers could penetrate enemy air defenses

and wreak havoc on his cities with gas and Incendla;ies. The development I
of accurate bombing techniques and fighter escorts seemed unimportant. 5
Purthermore, industry had failed to develop the powerful engines needed

for strategic bombers wnd long range fighters. Weak engines, however, 5
necessitated trimotor medium bombers. This precluded the posiltioning of

the bombardier and bomb sight In the aircraft's nose and made accurate 3
149

bombing difficult In any case.

The stress on bombers delayed the development of Italian fighter

aircraft until the late Twenties. khen they appeared, they were highly

maneuverable, lightly armed biplane interceptors for the defense of

Italian cities against enemy retaliation raids. Since these aircraft 3
were designed to attack bombers, Italian fighter tactics stressed

Individual acrobatics, enabling the Interceptor pilot to gain favorable

firing positions against his less maneuverable opponent. S O

Regia Aeronautica combat experience offered. few lessons to alter

these tactics until the late Thirties. Italian gas and incendiary

techniques, however Inaccurate, proved effective against undefended

Sthlopidan towns. The small high explosive Italian bombs worked well on I
African villages built of adobe or warriors ignorant of field 3
fortifications. The Spanish War did raise disturbing questions about

erratic bombing patterns, ineffectlve bombs, and outmoded fighter 3
tactics. But the final victory obscured these warnings.1 5 2

G•ven the greater stress on fighter aircraft by the R Iea
Aeronautica after early 1939, the failure to develop new tactics from

combat experience In Spain had particuaarly serious consequences.

I
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I
I .Ttallan fighter units entered the Spanish Civil War employing classic

World War One dogfight tactics. The extraordinary maneuverab~lIty of

I their biplane fighters and the long range of their 12.7 man machine guns

allowed the Italians to disregard their aircraft design weaknesses: low

B speed, no radios and light armament. Yet, slde-by-side with the

I-- 4viaz*one Legion•ir•, the Condor Legion's pilots developed tMe "Pinger

Four" formation and "hit and run" tactics made possible by the Germans'

S radio-equipped, faster and more heavily armed Messerschmitts. In the

war's last months, the deployment of a few, more modern all-metal Italian

S monopliwe fighters to Spain opened their pilots' eyes. These flyers

returned to Italy convinced that the new German tactics were unquestlon-

ably superior for the new fighters. But the continued production of

I tallan biplane fighters and the dominance within _egl• 4er~ o ta

squadrons of the veterans who had flown them In Spain stifled tactical

I innovation. Throughout World War II, despite the appearance of excellent

modern Italian fighters after 1940, Regla Aeronautica fighter pIlot

training continued to instill biplane tactics.IS2

3 Nonetheless, the growing possibility after 1934 that the 8"ia.

eroD~iautLca would eventually confront the BrItish forces over the

3 ekpanses of the Mediterranean and In Africa had forced some tactical

re-evaluation. In addition, Balbo's replacement by Valle as Air Force

head lessened the Influence of Douhet. Between 1933 and 1936, Valle

-- encouraged the development of ground attack, dive bombing, and torpedo

bombing techniques. But the end of the Mediterrdnean crisis eased the

fear of an ImrnInent clash with Britain. Renewed Air Force fears of

subservience to the other services raised barriers against tactics based

I on interservice cooperation. The Air Force returned to its stress on

U high level bombing against land and sea targets. Design of a long range
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strategic bomber, a dive bomber and metal monoplane fighters did begin In

1936-1937. But development: was painfully slow due to the diversion of

Air Force and Industrial resources caused by the Spanish War. Few of the 5
new aircraft appeared In time to allow the working-out of new air tactics

before World War Xl. Those new air-craft that did become available In 3
.153

1939-1940 proved rather disappointing In any case.

In late 1939, growing realization by the Air Staff of their I
service's qualitative and quantitative InferiozIty to the Royal Air Force, 3
and of the problems imposed by fuel shortages, prompted them to adopt

some tactical expedients. The Re~Qa Aeronautica assumed a defensive 5
tactical stance to save fuel and aircraft. Since the majority of Italian

fighters were obsolete bip2anes, flown by pilots trained In the old 1

tactics, the latter were ordered to restrict operations to combat air 5
patrols over their airfields, ground installations and advancing Army

co.Twms. Bombers were limited to unescorted high level daylight raids In I
good weather.1

5 4

But the Inhibitions Imposed by material shortcomings were not the I
major restraint on Italian air tactics after June 1940i Rather, the real

key to Reoia Aeronautica_ paralysis lay In Its fallure to adopt a coherent

operational doctrine In concert with the other services. PrIcolo' s 1
last-minute decision to coordinate Aix Force operations with those of the

Army and Navy meant little without the years of tactical and interservice 1
training necessary to Implement such a policy. As a re.sult of this £
failure, from the outset of Italian Intervention in the Second World

War, the Regla ezonautica surrendered the Initiative to Its opponents. 1 5 5  3
The degree to wh.1ch each of the Italian armed services stressed

surprise and the seizure of opportunities In Its tactics was largely 1
Irrelevant In the Interwar period. The deficiencies previously cited In
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3 Italian communications, Intelligence, transport, reconnaissance and

Integration of arms rendered such concepts largely inapplicable against

other modern forces. on the other hand, Italian technical superiority

over the Libyans, Somalis and Ethiopians allowed the use of surprise In

Sthe form of sudden attack by aircraft and, In particular, through the use
256

of polson gas. In Spain, however, thanks to the tactical ý!*.novations

introduced by Balstrocchi, and the weaknesses of the Republicans, the

3 Army did show some ability at the rapid exploitation of opportunities.

This was particularly evident In the Aragon and Catalan Campaigns where

the Italians demonstra ted some comprehension of the rudiments of

mechanized warfare.15 7  Thereafter, these tactical concepts were held

up for emulation by the entire Arriy and were proclaimed as official

j doctrine by Pariani. IO But the mere proclamation of doctrine based on

speed and daring had little practical effect. Zn the absence of the

necessary equipment, training and command structure, such concepts

remained simply empty words. 5 9

On the eve of Italian intervention In World War XI, the other

3 services were even more cautious and fitted their tactics to their

self-acknowledged material deficiencies. In the case of the Navy

3 I command, this attitude arose from Its lack of aircraft carriers and

aircraft, and its refusal to risk Its major warships in battle. For the

Air Force General Staff, the decision to adopt defensive tactics sprang

I both from Its recognition of the inferiority of Itallan aircraft and from

doctrinal confusion. For both services, extreme caution appeared the

3 best means to insure their survival. 1 6 0

The efforts by the Army high command to Inculcate a new tactical

l doctrine based on daring and Initiative also foundered on the rock of

S military conservatism. Despite the Fascist regime's totalitarian

I- 
_ - -
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S
pretensions, its efforts to create a new social hierarchy and political

system, based on merit, popular consensus and charismatic leadership, had I
little influence on the largely monarchist officer corps. The rzigid

distinctions among conscripts, NCO's, junior and senior officers, which

the RMeaio Esercito Inherited from the Armata Sarda, remained firm during 5
the Interwar period. Par more than material shortcomings these attitudes

weakened the Army by preventing the growth of trust, communication and I
mutual comprehension necessary for mental and tactical flexibility on the I
battlefield.1 61

The military leadership's lack of concern for the morale and 5
well-being of the enlisted men stood in blatant contrast to the care

lavished on the officer corps. Most troops lived In decayed, filthy 3
quarters, dressed in ill-fitting uniforms and subsisted on wretched 5
rations. Provided with neither mess halls nor even plates and glasses,

they consumed their meager meals from mess tins, standing or squatting in 5
the courtyards of their barracks. They sweltered in their wool uniforms

In summer., which nonetheless offered them inadequate protection against £
the rain and snow of winter. The bad quality of Army boots was I
notorious. Army health services were rudimentary, dlscipline and

punishment harsh, while Ar.my pay reduced conscripts to penury. As the 5
Army swelled from 250,000 men In the Twenties to 1.2 million In late

2939, these conditions grew even worse. I

Officers had little contact with their men and usually dealt with

them through the Ignorant, brutal NCO corps. While Italian officers' pay I
was less than that enjoyed by their British and French counterparts, the

lower Italian cost of living made an Italian officer's life quite

comfortable, particularly during the Depression.. Excellent officers' 3
messes, military servants, and custom tailored uniforms reflected these I
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I advantages. By the late Thirties, many junior officers had crime to

recognize that these disparities had a serious effect on military

U efficiency. But rivalry with and disdain for the Pascist Mil.'':.1.•, whtch

fostered a far more egalitarian offIcar-enlisted relationship, made

3 reform difficult. The ArMYS senior officers Insisted on the retention

of their privileges, arguing that discipline depended on them. 1 6 2

I To these ongoing problems was added the total reorganization of the

U Army's Infantry divisions from a three infantry regiment to a two

Infantry regiment structure, beginning in December 1938. The disruption

L of all corps, divisions and divisional artillery regiments occurred

simultaneously with the imposition of new tactical doctrine. While these

changes were absorbed relatively easily by the new mechb&ized 6th Army

I being organized in the Po Valley, the effect on the mass of the Army was

severely destabilizing. In the long run, unit cohesion (if nothing else)

t might have benefitted from the recreation of the Army's old two ragiment

infantry brigades, whose traditions played the same role in fostering

millta•ry pride as did the British Army's regiments. But coming as It did

,just prior to IZtallan entry into the world war, this dras Ic rearrange-
263

ment only upset further the application of the new tactical system.

3 The ultimate source of the inefficiency of the Italian Army,

however, lay in the inadequate training of Its officers and men. Well

l. trained troops, led by competent conwanders, can perform extraordinary

feats with poor arms and equipment. But the finest weapons are virtually

useless in the hands of a badly instructed army. Suffering from grave

3 deficiences in both training and material, the Eqqg_.gpjer to entered

World War II virtually predestined for disaster.

3During the Interwar period, troop training was very poor. Except

for the years between November 1919 and January 1923, when It was reduced
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to only eight months, obligatory military service lasted for eighteen

months. Conscripts received their training from the regiments to which I
they were assigned. ThIs consisted mostly of close order drill and the

care of pezsonal equipment, punctuated by frequent inspections.

Beginning in 2928, Ugo Cavallero, then War Undersecretary, Introduced a

heavy emphasis on sports, gymnastics, and obstacle course training.

Under Balstzocchl, in an attempt to improve mobility despite the shortage I
of motor vehicles, the troops were subjected to a regimen of long foot 3
marches at. a very brisk pace.

ltaly's mountainous terrain plaved a premium on arable land and 5
deprived the Army of sufficient areas for weapons training and

maneuvers, AS a result, the recruits received very little instruction In

live firing or tactics. Combined arms training was neglected. Tactical

exercises followed minutely choreographed scripts, meant to teach the

officer observers rather than the troop participants. This was partlcu- 5
larly true of the annual maneuvers, held in late August, used for both

the culmination of recruit training and as refresher courses for the 3
reserves. Each comm, and level discouraged initiative by subordinates

during these affairs and unexpected problems usually produced total I
confusion, to the general amusement of foreign observers.1 64  3

Following the Initial two months of basic training, the best

conscripts were selected as junior NCO candidates at corps level

schools. However, these schools suffered from lack of instructors and

equipment. After four and a half months, successful trainees were I
promoted to corporal. The best of those new NCO's received another three 3
and a half months schooling, followed by promotion to sergeant. Most of

these Jnimor NiCO's left the Army with their conscript classes, since the 3
minimal pay, .!ack of responsibility and low prestige of even senior MCO's I
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I- made such careers very unattractive. AV a result, the Army suffered from

a chronic shortage of staff mCO's for recruit and Jun.or XCO trioi2ing.

I Adding to the problem was the frequent commissioning of the best ,YCO's,

due to the Army's lack of career Junior officers. Zn January 15040, as

3 the Army prepared to enter World War XI, It Instituted a crash program to

produce Junior SCO's. But this had little effect by the time Italy

intervened In the conflict. 1 65

3i While the performnce of ehe ZtalJan Infantry suffered as a result

of these training deflciences, the skills level of the other branches of

L the Army declined even further with the approach of World War II. Lack

of equipment for training purposes and of Instructors led to a disastrous

shortage of artillerymen, drivers, mechanIcs, radio operators and

I specialists of all kInds. At a time when the Army was adopting

mechanized tactics and restructuring Its divisions accordinglV, It

I possessed only a small fraction of the necessaxy trained personnel.

In 1926, the war Ministry dismissed 3400 of Its 7100 career

I lieutenants, in order to save the positions of more senior officers, at a

i time of severe financial retrenchment. Thereafter, until Balstrucchi's

promotion law of 1934, the Army relied entirely on reserve officers for

3 second lieutenants. A select group of these were offered places In the

Modena and Turin military academies, the graduates of which received

I promotion to first lieutenant. However, the average second lieutenant

served only seven months on active duty, after an eleven month training

course. These reserve officers were unlikely to receive any further

3 training wu)til call-up In the event of national emergency.

The huge ex;...anslon of the Army beginninq In 1935 required a va-it

3 increase In the number of Junior officers, which neith~er the acadenties

nor the existing reserve offIcer training courses could supply. The
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academies returned to their old system of accepting cadets directly from

civilian life and graduating them as seeond lieutenants. The already

Inadequate reserve officer trAining courses were Accelerat.ed, ultimately

being reduced to three months by 1940. The creation of the neot binary

divisiona torced the hasty promotion of career captains and majors,

leaving the conaands of companies, batteries and battalions to mobilized

reservists or junped..up lieutenants. By the spring of 1940, 93% of the

Army's officers were reservists or recently promoted NCO's, whose

training time Pariani had drastically reeuced to obtain funds for

purchasing equipment. As one military critic noted, by late 1939 even

the Polish Army had more career officers and NCO's than the R

167

The S.cuola. d_ querra, closed during World War i, reopened In 1919

with special two Jear courses for captains, majors and lieutenant

colonels promoted during the war, In 1923, the school resumed its

regular three year course for those first lieutenants and captains deemed

sultable for service on the Ueneral Staff and likely to win promotion to

general rank. While the 1936 regulations for the School (renamed the

jstituto sgweriore dI guerra) emphasized that Its role was to create *men

of acLaon," the curriculum was hardly designed to teach even the

rudiments of ggL._a dI rapldo corso. Classroom study greatly outweighed

the time allotted to field exercises. Equitation and fencing received

far greatesr emphasis than Instruction in c.icticm and the employment of

arma. The School's view of modern warfaze may be deduced fzom the

explanation of the 1936 regulations on the purpose of instruction in

swordsmanship: to place (officers) In condition to use the sword and the

saber in the assault, properly and with an aggressive attitude." Nor did

the school prepare its graduates for cooperation with Italy's major ally.

S. . . . • m~m mm • •| l u • _ mm _ ..m l - -I
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In the spring of 1940, among Its approximately eighty students, no one

coul, speak adequate German. Only five or six were oven studying the

language.,
6 8

Nonetheless, even in 1939-1940, the situation was not hopeless.

Had the army concentrated its resources, it could have manned, equipped

and trained properly a mechanized corps of two or three divislons. In

four months, such methods had whipped into shape the roryo di Truppe

UoJ ontiare, after the hwrililatlon of Guadalajara, and prepared the corps

2or its later victories. If the veterans of the Ogaden, Aragon, and

Catalonia Campaigns had been forged into a strike force and deployed In

Cyrenalca at the outbreak of the war, with the 110 medium tanks and 170

i modern artillery p.'eces available by toid-1940, the ,eio, El..eoito could

5 have mounted a successful invasion of aqypt. 169

Instead., Parianl divided his scanty resources among Northern Italy,

.I Albania and Libya, while preaching fantasies of lightning war to an Army

untrained and unequipped even by the standards of 1917-1918. His

successors, the triumvirate of rraziani, Soddu and Roatta, simply

reinforced this dispersion of forces. As tho result, in June 1940, the

Rogio Esecito was prepared only for a footmarch to catastrophe.

For the Nav'y, the fallure to engage in fleet operations during the

First World War left It with little combat experience on which to build.

Nonetheless, after 1918, the sailors of the Reaoa Marina enjoyed far

better training for war t-hn Italy's soldiers. After 1934, however, as

the size of the fleet swelled, the Navy suffered from paucity of officers

and petty officers. While this shortage sprang from the wise decision

not to lower the Navy°u high standards, training adhore and afloat

suffered. Zn particular, the need to provide sufficient Instructors for

the Navy's schools and tu train the augmented numbers of recruits left
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the small officer corps considerably less opportunity for sea duty,

Frequent reassignments led to fat'lgue and Insudfficient famillarization 3
wi th new equipment.

More serious were deficiencies in certain types of training, due to 5
techni.cal backwardness. Inadequate searchlights and the lack of radar

led to the suicidal decision to neglect night combat exercises.

Inefficient weapons and equipment restricted the scope of antisubmarine

training. Rivalry with the Air Force and poor air-.ea communicatlons

severely handicapped aeronaval maneuvers. While surface and antiaircraft 3
gunnery practice, per so, was respectable, bad ordnance had a severe

effect on accuracy. 17 0  5
Tn general, however, the Req d_4jjna expended far less of Its 3

resources in the African and Spanish wars than the Army or Air Force,

while gaining considerable experience and confidence from the latter £
conflict. As a result, the Navy was the best prepared of the forze

armate In June 1940. 5
The new Re la Aeronautlca had to wait until Balbo's appointment as £

Air Undersecretary In November 1926 to acquire a consistent pattern of

training. Balbo curtailed the individualism which had characterized 5
Italian pilots since World War One, to stress formation flying, group

aerobatics, navigation, and discipline. Ending the practice of combat I
training for new flyers in their first operational squadron, Balbo I
established central flying schools for bomher and fighter pilots.

Beginning In 1931, he ordered bomber and fighter pilots to undertake 5
familiarization flights In each others' al~rcaaft. These policies

continued after November 1933, under Balbo's successor, Valle. U

But Balbo's transoceanic pzopagarda flights and V,.'lle's constant 1
bids for new air records both consumed excessive amounts of resources.

I
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As a result,, the Recita Aeronautica seriously neglected the more mundane

Im but vital matters of bad weather and night flying, as well as gunnery

I training.

The Air Force also failed to train sufficient numbers of

I well-qualified pilots. Aegular officer, reservist and NCO pilots were

4al instructed at the Air Academy of Caserta, after It opened In October

1926. Caserta gave Its student flyers only 70 hours of flight time

E before they earned their wIngs. But the academy managed to empand ics

production of pilots from some 40 annually In the T7wenties to about 150

_ I n the mid Thirties to approximately 250 on the eve of World War IZ.

Nonetheless, during the crises of 1935-2936 and 2939-2940, the Reala

I.t found Itself desperately short of pilots. The high cost of

I • i. vJa,:n fuol 4P I.tajq, the h.hcrtaqge of airfields due to rtt•a's

ootuntainous terrain and Mussolini's Insistence on planting every level

U space with wheat, and Insufficient numbers of warplanes all Inhibited the

refresher training of reserve pilots. A crash program did create some

I- 1500 rnew reserve pilots In 2939-1940. But most had flown only civilianrn aircraft and proved of little Jmnediate use to the Air Force. Thus, the

Reg•_Aerrg autIcc.. entered World War Two with a core of fine regular

3 pilots, supplemented by some good reserve veterans of Ethiopia and Spain,

and a mass of drones unprepared for combat.

I The Xtal.ans paid dearly for their lack of well trained pilots By

-I mid.-October 2940, even before the opening of the Greek campaign and the

British counteroffensive in North Africa, the Air Force had already lost

' 1500 warplanes and many of its best pilots. As a consequence, the

terrible defeats which the forze armate were to suffer on land and sea In

3 the five months following Mussolini's attack on Greece were greatly

1271! aqqrava ted by lack of effective Italian air cover.
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con~cl usion

1
Italian history and culture shaped Its military institutions.

Italy's armed forces grew from the Pledmontese Army which, in a rapid I
a•ccessinn of wars between 1859 and 1870, united the peninsula by for'ce. 3
During previous centurles, however, Piedmont had expanded slowly,

nibbling away at one or another neighbor's territory, unde.' the aegis of 5
an alliance with France or Austria. Piedmont's rulling fam.ly had

developed strong traditions of prudence and conservatism and had U
inculcated these at~titudes, along with deep dynastic loyalty, into Its £
officer corps. Cavouz's unexpected, lightning success In creating the

Kingdom of Italy, through a combination of brilliant, opporlwu1stic 3
diplomac:y and ruthless aggresilon, was a startling exception to previous

Piedmontese history. But Cavour's successors, the prime ministers of the £
newly united Italy, longed to imitate his example. g

After 1870, however, Italy discovered itself to be an Impoverished

nation and one deeply divided along preunification boundaries. The o

government used the •eglo Osercito to hold the fractious state together

and encouraged the ArMy S Piedmontese traditions as quite appropriate to 3
its role as national policeman.

At the same time, the opening of the Suez Canal, the shift of the 3
national capitpl to Rome and the influx of southerners into the political 3
and military systems transformed the consciousness of the Italian leader-

ship. Italy constructed a sizeable navy and began imperial expansion 1
172into the J4edi terranean and Africa. The sudden outbreak of World War I
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I
IOne seemred to offer the opportunity to repeat Cavour's triumph on a

grander scale, to establish Italy as a truly great power, But the dhimal

3 performance of the forze armat_ e In combat, .taly's marked dependence on

its allies for economic support and the relatively meager rewards

5 gathered at the peace table were more reminiscent of the dynastic wars

Piedmont had waged In the 17th and 28th Centuries. The consequent

frustrations, particularly within the officer corps, played a large part

K .in bringing Mussolini and his Fascists to power in 1922.

In the 1918-1940 period, therefore, two voices echoed within the

XItalan military, One counseled caution, based on an awareness of

national material inferiority and the dangers which surrounded Italy.

3 The other urged the seiJzure of a fleeting chance to conquer a new Romanr 1mpire, under the dlreotlo,., 4.,-f the spr1itual successor to Cavour. The

ultimate assessment of Italian military effectiveness in the Interwar

period rests on the choice made between these alternatives.173

By lying both to themselves and to Mussolini about their readiness

for war In 1940, by their failures to prepare for that war over the

i previous twenty years, the Italian military leadership betrayed their

country. By leading Italy into war, despite his detailed knowledge of

3 the unpreparedness of the forze armate, even If for no other of his

crimes, Mussolini richly deserved the fate he suffered at the war's

I conclusion.

U
I
I
U
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GNRRAMJ MILITARY NFPEY'IVRNNDS

BWhV•EN 2919 and 1939U

Man•red Messerschasdt
M3111targesch4 chtl: •chex Forscungsamt.

I

U
Between 2919 and 1935 one cannot speak of a consistent level of

I German military effectiveness. Por much of the period, situated between

relatively stzong neighbors, the Goerrnn staee possessed only a small

professional army, one that could not produce sufficient reserves to face

S even one of Its neighbors. The miniscule navy was even less signifi-

cant. What makes a comparison between the Welm.ir and the Naz.t pezlod

U doubtful in another respect was the totally different political

structures of both systems. On the other hand, there were elements which

contributed to a cont.nuity and which must be addressed In any attempt at

analyzing Germany's military effectIveness during the Interwar period.

Both phases of the 1919-1939 period were characterized by a

resolution to overturn the Versailles Treaty and to regain Germany's

posltion as a great power. Political, -ýrategc 1, and operacional Ideas

I and plans changed; conditions altered, but the goal -- to build up modern

ground forces, supported by a powerful aJr force, and ready to wage a wax

I
I

I - • I • II iI
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to reshape Europe politically were commeon themes. U
Adolf Hitler's desire to achieve this goal In a far shorter time 3

was one of the major new accents Introduced after 1933. It proved to be

a decisive one. Its impact on German finances, resources, and on the

whole economy was serious and created new conditions demanding desperate

responses. I
During both of these phases the Rel.chowehr and fthr ; were

oncupied In defi-.i-io their positions within the state, There was,

however, a vital difference In context between the republican system and

the thoroughly militarized Eft sa One might think that with Its

growing strength In the late 1930s the Iveh&OLO's Importance In the U
syistem enjoyed a corresponding rise. That this was =ot the case suggests I
that there Is not necessarily a correlation between military strength,

the political system, and the amount of influence that a military 3
organization Ii able to w.eld. With respect to the more or less

defensive foreign policy of the Weimar Republic as opposed to Hitler's 3
aggressive alms, one cannot even say that military Influence Is more

favourabtly conditioned by an offensive foreign policy, and less so by a

defensive for eJ gn pollcy. But thir rapther general remark requires some

ampl ification: the organization of a jhrorgtaot by a radical political

party necessarily changed the military's position with regard to its

political and strategic influence, Wi1th respect to operational and

tactical questions, there was apparently no similar revolutionary I
impact. Here seems to lie the difference between the political and the

professional claims of the milltarzy versus a given political system.

Of course, one should not look upon military develnpments in

Germany during this period as h)aving the Isolated character of a social

science model. There was a genuine new beginning after ýhe overwhelming 1
I
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I
breakdown In 1918 with Its singular political, Intellectual, and material

I consequences. While the Weimar Republic and Mational Soclallsm were very

much the step children of this historic event, thep were also connected

with earlier trends In German history. And military developments were

only one variable in the nation's course after 1918.

Tn stressing continuities one ha. to point at Germany's tr.Pditlon

I as a militAry state. The one hundred year tradition of compulsory

military service with its wide impact on society, state, and mind

prepared the ground for the BijjghwehU and the Wehrmachit shJS

I preparation represented a major asset for Hitler's success In Germany's

rearmament program and preparations for war. Without this background,

I the German military would have enjoyed nothing like the speed of its

expansion between 1933 and 2539, This background of knowledge,

experiences, and resolution resulted in speetd and quality for the whole

E I rearmament effort. This backbone of remilitarization counted far more

than the mere totals of divisions, aircraft, or submarines. The

-I his torical background is equally important in understanding the Innate

.hortcomings of German militarIsm. Its continental conception of

strategic priorities played an essential role in skewing Gatrmany's

strategic approach. Moreover, German feelings of superiority in will and

leadership were responsible for consistently shortsighted evaluations of

I the capabilities of potential adversaries.

I
I
I
1
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I

.. Political • fftectivenes I

A. General Situation I
Since the beginning of the ftcmwfrswZ one cannot speak sImplV of

the armed forces' endeavour to gain influence In the framework of a given

political structure. In a way the a .j•Lhghj attempted to realize Its 3
alms In cooperation with as well as apart from the Republic,

The R8elhygehr's political effectiveness can, therefore, be more I
easily measured with respect to Its goals than with respect to national

policies, t's position, conditioned by the Versailles Treaty, and the

anti-zepub2lcan feelings within the officer corps, reaulted In the so-

called *state within the state" attitude. On the whole, militarv

Interests were backed by the right wing pazties and big Industries, and I
were criticized from the left by communists and social democrats. This 3
political effectiveness could not be more than gaining support by

Interests ready to contravene the Peace Treaty, to decelve the

Interallied Control Comtmnission, and to back Che ftjghsthgr against public

and parliamentary criticism, Political effectiveness could also mean I
getting governmental assistance for military polivIes. This meant

preparedness for discussion and came into existence on a larger scale

after Seeckt's dismissal.

B. Constitutional Conditions Allowing for PoliticAl effectiveneus I
The Weimar Constitution assigned the supreme command to the

President of the Republic whereas the R•echswehrmInj.t ;: only became head I
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I
of administrative and budget matters. Thus, the all encompassing power

SOf the Emperor In Bismarck's Reich was split. The President's supreme

command was exercised by the 894chs *hxmJ~n1sttp. who was responsible to

the gtghLM and to the President In & •jf g.La (questions of

command). He was also the only minister who had a direct access to the

President. This legal construction led to a conviction on the paxt of

I ,the military that they held a position In the state that lay beyond

parliament, political parties, and every day politics. This legal

construction created gaps that allow4od substantial political influence

I for the mili tary high command, especially the Chef der eereasleltuna

(Army Chief of Staff) who had hi samy at the highest level, that Is as a

I figure between Chancellor, Defense Minister, and President. General Nans

von Seecklt, Ca _ e 1.1jeitngg in 1920 after the Kapp a in fact

assumed most of the powers of the Defense Minister.

Seockt, disposing of an effective staff, created the new General

Staff (Tr"pppMA) and practically becauw? the supreme comnander of the

I 8itjghihee (army). During Seeckt's tnim the Bel chswehrm~n1 became a

IaprdLIaur (peripheral player).2 Seackt: demanded that as Chef der

I Hpe~resje , he possessed the unrestricted right to represent the

U Interests of th6e RebjAwh t without any political control. The military,

consequently, managed to block the nomination of a secretary of state for

I war and to take over the political responsibilities normalIV assigned to

such a post,

I The election of Paul von Hindenburg as president of the Republic In

U 1925 made the most respected officer of the old army the Supreme

commander of the 89R 4Mq_ .M. This meant that there was now a greater

- military authority above the r Seeckt's dismissal

followed soon after. The new atichswe.hqrf _•enm , Otto Geseler, reducedI
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I
the political position of the Chef der ieerelC In 1926 by forming a

socalled WehrmachtabteQpMg which became the new bureaucratic center for 3
all political questions which held the connections with the Reichstag,

and which gave the Minister direct assistance. Thus, with Seeckt's I
dismissal the political weight shifted to the Defense Ninister. 3

But during Seeokt's time the aqghf laid the foundation for a

political military order that P.uod at Ignoring the alms and values of

the Republic in order to organize a thoroughly militarized society and a

modern army ready to wage an Industrialized war. The aRqJV#ih pictured I
Itself as creating the core of such a future state of affairs. Such a

political strategy was not fully understood by republican politicians,4

even though Wilhelm Oroener, ftrst chief of staff In the post war period,

had envisaged such a state of affairs as early as 10919.

The now office, the &ehrMfAbchpAfti~u2, was further developed and 1
strengthened and became the MInjste.amt, which gained the position of a

central office for the ajjthj~wjt beside the Army and Havy high commands,

Its Chief, Kurt von Schleicher, becano tho cnief figure In military 3
policy, which, of course, d.d not mean that political control over the

forces was realized, This new office managed to keep the minister from I
exercising his t _(aM gwl•t . With Groener and then Schloicher as

•. the Army could directly voice Its Interests and push

for Its own armaments policy. The &J.pAg•Ul j Mll (presidential 3
dictatorship) during the last years of the Helmar Republic further

strengthened the position of the military. The new armament policy, l

which the military had tried to achieve with the so called U&_n nai ,1

LJ.pt*@ (opening to the left) after 1926, could not be realized without the

assistance of the Soclal Democratic party In the Bgtag. On the

contrary, Schleicher attempted to win over the Nazi Party for his I
/ I II I II I I I I II . . . .. I I I I I
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I
armaments' program. The Army now Intendd to organize a large militia

Saround the core of the professional forces. In order to mobilize the

I ffhjZwijM (war spirit), It hoped to bring the Nazi mass organization

Into line with its policy and to establish some form of organization

I under military supervision to utilize the radical right. Hereby,

Schleicher sought to gain for the military a dominant position In the

E state as well as a solid basis for the general milltarIzation of tho

I nation. In this he failed, Hitler was not willing to serve interests

which would only check his own ambitions.

With respect to Vie A Lghjehs position In the state and its

power to convince the government of the political adequacy of arnament

I plans one must note the fact that Grooner as Reichseohrminister in 1931

had also become the &a. chjuienmininestz. (M/inlster of the Interior), In

the spring of 1932 the Second Armament Program was launched to provide

E equipment for a 21-division Army by 1938. Groener worked to harmonize

ReIchawehr policy with the BrOninq Government's revisioinist policy in

order to get International acceptance for a limited German rearmameit.

As RA _hs•e. . , Schleicher began to change military policy

and to Influen(:e directly foreign and domestic policy. His activities

I aimed at guiding German policy almost wholly Into line with military

interests, One historian has rightly juggested that he acted In

accordance with strategic conceptions derived from World War I, which

argued for the organization of all Important areas of public life In

S order to create a y. (completely militarized society),

3 Thus, military Interests attempted to bring financial, economic, and

educational policies into line with foreign policy. The governing Idea

was to establish a military authoritarian system based on mass

mobilization of population and Industry. 6I
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C. The Military In the F9hrer-Staat

With Hitler's coming to power the National Socialists realized most 3
of these alms and established the most militarized system evor seen In

Germany. German political and social life was almost wholly absorbed I
Into the Nazi Party and the m•litary, excepted from this process, seemed

to be In an Ideal position to realize Its political hopes.

General Werner von Blomberg became Kre9smn (liHar Minister)

and Supreme Commander, with direct acce.ws to Hindenburg and Hitler, For

the first time the German military possessed a supreme commander who was I
more than a representat.ive figure like Lhe l or the ftj.OorAsIdent,

WIth Hitler hesitating in foreign and military policy due to Internal

political considerations during the first month3 of Nazi rule. Blomberg 3
vittually dire•, ted foreirrn and rearmament policy together with Konstaintin

von Neurath, the Poreign MJinister. Both pushed German rearmament and I
directed German policy at the Disarmament Wonference In Februazy - Marc,:h

Z933 at Geneva, They sought to use Briti~th and French proposals as a

pretext to leave the conference.7 Thie policy, when Initt•ated, wes ,iot

even discussed with Hitler. But HItler followed; and Cermany left the

Disarmament Conference and the League of Nations. Seemingly the miitar I
was the comples-e mast"r In questJons of strategic policy with the full

agreement of the Foreign minister.

Clearl•. German rearmam.rnt after January 1933 was pushed boipond thn 3
limits of the Jt ernarlonal socurity system by the ml.U tary and the

Foreign Office. Nevertheless, while Hitler followed this couise, he had |
done so because It norresponded wi t]h hlc own plans. S.g2tificantly the

political Influenco of licth aqsncles soon began to diminish. HItler had

used the military to serve his policy, and he allowed theam substantial

freedom In their own sphere: rearmament and training ,•f the forces. But I
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I
he did not concede political power. Despite the fact that this state of

I aftairs became apparent early on (by 1934), the military believed that

I they could stabilize th•ir position and influence policy at a far higher

level than In the Republic. The 91aim 8 BLnberg's polltical

I tAflf, estima ted that the kqftnmj..t would become the greatest power In

the Nazi State as soon as the 300,000 man Army was ready.

I The &e;ma),ac's policy to s'ecure its position consisted of:

demonstratod loyalty to Hitler, a full acceptance of the Nazi State,

political indoctrination of the Army, attempts to reduce the

I quasi-military branches of the party' (the SA and SS), and a massive

p.rogrvv of rearmamaent, B~ut 'In foreign policy and with respect to the

I final aingo o' rearmament the k_•& If did not attain a position as the

chief advisor to the Chancellor.

!he Cabinet, where Blonmberg was a key figure, never became a

I decision making a•qency in t.e new Nazi State, This was clearly shown In

April 1933, whcn Neur.th pushed the Foreign Office's s.rateg.1c approach

I in the Cabinet. Rioth 1:he Foreign Office and the fthrmacht advocated a

considoerab, s.al4nr course to regali Corman predominance In Europe with

Poland as che first potential victIm.9 Hitler refused to discuss such

3 a WilheJmian diploimatI course. He had his own approach to advancing

Germary's role in the world, and by January 1934 he had signed the

I German-Polish Non.-Agression Treaty.

The .qhX.MfAt's relatively weak position in terms of politic .1

I influence did not alter after Hindenburg's death (August 1934) In fact

i t further declined, for Hitler assumed the position of the

84qhspA d_.n and thereby became Blomberg's military superior. This

I direct link further weakened the political position of the Wr9.k •, As

a result of the Enabling Act of 23 March 1933 the feSic.h#t@ja was reducedI
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to a stage for symbolic performances; thereby the r's

responsibility to the parliament lapsed, and he became evclusively 3
dependent on Hi tler's personal will. Consequently, there was no

regularly working body In Germany tc discuss and formulate milltry and -

strategic policies. Moreover, Blom6aerg was not able to gaJn the

confIdence and support of the Army, while G6rlhg held 4 special I
rolationship with Hiitler. 

I

D. Ceneral S'taff Organization. Policy and Rconomy Versus .,4ttrategy 3
ZnItialln1, Blomberg as RLOcstrgJeosminpJtej disposed of far greater

power In peacetime thon had ever been the case In Gertany. His position I
("ombined the competence and rn~sponslblli4,V of the .•SLhai and l

the c.'hlef of Army Ritgh Cuommand of the Weimar Republic. lie could count on

HIndenburg as PresIdent of the $etcqAf, But thIngs changed wich Hitler's 3
succession to the Presidency In August 1934, The Lrb_.e was now the

unrestricted Supreme Conuwander. The Defense Law of May 1935 asigned all I
powers necessary to him to declare a state of Inminent da)ger of war. On I
the other hand Bloirm.erq waar never able to cover the necessary strategic

requlremvnts with his small staff, the fehrbaSctamt, Because ot these

shottcomings tie .L.A J 1 114d not dispose of a W. ! general staff

An th,,e true sense,

In Its pltice the Army's n••a..l stAI" damanded that it be allowed

to become the responsibIle military and politlco.' advisor to Hitlor,

From thIs demand by the Army, based or. Germnw military craditiornb since l
Moltie's time, emanated a long-lasting qua~rel between the .

and the Army's general staff, which resulted In a most co,%.:,.?rpr4 uctive 3
"*theater of war' orgaizacJon during Worla •ar IX. The quarrel had begun

as ealy as late 1933 wiJth a memorandun drafted by offJ'cers In the U
I
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T.-UP-0enVAm11 General Ludwig Beck, then chief of the TruD)enamt,

I supportnd the proposals brought forward in these papers with his oln

i ideas in January 1934.12 The argument was to introduce a Wehr-mach-

general staff, tnder the influence and c-ontrol of the Army general staff

to determine organization, planning, and operatIons, This, of course,

meant that the Army general staff would replace the o q In

I determining strategic and joint service issues.

The controver'sy became more Important, when Hitler began to push

preparations for war. Beck's evaluation of Hitler's policies by 1938

I �came to the conclusion that they would result In a European war that

Germany was not ready to wage, The differenoes between the __h .a ,

I under Keltel (after 1938 the QM, obe•k. ndg 4e;.,&,&C ) and the

army general staff enabled Hitler to control e .. policies far

better than would have been the case had he faced a united front,

I Already In May 1935 the dOfierences between Blomberg and Beok had

centered around the I.ssues involved In ivar platn.iny against Czechoslova-

I k)a. The directive ct 2 Nay, ",.JIp&,4 ordered a study to be imide

envlsag),no an attack on CzecJhostovakla elong with .j defensive war against

I France, Beck opposed tOis and argued that such a war could only result

I An disaster. Only In 2939-2940, he argued, would Germany be ready to

face such a war.13

3 The question of the suptre.me military advisor to Hitler, that is the

creation of an adequate kp staff, re*mined a crucial area of

"3 di iagreement betwne;a the Al'mY general staff and the QK., In terms of

i efficiency the WQX was clearly backing the better solution, The general

staff's opposition could, therefore, not succeed. Out Beck's Intention

w-s perhaps to avoid a war before Germany was fully prepared. However,

all 1.-e could say was that the Army, as cVermany's tixst m•portant militaryI
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I
force, should have the decisive say In the question of war planning and

time schedules, 24 and even In questions pertaining to the political 3
framework of the German state. War plans. Beck argued, should be the

result of a rost careful and all embracing exchange of Ideas and I
studies. That suvh was not the case was demonst-ated by Blomberg's

Directive for a Unified War Preparation for the &ih~nrhC. (ft_•unjVIr

• eenhek..jq de.er yehr achtt) from June 1937. This

order reflected Germang's strengthened position after the remlitarlza-

tion of the Rhineland and the introduction of a two year military I
service. Blombezg oxdered that the KWMb-1ck be ready for a war to

defend Germany and secondly and more important, prepare to exploit

fav"ourable Internatlonal opportunA tles. Beck's opposition against this

order could not address the basic t•it:rutural problem, The b_.Sf,_.t; did

not possess a modern high level staff system, and thEo Kjg. 4C and I
Army general staff' remained rival bodies. The same can be said of thG

roelationships be';weon the armyn, air force, and naval staffs. But the

most counter-effective p.int wan that HItler rofused to coordinate these -

centrIfugal forces, most probab.ly to further his own ability to dominate

tJhe squabbling factions. -

The structural rhan ges in the supreme coimaad In vebruary 2938

further limited the military's influence politically and strategically.

One cannot overrate the faot that Hitler noN assunwd Blomberg's posltlo-

as o.t0;.h.1,i.LJJp~ch.teh . (supreme comornder of the ,

Equally important was that with the new QL Hitler now possessed his own 3
military staff, whose leading figures, General Wilhelm Keltl and General

Alfred 7odl were in fact: fez vent fol,•owors of his policiej. NJ th the

formnaton of' a new central military staff above the Ober,9omAnigo_de -

iee• (OK•). H-Ittler neutralized tho Army general staff's pol tical I
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ambitions to dominato governmental discussions about the political

I questlvn3 connected with war and peace.

The nuw OKW was even less prepared to give way to the Army general

staff. Thus, there was no clear indicat:ion of who would run German

strategy in a future war. But one thing was clear: In political matters

the OiAu became Hitler's staff. Keltel and Jodi belleved' In the

"- I (hpi.rprAZ;4p. and completely rejected the Army's demands. As a result,

the chief of the general staff could find no adequate means to warn of

the strategic consequences of ,t tacklng Czechoslovakia, Beck found I t

* necessary to propose (July 1938) a futile demonstration. the senior

generals, he suggested, should tesign to make clear their refusal to bear

responsibility for a war for which Germany was prapdred neither

I hllitarilt, nor economically, nor politically, Beck argued that the

mlitary's statemenc must be impressive and tough. The time for

I convincing Hitler with objective arguments was overi

The results of the 5 year struggle for political Influence was

cI lear by 19.38: the Army had lost its traditional position as the chlef

an advisor to the head of stice. it had lost the battle for

WaffentrAgermonopol (monopoly of arms). Victory over the sA had not

SI reduced the military ambitions of the Sa. In terms of policy and

strategy Hitler was not dependrn r'n the Army, d•wipite the t.act that he

"• I 1eded this formidable Instrument of power to realize h1z alms. Xt had

no say in the question of peace and war, but simply ruceived Hitler's

orders YJ i the 0__.

5 All of Hitler's major decisions, the Rhineland rem.mlitarization,

the involvement In the Spanish CivI! War, the Anschluss, and the policy

towards Czechoslovakia, were barely discussed with his mj!litary leAders.

Hitler did not even take notice of the Army',s .,,t plans OntIl 1937.-I
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I
There was .lannn_ t 4g.j•A ,, -ej ve

pjMjj!njn.,, no )oInt. discussion of what was possible and what was not.

German armament seemed to run completerZ, Independent of strategic consid- I
erations, waiting for Hitler to say what would happen when the time cam.e

This "planning into the open," forced by Hitler's reluctance to

define Cerman policy and by his pentchant for pushing the massive rearma-

ment program more strongly, led tco an armament race that possessed little

relationship to German resources. This was clearly- the case with the

August 2936 program, which, even In tOe eyes of military planners, was I
only theoretically possible. aener4l Promn, chief of the Aloeme .no

L e Le , asked the Army's commander.In-ch,.'f as to whether there was a

firm intention to use the KehXmatt by a fixed time; otherwise one would

16have to reduce war readlness. Fkitsch did not ask HJiler his

"int.ntions; Instead he and Beck declded the prog~ram, planned by the I
general staff, must be executed. The decision meant that the Army could

become only an aggressive Instrument. Not only did this program lead to

an economic crisis by overstrainIng German resources and ctpacitles and

by widenIng the gap betweon the demande of rearmament and the personnel

and material basis, 17 but It also created a m.ilitary Instrument that I
enabled Hitler to avoid discussion on Germany's strategy with his

advisors. in effect It made him independent in Just the fashion the

.fj~ta required.

Throughout this period virtually nothing was coordinated, neither

financial nor economic nor political nor military factory. Consequentlyll

rearmament hy Itself became the driving element towards war. The

military was not able to organize even its own preparations to serve

strateqic aims: namelu/ to prepare for a long war Jn order to avoid those

risks Germkiny had experienced In World War 1. I
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Too many centers of power were created in the 1930s by the Nazi

- regime for the Wehrmacht to possess effective Influence over rearmament.

E ii I Even the Economics M1inister HJ)A'mar Schacht's New Plan (1934) which

greatly bolstered the MLhrmArt's interests, could not jolve the problem

3 of economic war preparv.dness. 06ring's Four Year Plan Administrat)Jon,

the •e•ihswl r ._•j~riw (NaLional Economic Ministry), the

°-•_ ,_ yerteid~qtqg pas tNational Defense Commi t:tee), the

I A L...haf- _.- un 4_...R..a..g Ak (the War Economic and Armment Off. cc)

could only &ddress short term dlfficulties

The main reason for Lhe Vhrmacht's political ineffectIvoness,

apart frbm H•tler's style ot rule, lay In Its differing picture of the

I next war. Hitler believed that Speect' c•.mpaigno remained viable, thus

I requiring a special kind of preparedneus, while the generals .emalned

Influenced by their A'orld war I experiences. Under the sirface of a

3- I superficial agreement over the form tIon of armored and motorized

Infantry dlvislon.s and an operational air force, there exIsted deep

I controversies between Hitler ind hMr, generals cver questions like the

I economic structure, the amount of reserves, fInanciAl conditions, and

short or long war scenario.. Having little cho.ce of canv,,cing Hitler

5 on their basic strategic approach, the three servlce-, Lt!ke the other

brandies of the state, plunged Into Jntern-.rIre confllrts, In which each

3 attempted to Incredse its share of the defense budget and to convince

i Hitler that It was best bulted to jerve his policy.

The closer Hitler's polic•y brought GC.rmany to war, the less was the

' I ehtmac.ht able to brAng It.: atguments to bear. Thiq g4AV J stdts

may be demonstrated as follows: GonerAl Georg Thomas, Chief of the

SI _ehrwirtschafts - und RJstj~gys.tab (Defense Economic and Akrmanwent Staff),

E warned In 4uly 1930 that Germany 41d not dispose of' any financial
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reserves. He recommended that Germany Intensify her trade and return to

the world economy. However, his suggestion failed to address just those

Issues that the economic, political, and above all the Gourse of rearma-

ment since 193J had Created, Thore was little tim-' left for Hitler. So

the JjifrSh_ had to plan within the limits of a political strategic

system that they themselves had helped to run and which had now lost its I
economic logic. The planninq stafea of the WehLrgcht had to accept In

1938 that no longer could they observe 'normal' economic principles. In

June 1938 the Army's armament office agreed with GWring that war prepara- 3
tions must continue without respect to the fact that some branches of the

economi, would break down. 1 8  I
So war preparation at all cost created r -uirements that the

ftth~r•j.J. could not !nfluence, mitigate, or solve. The situat4on

demanded an amelioration of armaments production, But there existed no

agency that could bring the strategic ends and the economic realities

toqether. G•rnV's Four Year Plan Administration did solve some problems I
(the raw-material distribution levul for the kgjh.m4ci was improved), but

could not possibly mPrt Hitler's demands to intensify 2.4_;, air force,

artillery, and K .w..ULjj programs.

A report of ithe •.J.)jtj•t•P . warned In October 1938 that as

a result of the wax prepazations aqa.Anst Czechoslovakia and the Yt•.L 1

program, the armed forces had received only 50 of their concrete

requizements. In the field of explosive production, there no longer

existed any additional capacities, Man power distrIbution had become.,

moreover, one of the decioive problems In German military and Industrial
war preparation. In June 1938 the W_,.wit.chaftstdab reported a general I

19
exhaustioan of recerves. 1

I
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I
In the question of buliding up a strong Army there had been little

difference between the Army's opinion and that of Hitler. The results

I speak for themselves: in April 1939 the QMU so much as admitted that

there had been no balanced planning system. The Army leadership

I confronted the facts that the field Army did not dispose of reserves In

weapons and equipment, that 34 divisions were only half equipped, that

the Reserve Army (gloaghoer,) possessed only ten percent of Its infantry

I rifles and machine guns, and that the total amount of amrmunition would

last for only 15 fighting days. 2he OKU wan ready to warn Hitler --

I without success, because of the general economic situation -- that if the

Army did not receive the necessary amount of special steel for its

production, "the consequences might be simlar to those In 1914." But

I this state of affairs was a direct result of Army plans that had, like

Hitler's. entirely Ignored Germany's economic strength.I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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IZ. •'•ageic of.fectiveness I

!
A. Weimar Republic

During the first years of the Republic there was no possibility of i
strategic planning, The main problems had to be faced In the realm of I
domestic policy and In conformity with government policy, Seeckt never

addressed the questions of the Republic's strategic aims, Rather his 5
main goal aimed at gaining time for the quiet development of the

RelchiwohL, which sometime %in the future' would become the nucleus of a i
new mass Army, Whoon he left office., the Army was a solid but not

particularly strong force. Joachim von Stdlpnwgel wrote In 1924 about

the possibilIties for Germway's land defense (Godanhon Ober dn frLeg der
21

;A.qg) . 21 He argued thdt the Republic had mastered the most

dangerous situations, dangers from left and right, from Prench policy, 5
and from economic and financlal troubles. Now the Army could at last

think of armament and strategic planning. At the outset StLlpnagel saw i
no other strategic solution than a Y.jf A (popular uprising) i
against a French invasion in order to organize a surprise counter

offensive, or for International Intervention. But one thing was clear to 3
the general staff (TSuMInAjn): the enemy was Fance.

During the Weimar Republic, theoretical vlews on the character of a I
future war grappled with the assumption of a rearmed Germany. What the 3
Re~c1 could then do strategically to win seenmed clear to milicary

writers: it had to use modern technology to achieve a rapid decision.

Strategic surprise, encirclement, decisive battle, all well known I
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I
U elements of strategy, must be revived and connected with modern

technology. Groener argued2 2 that the gigantic demands of modern mass

5 armies would necessitate quick decisions. What was strategically

impossible fox Germany was a long war, one that turned into a war of

I attrition, this was the conmnon theme of war theorists in the twenties and

thirties. Zn order to use the element of surprise, decisive battles had

to be reinforced by an offensive approach to war. These arguments

I ironically differed little from those of Schlieffen: the main difference

lay in the axiom that technological and economic considerations even more

i than political conditions (alliances) would make rapidity of action and

sucoees a vital precondition fox victory.

U But this discussion about the essence of the decislve battle of

3 destruction23 did not reflect the actual strategic situation of the

Weimar Republic and the Relchswehr. What It reflected was the military

S requirements thought necessary to realize a diplomatic and military

revision of the Treaty of Versailles. Even Gustav Stresemann, foreign

I'J minister In the late 1920s, believed that the Army and the Navy would be

R the miln tools of future German forelgp policy. The Truppenamp formu-

lated Its view In a Denkschrif. (memorandum) of March 1926, just at the

beginning of the RepublIc's short period of stability.24 It urged that

Germany aim to abolish the Pollsh Corridor,. reacquire Upper Silesia, and

I achieve an wAnschluss" with Austria. To achieve such aims Prance had to

I be removed from her dominant position in the European constellation of

power. Only after Germany had established her European position could

I she think of fighting for a world position. Taken together, one can only

characterize these speculations As a repetition of Wilhelmine political

I aims and strategy. Such political and strategic thoughts represented a

i continental" strategy, based on the assumption that Germany could win
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supremacy on the continent by destroying France and her alliance system

without running the risk of another world war. Ne can see In these I
theorems the nucleus of that 'two headed" strategy that governed Hitler's

thinking: PFrst win hegemony In Europe by one or several short

campaigns, using for this pu.lpose a mobile military Inst.•wment; second 3
use such a position to achieve a decisive place in the world, which meant

not only acquiring political influence but an adequate geographic and 3
economic position to dominate Eurasia,

The actual strategic necessities of the Weimar Republic were,

however, formulated by Croener as tLc.swahrminixter, In his Directive of 3
26 April 2930 (Die aufaben dog SergU). Grooner basically saw

only defensive tasks for the Relhsweh.i In case of a major conflict:

e.g., a foreign power using military force against Germany. aBut the

ft".hM~tAL was to counter an enemy only if the attacking state faced I
other enemies than Germany or If by military engagement other powers

could conceivably be encouraged to Intervene. Wlith a view to future

developments, Crooner argued that the agebhyseh could be used only in

the case of favorable International conditions. one can see In Groaner's

strategic model an effort to harmonize the ,"Asjgft's strategy with the I
basic strategic position of the Weimar Republic. fie made It clear beyond 1
doubt that It was the government that was to decide size, forma•ion,

character, and conduct of military action.

All the war games in the 1927-1929 period showed that there was

little chance even of resisting Poland successfullq for the foreseeabe I
future. Strategic thinking beyond that was more or less wishful fantasy. I
Nevertheless, Blomberg, then chief of the TLUg~epjjar, used the winter wax

game of 1928-1929 Co examine the chance of a two front war against Prance

and Poland, acting entirely outside of Groaner's Intentions. I
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I
Similar potentially dangerous dreaming was cons.istently cherished

by the &Rgc4.•[.p.. The naval high commirand's strategic dogma, despite

I Its World War I experiences and despite Germany's geographic position,

remained more or less that of Tirpitz. By 1926, the Navy had moved well

I beyond plans for coastal defense. Maneuvers exercised plans for a

conflict with France and Poland a& enemies in 1927 the maneuvers

already assumed a major naval battle with the united Princh-Polish

I fleets, and there was no coordination with the Army high command, the

Defense Minister, or the Poreign Office. The Ravy thought of its kxm

IE war, perhaps In order to prove that It had boon aozr*1eot In Its strategic

thinking during World War Z.26 Xit did so also undoubtedly because of

37Its feeling of diminished status. One can see similar lines of

I political strategic ambitJons as In the rLWMIrj.,'s viuIoni 4'1rut

revision of the Versailles Treaty, then A striving for a dominate role in

3 I the world. But the naval high conmland was not able In the Weimar

Republic to achieve any significant armaments proqram. Here the Army wis

I much more effective. In 1932, the Navy got 26,4% of the defense budget;

I the Army the remainder.28

i B. Hitler and Strategic Thinking In the Forces

When Hltlor became Chancellor he had already laid down his goneral

U views. Guessing from what he had said In Ramo_ , and In his ;Ifg

I FJJL?. (second book), the services could assume that he would initiate a

policy of reaching for continental hegemony. He had said that he would

5 avoid a naval competition with Bzitaln and instuad attempt to win her as

an ally. Moreover, he had even suggested that he would give up South

I Tyrol In order to come to terms with Italy, In order to roll back the

Versailles Treaty as a foundation for marching east.
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This could only mean that aermanL# would need some quiet years In

order to rearm on the basis of general compulsory service. She would

also have to leave the International securityl system In order t. creatc. a

now balance of power. This could only mean, that when the time had come,

Germany must break threnugh the French securit ty system and doteat Prance.

Not only that, but Germany must 'also keep Britain from the contin.ant anti

persuade her to allow Germany to march to the e4st. The military task In

thIs strategic game would consist In beating continent-l aaversarJes with

superior force, above all with superior, equipment.

This, of course, was a 6,emarkable shift In German stratigy; from

Groener's views. There tvau, however, no great difference with Blomberg,

who now became th. Defense MIniste--. Thl.-, at leasý, can be sald of Mhe 3
first 'phase of Hitler's polilaq, HIclor admtttedly disappointed the

Poreign Off ice and the R by making Poland a positive factor in

his b-Jltetral policy. Nevertheless, he opened far more Important

channels for shattering the Versailles Treaty: the inItiat.lon of full

sc:ai rearmament, and International acknowledgement for this activity

(the German.-British Naval Agreement 1935 and the remilitarization of the

RhIneland). Under these ci rcums tanceov, the ending of mili tary 3
coopervatcon beoween the af j1& and the Red Army, was not Important;

Hitl•r had paved the way for the iqLq9chp. to do at home what It had 3
hitherto done t.n Rusria.

But In matters of grand strategy there oxisted at Zeast two

decisive problems: izrst was this strategic project convincing with

respect to the rol4 assigned to Britaln and, ultimately, Lo the United

Statops? Could the 'non-WIlhelmine' elements induce Britaid to a

non-romultment on the contJnent? Secondly, what did Germdn superiority

mean? Had It to be so great as to force a British acceptance of total
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U; GerGmn domination over the contlinent? Where would the crucial point

lie? What would Britair tolerate, what not?

Zn several instances Hitler's policies brought Germany to the brink

where counter action# by the Western powers might have occurred. In each

5 case the l ja.obts leadership was not asked to deliver It. strategic

point of view, During the remilitarIzation of the Rhineland, Blomberg

! and PrJtsch thought the coup had come too early and were seriously afraid

I of French reaction, During the Czech osloakan, Hris~s Hitler again was

ready to act against the advice of his military.

Hitler•s and his military leaders' strategic plans showed

themsylves to be as unharmonious In the Infamous meeting of November

5 19.37. At that meeting Hitler Indicated that he planned war In the near

U future. It must be noted that until then, there had been no comnon plan

as before 1924, no time limit for rearmam~ent, and no date for special

I armament xequirements. Hitler had simply said he wished a strong and

modern army as early as possible.

SI WithJn Its interpretation of Hitler's revisionist policy the army

S had coordinated arnament planning and strategIc projects. The Initiation

of offensive planning began with the completion of the first three yazoK

U dJvisions In October 1935, The chief of the general staff, Beck,

attempted to connect this now dihiension of future warfare, at hand with a

I modern pMzer force, with the defensive strategy that the aejcrhswel had
29

formulate•d In the December 1933 azmament program. In a memorandum of

30 December 1935 for General Werner von Fritsch, the commander in chief

I of the Army (obebefehlshaber. des Hearga), Beck argued that now, as In

1933, the taqk of the mobile field army was to enehl- •rrmAny tM Fight A

successful defensive, two front war. But (and this was the Important

new interpretation) henceforth, Beck suggested, the offensiveI
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capabilities of the army would enable the FefhL@gh to apply a dofehsulve

vtxav'gq by fLfqpv•j warfaro. In o.rder to explain this change of mind, I
onn must recognize noL only the Impact of motor,%zation but aJlo the

Introduccior. of compulaqory' ,ýtvJce In 1935. The remi.Tltarlzatit:3 of the

Rhineland •in March 1936 fuxthered the impetus towards offensive strategic 3
planning, Significantly -BDck gave hi3 meuxorandum the title of

M9 L=4 tkpIiancroasing the offensive Power oft

the AqrmV) and proposed to provide 48 Inste:ad of 36 pjqe.r units. wespi te

his deiro to creato a otronv mnd .ioodren army, Beck himsaglf efd not

Intend to pzepazso an ii•trument for continencal war. But that was *J, 3
fact the result ',of Ns *ndeavours, The.efo.ro, he foUnd himself In a weak

position after 1937, when *he attemptsi to demonstrate that Ufitlex would

risk total deffeat by seairtno o war.

Such heslit:I.ons wer, hot nourished h,, Othe second IJnstrument thatI

Vermany built up as' an Instrument of offensive wr -- tha . I
This; service had its defensive strawqic phave at the b.InnnIng oe ito

Vx.sxenve. Pldannlnq for an ale fr;rce before 1953 onvI.,aged thi o ew 3
32

sovrvlce as nothing more than mn auxilJxzy for army operations. But

G&iny's appointment as JcLychj2 JMML~J L_f.I d4 on 30 January

2933 as well as that of Erhard MN. ch is Secretar.4 of State foz the 5
Luf!:wV.iff,q indiuated a verV different diroo.'Jor . In view of 06rJ•q'c

political postionng these appointments meant that the now air force 3
would be extablished as a saparate vervive. W2hat wa.v unclear, ho;#ver,

was whether (aermanq would create an Indepeiident bomber connand deomsnt~ed

by Douhet's theories and World War I expeor'ences. ft
The first plan for the new air for':e, worked out by L._.Jhr

Director Robert Knau'ss, laid the acceqt just there. xPr'Uss' strategic

33memoranduma, "D._gde9she Liýtflottet, followed the Doi hetan approarls I
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to air warfare, He argued tha a -strong air foeet would be the nmost

I effective weApoi for securing Oermany•s rearmament dutg the Initial

i ~ period of re~azmament. An independent bomber force of aboat 400 four.-

engine ai.eraft would lesspn the danger of a Prench preventive war

U against Germany. since expense fo.r such an air fleet would be no more

than the costs of two battle crulvsers0 he argued rhat the effect of such

3 an armament's polict woutld qiv'e Cermany air caupremacy in Europe In a

I rather short time. During the early years of re-.rmanent Knauss' bomber

fleet might have fu'filled the taxks of a RAC to (risk aIr

I force) anaiagous to Pirpitz's *risk fleet," on the other hand, It would

certainly have atoused DrItIsh suspicions and perhaps influenced their

foreign policy. Thus, it might have troubled Anglo-Cerman refations much

i earlier.

The preliminary al• force program provided by 1935 an air force of

i about 600 front line plane* with 250 bombers. Alreadq by 1935 this

force, which did not possess four-engine bombers, had stirred up publlc

I opinIon in Britain and allowed Hitler. to discuss air pact questions with

the British government from a rather strong posItion. So It did fulfill

son* diplomatic objective. 34

3 i But Xnauss' ideas soon foundered. As *a.rlV as August 1933 Blomberg

argued that there was no need to build up a strategic air force. 35

3 Nevertheless C.neral Walthar Wever, chief of the /,kyLt&MAr idoamt, adhered

to th,. Idea of u•w'e•,ng a itratgic air force. The jMftyAffe's July. 2934

program provided for 6,670 front-JVne planes, 2,190 of which were to be

3 bomberb. Never gave specifications for a four-engine bomber In Apr.il

1936 rhat were ear ahead of existing types. Nevertheless, strategic

3 realities forced the Germans to emphasiwr other aspects of air power;

shortly after Wever's death (3 June Z936) the four-engine bomber was
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cancelled fruw the prograin. Tho Luftwaffe existed from now on as a "rlzk 1

_.d _ only bec e of -€s nhr.,ers - 0.. ther real or pretended, The

basic doctrinal manual of the .L_•faffe said in it.s 9uldellner for

aim war that the b_ beides its role to support the army and I
nav!), must prepare for a bombing campaign against the materia) baseq and

the enemy's will to; resist, Such 1deas, well known in every or force,

had alreiady Influenced the rguDgenat• in. 192637 and had ,+Iormed aloo the

basic idea of Knauss' •0eorAndum. Never, It Is tiru, had favoured a

strategic air flect, Nevertheless, he had Oeaxly racenAxed that te I
?.ufLw•ak could not ronduut a war Independent of the army and na•,', but

must have as Its prlmary task the defedt of' enairv military forceil Wevex 5
was well aware of Cie fact that Germany's position as A contInental

power, surrounded by strong neigh~bors, 'equlred a a, tmo' army as the

chilef force to defend, the Relch. ThIs wms the convIction uf the 5
36'. _,up 1 ,~ as well. Wever argued, as had the American Billy

Mitchell, hit the air force's most decisive objocts would be? the ionemy's

air force and thon the support o!• the army and navy. In a way his

strategic and operational Ideas demrnded A moze diversailfed air force

than had Knauss' and Mlch's approach. Wever's plans attempted to secure

an all purpose • fuy .9. capable of inOettnq all contine.enalcD, Germnn

Industry was no more able to provide this force than It hod been Knauss'

strateglc air fleet. In view of Germany',s aizcrýft Indust.ry, which in

1933 possessed only 4.000 workers employed In annufacture,39 an,6 wltý, 3
an engineering know..how considerably behind those of tie western powers,

plans for a rapid build up of an effective air force faced serious

shortcominqs. Not fully acquainted with this basic problem, the Q•U 3
approved the ,prf. re's strategic thinking In a studyj of April 193V;

S Problun _ ;L_ _em der OrzanIs.itu.,' ,40 that sIupported a two I
i
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step strategy of first attacking the enemy's air fnrce and then the

U enemy's economic production.

g Above all the L.,•twaf could not prepare an adequate force to deal

w.;th the Britfsh. This was due partiy to Nitler's foreign policy, which

5 nev.r possessed a coherent approach to England, and partly Gemany's

economrd sivtuation which d~d not possess the economic strength to

I construct the bomber force required for a strategic loombig campaign

I againct Pritain. Admittedly, virtually no air thoorists In responsible

posi tia.,s durinq the pre-war period foresaw the fin.ancial ,)rganlzatlonal,

U tech'ical, end manpower requirements of ad, 'adequate' strategic bomber
41

fleet. Not surprisingly because of the armV's vast armament program

the Luftwaffp receivesd an Insufficient share of resources for the

creatyon of a truv all purpose force, A demonstration of this can be

seen in the di,'e.bomber debate, which emanated fLom ammrunitIon pro••• •"6n

problems more than from operational or tactical conivlctions.

With the He Ill, Do 17, -i 06, Ju 87, and later te Ju 88, German

I industry produced for the Luf[twafft whaL was possible In .a couple of

years: a force capable of assisting the army and of attarking enemy air

forces and bases on the continent: an operational and tactical force

U rather than a strategic weapon. During the Spanish frivil War the 4@pn_

Condor was used prlmarlig as ucl" ;is force. WiJth the cancellation of the

3 1997 four-engine bomber progrems, German air Industry was almost

exclusIvely engaged In two-engi,,e bomber production. The result showed

c)early In a tdag 1939 wir game run by Luftflotte 2 "2 Air Force), which

I •..4 7et;ted that the Luftwaffe did not possess bombers ca.1pable of waging

what was called an operatlonal war agairist England, and that it had not

ever solved crucial operational and tralnInj questions.42 In August

1939 the .ltiftwaffe represented a force that could not be compa " d withI
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the *en Knauss had ,eoposed. Zts 2,542 bombers could not be classified 1
as strategic bombersi. Together with 788 fighters, 431 long range

fighters, and 36i dive bombers, the bomberr represented a formidable

asset for campaigns on Geranuy's frontier but of less capability to

execute independent operations. For warfarp In Central Europe the I
j.utwatf was well prepared, but miuch less so for the Mediter:anean and

not at all for Great Britain. 3
The navy's stratoeqc effectiveness, If measured by Its strategic

aims, was not Impressive. The Brebomar~ne clearly wished to create 3
another "h. h Seas" fleet. rn a memorandum for the Peace Commission of

1929,43 the navy argued that World War X had not refuted the necessity I
of a German. fleet like the one the 1J91 had possessed In 1924. The navy 5
did, of course, see that there was no chance of realilzng a big fleet In

the near future. But. at the same time (during the preparations for the 3
Peace Conference) wheo the navy was interested In avoiding the complete

disappearance of the fleet, It was hinting at the indissoluble connection U
between itself dnd the possession of colonies, 3

During the mld-twenties the naval high command envisaged

cooperation with Britain as being useful It regarded Poland and France 5
as the min enemies, Unlike Ohe army In its connections with the Soviet

Union the navy engaged In no cooperation with t- Red Fleet. On the S
ot-1)er hand, It urged no abrupt break with the Soviets In order to

exercise pressure on the Br tish. In connection with such far

reaching speculations, the navy was already exercising in Its 1926 war 3
game a possible conflict with France and Poland, thus moving beyond its

first post-war coastal games. I
What Is remarkable about the navy's political and strategic

assumptions In the last half of the twenties, is Itts one sided

I
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misinterpretatlon of the British and American relationship. The rivalry

with Britain led che navy to asseume a future war between those two

3 powers. Britaln would aim co preserve her position as the leading naval

power, while the United States would fl7ht for the principle of freodom

3 of the seas. In the coming struggle with America, Britain would have to

rely on France, while Russia would have to he reckoned an enemy be•?ause

Bolshevism threatened thbv cohesion eof the British Empire. The German

Navy hoped to be able to deter any power in the future and, in case of

war involving Germany to gain O.lme till, perhaps, other powers could

I intervene. However, despitv' Germany's weak naval position, the navy

believed that history was moving rapidly. Unexp.ite constellations In

the destiny of peoples might occur. Military power -ind, above all, naval

I power of a people symbolize Its will to maintain "world prestige"

f JVJelsapJELýM)

3 IThus, even before the Nazi state, the navy had already developed

visions of a grand naval fleet. The reality was incongruous: the navy

3 w.*s a weak Instrument of national power, not: ready even to exercise what

i ts war plans and games called for: namel. a war with France and

Poland. After Hitler cam to power, the navy aiaod at gaining surface

partty with the French fleet In a short period of time.46 By spring

1934, Admiral Eric Raedpr, commander In chief of the navy, was asking for

I oven more: the creation of a fleet equal to 33 1/3% of the Royal

Navy.47 That figure was soon changed to 35%.48 Raeder, following

the navy's preconceived convictions, attempted in November 1933 to

I persuade the British Naval attacMh of the ctrategic usefulness of a

German battle fleet. Even one German battle squadron, he suggested,

I1 might repre.sent a political plus to Britain, if she became Involved In a
4 9! war with he United Slates.*
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U
DespiCe the hypothetical character of these views, they do suggest

the course of' Germran naval strategy. to come to terms with Britain In U
order to build a fleet 35X of the Royal Navy's strength and then to 3
utilize such naval power to reach for Tworld respect" (Meltooltung).

Parity i•ith Prance would not only keep the French fleet out of the 3
Baltic, but also give the German fleet the ability to operate in waters

vital to British Interests. Such naval calculations rightly belong to I
the Tirpitz tradition, to which political arguments were primarily used

as an auxiliary to the overall goal of building a massive navy. s

The navy's Interost In achieving a naval treaty with Britain must 3
be seen against this background. Already by 1934 Raeder was envisaging

German naval rearmament as leading to a fleet, possibly useful against
51

Britain. By 1934 the navy was preparing to build great battleships

and was urging Hitler to bind Germany by nAval treaty for no more than I
five years.5 2  Despite Hitler's policy of reaching a genera2 agreement 3
with Britain the navy In summer 1937 was discussing a pissIble Anglo-

German war. 53

Raeder was encouraged to go ahead with such anti-Brit2sh planning,

when Hitler revealed his aggressive Intentions in November !937. Raeder's

fir.s.t reaction was to orde: an examination of the possibility of enlarg- 3
Ing U-boat programs. Thus, thc"e was apparently a different evaluatioin

of Hitler's plans by navy and army leaders deipite the fact that the navy 5
was even less well prepared. The decisive step was taken on 28 May 1983,

when Hitler told the navy that he had drawn a number of concluqions from U
the weekend cr1si1 over Czechoslovakia. lie was resolved to mnove tgainst

the Czech military forces, If necessary. This, of course, could mean war

with Britain. Raeder ordered the operations section of tMe naval high 3
convmand to work out the Implications in a major study (Seekrie_.Qfhrung I
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eogen England und die sich daraus ergebencden Pord@erunen fdr dle

ptrateoische Zielsetzuna and den Autkbau der KrIeasmarJne). 4 Both

U Captain Hellmuth Heye, of the operations section and Vice Admiral GUnther

Guse, chief of staff of the naval high command, warned of the risks

5 inherent In Hitler's policy but could not convince Raeder.

Heye In a memorandum on naval war against Britain drew a gloomy

picture. Nle was sceptical about the Importance of the baCtleship (Mhe

3 main emphasis in Raeder's program). He and Gune both favored a cruiser

and submarine strategy. Battleships., they thought, would be useful

I primarily in a war with France. On the other hand, their cruiser

strategy had to rely on bases in the Atlantic and on the French coast.

I Obviously battleship and cruiser strategy confronted one another. It

I was the c.i.c. of the fleet, Admiral Rolf Carls, who managed to weld the

different views together in an all embracing vision of world supremacy.

U War against England, he suggested, would mean war with one half or two

thirds of the world. Apparently, he believed that Germany possessed

3 a realistic chance of winning such a war .... If profoundly prepared:

France, Holland, and Denmark were to be conquered. Apart from a German

home fleet there should be four strong naval groups which were to operate

3 permanently on the world's oceans.

The navy's planning comm ittee developed a building program

• I providing for 10 battleships, 15 Opocket battleships,* 5 heavV, 24 light,
57

and 36 small cruisers, 8 carriers, and 249 submarines. Further

discussions elaborated a strategy that envisaged an oceanlc war against

I Britain to be fought with battleships and pocket battlesh.ips. But It was

obvious that such projects couild only be realized in years and were,

3 therefore, far from meeting Hitler's requirements. Raeder, therefore,

consented to an emphasis on the cruiser and submarine program in order to
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I
have an instrument capable of damaging Britain in the short run.

However, In early 1939 Hitler Interfered and demanded battleships. This 3
was the beginning of the Z-,PIM, and In January 1939 Raeder nominated a

special authority for the battleship plan (jW,0-rbgg1AftjgC4a..M f.. Am

yjqL .pg. Hitler had ordered the building of six more U
battleships by 2944.

Naval requirements on this basis were far too high for Germany's 3
resources. They hampercd the armament programs of the other services and

simply *ould not be fulfillM4 . On the other hand, they were not balanced I
with Hitler's policy during 2938-1939 and were not fit for the navy's 3
strategy worked out for a war in the near future with Britain. When war

broke out Raeder was compelled to declare: *The navy is not ready for 5
the great fight with England, The only thinV the fleet can do Is to

prove that It can sink honourably." The strength of the ._erm-a-rn I
consisted in September 1939 of: 2 battleships, 2 pocket battleships, I 1
heavy and 6 light cruisers, 21 destroyers, 22 torpedo-boats, and 57

submarines.

C. Hitler's Strategy and the Armed Forces, November 1937 - August 1939 !

Despite the obvious weakness of a military Instrument able to wage

short wars only agaInst continental adversaries and despite the serious

economic problems that the Four Year Plan had only partially addressed 3
Hitler made It known to hit, military leaders that he was resolved on war

under the following political conditions (5th November 1937) 58: I

2) Germany must solve its problem of living apace by I
1943-1944 at the latest; 3

I
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I
2) She might move earlier in case of a war between

Frince and Italy; or

33) She might utilize social tensions in France that

would make a French response to German aggression

5 Impossible.

ILeaving aside the latter two rather improbable cases, Hitler was

3 clearly suggesting that he could conquer Austria and Czechoslovakia and

that these actions must take place by the 1943-1945 period. After that

U time Germany's advantage would be lost, her living standard reduced and

her leaders (above all himself) would be too old. At this meeting Hitler

� spoke of the solution to the living space question only In respect to

I Austria and Czechoslovakia. Here Germany could gain, he argued, nourish-

ment for 5-6 million people, 12 new divisions, and a far Improved

3 strategic position. He sought to convince his foreign minister and the

qenerals that Britain would not intervene, which meant that Prance, too,

3 would abstain. What was, despite British appeasement, to prove wrong in

I his estimation of British foreign policy was indissolubly connected with

the consequences of the economic disaster to which German rearmament had

I led the country, Hitler was forced to move ahead far more rapidly than

even he expected. The only other alternative was to reduce armaments

3 production drastically and return to the world economy.

Thus, Hitler's strategy rested on wishful thinking, namuel that he

could have a war for which tLhee VEhmacJt. was ready. He had to isolate

I Czechoslovakla -- a problem which in 1939 he faced again with regard to

Poland. What could be done In this situation was to find ways to secure

l a one front war. This Is why the Westwa6l attained a prominent position

I In Hitler's strategy. The fortification system al^-d at deterring
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I
France, mainly psychologically. The impact of such reasoning, however,

on army leaders was insignficant. 3
This can be seen In the passage of the new Directlye Gree (21

December 1937),59 the deployment plan against Czechoslovakia. That I
plan suggested that Germany could attack the Czechs successfully In the 3
face of the participation of another great power, once she had reached

full preparedness. This was Blomberg's and Deck's belief, who both had 3
reworked the plan's wording. But what, to them, meant full prepardness,

or when? The army's 1936 plan provided for a 102 division strength to be I
ready by October 1939. But there were doubts If this deadline could be 3
met, During 2937 alone, 4S% of the army's requirements had to be

postponed wicil 1938,60 At the end of 1937 the prognoses said the army 3
could only be ready by 1943 and the VjjffJ (even more dramatically)

only by 1953, In his remarks on the Hossbach Protocol Beck argued6 1  I
that the necessity to eliminate Czechoslovakia was beyond dispute, but 3
thdt one had to examine the prerequisites thoroughly. He would not

accept time pressure. Politic's, he said, was the art of the possible. 3
For 1938 the Qi's economlc staff was to draw a dark picture of

Germany's situation In case of war with the Western Powers. Taking all I
this together It is clear that the army, Blomberg, and the economic staff 3
did not believe a successful war possible before 1943-1945. On the other

hand they had suggested In uPlan Green* .hat war against Czechoslovakia 3
was povilble, even If the Soviet Union assisted Prague. During the May

crisis of 1938, Jodl noted In his diary T "Sharp controversy between 3
Hitler and army leaders. HJtler says: we must go ahead this year, the

army says. we cannot. T 62 There was, apparently, a widening of the

gulf between Hitler's strategic position and that of the general staff 3
after the May crisis. Hitler felt more and more the Impact of economic I
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I
factors and Mhe pressures brought to bear by German armament policy as

well as by the Anglo-Prench response.

SIf (and here lies the decisive step compared to what he had told

the generals on 5 November 1937) there were no Pranco-ltalian' war and no

I social upheaval in France delivering convenient conditions to usurp

Austria and Czechoslovakia, Hitler now believed that Germany had to

""solve" the problem and to create conditions that could, perhaps, deter

I the western powers. Hitler developed a simple but effective strategy,

that at least secured short, one front wars. The Anschluss had brought a

decisive change to Germany's strategic position with regard to Prague.

It created a new evaluation of the time factor In Hitler's plans. A new

I drafting of "Case Green" (21 April 1938) was worked out without army

I cooperation. Hitler pointed out to Keltel that one had to prepare to act

with lightening speed. The political decIs.on, that is the response of

3 the western powers, would occur withIn the first four days of an attack

on Czechoslovakia. Moreover, rapid success wAs essential63 In order to

I convi1nce friendly powers (Hungary and Ztaly) and to deter fPance.

3Therefore, as he told his generals on 28 /lay 293864 (putting the

Czech "question" in a wider political and strategJc framework), Germany

I must rapidly Improve the , .jj. and develop a special technique to

overcome Czech fortifications. The N jejwAU. would guarantee a free shot

3 for the war against the Czechs, while tJhe occupation of Czechoslovakia

would give an equally free hand for war with Prance. The Western Powers,

he argued, must be seen as hostile to Germany's -;rpansion, and Czechoslo--

3 vakia would be "our most dangerous enemy" In case of war with the West.

During 1938, the differences between Hitler's and the general

stat!'fs strategic approach were put to the test. These differences

consisted In their picture of a future war, their evaluation of the
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obsnaot's readiness, their evailuation of the power and resoluttion of

the Western Powers, and the time factor.6 3
It ws above all in h.is picture of a future war h)at Hitler

calculated on the present German superloriity (modern equipment), while 1

the general staff feaied a long war. The problem was that Hitler did not

tojorite anV other expen't ana•yrts of the strategic situat•ion. Between

(JOtober 1938 and March 1939, Hitler attempted to got Poland Into his 3
combinations because he remained dissatisfIed with Uje results of the

Munich Conference. Meanwhile, the QM had totally accepted Hitler's I
Views, believInng that the Western Powers would continue appeasement.

Poland was asked to Join the Nazi Anti -Comintern Pact in ou'der to pave

the way for war against Prance. Such a war would establish German

domInatIon over Eur•cpe and. kick Britain off the continent. This was the

same model of one front strategy that had existed agadinz-t Prague. What

Poland did no. concede volur;tarily was urged upon her by force, and this

time the strategic considerations of Beck proved to be more realisticn,

Ultler, It Is true, had his war with only one enomy, but only as a

military event -.. politically he had brought about the long war, one that

Germany could not win. A purely continental strategy, based on an army

and air force equipped for continental warefare, was not capable of

meeting the requirements necessary for the other dimensions of modern

warfare.
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I

I
A. T1he o etchjfeh

P he Versailles Treaty had conceded to Germany a military force for

-I police purposes. This was one of the reasons why quasi military forces

were tolerated by the Republic and Its Army. In the military's

-operational" defensive plans, these "forces" figured as an asset in

wagln7g a guerilla war behind enemy lines, while the 8yL•hMfr, mobilized

-I ts full resources. •ith the advantage of *inner lines%, the ft~ahgwehr

would take on an enemy already weakened by the people's war and thereby

Initiate a war of liberation.66 But nothing happened of this kind. A

I popular rising, reminiscent of 1813, was a most uncertain element In this

operat.onal scheme. During the French occupation of the Juhr Seeckt

I hesltaý.d to follow such a directlon, particularly since the Communists

might benefit the most.

In April 1930 Groener was even more hesitant when he warned6 7

that as a prerequisite for the Reichswehr's engagement there had to be a

real chance of success. Therefore, he argued that the government in some

"cases had to renounce military resistance. Already by 1927 the

Reihwsie~hr had abandoned its plans for a small conflict to acquire time

for organizing a 21 division field a.rmy, because one had to admit, that

such an operational concept was Illusionary.68 The war games of

1927-1928 and 1928-1929 showed that the Reichswehr was not able to

I operate successfully even against the Polish Army. Blomberg did

introduce Illusionary elements into the 1928 exercise, whereby he hoped
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to enable the Bg•gbjwehr to attaacc the pollsh invaders. Tho People'a war

would allow the .e ..hs.!J finally to launch a classic German offensive U
war. However, this was totally beyond Cerman posslbi•it7ies at tho time.

Blomberg was fired as the army's chief of ixtaff be,'a4'e he as wo ot

willing to see that military operatior.s of this kind were either 3
impossible or would mean a European war.

The Rg_4i.qhpr al.s operatio-,l scenarios "Were also beyond reality, 3
The navy cast its operational plans In a brighter future, one In whiclh

GermanV would again be a naval power. Already, by the 1926 maneuvers it U
was launching operations to out the sea connection .het'ween a "western and

eastern enemy, w while the naval higi, command iAn 1927 exercised a sea

battle against a unJted Pranco-Pollsh fleet In order to keep the Baltic 3
free. Groenerzw' April. 1930 direwtlve Ptas also almed at such naval roman-

ticism, but it was even more difficult to free the navy than the armyU

from such Illusions.6 9  Only for a short period of time were Croener _

and Schleicher able to Influence Raeder and to get h~i' to pay attention

t, strategic realities, The navy was forced to concentrate on Baltic 3
t.oks and to adapt its operational plans to Groener's guidelines developed

In the April 1930 memorandum. This meant that it had to coie to terms 5
with reality. Tirpitz' emphasis on battleship warfare disappeared.70

In these army and navy war games one can recognize the political,

strategic, and operational bridge that made It easy for the German

military to find Its way Into HItler's military policy. As In the

PLhr&er's approach to operational and strategic questions, these exercises 3
were organized to demonstrate operational effectiveness under conditlons

in which the services possessed whatever they wished. I

I
I
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I). The !fqPSWh~

I. 1, Aqne._•. It is not surprising that the •emhtaJ' t. adapted

its operatlonal planning to the pace of Germany's rearmament. Soon too,

Groener's bulanced ope.ational framework btoadened to give room for

'I , continental planning. The most striking difference lay In the shift from

defensive to offensive operations, A characteristic example of this

shift can be seen in a war game exercised by MJ. ;Ls (military

I district, Sant Prjuisa) in the winter of 1935-1936. Tho Idea was to

check a RuusJan advance into Lithuania by a preventive attack In order to

I enlarge the defense area of East Pruusia. The oxeralsw demanded a

"Msuade,) operation,* which had to be launched without mobIliization.7 1

Mn tJs wair Van, the army examined those elepants of warfare that

voiAbined the eusesotial expeoiences of World War IZ surprise and rapidity

of action to gain military as well as political advantages, A pure

,I defensive action could not be envisaged. Considering that the political

assumptions of the ganme were defined as a deterioratioon of Germany's

I re.lations with Prance, Russia. and Lithuania, this operational solution

-'s cleaerly -,m.lar to Germany's attack on Be,7.um ,r 1914 in order to

ga9n £'avourable operat.ional conditions. The idea seems to have been Lo

close the door on a Russian advance In order to create an ope-,rational

freedom with regare to Prance. It was already a war game of continental

"I dimensions which m.,c4e use of the first Impoz.,ant fruit of Hitler's

foreign p picy. Mhe non-aq.ression treaty with Poland. One can also

v'icognize certain elements of future B..LPekkjqg operatIons.

The WeKirpp ht study of 19'6-2937 continued the examination of a war
72

i .th Russia. It regardcd Lithuania ý;,nd Czechoslovakia as factors

within a qreiter scenarlo., In which France and Russia created an enemy

coalition of superlor r•sources. Surprise and rapidIty of military
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I
action were, cousequently, operational levers to secure advantages,

The qpheJjqbt's plan ".huluna," a model of a surpxise attack on 3
73

Czechoslovakia, seemed to separate an attack against Czechoslovakia

from the general operational schemes, which had analyzed ru•:h a

su,'prise action In connectiot) with a two front war. Shu_2•_ (April 1935)

aimed at an operational 'blirzard' that was to pave the way eox the war

that was believed InevItable (Prance). But ther'& was no •roppreh.enolvoi

opera•.Jonal plan; instead only a stxrtegic political bac:kground for which

Hitler was resporisibl, TheocfurK, Blomberg could declare that the I
preparations should be orqanixod w,.thout respect to the proesent unsatlify- 3
I.ng state of aerman armawants. As the ko _t Wxistwcd In a state of

unintexrupted lnobill'z4ton so Ats planning represented a steady process, 3
comprIsnxinev f•i scale popeational directives (q tHg]) with pvcial ,

easily adaptable plans., aimed at makIng ude of uneKpec ted developments

and changes In Cho behavlor of powers and relaclons of powers. 3
Altogether thesee new phenomni were Induced hq Hi tler ' pol Iy:

the mniJ tarlzatlon of' life In Gei.:.'.y, and the factoxs pus,.lAnq for an

aqqressive po.ll'e., i't wa.n this character of sc)hulun•q and the follow.ing

special caves ,utch an the "Ottom deployment for Austria that provoked

Beck's cr.iticism, The comoK,n feature of such spec.1al cases was the 3
intentioin to start war as a raid, without: mobilization or afncfluncefnlt,

The OAi., however, wanted to chanqe the special cases Into normal

deplr)oijnont plans or at least to parallel the extraordinary at thn!

bW.qrinr.q of* ophralt lons wI th the normal. The 'norm•'. for the O.II werc'

thet mil] tarn ,spvct.t of war and the lndIsputed rvsponsl IILtuj of the

qera-rl s taff tor the quIdance of operations,

But i tler' n approach combined poll tics with strdtcqy strateqq

base.,d ,ri o ,)pheinil.m arn di sparitil between, fact'ts ,id plans. Fd.I.Gr.lr, the I
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dep.7oyment foL' the war with Czechoslovakia was characterised in its

30 May 1938 draft75 by specific special case ingredients. The attack

I aas to be launched with complete surprise with the bulk of Germany's

forces. The other borders (e.g., the German-French border) would only be

protected by rather small reserve forces. Even this plan would in

Hitler*s eyes only be .muccessful under the condition that a decision was

UI reached In a short period of time, as Hitler had admitted to Keltel on

I 21 April 193 0, wit hin four day .76

Beck doubted any chance of success His cr1 ticism rested upon

the same arguments he had used since 1935, e.g., againsh the other

spcý,ial cases, U2Aug• and Otto. These arguments were: 1) the army was

I not read4, 2) the international situation did not ellow for sucT a war,

and 3) the war would become a great war. Reduced to the question of

operational effectiveness, Beck arqued the army would need at least three

5 weeks to gain a full decision against Czechoslovakia. That would mean

that tho forces facing Prance would have Lo resist for ai least twc, weeks

I on their own. In his menrorandwun frum .3 June .38,77 he went further,

saying that strictly sp6aklng, one could not predict the tlm, necessary

to overcome Czechoslovakia. lie doubted that surprise was possible and

I warned that the Wehrmacht did not posses the opera tional capability to

break through the Czech foztifIcatlons,

Was Beck's consldera-t, on a true evaluatlon of the army's effective-

ness? The 0AKW trusted In combined panzer and air force operation.s. This

was aimed at .ii thr *Directive for a Vnified War PrepaA .itlon for the

-- I,.W•,,hrrnacht (Weluunq fUr die elnheJt.Lche Krlegsvcrbereitun det W',hraicht;"

0l July 1937.)78 which saAd, the operationu had to be coordlnated with

5 tie Luftwvaffe. The ml.!..itary prerequisites were de~fined by tie follcwinq

passage: The tinal goal conl.i ,.:ed of a strategic surprise' attack to be
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prepAred thoroughly which should eliminate the Czech fortifications, TheI

army would only be ready to accomplish this, when It possessed full

armored equipment. This, of course, was not the case. The Anschluss

had, beyond that, disclosed serious shortcomings; of the Ranzer units,

although German occupation of Austria, had seriously endangered the

strategic position of Czechoslovakia. on the other hand, Beck held that I
it would be illusionary to assume that one could perform a breakthrough

by use of a pa_.ot army. There was, he said, little experience with its

leadership, utilization, and supply. At best, one could rely on mixed 3
motorized army corps. Moreover, cooperation with the air force, In

Beck's eyes, was *~a completely new Idnd. I
Nevertheless, after Beck's resignation Hitler ordered a3

concentration of a~l przer and motorized troops with the 20th Army,

while General Franz Halder argued that the p_&.W units should be

attached to the different armies because of the shortage of heavy

artillery. Beck's and Hitler's positions were not put to the test. A I
general staff war game, arranged by Beck, in June 1938 suggested that

Beck was wrong on the operational level. One of the results was that the

army would probably be able within seven days to send two divisi1ons to3

the French border to be followed by two corps after another four days.

so one can probably assume Ihat In 1930 the army would have been able to

solve tke problem of Czechovlovakia. What would have happened thereafter

is another matter. I
With respect to Poland the effectivenss of the forces can perhaps

be measured by their suck:eas. During 1938 the. Anschluss had allowed for

the addition of six new divisions, one of w'ýIch was a panzezr and one a

light divJsJon (that Is a highly motorized unit). A further panzer

dlv.slon tvas establlihed after the occupatlon of thl Sudeten territorles, I
I
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I
thus giving the army oveLrwhelming superiority in mobility and fire power

when compared to Polish forces. It was, therefore, relatively

I insignificant for the short run that the armoured divisions were equipped

with tanks and artillery of vazious types and quality. On the eve of the

war the army, on the whole, represented a body of high operational

effectiveness -- one capable of meeting those tasks that Hitler Initially

U envisaged for his gound forces.

2. The _AIr__or___e. The Luftwaffe was also to play a decisive role

as an independent service in operational planning. The "risk" jyLutwffe

as a strategic force existed primarily in the heads of some air force

"thinkers". However, it clearly impacted on British aJ)d French diplomacy

I in 1938. Nevertheless, one should mostly speak of operational planning

i despite the fact that the fL__ gfre general staff discussed the notion of

"strategic" air war. Never, first chief of the general staff, was an

5 advocate of air force cooperation with army and fleet. Hiis influence was

clearly ,5een In the Luftwaffe's basic doctrinal manual, "Conduct of the
-- I Air Wdr (.tquýkreqgf.hr•.)," that described Cermany's air war doctrine as

a mixture of operational and strategic elements. It laid the main stress

obviously on the operational component, Strategic bombing was only to

take place under certain conditions, e.g.: after having won the decisive

battle or when there was no other alternative, There were, of course,

3 voices that advocated strategic air war as a logical consequence of

"total warN, but these declarations did not really influence air force

planning. The War Ministry in its Wehrmachtstudie 1935-1936 did not

3 define the air force as an Instrument for strategic warfare. This study

clearly attributed operational tasks to the air force, for instance to

destroy the French air force and Its bases In a war with France,

Czechoslovakia, and Lithuania. The first strike would be deliverpd
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I
against enemy air fields and army movements. Just the same should be

done against Czechoslovakia. The study did admit that the L4uftwaffe was I
not even ready (1 April 1936) to fulfill tasks of this kind.

The question in 1938 was, could the L with its new

aircraft, the Ju 87 and Ju 88, meet the requirements of a war with France

and Czechoslovakia and, additionally, with England? The general staff In

a situation report of late August 193880 was not optimistic about this. 3
It argued that the &Ufpwaffe was not ready to achieve victory by bombing

the enemy's economic centres, but would have to assIst the army in I
gaining opera tional freedom. Zn case of war the air force could not wait

to launch massive attacks until springtime, because by then the balance

of power with the Western Powers would be unfavorable, indeed disadvanta- 3
geous. Because of the weakness of the German bomber force, the Luftwafe_

could only strike with Its concentrated power at the enemy's most I
sensitive points. Raids against Britain would be unsuitable If not 3
Impossible. What was necessary, the study argued, was a fundamental

change In Germany's geographic situatIon; the army would have to occupy

Belgium and the Netherlands before any significant results could be

achieved. In late September 1938, General Hians F'elmy, coximaander of'I

second Air Force, warned G6rinq that a VernightungskrIeg (war of

annihilation) against England was impossible with the means presently at

the Luuf tjwffe' s disposal. al After *Munich' Hitler ordered the 3
Luftwaffe to Intensify its armament and procurement programs. But the so

called Konzentriert_-Pl ugzemuster.-Pogranm (I November 1938) was I
82

Illusionary, 0 Admittedly It reflected operational ambi tions and

calculations that perhaps give an Impression of what might have been

realized had these dreams come true. The JMLutwaffe aimed to use the

progranmivd 58 bomber squadrons of the program an follows: 30 against __ _ _ _ __ _I
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I
England, 15 against Prance, and 13 for Naval assistance.

I Taking into account that Prance and Britain were eagerly working to

strengthen their air forces, one must interpret the kuftwaf.e's optimis-

tic report on *the Air Situation in Europe, Spring 1939", (2 May 1939) as

an extraordinarily weak basis for operational planning 84 The report

argued the .L.waf was ahead of the war preparations of all possible.

I opponents and stronger than the French and British air defense. On one

I point, the Luftwaffe's general staff was right: a decision would have to

be reached In the west. Poland would not be a test for the Luftwaffe;

there the Lufw~affe could operate as was laid down In the new draft of

"Directives for Employment in the East" (May 1939): to open wdr with

sudden, powerful attacks co help the army directly and Indirectly.85

To execute effective air operations agaInst England, the Lkutwaffe

was not ready. The standard of squadron training was not adequate. A

I war game of Second Air Force (10-13, May 1939) pointed to the conclusion

that operatiuns against England would face great difficulties.86 At

present, General Hans Pelmy argued, the state of the art of control

within air units simnplyj was not satisfactory for a strategic bombing

campaign. In general, this analysis was confirmed by further studies

U worked out by the #&zhrMuqnabtellung des Generalstabes on "Operational

goals for the Luftwatfe in case of war against England in 1939" (22 May

1939). As a preparatio.n for the war with Poland an exercise

(qeneralstabsrelse der Luftwaffe 1939, 9-13 June 2939) examined how to

eliminate an enemy air force by surprise attacks. This the L.uf*twaffe was

I able to do at least In the case of Poland.8 8

On the eve of war (5 August) 06ring announced a production program

I emphasizing primarily He 177, Me 210, Ju 88, and Bf 109 production. Only

the Of 109 proved adequate to meet the demands of World War I1. The HeI
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177 and Be 210 were almost complete failures.8 9  Consequently, the I
Luftwaffe was not ready for an operational air war outside of the narrow 3
confines of Central Europe, especially with respect to England. The

reason for this was largely due to shortcomings 1n equipment and training.

3. Theavg. Raeder described what could be said of the fleet's

operational effectiveness at the beginning of the war In a quote given I
above. With its 2 battleships, 3 pocket battleships, I heavy and 6 light

cruisers, 21 destroyers, 12 torpedo-boats, and 57 submarines, the navy

was indeed only in a limited fashion able to attack vital British and

French Interests. What was possible was a war against the sea lines of

comrunications by. the pocket battleships and submarines, minefields, and 3
battleship operations -- a campaign aimed at disturbing and irritating I
Britain's strategic position. Britain's strategic location condemned the

•.~_.• rline to occasional and limited operations. Only the submarines,

depending on their growing numbers, could exert a steady pressure and

seriously endangered Britain's supply. But disputes within the naval

high cwommand In the thirties about the operational tasks of submarines

seriously impacted on the operational effectiveness of the navy at the

outbreak of the war. Because of these disputes, the navy did not stress 3
submarine construction of the kind favoured by Captain Kar.l D6nltz, the

U-boat leader. In consequence, the submarine force at the beginning of 3
the war was not an operational instrument capable of significantly

endangering British supply lines. With so few submarines, the first of I
which were at the navy'a disposal only In 1935, D~nitz could not 3
effectl;ely organize attacks on Atlantic convoys in 1939, while submarine

operations did expose the radio communications network to decipherment by

the enemy.

I
I
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I
The operational radius of Germany's big ships, the heavy cruisers

and the battleships, was limited because of their high pressure steam

3 engines. Thus, the fleet's ocean going capacity was not remarkable.

Compared to the naval strength of the Anglo-Saxon powers the LzjgaL_•4in

I could attain a relative operational strength only by systematically

Iodeveloping Its submarine campaJgn. Thie greatest operational gap,

deliberately Ignored by the naval high ccum'nand, was the absence of a

I carrier component, which made Atlantic operations by the larger ships a

great risk.I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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IV. Tactical Effectivene•s

A. The ArI

Tactical Instructions were always the main occupation of officer

education within the Prussian and German armies. From Noltke's time, the

curriculum at the KrIelsakademle provided for weekly lessons In this I
area. This played a major role in the Introduction of the so called

"missilon oriented tactics (Auftxaast4aktAX)," which made thorough tactical

knowledge and experience a fundamental requirement for officers and

sergeants. In the J.e_.hswehEr the main stress In officer education was

again laid on tactics, and the formulation of simple and clear orders. I
During the officer coue'ses in Berlin, preference was given to planning

offensIve operat.ions. Most Important to the participants wis the

Schlussreise, because the result of this tactical examinatiorn decided the

career of staff officers.

During the summer these officers were given opportunities to

acquire knowledge of the combat arms different from their own, while In

the winter they received special tactical Instruction during the so

called winter study. Because of their own education and experience there

was a common agreement between the representatives of the personnel

office, trhe education branch, and the chief of the general staff that the

best officers were only to be used In the operations branches of the

general staff and field divisions. This represented a clear continuity I
with practices of the rmperlal Army.

I
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After Hitler had become Chancellor, staff training hardly changed.

The KriecrakadeMIe continued what was practiced during the Weimar

I Republic. As In the old army the directc.i of Kzi&esakademle was

responsible to the chief of the general staff. The primary object of the

academy remained to furnish the army with staff officers who had received

a solid tactical training and who could serve as advisers and assistants

I: l to army commanders. The Idea wan not to educate commanders, or future

S strategists but rather competent staff officers. 9 0

The &.reosakademievorschXift Introduced during Beck's period as

I chief of the general staff ordered that tactics should rank at the top of

I nstruction, and argued that a firm tactical knuwledge was Jndispensable

for any later staff duties. During the three year course the pupils were

* taught the regiment within the framework of a division and division level

tactics; the conduct of the Infantry division, as well as motorized, and

panzer divisions; and army corps, fortifications, and general views on

army tactical problems. Special instruction was administered in what was

I called special arms, which meant engineers, paner, and the air force.

i But tactics dominated all other subjects, as may be seen In Table VII-,I

which gives the weekly hours reserved for the different topics.

I
1
I
I
I
I
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Table VXZ-II

I II XXII

I
Tactics 6 6 6 , I additional whole day

Mi. History 4 4 4

Logistics - 2 1

Engineers 1 1 1
Panzer Forces 2 1 -

Air Force 1 1 .

Beck, chief oxt tht, (eneral staff from June 1294, waz not Interostod

In producing operational or strategic evperts, Consequently there was no

longer ermy opvratLional Instruction. Moreover, techilcal matters

were qvnerally neg.lected, along with special staff matters such as

logistics and Intelligence. The results would show painfully in World

war rx. on the lower level, the officer candi date schools

(K.nu•_) taught officer candidates (Ejhnrkhq) a narrow range of

tactical skills for the various arms (engineers, artillery, e.g.,).

Specilic handbooks on tactics were published which Indicate a
92

thorough understanding of this area of mtlitary knowledge. They were

mainly based on the R~etchsweh;'s instructional system, which rested on

the H.D.V. 3101 1 and 2.93 This manual (Vorschrift) was the basis for

tactical instrvtion kr th.n the !tehWkt, The officer could find here a
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I
survey of all the Important elements of modern tactics. The manual

represented a thorough distillation of the tactical lessons of World War

3 I. Leadership (_hg._), reconnaissance, security, attack, pursuit,

defense, retreat, elastic defense, and special actions, all received

I thorough attention. The second part of the manual dealt w-th special

troops and their tactical value: ga4M, air force, and chemical warfare.

Both the &RJhesw9e) and ehtrmaich stressed the Importance of a

I close relationship between Lhe officer and the soldier. The value of the

soldier remained, the manual argued, decisive despite technical develop..

I ments. The emptiness of thes modern battlefield demanded that soldiers

and junior officers act on their own responsibility. But Independent

5 I responsibility of leaders must not result in decisions without respect to

the "whole*. Independence did not mean arbitrary behavior. On the other

hand, leading officers as well as young soldiers must know thdt oMMnssion

or neglect represented graver errors than faulty decisions taken with

speed. 
9 4

The aim of such tactical In.struction culminated In the theory and

practice of combined arms. There was, of course, important progress

between 1934 and 1939 in the tactical principles of cooperation between

I army and Lu!f.,twa!., and Infantry and armor, but the quality of Instruc-

tion in the !matcr,_ because of expansion could not possibly match that

I of the Rft.qh~sWqhr. The W_.ejmacht was no longer a professional army, and

the htgh standards set for Relchswehr officers clearly declined. The

ratio between soldiers and officers was dzamatIcally worse, and the

continuous process of formit,, new divisions made solid Instruction a most

difficult business Beginning In October 2935 the cadres of the seven

I •.tchswvehL divisJons were dissolved and scattered over the Reich In order

to form the nuclei of the projected 36 division army. In a fashion the
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W~ea;.LL_ underwent an uninterrupted mobilization with all its attending

handicaps. With NCOs and reserve officers being constantly added to the I
active force as officers, the army faced considerable problems with the

standard of tactical knowledge. It was, therefore, a special task of

division commanders to find ways of equalizing the capabilities and

knowledge of officers and officer candidates. They did so by special

courses, using their authority and experience,95 but in fact could

never bring things up to the same high level that the Reichwehr had

enjoyed. 

h

Nevertheless, one has to assume a relatively high level of tactical

effectiveness, especially after 1937 when the cooperation of Rdn.e.,

artillery, Infantry, and air force had been consistently exercised and 3
when the 88mi. anti-aircraft gun had come to be used In cooperation with

tanks, as an anti.-tank weapon and as an artillery weapon against field

fortifications.9 6  The armored formations, admittedly, stood in 1937-

1938 at the beginning of their tactical instruction at the company

level 9 7  Grave problems appeared during the Anschluss, but the second

panzfe;r divisaion marched 700 km In 48 hours, and the SS-Leibstandaxte

regiment, 1,000 km In the same time. Mdrch efficiency and speed all met I
expectations although the move Into Austria had been an Improvised

maneuver. The pantgr divisions were on their way towards becoming a

special striking force for tactical and operational use, thus Iniciating

the development of what was to become p.a9r- corps in 1940 and eventually

panzer armies In the war with Russia. To swn up, the army's tactical I
effectiveness remained, thanks to the solid qh.qwSh preparation, at a

high level despite the turmoil caused by the rapid expansion and rearma-

ment and despite the fact, that the army possessed its first sJgnificant

armored and heavy artIllery units only shortly befor( the Czech •risis of I
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B. The Air For¢ce

f The Luftwgffe' s tactical princIples derived from World War I

experiences and were laid down in the basic arny doctrinal statement ofI the R__2L whrs general 9taff. Published In October 1934 they were

still signed by the army's conmander in chief (Chef der Heeresleil•u.ng).

I The air force app.'oach remained substantially influenced by army concep-

3 tlons. ftj,!.hswe.hr leaders had, as can be seen In TEuPgg~nf4l.runo, not

significantly chdnged their basis position with respect to the role of

E aircraft. The t.y.qVjqLurn. stated bluntly, Zn order to exercise
5uccessfully "great ground operations (gr6ssele &iJeospandlunen auf ng•

S .), one must gain air supremacy at the decisive spot. The bulk of the

air force must be brought to the attack at that point. Cooperation of

the army and the L.4LyMM should be the guideline for the air force's

operational and tactical tasks. This cooperation was to be organized by

a "comm'on leader", who, obviously, It was believed, must be the army

S s taff.

As to hombers, the army prescribed that the army's high command

should dispose of the bomber squadrons. Prom time to time, bombers would

3 be assigned directly to army groups or armies. The commanding ofaficer of

the bomber units was to keep direct connection to the army staff to whom

he Is assigned., but he should retain as much freedom of action as

i possible.

Dawn attacks were to be launched In squadron strenqth (lim

Geschwaderve4tband); by smaller groups at night. Bomber attacks assisting

army operatlons had to colnc.lde with the sie and direction of the

Iattez. This army concept defined the air fare as nthing but an

auxillary to ground operations. SuCh an approach profoundly charigo.d wlth

I tha c.•ation of the bllt.ffr as an independent force. Wever, though
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educated and trained as an army officer (as were praccically all other

leading Luftwaffe officers), assigned strategic as well as operational I
tasks to the new German air force. The "Conduct of the Aix War" a
stressed, therefore, those functions, which were seen as consequences of'

the L•tdfwf.e's Independence. 99 The conduct of air operations was 3
defined as the conduct of operations which fell self-evidently to the

uf.twaLf. as the third service In the Wehrmacht. Wever, however, was not

an uncritical follower of Douhet. lie did not really believe that I
strategic air war could by Itself decide a future war, Consequently, the

cooperation of all three services was indispensable.

The conduct of the air war did not formulate absolutely binding

essentials. Wever was convinced that a1r tactics were at the beginning

of their development. As guidelines for its tactical employment Obe

manual enumerated: I
1) Attacks were to hWt at a decisive point,

2) Overkill did not mean a better c1h•ice of Nuccess,

3) Hiltiple goals must not lead to disperaion of' forces.

4) The disturbance and paralyzing effect of an air I
attack could be achieved by smaller forces when 3
dispersed.

5) Concentraclon of effort was necessary In attdck and

defense.

6) Surprise eases the attack. I
7) Sudden defensive measures will create pro.2lems for I

the enemy.

8) Everywhere and always the .uftwafS should use Its

ability "to achleve surprise". I
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i
9) Orders must bind subordinate commanders only as far

I as the situation can be evaluated.

AS the basic mission for the Luftwaffe "The Conduct of the Air War"

i defined the achievement of air superiority. This was to be achieved by

attacks on the enemy's air forces, and surprise attacks to destroy the

I enemy aircraft on their peacetime airports. The Luftwaffe should avoid

entangling itself with the enemy's defense forces. As to the cooperation

with the army, the basic doctrine suggested that an air component

I commander could be assigned to the army supreme comnand or to an army

staff to utilize air power effectively in support of the army. In battle

R formacions, the group commanders were to be given considerable

R independence to allow for quick decisions, while the squadron coni rmanders

had to decide upon the "methods of attack." The wing commanders would

have to take the lead, whenever personal leadership was necessary or In

case of Insufficlent Information on enemy targets.

I All of the primarily tactical chapters on air war that were In

i Wever's view connecteJ with operational and strategic aspects of warfare,

received an ever greater significance in air force doctrine and practice

after his death (3 June 1936). 00 Under Wever's successor, General

lans Jeschonnek, the Luftwaffe becaume primarily an operational force. rn

a memorandum for GWring, Milch suggested at the end of 1936 01 that the

'•.ufrf's task would consist In knocking out the enemy air forces and

I n support for the army and navy. Medium range bombers and Stukas were

I sufficient for such tasking (especially in Central Europe). During the

Wehrmacht war games, strong air force units were assigned to support the

Barmy. rne gets t'e fmpression that the Luftwaffe joined the army general

staff in its estimate that direct support of the army could be criticalI
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I
In a future war. In June 1939, Third Air Force discussed basic questions

of motorlzed troops' maneuvres with the army's doctrInal staff: The I
chief topic was the combating of motorized enemy troops by "battle air 3
craft.*102 The Fifth Air Division tackled the problem of fighting

concrete fortIfications In cooperation with the army in August 1939.

There are many other examples of training in close army support, while

naval support was rather neglected. Further directives In summer 1939 I
provided Stuka close support aircraft, BP 110s, and bombers for direct

103support. In reflecting on the results of army general staff

exercise of 1939, Luftflotte I stmwed up the push towards operational air 3
.104

war. It suggested that attacks on an enemy army could lead to an

earlier decision than the bombing of his economic resources and armament 1

Industries. I
The experience of the Condor Legion In Spain confirmed such an

approach. so In 1939 It seemed clear that In order to get the maximum 3
out of the Luf tajfe&, one had to use the Instrument on the battlefield.

The Condor Legion's commander, Wolfram von Richthofen, had developed the 3
tactics of close air support and was a strong advocate of It. An after

action report from the Spanish Civil War concluded that the original Idea

to bring about a quick decision by strategic attacks did not meet 3
105

expectations. Thus, the LQufwaffe was pushed towards support of the

army. Based on this experience the Luftwatfe prepared for the next war. g
By August 1939 the &VftMwaffe could dispose of a well diversified

force suitable for campaigns on the European continent: Long distance

(PFFernaufklArer) reconnaissance aircraft (Do 17) 275; other 5
reconnaissance aircraft, (He 45, He 46, Hs 126,) 356; Fighters, 15 Groups

(he 109, Ar 68) 788; Destroycrs, 10 nroups (Il 109, Me 210) 432; Bombers 3
30 Groups (He 11, Do 17, Ju 88) 181; Dive Bombers 9 Groups (Ju 87) 361; I
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Close Air Support, I Group (Hs 12.3) 39; and transport aircraft, 12 groups

(Ju 52) 488. This suggest that close air support was only beginning to

-- be developed. There was also a growing force of parachute troops, which

were organized as an air division (7th). This airborne force disposed of

I five battalions and some additional units In 1939 and cotild be seen as a

vuable operational and tactical component. of even greater Importance

were the yjf~wffe's 3 signals regiments together with Its ground

I organization consisting of 63 signal companies and 115 special signal

units located at milltary airfields. But at the outbreak of war the

i Luftwafe had only two flying navigation and scout companies.

One can assume that the Luftwaffe's tactical effectiveness-based on

practical experiences In Spain, on war games and maneuvers with the army,

I on a thorough tactical training of future staff officers at the Air War

College (LutkreQsaka4demMe) where tactics and technical disciplines were

I the main Instruction - was comparatively high. 106 Measured In regard

to the Luftwaffe's short history, It was excellent - despite the fact

3 that technical training was not adequate and practical exercises were

I hampered by a shortage of flying time.

I C . Th8 •avYM

The navy like the army could organize its tactical effectiveness on

i a solid basis, one laid by the Imperial fleet and the naval forces of the

Weimar Republic. Generally, one can say that the navy was less affected

by rearmament turmoil that caused such serious difficulties In the army

I and ,uf'twaffe. The Krieqsmarine did not get so many ships, officers, and

sailors as to endanger the quality of general military and special

tactical Instruction. But It was felt necessary to zeduce the curricula

I of the former Imperial Naval Service Academy. By 1926 the navy prefe.rred
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technical education to a more general instruction. Thus, the education

of naval staff officers (Admiralstaboffiziere) laid the main stress on 5
107

tactical instruction, staff service, and weapons knowledge, A plan

for a new Instruction scheme in the 1931-1933 period aimed to reduce 3
naval officer education to a technical school, which would confine its

teaching primarily to tactics and staff work. It aimed to educate an I
officer who could make quick decisions and who would be able to formulate

clear orders. Such talents were exercised in war games.

On 1 June 1935, Raeder renamed the nAvy's chief educatlonal I

instrument, the &arn_ ad en•, but his action did not signal a change in

educational philosophy. Raeder did not approve proposals for a more 5
strategic and general Instruction; rather he preferred the tactical I
expert, corresponding herein with Beck's emphasis.

The sixth academy ccurse of 1937-1938 was already influenced by the 5
consequences of Hitler's foreign policy; it was unexpectedly dissolved in

August 1938. As the commander of the academy pointed out, the 3
instruction administered there was limited in scope; the lessons largely I
concerned tactics and staff work. Most of the navy's instruction manuals

had been worked out In the days of the Republic, e.g., from the tactics 3
of torpedo boatsI08 to the tactics of mine war. 10 World War I

experiences had shown thdt the Imperial Navy had not paid sufficient

attention to its mine forces. The eJLchsMa•ij:.i had, therefore, organized

In 1920 a special mine command. Raeder reemphasized this development of U
the mine forces, and in 1931 the first attempts at aerial mine delivery

were made. During tactical exercises of battle fleet divisions and

squadrona lj wax yamea dild ij i,4.ui,.:vres, Lhe fleet always took into 5
account the possible impact of mines. In addition, all cruisers and

torpedo boats were equipped for mine warfare.11 0  I

U
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New tactical manuals accompanied the navy's rearmament. 1 1 1

I sIgnificantly, tohe manuals dealing with naval-kuftwafe operation were

I published rather late (1936 and 1938). Having no naval air units at its

disposal, the naval high command had to rely on the Luftwaffe. Long

range reconnaissance aircraft would have been of extraordinary value to

the submarines' tactical and operational efficiency, but the Lk _eaft

i never showed any interest. As D~nitz said dt Nuremher In 1946, the

I cooperAtion between the two services was unsatisfactory from the

beginning of the war *because there was no time and too few pl tnes

I available between 1936 and 1939.0 12 Cooperation between navy and air

force was never satisfactorily solved. The compromise reached between

K the two services at the beginning of 1939 did not represent a significant

I break-through. The staff of the naval air forces with its coastal and

naval aircraft was established under a &Mfjwf~f general serving with the

S commander in chief of the navy. The kgfyAe general was also directly

responsible to G6rIng as Supreme Commander of the uyLtwahf.q, an

I Impossible s1 tuation.

The special tactical and operational principles of U-boat warfare

had already been discussed early In the Interwar years. Attempts

I undertaken with U-boat cruisers and guide boats failed, resulting In the

ruln of tactical attempts to coordinate attacks by groups of submarAnes.

I The problem was recogInized in the twenties. NMight attacks again.t

convoys by submarine groups required highly eff.clent leadership,

extensive intelligence coordination, and tactical experience. D6nitz asr leader of tho U boats adherwd tu the princIples oL tl)e d.fi

D~enstvorschrift Nr. 466, which had suggested In 1928 that in the future

one must provide for submarine mass attacks against convoys.113 This

would depend entirely on the establishmenL of a better system of radioI



coordina tion. I
The basic problem lay in the communicaClons between submarine and £

land based staffs and submarines. Between 1936 and 1939 D6nItz exercised

his submarine flocillas in tactical manoeuvres against warship convoys 5
and single merchant ships. What was the synthesis of independent

submarine tactical leadership and land based tactical and operational

direction? Such problems were still being tackled before the war,

Cooperation of submarines on their way into action, submarine reconnals-.

sance, and D5nltz° favourite wolf pack tactics were exercised. In May 3
1939 the fleet performed an extensive exercise in the Atlantic. D6nitz

felt that the question of submarine tactical cooperation was satisfac- 3
torily solved till the outbreak of war, But far less satisfactory was I
the standard of &qtVwffe-submarine cooperation. Moreover, the problems

Involved in the tactical and operational direction of submarine warfare i

by special pilot boats or by shore based headquarters was only solved

during the wdr and then It resulted In an exclusive land-based solu- 3
114

tion. But In 1939 no one In the naval high command was aware of the

grave handicap that an over-reliance on radio communications might

represent. At the beginning of the war this handicap was not yet 3
apparent. The greatest deficiencies in the navy's tactical preparedness

rested on Germany's unfavourable geographic position with respect to 3
Britain, the complete underdevelopment of cooperation with the Lut ,

the absence of a carrier component in the navy, and, above all, in the I
fact that Germany was building the wrong fleet to fight England. I

These deficiencies could not be corrected by stres, Ing the

Ipo)rtance of leadership. The general tactics manual (Die Grundlagen der
115 i

TAkptlk) argued that the sp irt of the leader and the will and

experience of German naval crews would extend their ships' capabill- I
I
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ties.115 The *value of personality" was declared to be decisive:

E qualities of character would weigh more than tJOoze of Intwdligence.

g "Good old" military convictions mingled consequenW.I with Nazi Ideology.

Thus, the Germans hoped that tactical perfor.. .,,ce ard Ideological

I utlVdtlon could balance off strategic and operatlonal disadvantages

under which the navy would have to fight.I
I

I

I
t
£
I
I
i
I
i

I
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Concl usl!on
I

The result of German policy and strategy was a war which Hitler as

well as the military had not intended to fight, namely a long war that a
German resources could not rupport. National Socialism believed that the

solution to any problem lay In the power of a will that did not shrink 1

from sacrifices of men and materll. Theoretically anything was piossible

when ordered. What made the execution of Hitler's goals practically

difficult or at any rate only partially successful was the fundamental 3
disparity between aims and reality. There were too many If s. if the

political evaluation had been correct, the strategy would have been

adequate; if the strategy had hit the nail, the operational effectiveness

would have sufficed; then, tactical readiness would not have had to rely

so much on Individual performance. Hitler and National bocialism further 3
Increased the problems of a continental power that had not beon able to I
adjust its continental and world policies to the means available. Theo

lessons of World War I were learnt only by individuals who were not able

to guide German policy and strategies over the long haul (Groener and

Beck).

Though planning rested on an inferior position, ambitions fueled

the drive for greater goals. Contempt for the western deomcratic I
political Dystems added to the misinterpretations of their political 3
options. The maln fault was that the direction Initiated by the

deliberate overheating oe Germainy's roarmament with all its economic 3
consequences was not reversible as long as Hitler controlled the state. I
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I nd that overheating led Hitler to a greater and greater w]llngneSa to

'1 gamble on militaryj confronitatIons thbat led dizectl•, to war.

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
£

I
I

I
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I
The definition of the word "Interwar" had a different meaning for

I most of the seven military organizations under study. Though the year

U .1929 was the baseline for all, Japan had been fighting an al2-out war

against China since 1937; France and Britain were at war with Germany In

I 1939; Italy entered the hostilities In 2940; Russia was invaded by

Germany In June 1941; and the United States only went to war In

I December 1941.

The cast of national characters was Importantly different from the

alIgnments of the first World War, 7Wo victors of 1918 -- Italy and

3 Japan -- had opted to reverse themselves and become the allies of a

vanquished state, Germany. Russia, under new management as Lhe Soviet

I Union since 1917, ended up fighting on the same Allied side once chosen

by the last Rommnov Tsar. The United States, too, found Itself again the

comrade In arms of Its former Allies, England, Prance, and Russia.

i
I
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I
Britain was still a contitutional monarchy In 1939, though It had

had a series of prime ministers between the days of Lloyd George and of 5
Winston Churchill. Under the Third Republic of Prance, there had been a

succession of premiers between Clemenceau and Daladier. in Japan, theI

same Emperor held the Throne; though a general, Terauchi, led oft the 3
period as prime minister. He had had 22 successors by 1941, the last

being another general, Tojo, by October of that fateful year. In the 3
1920s, after Wilson's presidoncy, the United States had had Republicans

Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover as chief executives, but the Democrat I
Franklin D. Roosevelt was In uninterrupted charge throughout the reit of 3
the period. Mussolini had been the RUM of Italy since the early 1920s,

under a silent monarch; Hitler became the undisputed fuehrer of Nazi

Ge:many after the failure of the Weimar Republic in the early 1930s; and

Stalin was the dictator of the Soviet Union since the death of Lenin in I
the mid-1920m. 3

I

I
'U1

1
1
1
I
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3 3. Political Effectypvness

Wlhile the period between the wars can thun be subdivided on th&

I basis of varying leaders, parties, and successions, a number of slgnifi-

5 cant factors affected most of the cuuntries and their armed forces In the

1920s and 1930s, though to a varying degree and at somewhat different

I times.:

I 2) Arms reduction or limitation (Washington and London

5Conference3).
2) Reparations or war debts,

33) Inflation, recession, and depression.

4) NstablIshment of the League of Nations.

I 5) Tntroductlon of a No-War agreement (Kellogg-BrIand

g Pact).

6) Treaties of guarantee (Locarno Pact).

3 7) Notions of collective security.

3 In the absence of palpable foreign threats In the 1920s, regimes

generally found It difficult to provide realistic policy guidance or to

generate popular support for large standing military establishments.

Retrenchment and economies were the order of the day, especially In the

European nations that had borne the brunt of the Great War. Even In

3 Japan, during the Indian sumrmer of democracy In that country several

years after World War I, a Diet member asked why arrows were needed when
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there were no targets. In peacetime, he argued, healthy men were more

recessary then healthy soldiers. In the year of the convocation of the 5
Washington Conference, even pro-Mavy Japanese newspapers began agitating g
for an arms cutback.I

Emerging from the abyss of the Great Depression, the have-not 3
author. t~rian states of unshackled Germany and vengeful Italy, soon

joined by increasingly mllitarixzed Japan, searched for solutions In 5
autarky and for distractions In adventurism. Conscription provided

sufficient numbers of men for the self-imposed requirements of their

ground forces, as for thnse of recuperating Russia. But the United 3
States and Britain had reverted to small volunteer armies, and France's

military needs could barely be met during the *hollow years* of the

1930s, when the low birth rates between 1914 and 2918 caused shortfalls

in the classes called to the colors twent~y years later. I
Even If the nen taken prisoner or listed as missing In action are 3

omitted from the casualty statistics for World War I, the numbers of dead

and wounded are fearsome (with the except . of Japan, whose combat role 3
was minor). It was France which had fared the worst of the major Allies

-- and worse even than Germany. About 1.4 million Frenchmen had been I
killed; 4.3 million wounded. On the Central Power side, Germany lost six

million men killed or wounded; Austria ..Hungary, 4.8 million. Among the

Allies, Russian casualties totalled 6.7 million killed or wounded;

British, 3.0 million; Italian, 1.6 million; American 360,000.

From the smallest and oldest pool of manpower of the Great Powers, I
France lost three out of every four men who served In the armed forces.

Almost eleven percent of the active male population had been lost --

twice the ratio of England's casualties. Special age groups were hardest 3
hit; the flower of French youth, the classes o.4F 1912-1915, suffered

I
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twenty-seven to twenty-nine percent killed or missing. France's losses

I were so great that in 1925 its population was smaller than In 1914,

3 despite the return of the provinces of Alsace-Lorraine. Not merely were

there now three Germans for every two Frenchmen; after the Reich absorbed

U Austria and the Sudetenland, there would be two German males of military

age for every l'renchman of the same age. 2

I A war-weakened demographic base inevitably affects force sizes and

Sstructures. In the case of France, the legacy of death and destruction

generated an Ayarice du sang francagi (to borrow Daladier's phrase) which

S .in turn bred pacifism and an aversion to struggle. This could be seen In

Interwar France's approach to security and quest for cheap alternatives.

I At the same time, Prance hesitated to make difficult decisions In the

g face of new external dangers; I.e., when totalitarian Germany was

rearming and collective security tottered. The cumulatlve burdens,

3 aggravated by a lack of cohesion, unity, and will, could not be redressed

by appeacement, by alliances built on sand, or by ramparts made of

I concrete. Franc's own maULse, however, resembled that of all the

5 Western democracies, Including the United States, when weighed against

the rapacity of the totalitarian powers In the interwar period. Never In

3 modern European history had national moods been so polarized. The

consoquences In the realms oF strategic and operational effectiveness In

3 particular were therefore enormous.

Il
Il
3
U
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I

ZI. Stratealc Off ecti •eU

I
pot the Great Powers, the decade after World WIr I entailed a need

to digest and adjust to important strategic changes In the political 3
topography of Europe: the Versailles settlement's near-elimination of

Germany as a military and naval power, and demi.litarization of the I
Rhineland; the fragmentation of old Austria-Hungary's borders, the

redrawing of the map of Central and Eastern Europe, and the creation or

resuscitation of secondary states such as Czechoslovakia. Yugoslavia, and

Poland; and the exclusion of Russia from the councils of the mighty.

Under the clrcumst~ances, military planning on the part of the victor I
states was geared to guaranteeing the status quo and maintaining security

In homeland and empire. Threats to the peace were of merely local and

tr:ansient Importance; e.g., the Greco-Turkish hostilities and Mussolini 'a

schemes Involving aggression against ccrrica, Corfu, Turkey, and

Yugoslavia. 33

That the strategic balance was shifting ought to have become g
apparent, In the Par East by 1928, after insubordinate elements of the

Japanese Kwantung Army in Manchuria assassinated warlord Marshal Chang

Tso-lin, eliciting no retribution. But when the old Marshal's non, Chang

Iiaueh-.lang, sought to solidify his succession by eliminating SovIet

influence In 1929, the Russi--s revealet. inexpected recrudescence of

strength by invading Manchuria, brushing aside Chinese resistance, and I
bringing the young Marshal to heel. The fine hand of the Soviet 3
strategist Blyukher, an alumnus of the civil wars in China, was apparent, I
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S and it did not take long for the unruly )wantung Army to "rectlfy*

matters by a pre-emptive conquest of all Manchuria on Japan's behalf In

I 1931-32. Blyukher's army, the conquerors of Chang Hsueh-liang, did not

raise a finger against the Japanese. 4

3-I The impotence of the League of MatIons, In the face of deliberate

encroachment by a major power, was revealed to all, and the aggressive

--I aspirations of Ztaly and Germany wore soon vented on the International

scene, with little effective resistance from any quarter. Lo.d Chatfield

called collective security "a heavenly dream, as It was the British

I sailors' nightmare."5 Counter-alliances and zerdons sani talre.

encompassing the Succeosion States and Poland achieved little in practice.

With the coming of the 1930s, the European democracies and America

-were afflicted by econonic woes end torn by domestic discontent.

Franklin Roosevelt once admitted to Stalin that "when he first became

3 Presidont the United States war. close to revolution because the people

lacked food, clothing and shelter." The Western m1litary establish-

3- ments reflected the penury of the era, with baleful effects on doctrine

and hence on strategic effectIvenens. As the French Colonel Alerme put

It, *The past was the guarantor of the future. A few lacunae might have

I to be plugged, but the broad lines had been laid down.'7

There was a contradiction In terms between the notion of protection

3_ and the practIce cf isolation and defense. World War I had ended with

the penduluir of tactics swung far toward the defensive. Trench warfare

I and the successful defense of Verdun had c(onvlnccd the French In

particular that: passive defense, In positions supported by artillery

fire, was faa. superior to the offensive which, as the war seemed to show,

3 usually cost from three to four tImea as many casualties as did the

defense. Coupled with the general exhaustion came a revulsion against
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the all-out offensive, which was difficult, costly, and painful. This

serenity derived from persistence In trusting In the inviolateness of the I
continuous front, whereas the war had proved that strategic exploitation 3
was more difficult that the breakthrough. Only the Germans and the

Russians seemed to devote thoroughgoing consideration to full-scale

offensive warfare.9

The successful French defense In 1916 In the forts of Verdun I
impressed even the men who built them. It was discovered that an 3
Incredible amount of heavy-caliber bombardment had been withstood by the

concrete casenates, even when partly dismantled. But It was not orly the 3
French who had had favorable experience with fortifications. The Garmans

had similar success with modern works, ets utziq and E, I
which sharply checked the French advance; and the Turkish forts held at p
the Dardane3les, too. All in all, military theorists such as Petain were

deeply affected by the defensive value of deep underground chambers 3
10

covered by reinforced concrete.

Defense implied a loss of Initiative, but It would save lives In 3
close combat. To bridge the gap between the past and the future of 3
warfare and to make it less abrupt, materiel and fire power were to be

substituted more and more for irreplaceable manpower. This, In part, 3
explains the genesis of the Maginot Line. "Le feu SM," P46ain always

said. As for Allied manpower problems, the French hoped that the British !

and Belgiar.s (and the Americans?) would eventually help to fill the

deficiencies.

It was but a short step fromn the trust In passive fire power to the 3
abdication of mobile maneuver. De Gaulle remarked that the French Army

had been created to fight on a stable front; to which J.F.C. Fuller has 3
added that the mistake was to relate defensive power to "an offensive 1
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U
approaching obsolescence."

12

De Gaulle'.s counterparts in the new German Army faced the same

3 resistance to Innovation, General von Thoma asserted tJhat the

development of armored forces Omet with much resistance from the higher

I generals of the German Army, as it did in [the British Army]. The older

ones were afraid of developing such forces fast -- because they

themselves did not understand the technique of armored warfare, and were

S uncomfortable with such new instruments. At the best they were

Interested, but dubious and cautious. We could have gone ahead much

I faster but for their attitude." Von Kleist was a "converted scepti-" who
13

had long been a major opponent of panzers. Of Pritz Halder (Chief of

I the Goneral Staff, 1938-42), his successor Heinz Guderian (1944-45) has

3 written: "(He) was an officer of routine, of the old school. me did the

Inevitable, nothing more. He did not like panzer divisions at all. In

5 his mind the Infantry played the leading role now and for ever."

Guderian did read De Gaulle's Vers l'Armee de Metier in Cerman transla-

3 tion with great Interest, and was anxious to see whether the French would

accept De Gaulle's concepts. "Fortunately they did not.* 14

Part of the problem In Interwar armed forces was the misreading or

; 1 Ignorance of relevant combat etperience of the 1930s; e.g., the Italian

invasion of Ethiopia, the ulvil war In Spain, the Japanese experiences

Sagainst China and the Sovle,* UnIon. As Wesley Wark. writes, the small

wars of the 1930s "introduced potential and unwanted ambiguity, by

multiplying the lessons of the past. (They] created a new catalogue of

3 war experience, which had to be made to fit with the received ideas of

war based on the experience of the years 1914 to 1918. This served to

complicate the business of 'seeing' these small wars as they really

we"'e."
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Although Italy's political victory over the British In 1936 was not

missed In the Mest, the course of the Ethiopian War received scant I
study. The Ztallans themselves learned some wrong lessons; e.g., that

armor Is an Infantry-support arm. 26 Foreign observers allowed contempt

for the Italians to color their few conmments on mill tary performance. In 3
a secret British high command meeting in September 1935, Mal. Oen. ,(,.

Dill called the Ztalian Army •technically highly developed and tho 3
officers keen ... but they still remained IXtalianh,' 1 7

The Spaninh Civil War attracted considerable attention; those who I
learned most from It were the Germans. Von Thoma, who commanded German

ground troops in Spain, tegard.d the war as *the European Aldexshot,* and

he Caught Pranco to uae tanks in concentgated fashion., 8  The French 5
Army, however, made few efforts to derive new or valuable patterns from

the operations in Spain. Xalin-stream Prench milltaxry writerr preferred

to find justification or vindication for their preconceptions and 3
traditional views, specifically that modern battle remained the realm of

Infantry and that tanks were little better than flaming coffins which 3
were incapable of occupying ground. The Spanish experience had

supposedly disproved many of the arguments for autonomous mechanized I
units. Posslbilities of a future #LLL4krigq, a war of swift decision, 3
had been grossly exaggerated.

1 9

The British milltary produced relatively better analyses of the

Spanish experience and accorded particularly high marks to the Cerman

88-nmm. RAheinmetall antiaircraft guns, Nevertheless, the British sttudies I
were weakened by the cgg_ that the results achieved In Spain fell "far

20
short of what should be expected froi first class powers.0 As for

tae Soviet Union, RusB4ian sources now admit that their High Cownand had 3
incorrectly assessed tie experience withi tanks and motorized forces in I
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Spain, having stressed the Infantry-support role.21

The massive Japanose operations in China, which raged for eight

3 years from 1937 and involved all three services, taught Western observers

the least. In part this was attributable to Uioe naccessibIlIty of the

theater of operations, but the main reasons were a shared underestimation

of the Japanese military establishment, prompted by racial and cultural

I prejudices; coupled with the opinion that the Chinese were too archaic a

I belligerent to justify serious study. As for the large-scale experience

of tMe Japanese In small wars against the USSR (Charjgkufenq/Lah& Rhasan

U In 1938 and, in particular, Nomonhan/Khalkhin Gol in 1939), Western

intelligence was woefully inadequate, and even the Japanese preferred to

3 drow largely irrelevant lessons. Only Zhukov and the Red Army learned

very much f.rcom their combat in the Par East, though even in their case

there was tardiness In application, o the European theater.a22

3 The strategic effectiveness of major Interwar navies was generally

of a higher order of magnitude than their ground counterparts, but they

I too suffered from a number of drawbacks. the great expense of naval

vessels and equipment in a period of economic austerity; obsession with

fleet-to-fleet combat in the tradition of Trafalgar and Tsushima, to the

U detriment of the air dnAonsion; distraction by the old concept of the

auerre .dg Mof, little combat experience employing the nowest: weapons.

3 In an era of considerable technological uncertainty, a2l air forces

grappled with questions ot conflictinq doctrine: Douhet's strategic

bombing concept versus ground support mlssiois; independence of the air

3 arm or vubordInation to the ground forces. The experience of Ethiopia,

Spain, and China again seemed irrelevant and atypical, especially where

3 the Itali as and Japanese were concerned. Asemslnq the former, for

example, the Chlef of the British Air Staff, Air Marshal Sir Edward
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I
Bllington, said that "the Ztalian airman might start full of confidence,

but a few knocks would soon reduce his enthusiasm."2 3  3
Zn short, Interwar strategic effectiveness was affected by the way

the Individual powers viewed hypothetical enemies, allocated precious I
resources to the various services, and Interpreced the lessons of the 3
wars fought by them or others, The victorious Allies of World War Z

tended to regard their conduct of operations In that war to have been 3
vindicated by ultimate victory. They stifled Innovation and hoarded the

large inventories of obsolescent materiel they still retained from 2918. 1
A defeated and fetter•ed country such as Germany, howeveor, was not 3

saddled by huge stocks of Junk on which to build a new national military

establishment. Mazi Germany could also start from scratch In terms of

military doctrine, and could more easily extract relevant lessons from

the limited wars of the 1930s. The centralized authoritarian structure I
of the German, Italian, and Soviet Russian states afforded them tighter I
coordination between domestic and milita'y policy, and better integration

of military planning with foreign policy during most of the two decades 3
after WorJd War Z. They squeezed satisfactory force size and structure

from their demographic base, as did Japan; but inadequate reserves of raw I
materials boded I11 for Axis ability to wage protracted hostilities,

I
I
II I

I I
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I I ~ ~ZZZ. gmea•:lona.1 EffetoivenelE

Operational Ineffectiveness in the interwar period is usually

ascribed to the dead hand of trench warfare and massed artillery barrages

3 so characteristic of world War I. Certainly, most of the Western and

American military leadership that justained the first blows in the Second

World War were better prepared for war of a 1914 style, whether the arena

be Belgium, Holland, Planders, Malaya, or Luzon. Just after the Germans

I surged into Poland In 1939, General George C. Marshall, the new U.S. Army

* Chief of Staff, confided to a friend.

3 The present (American] general officers of the line are

for the most part too old to command troops In battle

I under the terrific pressures of modern war. Many of

them have their minds set in outmoded patterns, can't

change to meet the new conditions •jey may face If we

3 become Involved in the war .

3 [They] are cor•manders whose minds are no longer adapt-.

able to the making of split-second decisions In the

fast-movinq warfare of today, (and] whose bodies are no

longer capable of standing up under the demands of field

service. The experience and Judgment of these older

3 officers can [best] be used In training and In

24
maneuvers.

I -



Of his own military establishment, De Gaulle wrote that defeat was

the "simple result of out-dated conceptions, in whose name the French I
Army was prepared and comianded as If to wage the preceding war, Instead 3
of seeing Its means, tactics, and strategy replaced in vite of the war of

the future. 25 The British and even the Germans called the Prench Army 3
the strongest In western Europe, but In the early 2930's Soviet observers

already discerned the fragileness of tie facade when they reported that I
'most of the French equipment Is obsolete and cumbrous, the troop units I
are slow in maneuver, the calculations of the high comiand are too

pedantic, and In general the offensive power of the army is 3
insufflcJent. 26

Against the charges of military antiquarianism and obscurantism, It U
has been argued that:, In the case of the British, they might "have 3
performed far better on the battlefields of N orld Har II had they

ruthlessly prepared to fight the last war." As for the Germans' 3
t.zkrlea victories early In the Second world War, It has also been

pointed out that they "rested almost entirely on the exploitation I
doctrine of 2918 German Infantry tactics and their gradual extension

throughout their army In the Interwar period.*2 7

Nevertheless, one detects a strong flavor of superficiality and of 3
lip service to modernity among the protestations of relevance on the part

of Interwar theoreticlans and practitioners. General von Thoma regarded 3
even De Gaulle's Interwar writlrig as "rather 'fantastical.' Zt did not

give much tactical guidance, and was rather up In the clouds." 2 8

Stalin claimed that the Russians were "bringing the motor to the

army" at the very time (January 1941) that Marshal Iulik, a favorite of

the Soviet dictator, still dared to argue for giant Infantry divisions 5
and horse-drawn transport. Even after Zhukov's success with encirclement
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and annihilation against the Japanese at #omonhan In 2939, Stalin had

SI allowed himself to be convinced that the Red Army should break up the

3 existing mechanized corps, whose origins went back to the early 1930s.

Marshal Yeremenko struggled 'to overcome conservatism and to Inculcate

3 the military cadres with the Idea that tanks were an independent arm and

not an appendage of the Infantry.'.2 9

3 The brilliant and innovative British tank general, Percy Hobart,

I was recalled from Egypt in 1939 in disgrace, ending up as a corporal in
30

the Home Guard next year. De Gaulle and his patron Reynaud did not

I win the activation of the first tank divisions (D.C.R. 's) until World War

22 had broken out In Europe. The Initial two Japanese tank divisions

I were not created till Mhe swtvr of 1942. 31

Operational effectiveness was thus influenced greatly by attachment

to the tried and true methods and components of the past. in 1939, the

I Polish Army of Rydx-Smigly had 11 cavalry brigades but only one

mechanized brigade with which to confront the Germans, who outnumbered

I them by 15:1 in both tanks and planes.32 Duff Cooper made the apt

comment in 1935 that asking British cavalry to trade horses for trucks

*was like askJng a great musical performer to throw away his violin and

3 devote himself in the future to the gramophone. 33 The new Japanese

Infantry division which fought Zhukov almost alone in 1939 was supposed

I to have been motorized, but It included 2,200 horses in Its organization.

When Japan was seriously considering war with the Soviet Union In the

suamer of' 1941, the Kwantung Army was reinforced by 370,000 horses but by

3 only 6,000 trucks and sodans. of course, Japanese industrial output was

low at the time, but there is an obvious correlation here between

3 doctrine and manufacture. Prominent Japanese artillery officers never

ceased to extol horse-drawn pack guns for line divisions.3 4

I 1I



In other than the totalitarian countries, the ground armies

scruggled merely to survive during the Interwar period. Indeed, for3

other than strictly professional reasons, the same can be said for the

Red Army In the 1930s when Stalin's political purges ravaged the officer

corps. German, Italian, and even Japanese officers had also to maintain3

a low profile vis-a-vis their respective *t~hought control authorities,

Under such circumstances, professional military controversy centered on

such limited topics as the f~ollowing:

should triangular formations provail over the old square

'formations?

How should the movement of foot troops (the Queen of

Battles), cavalry, and artillery, be coordinated with

that of mechanized units?I

W~hat Is the optimum mix of tanks, trucks, armored cars,

and horses?

Ordnance designers, always conservative and notoriously slew to

proceed to production, received discordant signals as to operationalI

requirements, warped In part by fallacious lessons drawn from Irrelevant3

small wars after 2928~, T1hus the Japanese Army, whose hypothetical enemy

was always the Soviet Union In the 1930s, In practice found Itself3

constantly engaged against the Chinese, who lacked armor and artillery.

The result was ai Japanese emphasis on fiast but !limmy tankettos and onI

ancient, under-armed main battle tanks (variants of the Trype 89) which

were first dosigned In 1925, had only been accepted by the army In 1929,

and had performed satisfactorily In Manchuria In 1931-12. I t took the

army six years before accepting the Pype 95 light tank In 1935; seven
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years to accept the best of the Japanese medium tanks, the Type 97, In

1936. 35

SThe frustration of the combat user with the reputed sloth of

ordnance bureaus was no stranger to Americans. Gen. George S. Patton

S once exploded In typically colorful fashion. "Ordnance takes too God

Damwi long seeking perfection at the expense of the fighting men and you

S can tell that to anyone at Ordnaunce.*
3 6

5 Air forces and navies exuded more so-called glamour and were

generally at a higher level of readiness and training than ground armies

S .in the Interwar decades. Operational effectiveness was Impeded, however,

by fiscal constraints and by a lack of agreement as to doctxine. In the

U case of the air forces, mission and organization, and consequently the

I need for specific types of aircraft, remained unclear -- and the small-

war experience cast fuzzy light. The public's fancy was caught by the

daring peacetime exploits of Italian, Russian, American, Japanese, and

French aviators; by goodwIll flights across the oceans and between hemi-

I spheres; by long-range races; and by dlatant explorations. But military

air experts were troubled by Innumerable questions that vexed them as

I well as officers of sister services:I
What was the proper balance between air speed, load,

weapons, and armor?

Had the advent of the bomber nullified the role of the

i I tr~ o
I Should aircraft be the handmaiden of ground armies (and

navles) or the sword of an Independent strike force?I
I
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I
The theoretical framewor), within which most air forces operated in

the interwar years was close cooperation with ground armies in the same

general battle. But the general mission -- destruction of land and

airborne targets, and the search for and transmission of information I
precluded the development of one type of plane to fulfill all 3
requirements. Consequent operational specialization, however, still

permitted the attainment of other portions of the general mission, for 3
only materiel was the main limiting factor In exploiting effectiveness

and range of action. To give the Air Command the greatest possubilt.les I
for maneuver, each warplane should preferably incorporate a practical 5
radius of action that would correspond to the distance of the farthest

important target. Somehow, the highest speed was to be synchronized with 3
the maximum armament and the most useful weight.

In other words, specialization was to accompany homogeneity -- an 3
Imposnible task. A French Army of the Air was formally created In 2933

but, as De Seversky wrote, It was merely mthe semblance of a separate Air

Force, as a concessiun to inodernity;" the French did not have theJr 3
.37

hearts In It. Eventually, the French developed six naval and eight

military air categories, the latter comprising strategic reconnaissance,

tactical reconnaisance, day bombing, night bombing, Oartillery," attack,

pursuit, and interception. Flying these missions were sixty different

plane models and prototypes. To cite but one example, the Amiot 143 was 3
first designed In 1928, was put Into production In 1933, and was still In

service In 1940. In Germany, the lead time for the Introduction of 3
aircraft averaged 12-18 months.38 The Japanese Army Air Force, In an

effort to fill a gap where heavy bombers were concerned, purchased gas- I
guzzling Fiat BR-20s and directly incorporated them Into operational

flying units.3 9

I



Air Marshal Trenchaxd of the Royal Air Force once said that the

great military strength of the Germans derived from the fact that "they

3 have ruthlessly discarded outworn naval and military traditions, have

allotted to air power Its proper share In their plans, and have remolded

SI their navol and military technique to suit the conditions of the air

agU40 ,on the Al.lied aide stood "a church, In the eyes of which there

appear as herQ•t.cs all the arms which asp•re to equip thJ'tir units with

the flying mater e.l necessary to the accomplishment of their mission.h41

The necessity of air control as the L•LA .g a.•L-ga for successtul ground

operationa was not clearly grasped. Anachronism, Inflexibility, and

quanti tative inferiorl ty made for a deadly brew In the face of, lesurqent

I German and underrated Japanese air pwer.

3 the naval sphere, the w'estern democracies and the United States

opexacod fLom a sounder exist•ng *as. , although their resources were

3 I taxed by challenges around te world, from the Mediterranean to the Plar

East, Improvements had benn made since 2918, but aZl navies tended to

I underestimate the thraat posed by subbmarines and aircraft, preferring

"Instead to emnphasize dec"Isive fleet versus floet action centering on

battleships, rather than the tedious task of guarding slcw convoys. The

3 world's Number 3 navy, that of Japan, was as blameworthy In this respect

as the Anglo-Saxon powers, although desperation forced able Admiral

3 Isoroku Yamnamoto ,to develop plans for a daring, hi therto-.untried

carrier-centered tank force strike Against the heart of the '.S. Pacific

Fleet In 1941, Italy's uneven naval bAildup, stressing submarines and

I unemployed battleships, posed a particular threat to parity-saddled

Fra•ce, but Mussolini consistently turned down the Idea of building an

3 aircraft carrIer. 42

I
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I
Envisaging trans-Pacific assu.t landing opezations In the event oe

hos•t:iitle against Japan, the U.S. Marine Corps was the world leader In I
developIng .inphiblou. doctrine and maintaining a fighting edge In that 1
sphere, Surprisingly, as late as Japam's attack on Pearl Harbor, neither

the Japanese Armij nor Navy had any comprehension of the mission or

organization of the U.S. Marines. Reflecting their spotty operational

Intelligence capability, the Japanese continued to regard the Marines as 3
comparable to their own Naval Landing Parties, which were Intended to do

little more than send bluelackets ashore to protect lives and property in 1
endangered foreign port cities.4 3 . Emerging U.S, Marine Corps doctrine 3
contributed to the eventual operational success against Japan In the

island and atoll fighting that would characterize the war in the central 1
and western Pacific.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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3 lv. Tactica. B•fiveness

I
In the Lraining of their armed forces during the Intezwar period,

U all the powers played up their presumable national distlr:tiveness and

I played down the abilities of potential enemies. They were often

painfully wrong on both counts. Hitler spoke of "blond beasts of prey'

devouring Untermnenschen, and Mussollri described his *gallant, r"estless

arid bitter youth who face the dasn of a new history.' 44

I Their enemies, to the Axis, were *worms.' To rate the foe too

U highly, tke chief of the Japanese Army General Staff once explained,

tended to breed defeatism and cowardice and to erode friendly forces'

morale. According to a widely read Japanese general, 'In point of

discipline and skill In the art of war, the Americans are the worst of

-U I all the nationalities. Moreover, the method of command adopted by the

American officers is infantile compared with that of the Jaipanese Army."

Chinese soldiers were no better than bandits in official uniforms, atnd

I Russians resembled the clods of 1905.45

Allied intelligence evaluations of potential enemies were similarly

U shallow, particularly vis-a-vis the Italians and the Japanese, reflecting

both ignorance and contempt. In the case of the Russians, problems of

ideological hostility were aggravated by geographical remoteness.

Roosevelt once reminisced about a day In the rummer of 1933 when 'his

wife had gone down In the country to open a school, and on the wall there

had been a map which there had been a great blank space. He said the

teacher had told his wife that it was forbidden to speak about this

I-1I
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place, and this place had been the Soviet Union." 4 6

Ignorance and misperceptions of friends and foes we.re perpetuated

at tactical levels. Though ordinarily good at the technIcal level of I
Interception and decrypting of messages, understaffed and poorly regarded

Intelligence organizations tended to be weak In handling human

Intelligence and target analysis. Logistical duty was also no plum in

any of the Interwar armed forces. By and large, operations was the 3
favorito assignment In every army and navy, down to the unit level.

Tactical concepts, in many wayas had not progressed in armies since 1
1914, let alone 1918, and had not made the transition from the era of I
railway war to that of petrol war. Critics of British Army training and

tactics insisted, as late as 1940, that "Charge of the Light Brig&ad,

thinking" still largely governed "drill, discipline, the -Ams and methods

of commanders, and the attitude of the men commanded." The C I
Tralnino (Xochanl R4) #aH!ugj of 1937 continued to encourage officers to

"hunt and ride across countryN In order to develop faoulties of quick

action and rapid decisiun. While the Germans were being taught that 3
"attack Is fire that advances, defense is fire that counteratt.icks."

Brltish soldiers were still learning that infantry Is the force that I
closes with the enemy ,,ith fixed bayonets. Why guard Whitehall with

bayonets against paratroopers who would be armed with submachine guno,

machine pistols, and grenades?4 7  3
French ,'otlons of armored usage evince a neanderthal quality at the

tactical levc.". Packets of eight to ten Infantry tanks (at best) were l
assigned to French Infantry divisions, In the face of the 500-pius

rmnored vehicles contained in a Gernhn _ane divislon. Six years after

he had written Ve rs l'Armee de Metier In 1934, De Gaulle was still 1
pleading for the autonomous employment of tankb. I
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I
But Cen. Narcisse Chauvineau, In hIs Ironically titled yet best-

selling Une InvasIon est-el'e encore possible? (2939), derided mechanized

3 forces as "Sancho Panzas, M  too weighted down to fight. Chauvineau

likened armored columns to the cavalry raiders of old -- a passing storm

causing monetary alarm and some ddmage, but dangerously weakened by risks

and losses. The tank Itself, a machine forced to stumble on relentlessly

"Ilike the wandering Jew* until It ran out of fuel, Ocannot be something

to fear." Offensive tanks had failed wtserablyl they were much too

expensive an Investment In folly. Uf nations could not afford to have

3 swarms of naval cruisers, jeered Chauvtneau, how could they possibly

afford to build useless thousands of land cruisers? Marshal Petain

I applauded Chauvineau's supposed sagacity. 48 This was the dogmatic

atmosphere enveloping French tank crews at the tactical level on the eve

of World War rr. The argumentation was not unrepresentative of

tacticians In other armies.

In general, it can be said that tactical leadership In armies was

I best at the junior levels. For example, Cerman combat vaterans typically

I called the middle rungs of the Soviet ladder of corrmaiud "shakym for

conaendera of that rank feared their superiors more than they feared the

enemy. German depictions of Russian soldiery Included "soulless

Indifference., something more than fatalism,* "extraordinary stolidity,*

I Nunquestioning obed.tence," and *susceptibility to surprlse.w49 Peace-

time training and exercises at small-unlt level were adequately conducted

by the Germans, British, Japanese, and Americans, though manit shortcors-

I ngs were evident (especially in joint operations), and much was made of

spit and polish, excopt among the deceptively sloven Japanese.

Small-unit ground and air combat was experienced In the Interwar

years, to varying extent, by French, E1ritlsh, and Itallan tactical
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I
elements In colonial areas; by the Germans, Italians, and Russians in

Spain; by the Japanese In China; and by the Russians and Japanese along

the Manchurian and North Korean frontiers. When suitably motivated,

armed, and commanded, all of these forces fought satisfactorily, although

foreign critics often cast aspersions on the performance of the Xtalians,

Japanese, and Russians in particular. The United States armed forces

tought no major operations during the Interwar period,, the Army was 3
ranked No. 20 In size in the world as of 1939, smaller than the armies of

Sweden, Switzerland, Portugal, and Greece. I
Levels of peactime competence and innovation extended to high ranks

among the naval powers, expocially the British, American, and Japanese

navies. Air forces, being newer, without tradition, and perhaps more

confused In terms of doctrine and material, took longer to develop sound

commandship at all levels. The Prench never did. One air officer wrote I
that in an environment of "closed Venetian blinds, [there worked] only

subordinates chosen for their deference and their ability to parrot

doctrine." Ostracism resulted for "all those who, by experlence or 3
reasonIng, did not share the official ideas." Zn practice, an abyss

separated pilots from staff officers. s Indeed, even senior comranders U
in the Japanese Army Air Force ttpIcally had never served in an air crew.

Tactical effectiveoiness was more clouded In the realm of emerging

technologies and weapons systems. Throughout the period, question marks 3
particularly surroundea the roles to be played in a future war by

aircraft, armor, submarines, and poison gAS. As for specific ermies and I
navies, objectively speaking, the least was known abroad concerning the

Russians and the Japanese, which was the way they wanted it. For better

or for worse, both of these military establishments would most astonish

the world when "Incerwar" became "wartime' for them in 1941.

I
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